
 

 

 

 

 

 
    

  

  

  
  

 
 

 
 

  
 
 

 

From: Miller, Karen, PLN 
To: Alan Anglyn 
Cc: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Jay PLN Leipzig (Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org) 
Subject: RE: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application Requirements and Development 

Standards 
Date: Friday, July 9, 2021 10:17:00 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Mr. Anglyn, 

I am considering your information and will get back to you. 

Do you have a phone number at which I can reach you? 

Karen Miller 
Senior Planner 
913.715.2224 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 9:08 AM 
To: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com> 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org>; Miller, Karen, PLN 
<Karen.Miller@jocogov.org>; Pendley, Sean, PLN <Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org>; Neufeld, Scott, BFP 
<Scott.Neufeld@jocogov.org> 
Subject: RE: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application Requirements and 
Development Standards 

Mr. Anglyn-

Thank you for your comments on the proposed utility scale solar regulations.  We will include these 
comments in the Planning Commission packet for our upcoming meeting which is scheduled for 
August 10, 2021 at 5:45 PM at the Johnson County Administration Building, 111 S. Cherry Street in 
Olathe.  The Planning Commission meetings are held in the Board of County Commissioners Hearing 

Room which is on the 3rd floor.  In addition, we have scheduled a formal public hearing on the 

proposed regulations on September 14th at 5:45 in the same location.  The public is invited to speak 
at all meetings.  I would encourage you to attend this meeting if possible, but as I mentioned, we 
will include your comments with the Planning Commission packet. 

In addition, I will ask Karen Miller, our Senior Planner to reach out to you for further discussion on 
your comments. 

Thanks again, Mr. Anglyn.  I appreciate your interest in this important topic. 

Jay 



 
 
 

   

    
 

 

 

         

         

         

         

         

         

 

 

 
 

Jay C. Leipzig, AICP, CEcD 
Director 
111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 
☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222  Cell (816) 564-7744 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

From: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 5:57 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>; Pendley, Sean, PLN <Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org> 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application Requirements and 
Development Standards 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

I’ve reviewed the June 16th, 2021 memorandum to the Planning Commission regarding “Utility-Scale 
Solar Facilities – Summary of Draft Application Requirements and Development Standards” and have 
comments to share on the following topics: 

· Buffers from dwellings and human activity 

· Screening from dwellings 

· Erosion control 

· Storm damage liability and repair 

· Environmental impact 

· Acquiring materials and goods in the USA 

As a resident on land adjacent to the Nextera-proposed facility, I am disappointed by the draft 
development standards as they lack adequate protections for neighbors of the facility.  My 
suggestion would be a minimum of 500 feet from dwellings in existence at the time of the project 
application.  In open country, the proposed 250 feet from a potential 12-foot tall security fence and 
rows of 15-foot tall panels will look and feel extremely close and impact the attractiveness and 
appeal of affected homes. 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Additionally, the screening standards are proposed for ground level views. To protect residents, I 
suggest that such screening standards apply for views from ground-level floors inclusive of patios, 
porches and decks.  Most residential activity will be within this area and any prospective buyers of a 
home within view of a solar farm are going to specifically look at the views from the home more so 
than ground level at some point outside the home. Furthermore, for dwellings on sloping terrain, 
using the ground floor as a reference point prevents the solar farm applicant from selectively picking 
the lowest ground level point from which to determine compliance to the standard. 

On the topic of screening, stronger measures are needed in proximity to dwellings.  The applicant 
will be motivated to comply with the absolute minimum standards to save on costs. As written in the 
summary, the applicant could simply plant one single 5’ tall tree for every 15 linear feet as a screen 
for a 12-foot chain link fence and 15-foot tall solar panels that could extend for thousands of feet. 
Even Nextera’s recommended screening standards (reference “Comments of NextEra Energy 
Resources to the Johnson County Planning Staff” dated June 4, 2021) were more favorable as they 
called for 100% vertical coverage up to a point of 8 feet from ground level. For landscaping, there 
should be a standard to plant multiple rows of trees and a requirement that the applicant commit to 
maintaining living trees as a buffer for the duration of the project. The Berkley consultants 
recommended greater than or equal to 100 feet of vegetative buffer. One 5’ tall tree every 15 feet 
will not, when used without other screening, impede views of the solar farm. 

Another area of concern is that of erosion control. Solar farms are well known to create additional 
runoff given the significant coverage of impervious solar panels. The proposed Nextera site slopes 
downhill toward my property and erosion control is a major concern. The summary is silent on 
erosion control measures or responsibilities of the applicant to protect adjacent properties from 
runoff issues created by their actions. 

Kansas is a beautiful state; however, we are subject to extreme weather.  Johnson County should 
require the applicant to clean up and restore damage caused by storms. Such restoration should 
include nearby properties when impacted by damage to the solar farm.  My fear is of solar panels 
being strewn across the property line putting my family and our home at risk and the applicant 
shirking responsibility to clean up and pay for damages.  Johnson County should be proactive in 
protecting its residents from such potential harm by inserting protective language into the standard. 

The Environmental Impact Assessment should include: a) ensuring responsible use of herbicides 
which are commonly used to control plant growth in solar farms and ensure safety of nearby 
residents and livestock, b) an evaluation of the safety of chemicals and compounds used in the solar 
panels to avoid dangerous dust or runoff which could also pose risks to nearby residents or livestock. 

Green energy companies and organizations tout solar farms as zero emissions and good for the 
environment. Applicants should be required to commit to ensuring their proposed facilities achieve 
the goals they boast of during the planning phase. As well, they should commit to being good 
neighbors to adjacent landowners and nearby communities. My experience thus far with Nextera 
has been disappointing with difficulty establishing dialog and receiving essentially zero updates 
about the project. 

Lastly, in this internationally competitive era, the applicant should buy products made in the USA. 



 

 

 

Too many products are sourced from China. China is a communist country that continues belligerent 
talk toward the US. Johnson County should not support China’s government or economy by 
permitting solar farm applicants to use products and materials procured from Chinese companies. 

In closing, I ask for serious consideration of these suggestions and I welcome an opportunity to 
discuss these with you and the county planning staff. Of note, as communicated to you previously, I 
remain of the opinion that with the exception of specific tracts of land like the Sunflower brownfield, 
that Johnson County is a poor choice for a utility scale solar farm. Johnson County is the economic 
engine of the state of Kansas and land tied up for decades in a solar farm is a lost opportunity for 
more intense development. 

Regards, 
Alan Anglyn 
17090 Evening Star Rd 
Edgerton 



 

             
         

               
              

              
 

               
            

          
              

            
    

              
           

             

From: Alan Anglyn 
To: Miller, Karen, PLN 
Cc: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Leipzig, Jay, PLN; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC 
Subject: Re: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application Requirements and Development 

Standards 
Date: Sunday, July 25, 2021 10:58:19 AM 
Attachments: image001.png 

image.png 

Karen, 

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the draft solar farm application requirements. I’d 
like to provide this feedback from our conversation last Thursday. 

First regarding setbacks, I was disappointed to hear that the setbacks in the proposal had been 
lowered from 100 feet as covered in the memorandum to the Planning Commission dated June 
16th, 2021 to just 50 feet from the project boundary. The Berkley consultants had proposed 
150 feet. 

image.png 

Nextera in their memo to the Johnson County Planning Staff (dated June 4, 2021) used a 
Lancaster County, Nebraska example of a 100-foot property line setback from a non-
participating property with a dwelling. The Planning Commission should recognize the 
impact that such an industrial site will have on adjacent properties and adapt regulations that 
mitigate these impacts and protect the rural lifestyle and lifelong investment that current 
residents have in their homes. 

Second regarding screening, I was pleased to hear that the screening proposal had been revised 
and from our discussion I understand the proposed language would provide additional 
requirements for screening in the vicinity of residential dwellings. I look forward to reading 



      

               
           

             
            

             
  

              
               

     

 

 

     
      

   
       

    
   
           

   

 

 

 

             
           

             
          

             
              

the revised screening requirements in the proposal. 

On the topic of erosion control and the use of hazardous chemicals for vegetative control, I 
appreciate your consultation with other county staff and incorporating their suggestions. One 
topic we discussed was the overspray of chemicals. With our strong winds in Kansas, 
overspray onto adjacent properties or onto persons (e.g. children playing outdoors) is quite 
possible, the regulations should provide protection so that any overspray damage is a violation 
of county ordinances. 

In closing, I seek support for increased setbacks for adjacent properties with dwellings, and I 
look forward to reading the changes you spoke of in the updated proposal when it becomes 
available on the Planning Commission’s website. 

Regards, 

Alan Anglyn 

913.208.2118 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 9:08 AM 
To: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com> 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org>; Miller, Karen, PLN 
<Karen.Miller@jocogov.org>; Pendley, Sean, PLN <Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org>; 
Neufeld, Scott, BFP <Scott.Neufeld@jocogov.org> 
Subject: RE: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application 
Requirements and Development Standards 

Mr. Anglyn-

Thank you for your comments on the proposed utility scale solar regulations.    We will 
include these comments in the Planning Commission packet for our upcoming meeting 
which is scheduled for August 10, 2021 at 5:45 PM at the Johnson County 
Administration Building, 111 S. Cherry Street in Olathe.  The Planning Commission 
meetings are held in the Board of County Commissioners Hearing Room which is on 
the 3rd floor. In addition, we have scheduled a formal public hearing on the proposed 



              
                

          

 

                
   

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

    

 

    
      

       

    
          

   

regulations on September 14th at 5:45 in the same location.  The public is invited to 
speak at all meetings.  I would encourage you to attend this meeting if possible, but as I 
mentioned, we will include your comments with the Planning Commission packet. 

In addition, I will ask Karen Miller, our Senior Planner to reach out to you for further 
discussion on your comments. 

Thanks again, Mr. Anglyn. I appreciate your interest in this important topic. 

Jay 

Jay C. Leipzig, AICP, CEcD 

Director 

111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 

☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222  Cell (816) 564-7744 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

From: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 5:57 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
<Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org> 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application 
Requirements and Development Standards 



 

           
     

 

           
         
          

              

           

          

             

          

               

             
            

              
              

              
            

 

           
           

            
                 

               
            

            
           

             
             

               
                 

           
          
             

              
               

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use 
caution when opening attachments or links.*** 

I’ve reviewed the June 16th, 2021 memorandum to the Planning Commission regarding 
“Utility-Scale Solar Facilities – Summary of Draft Application Requirements and 
Development Standards” and have comments to share on the following topics: 

· Buffers from dwellings and human activity 

· Screening from dwellings 

· Erosion control 

· Storm damage liability and repair 

· Environmental impact 

· Acquiring materials and goods in the USA 

As a resident on land adjacent to the Nextera-proposed facility, I am disappointed by 
the draft development standards as they lack adequate protections for neighbors of the 
facility. My suggestion would be a minimum of 500 feet from dwellings in existence at 
the time of the project application. In open country, the proposed 250 feet from a 
potential 12-foot tall security fence and rows of 15-foot tall panels will look and feel 
extremely close and impact the attractiveness and appeal of affected homes. 

Additionally, the screening standards are proposed for ground level views. To protect 
residents, I suggest that such screening standards apply for views from ground-level 
floors inclusive of patios, porches and decks. Most residential activity will be within 
this area and any prospective buyers of a home within view of a solar farm are going to 
specifically look at the views from the home more so than ground level at some point 
outside the home. Furthermore, for dwellings on sloping terrain, using the ground floor 
as a reference point prevents the solar farm applicant from selectively picking the 
lowest ground level point from which to determine compliance to the standard. 

On the topic of screening, stronger measures are needed in proximity to dwellings. The 
applicant will be motivated to comply with the absolute minimum standards to save on 
costs. As written in the summary, the applicant could simply plant one single 5’ tall tree 
for every 15 linear feet as a screen for a 12-foot chain link fence and 15-foot tall solar 
panels that could extend for thousands of feet. Even Nextera’s recommended screening 
standards (reference “Comments of NextEra Energy Resources to the Johnson County 
Planning Staff” dated June 4, 2021) were more favorable as they called for 100% 
vertical coverage up to a point of 8 feet from ground level. For landscaping, there 
should be a standard to plant multiple rows of trees and a requirement that the applicant 



              
            

               
   

               
          

            
            

            

            
             

           
               

              
            
         

 

          
             

              
              

      

 

            
           

             
           

          
          

 

           
              

           
           

     

 

             
             

             
             

               

commit to maintaining living trees as a buffer for the duration of the project. The 
Berkley consultants recommended greater than or equal to 100 feet of vegetative buffer. 
One 5’ tall tree every 15 feet will not, when used without other screening, impede views 
of the solar farm. 

Another area of concern is that of erosion control. Solar farms are well known to create 
additional runoff given the significant coverage of impervious solar panels. The 
proposed Nextera site slopes downhill toward my property and erosion control is a 
major concern. The summary is silent on erosion control measures or responsibilities of 
the applicant to protect adjacent properties from runoff issues created by their actions.  

Kansas is a beautiful state; however, we are subject to extreme weather. Johnson 
County should require the applicant to clean up and restore damage caused by storms. 
Such restoration should include nearby properties when impacted by damage to the 
solar farm. My fear is of solar panels being strewn across the property line putting my 
family and our home at risk and the applicant shirking responsibility to clean up and 
pay for damages. Johnson County should be proactive in protecting its residents from 
such potential harm by inserting protective language into the standard. 

The Environmental Impact Assessment should include: a) ensuring responsible use of 
herbicides which are commonly used to control plant growth in solar farms and ensure 
safety of nearby residents and livestock, b) an evaluation of the safety of chemicals and 
compounds used in the solar panels to avoid dangerous dust or runoff which could also 
pose risks to nearby residents or livestock. 

Green energy companies and organizations tout solar farms as zero emissions and good 
for the environment. Applicants should be required to commit to ensuring their 
proposed facilities achieve the goals they boast of during the planning phase. As well, 
they should commit to being good neighbors to adjacent landowners and nearby 
communities. My experience thus far with Nextera has been disappointing with 
difficulty establishing dialog and receiving essentially zero updates about the project. 

Lastly, in this internationally competitive era, the applicant should buy products made 
in the USA. Too many products are sourced from China. China is a communist country 
that continues belligerent talk toward the US. Johnson County should not support 
China’s government or economy by permitting solar farm applicants to use products 
and materials procured from Chinese companies. 

In closing, I ask for serious consideration of these suggestions and I welcome an 
opportunity to discuss these with you and the county planning staff. Of note, as 
communicated to you previously, I remain of the opinion that with the exception of 
specific tracts of land like the Sunflower brownfield, that Johnson County is a poor 
choice for a utility scale solar farm. Johnson County is the economic engine of the state 



                 
 

 

 

   

of Kansas and land tied up for decades in a solar farm is a lost opportunity for more 
intense development. 

Regards, 

Alan Anglyn 

17090 Evening Star Rd 

Edgerton 



From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
To: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN 
Subject: Fwd: Articles 
Date: Thursday, July 29, 2021 5:54:14 AM 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 10:46:28 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>; Charlotte O'Hara <charlotteiohara@gmail.com> 
Subject: Articles 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/china-boasts-successful-nuclear-fusion-160000779.html? 
guccounter=1 

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a36630528/china-artificial-sun-breaks-fusion-
world-record/ 



 

 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
To: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN 
Subject: Fwd: More Articles 
Date: Thursday, July 29, 2021 5:54:25 AM 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 10:54:12 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>; Charlotte O'Hara <charlotteiohara@gmail.com> 
Subject: More Articles 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a36630528/china-artificial-sun-breaks-fusion-
world-record/ 

https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/energy/a36630528/china-artificial-sun-breaks-fusion-
world-record/ 



 
   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

                         

  

    

 

 

From: Joyce Whittier 
To: Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Subject: Re: Solar Farm 
Date: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 7:34:34 PM 
Attachments: image003.png 

It's from a group in Nebraska who do not want solar farms.  It includes counties in Kansas as 
well.  He mentions our senators and their opposition to solar farms. 

On Wed, Aug 4, 2021 at 5:43 PM Pendley, Sean, PLN <Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org> wrote: 

Joyce, 

Thank you for forwarding me the link below.  I wasn’t sure what to do with this information 
since the link appears to refer to a facebook group message and I am not familiar with this 
group.  Is this something related to the proposed solar regulations? 

If you have general comments for the Planning Commission or any items scheduled on the 
meeting agenda for on August 10, please let me know and I can forward those to the 
Commissioners.  Thanks. 

Sean Pendley, AICP 
Deputy Director 

111 South Cherry, Suite 2000 Olathe, KS 66061 

Direct (913) 715-2205 | Office (913) 715-2200 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

From: Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 3, 2021 6:27 PM 
To: Pendley, Sean, PLN <Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Solar Farm 



 

 

 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Charlotte asked me to send this link to you. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2537581996537842/permalink/2581105528852155/ 

Joyce Whittier 



August 9, 2021 

Johnson County Planning Commission 

Johnson County, Kansas 

Dear Planning Commissioners: 

First, thank you for your service to Johnson County. I know it takes time away from your jobs 

and families but it’s an important and necessary role. I was a BOCC-appointee like you, serving 

on the JCPRD board for many years.  I’m currently an elected Trustee for Johnson County 

Community College (but not representing JCCC with this letter). 

I wanted to be at your meeting Tuesday in person to convey a message of support for solar 
investment in Johnson County. However, a child’s school event prevents me from attending, so 

thank you for accepting these written comments. 

I’ve been in and around the energy industry for more than twenty years and I’m currently a 

member of Climate Action KC.  The amount of solar in Johnson County does not match the 

interest Johnson County residents have in solar and other renewables. 

I’m proud of the investments JCCC has made in solar. The College has just under 1.5 MWs of 
(mostly) rooftop solar on campus, making our portfolio of solar the largest in the County and 

possibly the state.  One of the reason’s JCCC has invested in solar is to lead by example, and 

certainly recently, it makes good economic sense. 

Johnson County needs thoughtful regulations that allow large and small scale solar 
development.  I’m sure there is a path to an appropriate balance of protections for adjacent 
property owners.  It would be a shame for restrictive regulations to stifle solar investment in 

Johnson County. 

Please help make Johnson County a leader in responsable solar development. 

Best regards, 

Paul Snider 
9717 Appleridge Lane, Lenexa, KS 66227 

psniderkc@gmail.com | 913-439-9723 



 

 
             

      

 

 

 

 
 

   
 
 

    
    

   
 
 
 

                
                  

                 
                 

 
 

                 
            

             
                

             
      

   
 
                  

              
              

 
 
                

      
 
 

 
  

 

 
 
 

  
     

 

August 9, 2021 

Johnson County Planning Commission 
111 S. Cherry St. 
Olathe, KS 66061 

As a local elected leader and Committee Chair of Climate Action KC, I am writing in support of the West 
Garner Solar project, and the benefits it will provide to Johnson County. As you have heard in prior Planning 
Commission meetings, it is the goal of Climate Action KC to achieve Net Zero as a region by 2050. One of 
the key priorities in achieving this goal is to invest in renewable energy and decrease fossil fuel usage. 

Solar energy is safe, reliable, and provides economic benefit to our community. As we have seen in the 
successful implementation of wind energy farms in rural Kansas, renewable energy can create local 
employment opportunities and generate additional revenue for Johnson County. A solar project of this scale 
will provide clean energy that creates no pollutants, uses no water, and creates no waste by-products. The 
array is compatible with the rural/agricultural nature of southern Johnson County and will not adversely affect 
the character of the land or surrounding property. 

I am additionally in support of this project for the estimated $10 million in additional revenue it is projected to 
provide for Johnson County: money that can be used to contribute to maintenance of our local infrastructure, 
schools, and public safety. All residents, including the citizens of Lenexa, would benefit. 

I would respectfully ask for your consideration in approval of this project, and the innovation it represents 
toward a healthy, resilient region. 

Sincerely, 

Julie A. Sayers 
Lenexa City Council, Ward 4 

City of Lenexa / 17101 W. 87th St. Pkwy. / Lenexa, Kansas 66219 

913.477.7500 City Hall / Fax 913.477.7639 

www.lenexa.com 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

   
      
      

    
   

 
       

      
    

  
   

    
     

    

     
 

     
          

       
      

   
   

  
 

   
        

  
      

 
 

    
  

  
 

  
  

www.climateactionkc.com 
info@mkccac.org 

ClimateActionKC 

August 9, 2021 

JOHNSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Johnson County Administration Building 
Board of County Commissioners Hearing Room, 3rd Floor 
111 South Cherry Street 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 

Good Evening. 

Climate Action Kansas City (CAKC) is a bi-state nonprofit organization dedicated to bringing local 
leaders together to achieve net-zero regional emissions by 2050 and improve the quality of life across the 
Kansas City region. Our coalition is made up of more than 100 local and state elected officials, as well as 
leaders from many civic, nonprofit, public, and corporate organizations sharing a regional interest in 
climate mitigation and adaptation action. 

Policies that support solar development are valuable investments when the full value of solar energy is 
considered.  Due to increased grid stability, economic vitality, and societal benefits, distributed solar 
generation is worth more than its retail price. 

Distributed solar energy generates enough electricity to power more than 6 million homes each year, 
resulting in annual carbon dioxide emission reductions equivalent to taking 4.4 million passenger vehicles 
off the road.  As one of the sunniest states in the county, Kansas can harvest this abundant source of 
energy to conserve our vital resources of clean air and water. Across Johnson County, many 
municipalities have greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Utility scale solar projects, such as the 
West Gardner Solar Project, will help reach those goals. 

Johnson County continues to see extreme weather events, such as the cold snap of February and extreme 
heat this summer. Diversifying our grid through utility scale solar can help prevent power outages while 
making Johnson County’s power grid cleaner and more reliable. Utility scale solar can help limit the 
need to generate power at centralized fossil fuel plants and reduces the need for costly investments in 
power distribution and transmission. Further, those avoided costs are especially valuable during hot 
summer months when electricity demand spikes along with air conditioning use, and when solar panels 
are most productive. 

Solar is a good fiscal investment.  Since utility-scale solar projects generate electricity closer to the point 
of use, they decrease dependence on foreign or out-of-state energy and reduce the amount of energy lost 
during distribution and transmission. Further, solar resources diversify the state’s energy supply and 
reduce financial risks posed by volatile fuel sources. These benefits are valuable to both utilities and 
ratepayers, reducing costs and improving services across the board. 

Johnson County should continue to encourage policies that support solar development to curb the effects 
of climate change while improving the lives of our citizens. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on 
this proposed rule. 

Sincerely, 
Climate Action KC 



From: Jeff Johnson 
To: Miller, Karen, PLN 
Subject: Comment from meeting attendee 
Date: Tuesday, August 10, 2021 6:48:45 PM 
Attachments: A vision toward the future with solar.pdf 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments 
or links.*** 

I am at meeting but can’t speak. 



    

 

   

   

     

    

   

   

    

     

      

  

   

  

      

 

     

 

     

     

  

  

       

     

       

   

  

   

     

 

A Vision Toward the Future With Solar 

I would hope the county, and the country for that matter wouldn’t jump on the bandwagon of 

the solar industry as it is today, in its infancy. 

I think allowing large scale solar “farms” as they are constructed today, with today’s 
technology and mindsets is a mistake in the making. Something that we will look back upon 

and say “I can’t believe we did it that way.” 

When I look at the solar projects that have been built to date they range from unsightly to 

downright ugly. 

I watch and look at county’s work to adopt regulations that might mitigate some of the 

“undesirable qualities” associated with these sites. I see many want to put them in remote 

areas in an attempt to affect as few property owners as possible. Others want to regulate 

large setbacks with screening to hide these facilities as they would a rock quarry or a 

landfill. 

Why are these ‘farms’ so unsightly? Why do they have to be? 

Could it be that these panels are all the same size, all the same shape, and all the same 

color? That they are all lined up in neat efficient rows, designed for maximum efficiency and 

production? 

Let’s think to the future. A future world that we would like to live in. A future world we 

would like to look at.  Imagine if the solar industry would think about that as well.  Imagine if 

they chose to build solar panels that were say, in six different sizes, in six different shapes, 

and six different colors. 

Now let’s imagine a mosaic on the wall in your office. It is of a sunflower.  It is in a twenty 

four inch square frame.  Imagine this mosaic enlarged and superimposed on a forty acre plot 

of land. Imagine this image built with these assorted size, shape, and colored solar panels. 

Now ask yourself if you think that would be something that we, as a community would like 

to hide behind screening. 

Or would it be something that would inspire thought into our lives? Inspire how we would 

like to treat this world we live in? How we would like treat each other? 



   

     

     

   

 

      

      

   

   

 

 

 

  

These PV systems will be in place for at least 50 years.  For most of us that is the rest 

of our lives.  Ask yourselves; what you would like to look at for the rest of your lives? 

What type of environment would you like to pass on to your children? What type of 

mindset and example would you like to encourage and pass on? What should we insist upon 

as a community? 

There exists opportunity here to lead and to inspire. We have the tools through regulation 

of the conditional use permits to shape our surroundings. To lead by setting new industry 

standards. 

This is the future I would like to see of this great County, this great State, this great 

Country. 

Jeff Johnson 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

From: Alan Anglyn 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Cc: Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC 
Subject: Re: Proposed Solar Project - Comments on Summary of Draft Application Requirements and Development 

Standards 
Date: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 11:23:49 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

I want to share some thoughts following last evening’s meeting.  Clearly, not enough people in 
the community are aware of the pending solar facility application and the associated zoning 
activity in support of that application. That was evident from some of the comments last night, 
even with one person inside the project boundary not having known about it. 

Second, my opinion is that too much deference is being afforded to Nextera in the process of 
vetting the proposed regulations. Nextera’s interests do not align with that of the county 
planning commission. Nextera’s mission statement reads: “we are committed to being the best 
electric utility in the world, by delivering superior value to our customers, by operating with 
excellence, and by supporting a constructive regulatory environment.”  Digging a little deeper 
into Nextera’s governance principles yields that the Board of Directors’ long-term goal is to 
build shareholder value.  There is nothing unexpected or wrong with their vision or their long-
term goal.  Nextera is a for-profit multinational corporation with over $120B in assets. That 
said, Nextera is not aligned with the Johnson County Planning & Development department’s 
mission for sustainable long-range land use planning with the goal of maximizing public 
benefit for all the residents in Johnson County, Kansas. 

My observations through this process over the last several months are that the Berkley 
Consultants made recommendations that were more balanced, but as feedback came in from 
Nextera, the zoning recommendations shifted in Nextera’s favor.  Examples are the reduced 
setbacks from property boundaries (from 150’ to 100’ and more recently to 50’), increased 
size for solar farms from 1,000 acres to 2,000 acres and reductions in screening and buffering 
requirements. Now as of last night, Nextera claims they need 3,000 acres. Note, this statement 
was made with no mention of the 1,000 plus acres already in their Project Boundary within 
Douglas County. And Nextera asks for zero setbacks and no screening. 

The zoning process should not be a negotiation with the applicant.  Nextera’s goal is making 
money and delivering shareholder value; they’ll keep pushing proposals that support their 
goals.  As Commissioner Neese pointed out, Nextera boasts about their numerous solar 
facilities, almost all of which are smaller in size than 1,000 acres and the larger ones are in 
more remote locations than Johnson County. The Planning Department and Planning 
Commission should represent all of Johnson County residents, and not give undue influence to 
an external entity nor just the interests of the few landholders who stand to profit from the 



 

 
 

 

 

proposed project. 

In Nextera’s comments last night, two points touted were : 1) solar facilities are a type of 
agriculture, and 2) Johnson County should participate in electricity generation. On the first 
point, solar facilities are not agriculture; they are energy generating facilities.  The terms 
“agribusiness” and “agriculture” are not mentioned in Nextera’s annual report, financial 
reports, nor in their mission. This notion of "agribusiness" is just a convenient talking point for 
advancing their positions on zoning. On the second point, if Nextera really believes that each 
county should participate in utility scale solar, where else are they going into large metro 
areas?  Are they going into counties with cities like Chicago, New York City, Los Angeles and 
Philadelphia?  If so, there was no mention of that. As I mentioned last evening, with so many 
counties in Kansas having declining populations, why allocate so much land for a 20 – 40 year 
period in the most vibrant, most thriving county in the state? There is no principle that each 
county must be an island and provide all its own resources. 

In closing, I want to reiterate specific feedback I provided last evening about the zoning 
regulation and request setbacks for existing dwellings at 500 feet and setbacks from non-
participating property boundaries of 150 feet with screening as recommended by the Berkley 
Consultants. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 

Alan Anglyn 





 

  

 

 

 

  
   

  

   

 
 

From: Alan Anglyn 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC; O"Hara, Charlotte, BOC 
Subject: Thoughts on Nextera"s Proposal to Eliminate Setbacks on County Roads and Along Non-Participating, Adjoining 

Property Lines 
Date: Monday, August 30, 2021 11:03:56 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

I've written to you previously about iterations of proposals regarding setbacks and screening 
and that these have been increasingly more favorable to the energy companies and less 
favorable for adjoining, non-participating properties. In the August 10th Planning Commission 
meeting, Nextera proposed zero setbacks and no screening. Nextera also proposed they be 
allowed to put their fencing and their solar equipment on road right-of-ways. I'm writing to 
you today to bring awareness of the negative consequences this would have on wildlife. 

The contemplated project in western Johnson County and eastern Douglas county is massive. 
Nextera requested the maximum limit in Johnson County be increased to 3,000 acres. In 
Douglas County, they have requested the county remove maximum acreage from the county's 
draft language. It's plausible that Nextera is contemplating a project of 5,000 acres or more or 
roughly 8 square miles. 

While this land will not all be one single parcel, it does represent removal of this amount 
ofland from accessibility by wildlife. High fencing creates an unnatural barrier for many 
animals. Permeable fencing, should Nextera use it, provides mitigation only for small species. 
Larger species will not be so fortunate. Let's look at the larger species in this area.  Among 
these are deer, coyotes, bobcats, turkeys, racoons, beavers, snapping turtles, larger 
water turtles (turtle species too large to get through the permeable fencing). Though 
not common, there have also been a few cougars spotted in the area.  All of these 
animals currently feed and travel on land that would be covered in solar panels and 
protected by high fencing.  With the proposed solar energy facility, these 
animals would have to travel around the high fencing. 

The energy companies tout they'll have wildlife corridors for animals to travel, but 
with the scale of these projects, the animals won't just go a few hundred yards to find 
accessible terrain.  The animals will be displaced and looking for new food sources. 
When animals on a wildlife corridor come to a roadway, the animals don't necessarily 
cross the road, they may choose to walk along the road. With high fencing along the 
roadway, the roadway becomes a narrow wildlife corridor. Animal / auto collisions will 
be more common. 

Also, without setbacks and screening, adjoining land will in effect become wildlife 
corridors, too.  In some cases like mine, that would put these animals walking through 
residential yards as they navigate their way around high fences.  This will inevitably 
increase the likelihood of human / animal conflict, (e.g., coyote attacks on pets or 
potentially children, and deer or racoon damage to landscapes and gardens) as these 



 

 

displaced animals look for new food sources and new travel routes around the 
countryside. 

I ask that you revisit the setbacks and buffers to increase setbacks and vegetative 
buffers so that wildlife can better navigate through the project area with less chance 
for conflicts with humans. 

Alan Anglyn 
(913) 208-2118 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

From: Alan Anglyn 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Cc: O"Hara, Charlotte, BOC; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC; Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: Re: Thoughts on Nextera"s Proposal to Eliminate Setbacks on County Roads and Along Non-Participating, 

Adjoining Property Lines 
Date: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 2:05:08 PM 
Attachments: image003.png 

image005.png 

I attended the Douglas County Planning Commission meeting last week and have reviewed 
the materials for that meeting.  What I observed there has some similarities to what I’ve 
witnessed in Johnson County, but there are also significant differences.  One similarity is that 
in each county the proposed zoning requirements began with more protections for non-
participating land owners, but over time as feedback came in from the big energy companies, 
the proposed zoning requirements became more favorable for big energy companies, 
particularly as it relates to project size, setbacks and buffering. 

Another similarity between Johnson and Douglas counties is that few county residents are 
even aware of the zoning efforts for utility scale solar and the massive amounts of land that 
would be involved. Little effort has been made to solicit feedback from residents who could be 
impacted by such projects to see if there might be a middle ground that would work for both 
sides. Residents’ concerns about property values, noise levels, soil and water contamination, 
erosion, quality of life, setbacks and buffers are legitimate and dear to us. We feel we’re our 
interests as residents are being overlooked and given lower priority than the interests of deep-
pocketed big energy companies with polished legal teams that have years of experience selling 
their proposal to county jurisdictions. 

Your comment about ensuring consistency across both counties is particularly concerning. 
The circumstances in Douglas County are extremely different than those in Johnson County. 
Douglas County has vastly more agriculture and has bought into the idea that solar energy 
facilities can be a soil bank to be reclaimed for agricultural use at some point 30 to 60 years 
from now.  In last week’s meeting in Lawrence, one person stated that as many as five 
applicants have projects planned in Douglas County. With no limits on the number of solar 
energy projects or proximity limits, there could be a dozen or more solar energy facilities in 
Douglas County in the coming years. That’s not the case in Johnson County. 

Perhaps a more significant difference is some on the Douglas County Planning Commission 
want Douglas County to lead the way in solar energy facilities and set an example for the rest 
of the state via accommodating the big energy companies’ wishes. In a presentation, a Douglas 
County planner even used the phrase “The companies we’re working with…” to describe the 
Planning Department's efforts with the big energy companies.  What seems lost in this process 
is who county employees work for. 

Previously, when I’ve pointed out that the proposed Nextera facility will span both counties 



 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

and that the acreage should be considered in the size of the project, the response I’ve gotten 
from your team is you’re only focused on Johnson County. Now, you state you want 
consistency across the county line. My question to you is consistency for who? Does such 
consistency benefit the residents of Johnson County? No. Consistency across county lines 
only benefits the big energy companies that must deal with differing zoning regulations across 
the county lines. 

Lastly, the big solar energy companies’ messaging differs between the two counties. In 
Johnson County, you initially proposed a 1,000 acre maximum limit. Big energy pushed back 
and the maximum limit was raised to 2,000 acres. In the August 10th meeting, Nextera said
they needed a 3,000 acre maximum. Douglas County planners initially proposed a 1,000 acre 
limit and Nextera’s written feedback suggested raising that to a 2,000 acre limit. The pattern 
emerges that whatever county planners propose is not good enough for the big energy 
companies. If you put together the project size that Nextera wants in Johnson and Douglas 
counties, that’s 5,000 acres in aggregate along the county line. That’s almost 8 square miles. 
In Nextera’s home state of Florida most solar projects are between 500 and 1,000 acres and 
generate about 74.5 MW of energy. There is no experience with how an 8-square mile massive 
solar project would impact our area and our environment. In some cases, residences would be 
surrounded on 3 or even 4 sides in a sea of solar panels. It feels like we are the subjects in an 
experiment as our planning staffs seek to please big energy companies and overlook the 
interests of those whose tax dollars pay their salaries. 

Regards, 

Alan Anglyn 



  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
To: Kelley Rast (jkrast@mac.com); Davis, Leslie, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Subject: Fwd: Utility Scale Solar in Johnson County 
Date: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:57:13 AM 

Thank you Kelly. We will ensure that this is added to the packet. 

Thanks- Jay 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Kelley Rast <jkrast@mac.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:52:31 AM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Fwd: Utility Scale Solar in Johnson County 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com> 
Subject: Utility Scale Solar in Johnson County 
Date: September 8, 2021 at 9:48:11 AM CDT 
To: jkrast@mac.com 

Ms. Rast, 

We are writing to you about the proposed utility scale solar energy zoning 
ordinances and the planned Nextera solar energy facility. We urge you to reject 
massive solar energy in Johnson County. Below we cover aspects of the location / 
size of the proposed facility and impacts to property valuation. 

Location & Size 

Nextera’s proposed project in western Johnson County would span the county line 
and also cover portions of eastern Douglas County.  Under the current proposed 
zoning, each county would treat Nextera’s solar application without regard to the 
other county.  Doing so would enable Nextera to proceed with one of the largest 
solar energy facilities in the US in an area that is currently rural in character with 
a mix of agricultural and residential properties. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the August Planning Commission meeting, Nextera requested that a proposed 
2,000 acre maximum for solar energy facilities be increased to 3,000 acres. 
Douglas County’s most recent draft regulations reflect a maximum of 1,000 acres 
as measured under solar panels. Nextera’s written comments to Douglas County 
suggested the maximum be increased to 2,000 acres; however, subsequently 
Nextera supported a position of no stated maximum size for solar energy 
facilities. 

Assuming Nextera’s positions of 3,000 acres in Johnson County and 2,000 acres 
in Douglas County, Nextera is contemplating a massive solar energy facility that 
could be up to 5,000 acres (7.8 square miles). Per a “Construction Review 
Online” article dated August 14, 
2021 (https://constructionreviewonline.com/biggest-projects/top-5-biggest-solar-
farms-in-the-us), the five largest solar facilities in the US range in size as large as 
15 square kilometers or about 5.8 square miles with output from 247 MW to 580 
MW. All of the five largest solar facilities are located in flat remote desert 
locations. 

A 5,000 acre solar energy facility would be significantly larger than the current 
top five largest solar energy facilities. Initially, Nextera had stated the project 
would produce 545 MW of energy. Currently, Nextera’s website states the project 
would produce 320 MW of energy. Given it takes around 5 acres to generate 
1MW of energy, it’s reasonable to assume, if maximum limits are increased, that 
the expected energy output from this project will also increase. Regardless, 
Nextera is planning a massive facility that would be located, not in a flat remote 
desert location, but in eastern Kansas in two of the most populated and vibrant 
counties in our state.  This would have a detrimental impact on the residents in the 
area, the rural nature of the community, rural vistas, vegetation and wildlife. 

Property Values 

The solar energy companies often assert that their facilities have negligible long 
term impacts to adjacent home values and that any impacts are short-lived. 
Common sense and digging into the basis of their assertions lead to a different 
conclusion.  Per maps provided by Nextera, their proposed massive solar energy 
facility would completely surround some non-participating properties and border 
on 3 sides several residential areas.  Agrarian and rural views would be replaced 
by the industrial views of high security fences, 15-foot solar frames / panels, 
inverters and substations.  In the long term, nearby properties may be impacted by 
any number of adverse factors – high security fences on or near property lines, 
drainage issues, erosion, noise, glare, heat island effect from solar arrays, 
herbicide runoff and fire risk (Nextera proposes 128 MW of battery energy 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

storage as part of the project).  Common sense tells you that potential home 
buyers will look elsewhere and prefer properties without such risk factors. 

A University of Texas study has been used by the solar industry to assert 
negligible impacts to property values. Digging into the details of this study, one 
finds that this overall conclusion is based off homes within 3 miles of solar energy 
facilities, and since most solar facilities are located in sparsely populated areas, 
the impacts to the few homes in close proximity to solar energy facilities are 
offset by the more numerous homes that are located 1 to 3 miles away. The 
authors note that their evaluation models demonstrate negative impacts in closer 
proximity to solar energy facilities which effect increases with greater size of the 
facility. In other words, homes near large solar energy facilities experience 
property devaluation. 

For homes within 1,000 feet of a solar energy facility, the average was negative 
6% with a range as high as negative 25%.  At 500 feet from the solar energy 
facility, the average impact was negative 8% with an impact as much as negative 
30%.  At 100 feet, the average impact was negative 10% with a maximum impact 
of 32%.  Note, these averages are likely understated as they include some 
property tax assessors who did not make any adjustment absent written guidance 
providing direction to do so. 

The residences in the vicinity of the proposed Nextera project have a wide range 
of valuations with some properties that would sell in excess of $1,000,000. No 
matter the valuation of a person’s home, their home and their property is 
cherished.  Residents in this area should not be harmed for the benefit of a big 
energy company nor the benefit of a handful of landowners who would choose to 
tie up their land for 30 to 50 years. 

Requested Action 

Reject the proposed land use - Massive solar energy facilities are an 
inappropriate land use in Johnson County.  Unlike most of Kansas, our county 
is growing rapidly and has a vibrant economy.  Contrary to Nextera’s position, 
massive solar energy facilities would not preserve the rural nature of the area. 
Massive solar would ruin the rural character, turn it into an industrial 
landscape, and devalue nearby residences.  This land use is bad for Johnson 
County. 



Alan & Bernadette Anglyn 

(913) 882-6424 



 
 

 

  
 

  

 

 
 

 
  

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Miller, Karen, PLN 

From: Christopher Iliff <christopheriliff@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 2021 9:44 AM
To: Miller, Karen, PLN; Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Subject: Fwd: NextEra Solar Project 

Mr. Iliff, 

    I am writing today to ask for your support for items directly affecting constituents in the 6th 
district. Both of these items are concerning the proposed utility scale solar project in Johnson and 
Douglas counties.

    Firstly, I would like to see that all Planning Commission meetings concerning this project be open to 
the public using a hybrid of in-person and Zoom formats. Many of us in the affected area have poor 
internet connections making attendance via Zoom nearly impossible.  This project, at the projected scale, 
is one of the largest projects to come before the Planning Commission.  Therefore making these meetings 
available to the public and allowing in-person public comment is very important to all voters in Johnson 
County, especially those in the 6th district.

    Secondly, I would like to see NextEra and West Gardner Solar LLC questioned fully about their ability to 
appropriately construct and efficiently operate a utility scale solar facility of this projected size.  From my
understanding neither entities have successfully done that to date.  The result, and worse-case scenario, 
could be abandonment of this project either in the construction phase or within the first few years of 
operation. Solar farms left idle not only decrease property values, but create an environmental problem 
for many landowners in the area. Many of the products used in solar panels consist of heavy metals and 
other contaminates that will eventually leach out into the soil and water.  As a property owner who 
receives storm water run-off from land in the projected site I have concerns about how the run-off will 

affect water quality in our ponds, creeks, springs, and well.  We raise grass-fed cattle who drink the water 
from those ponds and creeks.  We currently use well water for our own personal household use.  I am
concerned about our health, our animals' health, and the health of our friends and neighbors.

    In closing, I invite you to come out and see the area first hand.  I would suggest you first drive the 
perimeter of the project to get a feel for the size. Then drive the interior looking at the land, the crops 
grown, the farmsteads, and especially the homes of the people who will be most affected by this massive 
project. I also ask that you, as well as the Planning and County Commissioners, keep what is best for the 
constituents of the 6th district in the forefront of your mind when considering this controversial project. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Ann Antes 
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From: Steven Clark 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Leipzig, Jay, PLN; Davis, Leslie, PLN; O"Hara, 

Charlotte, BOC; Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC 
Subject: Comments Regarding Draft Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Regulation Amendments: Utility-Scale Solar Facilities 
Date: Monday, September 13, 2021 12:34:43 AM 
Attachments: Letter to JOCO Planning Commission 9-12-2021.pdf 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Dear Johnson County Planning Commission, 

As an interested party in your preparation of Comprehensive Plan and Zoning 
Regulation Amendments for solar facilities proposed to be built in Johnson County, I 
would like to submit the attached letter for your consideration. 

My entire 42-year professional engineering career has been focused on the 
development, permitting, design, and construction of a wide variety of electrical power 
plants, with the past thirteen years centered on utility-scale solar photovoltaic 
facilities.  I was born and raised in Johnson County and graduated with a B.S. in 
mechanical engineering from Kansas State University, then worked for Black & 
Veatch in Overland Park for over twenty years.  I have a strong interest in promoting 
the responsible development and construction of utility-scale solar power plants in my 
home county.  I trust that my comments, which are based on my professional 
experience from dozens of utility-scale solar PV projects in more than ten states will 
be helpful to you. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration of my comments. 

Very best regards, 

Steven M. Clark, P.E. 
916-705-3232 



   

 
    

    
    

   
 

     

               
           

            
                

              
                

             
       

 
              

               
                  

               
                

                  
                

               
                

                  
               

            

             
             

           
                

               
               

              
        

September 12, 2021 

JOHNSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Johnson County Administration Building 
111 South Cherry Street 
Olathe, Kansas 66061 

Dear Planning Commissioners and Staff, 

As a former 40-year resident of Johnson County with continuing, strong family ties to the 
County, and with over fifteen-years professional engineering experience in utility-scale solar 
power projects, I have been closely following developments for NextEra Energy’s proposed 
West Gardner Solar Project. I appreciate this opportunity to offer input to the Johnson County 
Planning Commission as it develops its zoning regulations for solar power facilities in the 
County. I know that your task to develop the solar zoning regulations “from scratch” is 
challenging due to the many different perspectives, interests, and concerns that you must 
consider and balance when preparing your regulations. 

I am a strong proponent of utility-scale solar because it is clean, renewable, cost-effective, 
reliable, and commercially proven. With hundreds or solar facilities and over 37,000 MW of 
solar PV installed and operating in in dozens of U.S. states, solar PV is no longer risky or 
uneconomic. Along with wind power, solar PV plants produce electricity at lower total lifetime 
costs than any fossil or nuclear power plant alternative. Solar PV power plants produce zero 
carbon dioxide or other air pollutants. Solar PV plant are very quiet and are “low profile”, with 
no solar equipment heights above about twelve feet high, so have minimal visual impacts. Very 
little grading is required for relatively flat sites like southwest Johnson County, and the entire 
solar array area (except for some roads and the substation) will be covered with grasses to 
minimize soil erosion and dust arising from the site. At the end of each project’s life, all 
equipment and structures will be removed, and the site will be virtually restored to its pre-
construction condition, allowing a full range of land use options after decommissioning. 

I firmly believe that with reasonable zoning regulations and conditional use permit conditions, 
solar facilities can be safely designed, constructed, and operated in Johnson County while 
protecting the environment and mitigating impacts to nearby residents and communities. 
Through direct personal experience in the permitting of many solar facilities in a wide variety of 
locations, I know that the interests of local residents and communities can be protected while 
also allowing solar facilities to be built. Construction of solar power projects within Johnson 
County will ensure that a meaningful amount of the electrical power consumed in Johnson 
County is generated by non-polluting, renewable energy sources. 



               
               

           
              

              
          

           
      

 
               

               
            

            
                

                
               

              
               

                
                 

               
              

             
              
                
                

              
             
              

            
               
                   

              
               

               
              

               
            

            
 

I have thoroughly read the draft solar zoning regulations that the Planning Commission staff has 
publicly issued, and I have read Planning Commission staff memos that are publicly available. 
Based on my professional experience for the development, permitting, financing, design, 
construction and startup of over three-dozen large-scale solar farms in more than ten U.S. 
states, including very restrictive California counties (e.g., Los Angeles and San Luis Obispo), I 
would like to submit the following commentary for your consideration. 

Comments Regarding the Draft “Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Regulation Amendments 
for Discussion” dated August 10, 2021. 

1. CUP Term. The draft Planning Document states that “the conditional use permit term 
limit not exceed a reasonable planning period of 20 years to allow for further evaluation 
of, among other things, the solar facility’s impact on surrounding growth and 
development and the technological advances made in the solar industry” and “Permit 
Term of US Solar Facilities: A conditional use permit for a US Solar Facility may be 
approved for a period not to exceed (20) years”. Solar PV projects are very capital 
intensive and typically must operate at least 25 to 30 years to make solar project’s 
“financeable” (i.e., economically attractive to lenders and investors). A limit of 20 years 
on the Conditional Use Permit may severely limit the construction of any solar project in 
Johnson County. For the dozens of solar PV projects I have direct experience with, built 
in more than 10 states and dozens of counties, I’ve never seen a project CUP term less 
than 25 years and many were for 30 years. I respectfully request the Planning 
Commission consider extend the CUP term to a minimum of 25 to 30 years. 

2. Non-Contiguous Project Areas. The draft Planning Document states that “The area 
within the Project Area shall be considered a single US Solar Facility. However, any 
portion of the Project Area shall not be located more than one-half (1/2) mile from the 
balance of the Project Area, or else such portion greater than one-half (1/2) mile shall be 
considered a separate US Solar Facility application”. I don’t understand the rationale for 
this restriction, which would require multiple permit applications and permits if parts of 
the Project site are non-contiguous by ½ mile even if the separate properties are 
electrically combined together. Project developers are dependent on willing sellers to 
acquire land for their projects and it’s not unusual for a landowner within the larger 
project area to choose not to sell or lease their property for a solar farm. In these cases, 
the solar developer often ties power from panels in non-contiguous areas to the single 
solar farm via electrical “collector lines” that bring all power to the project substation in 
a central project area. A single outgoing electrical connection is then made from the 
project substation to the transmission grid. It is routine for regulatory authorities to 
treat non-contiguous areas as part of a single project, requiring a single permit, if the 
non-contiguous areas are electrically connected to the larger project. I respectfully 
request that the Planning Commission delete the quoted provision from the zoning 
regulations. 



               
              

            
              

               
             

             
                
              

              
               

            
              

             
         

           
           

              
                  

             
             

            
              
             

               
           

   
              

              
              

             
              

            
             

              
            
             

    
             

            
          

3. Site Coverage. The draft Planning Document states “solar facilities may be large in 
nature … with intense site coverage (structures typically covering more than 50% of the 
site)”, “Restrict site coverage to promote and protect stormwater concerns” and “The 
percentage of Solar Photovoltaic Panel Coverage in relation to the Project Area shall not 
exceed 70%”. It’s not clear why the Planning Commission staff has concerns about “site 
coverage” and limiting “site coverage”. As the Planning Commission likely knows, solar 
modules are mounted several feet above grade on “trackers”, which rotate the panels 
toward the sun throughout the day. As such, the modules do not really “cover the 
ground” or prevent rain from falling on the ground surface as the “site coverage” 
percentage implies. The ground under and around the solar modules will be covered 
with grass (except for tracker support piers, which occupy very little space), and the site 
design will, by applicable codes and permits, incorporate all aspects of stormwater 
management and control to strictly limit stormwater runoff and soil erosion. I have 
never seen a “site coverage” restriction in any zoning regulation or permit condition, 
and I recommend the Planning Commission reconsider these regulations. 

4. Decommissioning Financial Security. The draft Planning Document states “The 
estimated cost of decommissioning and reclamation, prepared as required in Subsection 
6(B)(14)(c)(3) of this Article, shall be guaranteed by either, at the request and preference 
of the County, a letter of credit, or the deposit of funds in an amount equal to the 
estimated cost in an escrow account at a federally insured financial institution approved 
by the County, or other approved surety, unless otherwise provided for in Subparagraph 
(v),”. In my experience, project developers prefer to provide decommissioning financial 
security in the form of a bond and permitting authorities have no concerns about 
allowing decommissioning bonds. It is typical to require the decommissioning bonds to 
be posted prior to issuance of initial building permits so that the public has financial 
assurance that the facility will ultimately be completely decommissioned and removed 
from the site. 

5. Wildlife Permeable Fencing. The draft Planning Document states “Encourage the use of 
permeable fencing to allow certain wildlife to continue to pass through the solar facility” 
and “The use of permeable fencing, which is constructed to allow wildlife to pass 
through the fence, is encouraged. Woven wire fencing with larger holes than a 
traditional chain link fence is an example of fencing that accommodates wildlife.” A 
review of zoning regulations and CUP requirements from other jurisdictions and projects 
will show that wildlife permeable fencing has only been required for projects located 
where federal or state listed threatened or endangered species exist. I recommend that 
the Johnson County regulations require wildlife permeable fencing only in the event 
that a project’s biological survey indicate the presence of listed species that would 
benefit from permeable fencing. 

6. Visual Screening. The draft Planning Document states “Structures and Areas to be 
Screened: US Solar Facility structures, including security fencing that is not ornamental, 
PV panels, equipment cabinets, substations, Battery Energy Storage Facilities, parking 



              
           

               
              

           
           

              
               

              
            

               
              

              
             
              

            
           

           
            

            
             
             
             
               

            
              

             
   

            
             

               
             

           
             

              
             

                
              

             
               

                

areas, and outdoor storage, if allowed, shall be screened when visible from any road, 
Residential District, Planned Residential District, Planned Rural District, and any dwelling 
existing at the time the US Solar Facility was approved by the Board of County 
Commissioners” and “the applicant shall use one or a combination of methods listed in 
this section, or other comparable methods deemed equivalent by the Zoning 
Administrator, to satisfy the screening requirements. The method or methods proposed 
by the applicant shall screen ground level views and activity. Such screening shall be 
located within the Buffer Zone and outside of security fencing and may also be required 
in other locations to screen specific uses or structures, such as substations and Battery 
Energy Storage Facilities.” The document includes more detailed requirements for both 
landscaping and solid fencing. In my experience, for solar farms located in rural areas, 
landscaping barriers and solid fencing (not slatted) is only required to screen views from 
so called “key observation points” such as existing residences. The vast majority of 
other zoning regulations and project permits do not require visual screening for the 
entire perimeter of solar farms in rural areas. Those requirements can be very 
expensive to implement without appreciable benefits along rural roads with low traffic. 

7. Battery Storage. The draft Planning Document includes numerous detailed 
requirements and restrictions for Battery Energy Storage Systems. These requirements 
address the acceptable location of the BESS, its configuration, and its construction, 
maintenance, and operation. The draft Planning Document includes many more specific 
technical requirements about the battery system than any other part of the solar 
facilities. From reading through the proposed zoning regulations, it appears that the 
Planning Commission and/or Staff have serious concerns about risk of fire and other 
“adverse impact on the community” from battery systems. It would be helpful to hear 
what specific concerns the Planning Commission and Staff have about battery systems 
and your sources of information about potential risks with battery systems. Might there 
be an opportunity for an independent battery system technical expert to provide input 
to the Commission? 

8. Decommissioning Plan. The draft Planning Document states “A plan for 
decommissioning and reclamation of the site shall be submitted as part of the 
application. The plan shall be certified by a professional engineer licensed in the state of 
Kansas who has expertise in the removal of US Solar Facilities (e.g., educational 
knowledge or practical experience) and prepared in sufficient detail to determine 
compliance with Subsection 6(B)(14)(d)(22) of this Article“. I note that the detailed 
design of each solar facility will occur after the permit application is submitted. 
Therefore, any decommissioning plan submitted at the time of the CUP application will 
need to be very general in nature. Additionally, I believe there are few, if any, 
registered PE’s in the state of Kansas who have any specific experience with the 
decommissioning of solar facilities, especially for utility scale solar facilities. Finally, I 
believe it’s very unusual to require a decommissioning plan to be submitted with a CUP 
application; I’ve not seen this requirement in any of the 30 plus projects I’ve worked on. 



             
               

                
              

         
          

           
      

              
                

                
         

 

      
      

 
   

     
 

9. Miscellaneous Terms and Definitions. The draft Planning Document includes a number 
of terms and definitions for certain terms that do not conform to industry standards. 
Among these are the definition of “BESS”, “PV Pod” (term not used in the industry), DC 
and AC capacity of the solar facility, Utility Scale Solar Facility (size criteria), “Solar 
Photovoltaics Panel Coverage”, and “charge regulators”, and substations vs. 
transformers. I recommend that the Commission incorporate industry-standard terms 
throughout the Planning Documents to avoid confusion and misinterpretations by both 
project applicants and the Planning Commission/Staff. 

Once again, I appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments to the Johnson County 
Planning Commission. Should you wish to discuss any of my comments in order to better 
understand their intent, I would be happy to communicate with you further. Very best wishes 
for preparing the solar zoning regulations for Johnson County. 

Steven M. Clark, Professional Engineer, 
B.S. Mech. Engr. Kansas State University 

3422 Kensington Court 
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762 
916-705-3232 



 

   
 

   
 

 
 

  

  
  

   

 

 

 
 

 
 

From: Lee Ann Antes 
To: Miller, Karen, PLN 
Subject: NextEra Solar Project 
Date: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:34:30 AM 
Attachments: IMG_2102.MOV 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Johnson County Planning Commissioners and Staff,

 I am writing today with two concerns which are both related to set-backs and vegetative 
barriers.  As you are considering changes for the solar facilities, I would like for you to keep 
this information in mind. 

Photovoltaic Heat Island Effect

 The "heat island" effect is the term used to describe increased temperatures in an urban 
setting.  There have also been studies done to see if a PV (photovoltaic) solar farm creates a 
similar effect.  PV panels convert solar radiation into heat and can alter the air-flow and 
temperature profiles near the panels.  Such changes can affect the thermal environment of 
near-by populations of humans, animals, plants, and other species. 

1.  Operating temperature of a panel is approx. 40* F above ambient temperature. 

Hot summer day (100*F) ambient = 140*F panel temperature 
Winter day (32*F) ambient = 72* panel temperature 

2.  Studies show that air temperatures above and below panels are higher than ambient during 
the day.  Below panel heat is due to heat being trapped under the panel.  Air temperatures in 
center of PV project = 35*F above ambient temperature at 8 ft. above ground surface. 

Hot summer day (100*F) = 135*F air temperature 
Winter day (32*) = 67*F air temperature 

Areas above and below the panels are slower to reach ambient temps as they cool.  But 
eventually do reach ambient and do not induce a day-after-day increase. 

3.  High air temps completely dissipate at 60 ft. above ground surface AND will reach ambient 
temp at 984 ft. away from perimeter of field. Prevailing wind direction has an affect on the 
distance heat dissipates from the perimeter of the field.  Downwind locations will receive 
more of the heat generated at the solar farm than ones upwind.  As we all know here in eastern 
Kansas the prevailing wind direction in summer is from the south and in winter from the 
north.  Forced convection would move heat from the PV field to surrounding areas if there are 
no barriers to reduce air flow...slow the wind.  A strong breeze could spread the heat higher 
and wider around the PV field. 



 

        

        

   

    
 

 
  

    
 

 

    
 

 

   
 

 
 

   
  

 
 

 
  

 
  

Mitigations of the PV Heat Island Effect would be: 

Provide set-backs of 150-250 ft. to increase distance from the perimeter of the field to 
neighboring properties.  The distance allows high temps to dissipate before reaching a 
home, animals, or crops. 
Vegetation planted in 2 locations:

 a.  Directly under panels using a low growing, native species to provide cooling through 
plant transpiration (exhaling water vapor).

 b.  Around the perimeter of the PV field in the form of a dense vegetative screen, or 
buffer to slow the flow of the heated air.

 Therefore, generous set-backs with a vegetative screen can help minimize this heat island 
effect on neighboring properties. 

Noise-generating Equipment in Photovoltaic Solar Farm

 Solar panels themselves produce NO sound.  The noise-generating equipment at a solar 
facility come from the inverters, transformers, battery storage, and tracker equipment.  Sound 
or noise is measured in decibels(dB).  Decibels increase on a logarithmic scale which is not 
linear.  50 dB is 1/4th as loud as 70 dB.  Some decibel reference points are: whisper 25dB, 
refrigerator 55 dB, vacuum cleaner 75 dB.

 Inverters convert DC into AC power.  This process produces tonal sound at twice the 
electric line frequency.  their decibel level is estimated between 60-88 dB depending on 
brand.  One study noted 60 dB at 32 ft. from unit. (See/hear video attached. Taken at 1 MW 
solar facility located north of Tonganoxie, KS)

 Transformers are used to step-up voltage for easier transmission into the electric grid. 
There are 3 sources of noise from transformers - 1. Core, 2. Coil, 3. Cooling fan noise.  Coil 
and Core noise result in decibel levels similar to an inverter.  The fan noise is the most audible 
and therefore most objectionable.

 Solar facilities operate during the day with generated noise mixing with ambient noise 
levels and may not be noticeable.  But those facilities that have battery storage, like the 
proposed NextEra project, have transformers, inverters, and cooling fans (transformer and 
battery storage) operations throughout the night.  Now the 60-80 dB facility noise becomes 
more noticeable in the quiet, rural 20-30 dB ambient night level.  Sound travels a long way out 
in the countryside.

 Solar tracking maximizes solar production by following the sun's movement throughout the 
day.  It is more efficient for utility scale projects to use tracking.  Tracker motors rotate the 
panels 5* every 15-20 mins., operating for 1-2 minutes each time.  These motors run at 78dB, 
like a vacuum cleaner.  Trackers will reset the panels for the next day either by using light 
sensors or a prescribed time.  Either will engage the tracker motors to move the panels back to 
their "sunrise" position.  That takes approximately 20 mins. to complete.  Could be dusk, 
dawn, or midnight.  The panels can also be moved to a horizontal position to protect them 
from high wind damage in storms, etc.  One study used 3,600 motors to move 950,000 panels. 
The NextEra project may have 1,500,000 [1.5 MILLION] panels with around 5,000 
inverters.) Imagine 5,000 78dB motors and the inverters all starting at 4 AM in the 25 dB pre-



 

        
         

         

        

    

 
 

 

 
 

 

dawn morning and running for 20 minutes.  Sound travels a long way out in the quiet 
countryside. 

Some recommendations or mitigating noise around solar facilities are: 
1.  Put sound producing equipment in the center of the field, or away from residences and 

occupied property.
 2.  Erect noise barriers, such as walls, vegetation on berms, and enclosures around 

inverters, transformers, and tracker motors.
 3.  Set-backs help to keep noise generating equipment away from occupied properties.

 I first ask that you say NO to massive solar facilities.  I have concerns about NextEra being 
able to construct and manage this massive facility without destroying the countryside and 
changing lives.  Secondly, there are reoccurring recommendations for mitigating these 
issues...generous set-backs and vegetative barriers to protect the neighboring properties. 
Finally, create ordinances, codes, and restrictions to wisely protect Johnson County.  We live 
in THE best county in this state with multiple amenities, access to activities and experiences, 
and closeness to nature which make this area attractive to residents and others.  We need to be 
good stewards of the land.  Let's find a different way to become a leader in reaching that 
carbon neutral goal.  Please do what is correct for Johnson County and its residents. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Ann Antes 



  

       
       

 

        
    

   
    

  

      
    

     
   

      
    

       
     

        
     

     
   

   
         

    
        

            
  

         

      
      

       
       

         
       

        
     

 

 

 

  

 

  

   

Received by Planning Department 9-14-21 

My name is Ray Antes. Lee Ann Antes and I reside on 175th Street near the intersection of Evening Star Road in 
Southern Johnson County. Our home is bordered on two sides by the proposed utility scale solar farm. I have concerns 
about the impact, both negative and positive of such a massive scale project. 

The obvious positive effects of this solar generator of electricity, is the increased electric energy supply.  The 
winners of this are the consumers, some possibly in Johnson County but most more likely residing in other states as 
explained in a recent planning meeting by NextEra counsel.  Other winners from this are a small number of large 
landowners, many of which do not live in the project area.  The largest winner would be NextEra, a multi-billion dollar 
corporation located in Florida. 

The troubling side of this is the much larger “loser” list.  This includes Johnson County, the recipient of current 
and future real estate taxes.  As we’ve been advised NextEra and landowners will provide negligible increased tax 
revenue from the project. Johnson County Public works will also be a loser from road damage caused by the heavy 
equipment and trucks during a two-year construction phase.  The environmental damage is likely to be huge as the 
topsoil is generally scalped in the process of grading to produce the desired contour. Plant life and wild life will be 
destroyed and displaced. This highly erodible land likely will not recover to its’ present condition. 

Pollution of runoff water is another side effect from soil erosion during and after construction.  With the permitted 
70% panel density on the now requested 3000 acres in Johnson County, the land could be covered by as much as 2,100 
acres of glass and steel. That’s 2,100 acres that will not receive direct rainfall contact, just the water running off the 
previous panels.  Common sense suggests that absorption will be reduced and therefore elevated runoff will erode the 
highly erodible soil on and around the project. The culverts upstream and downstream currently do not handle heavy 
rainfall. The pollution doesn’t stop there.  It is suggested that vegetation will be controlled by herbicides not generally 
used in typical agriculture operation.  These are aggressive chemicals that are designed to kill trees and shrubs on 
contact. One is so aggressive that it may kill from the roots up, adjacent trees not even contacted by spray. The runoff 
will include this pollutant which is the water supply of my water well, water for our all-natural cattle, landowners 
downstream and finally the metropolitan water consumers. One resident has experienced well contamination from this 
type herbicide. Johnson County residents in large part lose on water quality. Hillsdale Watershed and Kaw watershed 
will experience elevated sediment and chemical loading. NextEra claims solar projects preserve clean air and water. How 
will water run-off quality be monitored and controlled just as conventional electrical generation facilities are held to? 

Farmers that currently lease and produce from this land will lose their livelihood as will their suppliers of seed, 
fertilizer, fuel, and equipment. Tax revenue generated from business that supply this will be reduced shifting the burden 
to other Johnson County residents. Other big losers will be the adjacent landowners who’ll suffer significant property 
devaluation, as much as 35%. I wouldn’t have moved here if a huge field of panels were across the street at that time. 

Tax revenue stated on NexEra’s website, over a 20 year period is to be $10,000,000 for both Douglas County and 
Johnson County. That’s just $500,000 per year for two counties now targeted to consume over 5000 acres. That’s 
$100.00 per acre and likely less if all costs are factored in. I think Johnson County can do better, much better. Please 
protect our homes, livelihood, food supplies, neighborhoods, growth of Johnson County and the future of beautiful rural 
Johnson County. 

Thanks for your time. 

Rgds, 

Ray Antes 

(913) 481-7123 



1 Scientific RepoRts | 6:35070 | DOI: 10.1038/srep35070
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The Photovoltaic Heat Island 
Effect: Larger solar power plants 
increase local temperatures 
Greg A. Barron-Gafford1,2, Rebecca L. Minor1,2, Nathan A. Allen3, Alex D. Cronin4 , 
Adria E. Brooks5 & Mitchell A. Pavao-Zuckerman6 

While photovoltaic (PV) renewable energy production has surged, concerns remain about whether 
or not PV power plants induce a “heat island” (PVHI) effect, much like the increase in ambient 
temperatures relative to wildlands generates an Urban Heat Island effect in cities. Transitions to PV 
plants alter the way that incoming energy is reflected back to the atmosphere or absorbed, stored, and 
reradiated because PV plants change the albedo, vegetation, and structure of the terrain. Prior work 
on the PVHI has been mostly theoretical or based upon simulated models. Furthermore, past empirical 
work has been limited in scope to a single biome. Because there are still large uncertainties surrounding 
the potential for a PHVI effect, we examined the PVHI empirically with experiments that spanned 
three biomes. We found temperatures over a PV plant were regularly 3–4 °C warmer than wildlands 
at night, which is in direct contrast to other studies based on models that suggested that PV systems 
should decrease ambient temperatures. Deducing the underlying cause and scale of the PVHI effect and 
identifying mitigation strategies are key in supporting decision-making regarding PV development, 
particularly in semiarid landscapes, which are among the most likely for large-scale PV installations. 

Electricity production from large-scale photovoltaic (PV) installations has increased exponentially in recent dec-
ades1–3. Tis proliferation in renewable energy portfolios and PV powerplants demonstrate an increase in the 
acceptance and cost-efectiveness of this technology4,5. Corresponding with this upsurge in installation has been 
an increase in the assessment of the impacts of utility-scale PV4,6–8, including those on the efcacy of PV to ofset 
energy needs9,10. A growing concern that remains understudied is whether or not PV installations cause a “heat 
island” (PVHI) efect that warms surrounding areas, thereby potentially infuencing wildlife habitat, ecosystem
function in wildlands, and human health and even home values in residential areas11. As with the Urban Heat 
Island (UHI) efect, large PV power plants induce a landscape change that reduces albedo so that the modifed 
landscape is darker and, therefore, less refective. Lowering the terrestrial albedo from ~20% in natural deserts12 

to ~5% over PV panels13 alters the energy balance of absorption, storage, and release of short- and longwave 
radiation14,15. However, several diferences between the UHI and potential PVHI efects confound a simple com-
parison and produce competing hypotheses about whether or not large-scale PV installations will create a heat
island efect. Tese include: (i) PV installations shade a portion of the ground and therefore could reduce heat 
absorption in surface soils16, (ii) PV panels are thin and have little heat capacity per unit area but PV modules 
emit thermal radiation both up and down, and this is particularly signifcant during the day when PV modules
are ofen 20 °C warmer than ambient temperatures, (iii) vegetation is usually removed from PV power plants, 
reducing the amount of cooling due to transpiration14, (iv) electric power removes energy from PV power plants, 
and (v) PV panels refect and absorb upwelling longwave radiation, and thus can prevent the soil from cooling as 
much as it might under a dark sky at night.

Public concerns over a PVHI efect have, in some cases, led to resistance to large-scale solar development. By 
some estimates, nearly half of recently proposed energy projects have been delayed or abandoned due to local
opposition11. Yet, there is a remarkable lack of data as to whether or not the PVHI efect is real or simply an issue 

1School of Geography & Development, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA. 2Office of Research & Development; 
College of Science, Biosphere 2, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA. 3Nevada Center of Excellence, Desert 
Research Institute, LasVegas, NV, USA. 4Department of Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA. 5Department 
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA. 6Department of 
Environmental Science & Technology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA. Correspondence and requests 
for materials should be addressed to G.A.B.-G. (email: gregbg@email.arizona.edu) 
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 Figure 1. Illustration of midday energy exchange. Assuming equal rates of incoming energy from the sun, a 
transition from (A) a vegetated ecosystem to (B) a photovoltaic (PV) power plant installation will signifcantly 
alter the energy fux dynamics of the area. Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat capture and 
storage in soils (orange arrows), and infltrated water and vegetation release heat-dissipating latent energy fuxes 
in the transition of water-to-water vapor to the atmosphere through evapotranspiration (blue arrows). Tese 
latent heat fuxes are dramatically reduced in typical PV installations, leading to greater sensible heat fuxes (red 
arrows). Energy re-radiation from PV panels (brown arrow) and energy transferred to electricity (purple arrow) 
are also shown. 

associated with perceptions of environmental change caused by the installations that lead to “not in my back-
yard” (NIMBY) thinking. Some models have suggested that PV systems can actually cause a cooling efect on the 
local environment, depending on the efciency and placement of the PV panels17,18. But these studies are limited 
in their applicability when evaluating large-scale PV installations because they consider changes in albedo and
energy exchange within an urban environment (rather than a natural ecosystem) or in European locations that
are not representative of semiarid energy dynamics where large-scale PV installations are concentrated10,19. Most 
previous research, then, is based on untested theory and numerical modeling. Terefore, the potential for a PHVI
efect must be examined with empirical data obtained through rigorous experimental terms.

The significance of a PVHI effect depends on energy balance. Incoming solar energy typically is either 
refected back to the atmosphere or absorbed, stored, and later re-radiated in the form of latent or sensible heat
(Fig. 1)20,21. Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat gain and storage in soils by creating surface shad-
ing, though the degree of shading varies among plant types22. Energy absorbed by vegetation and surface soils can 
be released as latent heat in the transition of liquid water to water vapor to the atmosphere through evapotranspi-
ration – the combined water loss from soils (evaporation) and vegetation (transpiration). Tis heat-dissipating
latent energy exchange is dramatically reduced in a typical PV installation (Fig. 1 transition from A-to-B), poten-
tially leading to greater heat absorption by soils in PV installations. Tis increased absorption, in turn, could
increase soil temperatures and lead to greater sensible heat efux from the soil in the form of radiation and con-
vection. Additionally, PV panel surfaces absorb more solar insolation due to a decreased albedo13,23,24. PV panels 
will re-radiate most of this energy as longwave sensible heat and convert a lesser amount (~20%) of this energy
into usable electricity. PV panels also allow some light energy to pass, which, again, in unvegetated soils will
lead to greater heat absorption. Tis increased absorption could lead to greater sensible heat efux from the soil 
that may be trapped under the PV panels. A PVHI efect would be the result of a detectable increase in sensible
heat fux (atmospheric warming) resulting from an alteration in the balance of incoming and outgoing energy
fuxes due to landscape transformation. Developing a full thermal model is challenging17,18,25, and there are large 
uncertainties surrounding multiple terms including variations in albedo, cloud cover, seasonality in advection,
and panel efciency, which itself is dynamic and impacted by the local environment. Tese uncertainties are 
compounded by the lack of empirical data. 

We addressed the paucity of direct quantifcation of a PVHI efect by simultaneously monitoring three sites
that represent a natural desert ecosystem, the traditional built environment (parking lot surrounded by com-
mercial buildings), and a PV power plant. We defne a PVHI efect as the diference in ambient air temperature 
between the PV power plant and the desert landscape. Similarly, UHI is defned as the diference in temperature 
between the built environment and the desert. We reduced confounding efects of variability in local incoming
energy, temperature, and precipitation by utilizing sites contained within a 1 km area. 

At each site, we monitored air temperature continuously for over one year using aspirated temperature probes
2.5 m above the soil surface. Average annual temperature was 22.7 +0.5 °C in the PV installation, while the nearby 
desert ecosystem was only 20.3 + 0.5 °C, indicating a PVHI efect. Temperature diferences between areas varied 
signifcantly depending on time of day and month of the year (Fig. 2), but the PV installation was always greater 
than or equal in temperature to other sites. As is the case with the UHI efect in dryland regions, the PVHI efect 
delayed the cooling of ambient temperatures in the evening, yielding the most signifcant diference in overnight 
temperatures across all seasons. Annual average midnight temperatures were 19.3 + 0.6 °C in the PV installation, 
while the nearby desert ecosystem was only 15.8 + 0.6 °C. Tis PVHI efect was more signifcant in terms of actual 
degrees of warming (+3.5 °C) in warm months (Spring and Summer; Fig. 3, right). 
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 Figure 2. Average monthly ambient temperatures throughout a 24-hour period provide evidence of a 
photovoltaic heat island (PVHI) efect. 

In both PVHI and UHI scenarios, the greater amount of exposed ground surfaces compared to natural sys-
tems absorbs a larger proportion of high-energy, shortwave solar radiation during the day. Combined with min-
imal rates of heat-dissipating transpiration from vegetation, a proportionally higher amount of stored energy is
reradiated as longwave radiation during the night in the form of sensible heat (Fig. 1)15. Because PV installations 
introduce shading with a material that, itself, should not store much incoming radiation, one might hypothesize 
that the efect of a PVHI efect would be lesser than that of a UHI. Here, we found that the diference in evening
ambient air temperature was consistently greater between the PV installation and the desert site than between the 
parking lot (UHI) and the desert site (Fig. 3). Te PVHI efect caused ambient temperature to regularly approach 
or be in excess of 4 °C warmer than the natural desert in the evenings, essentially doubling the temperature
increase due to UHI measured here. Tis more signifcant warming under the PVHI than the UHI may be due 
to heat trapping of re-radiated sensible heat fux under PV arrays at night. Daytime diferences from the natural
ecosystem were similar between the PV installation and urban parking lot areas, with the exception of the Spring 
and Summer months, when the PVHI efect was signifcantly greater than UHI in the day. During these warm 
seasons, average midnight temperatures were 25.5 + 0.5 °C in the PV installation and 23.2 + 0.5 °C in the parking 
lot, while the nearby desert ecosystem was only 21.4 + 0.5 °C. 

Te results presented here demonstrate that the PVHI efect is real and can signifcantly increase temperatures 
over PV power plant installations relative to nearby wildlands. More detailed measurements of the underlying
causes of the PVHI efect, potential mitigation strategies, and the relative infuence of PVHI in the context of the 
intrinsic carbon ofsets from the use of this renewable energy are needed. Tus, we raise several new questions 
and highlight critical unknowns requiring future research. 

What is the physical basis of land transformations that might cause a PVHI? 
We hypothesize that the PVHI efect results from the efective transition in how energy moves in and out of a PV 
installation versus a natural ecosystem. However, measuring the individual components of an energy fux model 
remains a necessary task. Tese measurements are difcult and expensive but, nevertheless, are indispensable 
in identifying the relative infuence of multiple potential drivers of the PVHI efect found here. Environmental 
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Figure 3. (Lef) Average monthly levels of Photovoltaic Heat Islanding (ambient temperature diference 
between PV installation and desert) and Urban Heat Islanding (ambient temperature diference between 
the urban parking lot and the desert). (Right) Average night and day temperatures for four seasonal periods, 
illustrating a signifcant PVHI efect across all seasons, with the greatest infuence on ambient temperatures at 
night. 

conditions that determine patterns of ecosystem carbon, energy, and water dynamics are driven by the means
through which incoming energy is refected or absorbed. Because we lack fundamental knowledge of the changes
in surface energy fuxes and microclimates of ecosystems undergoing this land use change, we have little ability to 
predict the implications in terms of carbon or water cycling4,8. 

What are the physical implications of a PVHI, and how do they vary by region? 
Te size of an UHI is determined by properties of the city, including total population26–28, spatial extent, and the 
geographic location of that city29–31. We should, similarly, consider the spatial scale and geographic position of
a PV installation when considering the presence and importance of the PVHI efect. Remote sensing could be
coupled with ground-based measurements to determine the lateral and vertical extent of the PVHI efect. We 
could then determine if the size of the PVHI efect scales with some measure of the power plant (for example,
panel density or spatial footprint) and whether or not a PVHI efect reaches surrounding areas like wildlands and
neighborhoods. Given that diferent regions around the globe each have distinct background levels of vegetative 
ground cover and thermodynamic patterns of latent and sensible heat exchange, it is possible that a transition
from a natural wildland to a typical PV power plant will have diferent outcomes than demonstrated here. Te
paucity in data on the physical efects of this important and growing land use and land cover change warrants 
more studies from representative ecosystems. 

What are the human implications of a PVHI, and how might we mitigate these 
effects? 
With the growing popularity of renewable energy production, the boundaries between residential areas and 
larger-scale PV installations are decreasing. In fact, closer proximity with residential areas is leading to increased 
calls for zoning and city planning codes for larger PV installations32,33, and PVHI-based concerns over potential 
reductions in real estate value or health issues tied to Human Termal Comfort (HTC)34. Mitigation of a PVHI
efect through targeted revegetation could have synergistic efects in easing ecosystem degradation associated
with development of a utility scale PV site and increasing the collective ecosystem services associated with an 
area4. But what are the best mitigation measures? What tradeofs exist in terms of various means of revegetating
degraded PV installations? Can other albedo modifcations be used to moderate the severity of the PVHI? 
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Figure 4. Experimental sites. Monitoring a (1) natural semiarid desert ecosystem, (2) solar (PV) 
photovoltaic installation, and (3) an “urban” parking lot – the typical source of urban heat islanding – 
within a 1 km2 area enabled relative control for the incoming solar energy, allowing us to quantify variation 
in the localized temperature of these three environments over a year-long time period. Te Google Earth 
image shows the University of Arizona’s Science and Technology Park’s Solar Zone. 

To fully contextualize these fndings in terms of global warming, one needs to consider the relative signif-
cance of the (globally averaged) decrease in albedo due to PV power plants and their associated warming from the
PVHI against the carbon dioxide emission reductions associated with PV power plants. Te data presented here 
represents the frst experimental and empirical examination of the presence of a heat island efect associated with 
PV power plants. An integrated approach to the physical and social dimensions of the PVHI is key in supporting 
decision-making regarding PV development. 

Methods 
Site Description. We simultaneously monitored a suite of sites that represent the traditional built urban
environment (a parking lot) and the transformation from a natural system (undeveloped desert) to a 1 MW 
PV power plant (Fig. 4; Map data: Google). To minimize confounding efects of variability in local incoming
energy, temperature, and precipitation, we identifed sites within a 1 km area. All sites were within the boundaries
of the University of Arizona Science and Technology Park Solar Zone (32.092150°N, 110.808764°W; elevation: 
888 m ASL). Within a 200 m diameter of the semiarid desert site’s environmental monitoring station, the area is
composed of a sparse mix of semiarid grasses (Sporobolus wrightii, Eragrostis lehmanniana, and Muhlenbergia 
porteri), cacti (Opuntia spp. and Ferocactus spp.), and occasional woody shrubs including creosote bush (Larrea 
tridentata), whitethorn acacia (Acacia constricta), and velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina). Te remaining area is
bare soil. Tese species commonly co-occur on low elevation desert bajadas, creosote bush fats, and semiarid
grasslands. Te photovoltaic installation was put in place in early 2011, three full years prior when we initiated 
monitoring at the site. We maintained the measurement installations for one full year to capture seasonal var-
iation due to sun angle and extremes associated with hot and cold periods. Panels rest on a single-axis tracker
system that pivot east-to-west throughout the day. A parking lot with associated building served as our “urban” 
site and is of comparable spatial scale as our PV site. 

Monitoring Equipment & Variables Monitored. Ambient air temperature (°C) was measured with a 
shaded, aspirated temperature probe 2.5 m above the soil surface (Vaisala HMP60, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland in
the desert and Microdaq U23, Onset, Bourne, MA in the parking lot). Temperature probes were cross-validated
for precision (closeness of temperature readings across all probes) at the onset of the experiment. Measurements 
of temperature were recorded at 30-minute intervals throughout a 24-hour day. Data were recorded on a 
data-logger (CR1000, Campbell Scientifc, Logan, Utah or Microstation, Onset, Bourne, MA). Data from this 
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instrument array is shown for a yearlong period from April 2014 through March 2015. Data from the parking lot 
was lost for September 2014 because of power supply issues with the datalogger. 

Statistical analysis. Monthly averages of hourly (on-the-hour) data were used to compare across the nat-
ural semiarid desert, urban, and PV sites. A Photovoltaic Heat Island (PVHI) efect was calculated as diferences 
in these hourly averages between the PV site and the natural desert site, and estimates of Urban Heat Island 
(UHI) efect was calculated as diferences in hourly averages between the urban parking lot site and the natural 
desert site. We used midnight and noon values to examine maximum and minimum, respectively, diferences
in temperatures among the three measurement sites and to test for signifcance of heat islanding at these times.
Comparisons among the sites were made using Tukey’s honestly signifcant diference (HSD) test35. Standard 
errors to calculate HSD were made using pooled midnight and noon values across seasonal periods of winter
(January-March), spring (April-June), summer (July-September), and fall (October-December). Seasonal anal-
yses allowed us to identify variation throughout a yearlong period and relate patterns of PVHI or UHI efects 
with seasons of high or low average temperature to examine correlations between background environmental
parameters and localized heat islanding. 
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Leslie Davis 
Administrative Assistant 
Planning, Housing, and Community Development 
111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 
☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Elaine Giessel <ecos@everestkc.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:59 PM 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty <Planner@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Sept.14, JoCo Planning Commission Meeting 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Agenda item: UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR FACILITIES – 
AMENDMENTS TO COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND ZONING REGULATIONS 

Please accept the attached written comments on behalf of the Kanza Group, 
Kansas Chapter of the Sierra Club. I understand that the comments will be 
entered into the written record. 

I have also requested time for verbal comments following the presentation by 
the consultant. 

Thank you, 

Elaine Giessel, Chair 
Conservation Committee, Kanza Group 
Kansas Chapter of the Sierra Club 
11705 W. 101st Terr 



-- 

Overland Park, KS 66214 

913-206-1180 
ecos@everestkc.net 

C. Elaine Giessel 
(she, her, hers)
913-206-1180 



     

     
  

   
     

     
      

     
    

      
          

   
    

   

           
       

         
    

          
     

       
    

      

   
  
 

      
     

  
      

    
   

    

Submitted to Planning Staff by Elaine 
Giessel 9-14-2021 

Johnson County Planning Commission, September 14, 2021 

Sierra Club Comments: UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR FACILITIES – 
AMENDMENTS TO COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AND ZONING REGULATIONS 

The Climate Crisis is real: ice is melting, sea levels are rising, droughts are 
longer, storms are wetter, wildfires are bigger and our cities, hotter. 

The Climate Crisis is impacting us now and we have to take drastic measures to 
address it. To fight climate change, improve public health and reduce pollution, 
we must stop burning fossil fuels and leave them in the ground. Utility scale 
solar projects can help us move away from dirty coal, oil and natural gas. 

Energy Secretary Jennifer Granholm has said that the nation could provide 40 
percent of the nation’s electricity with solar energy by 2035 and employ as many 
as 1.5 million people without boosting electricity prices. “Achieving this bright 
future requires a massive and equitable deployment of renewable energy and 
strong decarbonization polices..." (emphasis added) 

Sierra Club recognizes the pressing need for transformational change in the way 
we obtain the energy we all use. In addition to developing large scale solar 
projects, our utility companies should help underwrite distributive solar and 
microgrid installations, especially in neighborhoods already suffering from higher 
energy burdens. The County should consider requiring rooftop solar on all the 
warehouses at the Edgerton intermodal facility. 

Sierra Club strongly supports the movement to wind and solar, with a just and 
equitable transition to 100% clean renewable energy for all. We know that is only 
possible when that path is by, for, and of the people in our communities. 

Kansas Sierra Club comments on developing guidelines/best practices for utility-
scale solar installations: 

• Sierra Club does not support an arbitrary cap on the size of utility-scale solar 
projects. 

• Surveys of sites proposed for large-scale solar should identify any critical 
habitat requiring protection for resident and/or migratory threatened, 
endangered and sensitive species. 

• The County and developers should hold multiple listening sessions and public 
hearings with local residents and key stakeholders before adopting guidelines 
and/or approving any utility-scale solar project. 

• Environmental equity issues should be identified and addressed. 



          
     

       
     

       
   

     
  

    
         

 
  

 
           

      
     

 
 
 

   

      

       

 

• Guidelines should include best management practices for control of 
stormwater runoff and prevention of erosion onsite; use of persistent 
chemicals for weed control, panel cleaning and general maintenance should 
be discouraged to avoid offsite water contamination. 

• Guidelines should include guarantees on maintenance, decommissioning and 
land reclamation, including recycling and/or proper disposal of components. 

• Guidelines should include working with local first responders on emergency 
management planning for the site. 

• Guidelines should encourage developers to work with local landowners to 
use the solar array site for agri-voltaic or pollinator-friendly practices, where 
appropriate. 

This country belongs to all of us. Together, we can help preserve a livable planet, build 
stronger communities, provide green jobs, and plan for a safe and healthy life for future 
generations in Johnson County. 

Elaine Giessel, Conservation Chair 

Kanza Group, Kansas Chapter, Sierra Club 

11705 W. 101st Terr, Overland Park, KS 66214 

913-206-1180, Elaine.Giessel@Kansas.SierraClub.org 



         
 

                                  

         

 
       
             

         
       

                             
 

Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:58 AM
To: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN 
Cc: Davis, Leslie, PLN; Darren Coffey
Subject: FW: Solar panel waste 
Attachments: CleaningAfterSolarPanels-DAV2021.pdf 

Jay C. Leipzig, AICP, CEcD 
Director 
111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 ☏ (913) 715‐2200 | � (913) 715‐2222 Cell (816) 564‐7744 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Charlotte O'Hara <charlotteiohara@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:10 AM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Solar panel waste 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 
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Submitted to Planning Staff by Comm. 
Charlotte O'Hara 9-15-2021 

Cleaning after Solar Panels: A Circular Outlook 

A. Serasu Durana, Atalay Atasub and Luk N. Van Wassenhoveb* 

aHaskayne School of Business, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada;  

bTechnology and Operations Management Area, INSEAD, Fontainebleau, France 

*Corresponding Author: 

Luk N. Van Wassenhove 

Technology and Operations Management Area, INSEAD, Fontainebleau, France 

luk.van-wassenhove@insead.edu 

INSEAD, Boulevard de Constance, 77300, Fontainebleau, France 
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Cleaning after Solar Panels: A Circular Outlook 

The sharp reduction in costs of solar panel installations along with improvements in their 
energy conversion efficiency has driven a rapid growth in the adoption of this technology 
in the past decade. There is, however, a potential caveat to such rapid growth in adoption: 
existing installations may be retired earlier than their projected 30-year lifetime. We posit 
that the progress in technology, along with shrinking solar panel prices can drive users to 
replace their panels much sooner, leading to an unexpectedly large volume of solar panel 
waste soon. In the absence of financially viable recycling technologies and an efficient 
removal infrastructure for solar panels, it is not difficult to foresee substantial costs 
associated with the removal, transportation, storage, and treatment of such waste. It is 
also unclear who will bear the end-of-life costs of such solar waste. Along with shrinking 
useful lives, these end-of-life costs imply a significant jump in the levelized cost of solar 
energy, which can hinder its future adoption potential. We provide a calibrated projection 
of solar waste volumes and costs for the next couple of decades and draw parallels from 
our experience with the WEEE Directive to suggest policy recommendations. 

Keywords: sustainable operations; renewable energy; end-of-life management; 

solar panels; circular economy; e-waste; WEEE Directive 

1. Introduction 

The past decade has shown exponential growth in solar energy investments. Half of all 
solar systems in the US were installed in the last three years. Solar panels accounted for 
the largest share across all generation capacity additions last year, and the US solar 
industry is expected to quadruple capacity within the next 10 years (Solar Energy 
Industries Association (SEIA) 2021a). Achieving a 100% clean energy target is among 
the priorities of the Biden administration’s Infrastructure Plan (Tankersley 2021). Similar 
initiatives are observed in pioneering states, e.g., Massachusetts recently proposed 
requiring rooftop solar on all new buildings, modeled after a similar policy in California 
(Bebon 2021). 

This rapid buildup is leading to an exponential decrease in solar panel manufacturing 
costs and prices. On the technology side, the efficiency of solar panels has increased by 
about 0.3%-0.4% each year for the last ten years (Feldman et al. 2021; National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 2021a). In parallel, the levelized cost of energy 
for solar generation (LCOE), which is used to compare alternative energy options, 
continues to fall. Electricity from new solar plants in the second half of 2019 cost 83 per 
cent less than a decade earlier, suggesting that solar may be the lowest cost energy option 
soon (UN Environment Programme 2020). Financial institutions are building renewable 
energy investment portfolios (or removing conventional energy organizations), and 
lenders are following a similar path suggesting that the scale of solar energy adoption will 
likely increase faster in the near future. 

Yet, a darker future for solar technology looms if we fail to adopt a circular economy 
outlook by considering the entire life cycle of solar panels. There are direct consequences 
when these products reach the end of their lives. Their complex composition (e.g., the 
ever-growing panel sizes and Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) encapsulated glass/metal 
mix) implies substantial challenges in creating circular solutions. Meanwhile, economic 
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incentives are aligning to encourage customers to trade their existing panels for newer, 
cheaper, more efficient models. That makes it nearly impossible to imagine a strong 
market for used solar panels. The products must therefore be recycled. However, the 
availability of environmentally or economically effective recycling infrastructures and 
technologies for solar panels is very limited (McDonald and Pearce 2010; Sica et al. 
2018). It is not difficult to predict that their fate will be in landfills or incineration. 

The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and the International Energy 
Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems Programme (IEA-PVPS) has projected that global 
solar panel waste will reach up to 78 million metric tons by the end of 2050, with annual 
waste amounts matching the total mass of new installations. In the US alone, close to a 
million metric tons of solar panels are estimated to have reached their end-of-life, and 10 
million tons expected by 2050 (IRENA and IEA-PVPS 2016). These predictions assume 
that customers will keep their existing panels in place for the entirety of their 30-year life 
cycle. They thus imply many years to prepare before the mass of waste appears, framing 
the problem as an opportunity to recoup valuable materials rather than a threatening 
tsunami. 

Such analyses fail to account for the volumes of possible prematurely retired solar panels 
that will emerge in the very near future. Based on our analysis of US data, US consumers 
may have strong and growing economic incentives to replace their panels, possibly as 
soon as a few years following installation. Even under moderate replacement 
assumptions, we predict that solar panel waste can reach more than 50 times amounts 
predicted by IRENA within five years. Moreover, annual new waste introduced into the 
market can reach and even exceed the volume of new installations within the next 10 
years – not the next 30. 

Hence, recycling anticipated volumes of PV waste requires regulatory action now, as well 
as investment and innovation in the processing and logistics infrastructure for retired 
panels. But today Europe is the only region with a regulatory framework to support PV 
recycling. Nearly a decade ago, PV modules became a part of the Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive (European Parliament 2012), which makes 
manufacturers and suppliers responsible for their waste management. The Extended 
Producer Responsibility framework implemented in this directive can be a good model 
for end-of-life management of PV modules, but it places additional costs on the 
manufacturers. That is the critical challenge for recycling, because the end-of-life costs 
for solar panels, along with their early retirement potential, can easily wipe out their cost 
competitiveness compared to other power generation alternatives. 

A lack of investment in solar panel recycling capacity can considerably drive-up end-of-
life costs for solar panels. With current capacity levels, recycling a panel costs around 
$20-30 in comparison to the $1-2 charge of landfilling (McDonald and Pearce 2010; 
Wesoff and Beetz 2020; Curtis et al. 2021). On top of the recycling fee, there are 
additional end-of-life charges for the removal, transport, and storage of modules. Taking 
common end-of-life costs and early replacement behavior into account, our analysis 
predicts that the LCOE for solar can climb up to 3-4 times over what is projected by 
NREL (2020). 

We further note that a similar lack of circularity outlook can be observed across multiple 
clean-energy alternatives, such as wind turbines and electric car batteries. In the same 
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way that information technology was ideal for economic and social growth, but led to a 
huge electronic waste problem, history appears to repeat itself with renewable energy 
installations, and very likely much sooner than we thought. 

It is yet unclear who will face the costs of recycling solar panels or other renewable energy 
technologies growing in adoption. Regulations that mandate producer responsibility leave 
aside producers who left or will soon exit the market, which means that the cost will fall 
on current or future producers developing more efficient technologies, jeopardizing their 
competitiveness.  

In short, the renewable energy technology sector does not have the luxury to be short-
sighted about end-of-life issues. A circular economy strategy and policy around 
renewable generation is urgently necessary. 

2. Related Literature 

The contribution of this article lies in projecting how solar panel adoption dynamics can 
soon drive unexpected solar panel waste growth and affect the competitiveness of this 
technology, which is critical for global carbon reduction plans. 

This article is related to several key streams of research in sustainable operations, 
especially the literature on renewable energy investments and policies (Qi et al. 2015; 
Alizamir et al. 2016; Kök et al. 2018, Angelus 2020), issues surrounding solar energy 
(Guajardo 2018; Babich et al. 2020; Singh et al. 2021), end-of-life management (Steeneck 
and Sarin 2017), extended producer responsibility (Alev et al. 2019; Huang et al. 2019; 
Gui 2020; Rahmani et al. 2020) and e-waste (Plambeck and Wang 2009; Atasu and Van 
Wassenhove 2012; Esenduran et al. 2019, Dhanorkar and Muthulingam 2020). Our 
contribution to this literature lies in the circular economy outlook we provide and the 
warning position we take towards solar panel waste driven by economic incentives of 
customers to replace panels before their end of life.  

This article is also related to a stream of engineering research that looks at replacement 
of and end-of-life treatment for solar panels (see Xu et al. 2018 for a review of global 
solar waste management issues). In this context, Jean et al. (2019) considers a strategic 
modular PV design that can allow more frequent, periodic replacement of modules, which 
can be linked to the possibly premature retirement problem. The authors suggest frequent 
replacement as a strategy to improve levelized costs, while remaining silent on the timing 
of premature retirement and the potential end-of-life costs associated with it. There is also 
a growing literature on economics of recycling solar modules. To name a few, Choi and 
Fthenakis (2014) suggest that reverse logistics costs of removed panels can be substantial. 
McDonald and Pearce (2010) suggest that recycling solar panels/modules can be 
economically unfavorable. The problematic economics of recycling modules is also 
demonstrated in Cucchiella et al. (2015). More recently, Deng et al. (2019) show that 
landfill is still the cheapest option compared to several recycling methods. They also 
conclude that collaborative action from all stakeholders in the industry is necessary to 
encourage recycling and discourage landfilling. There is similar discussion in the context 
of other renewables as well. For instance, Rentizelas et al. (2021) investigate circular 
economy pathways for the reverse supply of wind turbine blades. Our contribution to this 
stream of research regards the dynamics of solar technology adoption and linking the end-
of-life issues to LCOE projections. 
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Finally, this article relates to an established stream of research on extended producer 
responsibility and the WEEE Directive (see Atasu and Van Wassenhove 2012; Plambeck 
and Wang 2009; Mazahir et al. 2018; Esenduran et al. 2019; Dharkorkar and 
Muthulingam 2020; Gui 2020 to name a few). We add to this stream of literature by 
focusing on the specifics of solar energy from circularity and technology adoption points 
of view and drawing from the WEEE experience to provide policy insights. 

3. The Early Replacement Problem 

To study the link between the dynamics of solar panel adoption and waste generation, we 
build a stylized model that focuses on the adoption behavior of solar panel end-users 
(residential, commercial, or industrial), hereafter referred to as customers. We assume 
that a (rational) customer adopts solar panels based on their return on investment, 
following a Net Present Value (NPV) analysis, which reflects the present value of the net 
profit generated by the investment, calculated from the discounted sum of future revenues 
and capital costs. In the solar technology’s early state, a typical solar panel installation 
showed a positive NPV over a projected lifetime of 25-30 years, which overlaps with the 
average life expectancy or the warranty period given by manufacturers. However, a lot 
has changed since then. In the last decade alone, PV module prices dropped around 85%, 
resulting in about 64% reduction in total residential PV system installation costs. Module 
efficiencies also steadily improved, increasing by around 0.4% per annum (Feldman et 
al. 2021; NREL 2021b). Consequently, customers in states with good financial incentives 
and high electricity prices can expect to break even before the projected lifetime of their 
solar panels. Moreover, solar cells in installed panels degrade over time, so it makes 
economic sense to replace older panels with newer ones before their projected end-of-
life. 

We model the incentives affecting a customer’s decisions to replace their original panels 
given certain characteristics of the customer, the product, and the market at the time of 
the decision. We describe our model in Section 3.1 and provide a calibrated numerical 
analysis for US residential households in Section 3.2. 

3.1. Time to Replacement Model 

We describe the details of our panel replacement model for a single customer (all notation 
in this model can be extended for multiple users by adding another index) and we focus 
on household installations for ease of demonstration. Our model is based on a stylized 
NPV analysis where we compare the cash flow across two scenarios: 1- Full life, where 
customers use their existing panels until the end-of-their useful lives, and 2- Replace 
early, where some customers replace existing functional panels (before they reach the 
end-of-life) with more efficient newer generations. The cash flows in the two scenarios 
are summarized in Figure 1. 

In the Full Life scenario, a household installs a solar panel with a useful life of 𝑇 at time 
𝑡  0. Installations are assumed to take place instantaneously at the end of that year. The 
installed panel has size 𝐾 , determined by the energy needs of the household, accounting 
for the efficiency of the installed module. The customer pays 𝐶 𝐾  for the installation. 
The installation cost function at the end of year 𝑡, 𝐶 . , is assumed to scale linearly with 
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the panel size. The unit cost of installation for a kW of capacity is given by 𝑐 . 1 𝐼𝑇𝐶 , 
where 𝑐  is the overnight capital costs of installation for a residential panel in year 𝑡, and
𝐼𝑇𝐶  is the available investment tax credit incentive in year 𝑡. 

Throughout years 1 to 𝑇, the household earns a revenue for generated electricity, denoted 
by 𝐺 𝐾 . This revenue depends on the size of the panel, the rate the households are 
compensated at, the solar irradiation and other environmental factors that affect the 
output, and the remaining effective efficiency of installed panels. The details of 
calculating solar generation based on module size, efficiency, installation angles and solar 
radiation can follow standard procedures (e.g., see Franklin 2019). We assume the 
revenue function to be linear in panel size, and the annual revenue received per unit kW 
of installed capacity is given by 𝜑. 𝑝 . 𝜀 . Here, 𝜑 represents the generation yield potential 
of the customer in kWh/kWp installed, 𝑝  is the rate the customer is paid for electricity 
sold to the grid or saved in purchasing form the grid (in $/kWh), and 𝜀  is the remaining 
efficiency of the installed panels.  Following NREL (2012a) and IEA-PVPS (2017), we 
assume panels degrade by 1% every year, leaving about eighty-two percent of the original 
generation efficiency by year 20 of installation. 

Finally, the customer pays an amount 𝑅 𝐾  at the end of the panel’s useful life to 
deinstall the panel and dispose of it. The end-of-life costs are again assumed to scale 
linearly with the size of installation, with a unit rate of 𝑧  in year 𝑡. This is assumed to be 
an all-inclusive representation of all end-of-life costs associated with the panel’s disposal. 

In the Replace Early scenario, the customer removes the original installation in year 𝑛 
(which is a decision variable), as opposed to waiting until 𝑇, and replaces it with a newer 
model, where 𝑛 ∈  2, … , 𝑇  1 . We assume the installed panel is used for a full year at 
least before replacement, so 𝑛  1. The new panel has a different size 𝐾  considering the 
changing solar panel modules in the market over the years. We assume the customer 
keeps the original installation area over their rooftop in the subsequent installations. 
Therefore, the size of the new installation scales to the original one at the rate of module 
efficiency improvements in the market, i.e., 𝐾  𝐾 . 𝑒 /𝑒 , where 𝑒  is the efficiency 
of the module selected in year 𝑡. The installation cost of the new panels, 𝐶 𝐾  and the 
removal cost of the old panel, 𝑅 𝐾  are all incurred at year 𝑛. The household keeps 
earning revenue 𝐺 𝐾  every year the panel is on the rooftop. 

Figure 1: Cash flow in two compared scenarios; with original installation kept until the 
end of its useful life, and where it is replaced earlier. 

We assume that the customer evaluates the two projects (Full life versus Replace early) 
with a comparable timeline, which is typical in NPV-based project comparisons. That is, 
the customer considers the NPVs from both projects until time 𝑇, while attributing a 
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residual value (similar to the continuation value idea in accounting research) for the 
remaining cashflows between time 𝑇 and 𝑇  𝑛  for the replace early option1. A more 
detailed analysis, which captures dynamic replacement cycles into the future (e.g., by 
extending the stationary durable good model in Huang et al. 2019), can be considered in 
future research for technical completeness. However, this simplified model is suitable for 
our purposes of generating baseline insights. Accordingly, assuming a discount rate 𝑟, we 
can calculate the NPV in the two scenarios presented as follows:

 

 
𝑅 𝐾

𝑁𝑃𝑉  𝐶 𝐾    
𝐺 𝐾
1 𝑟  1 𝑟  

𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑛   𝐶 𝐾    
𝐺 𝐾

 

  
𝐺 𝐾  

 
𝑅 𝐾  𝐶 𝐾

1 𝑟  1 𝑟  1 𝑟
  

 

  
𝐺 𝐾  

 
𝑅 𝐾

1 𝑟  1 𝑟  
 

A (rational) customer replaces their panel at the earliest year 𝑛∗ 𝑇 where 
𝑁𝑃𝑉 𝑛∗  𝑁𝑃𝑉  for any year 1 𝑛∗ 𝑇. Otherwise, the panel is kept until the 
end of its useful life. 

3.2. Illustrative Analysis: US Residential Rooftop Market 

We next analyze the scope of the potential early retirement problem by simulating the 
solar panel replacement incentives of US residential households, under a range of varying 
assumptions. In this illustrative analysis, for each year from 2005 until 2020, we simulate 
20,000 rational households that installed their first solar panel in that year (households 
that installed panels prior to 2005 are assumed to use their panels until the end of their 
useful life, due to lack of reliable data and capital costs being expensive). Then, we 
calculate the time each household takes to replace its original panel under various 
scenarios, assuming they all make rational replacement decisions as modeled in Section 
3.1. 

More specifically, for each year 𝑦 between 2005 and 2020, we generate 20,000 individual 
users that installed a panel at the end of that year. Each of these users are assigned certain 
characteristics rolled out from random distributions. These characteristics correspond to 
the user’s original panel size 𝐾 , generation yield potential 𝜑, financial discount rate 𝑟 
they can secure and their compensation rate for generation 𝑝  (fixed at the installation 
year contracted value for the life of the panel). In each year’s simulation, we look at eight 
scenarios in total (see Table A.1), by focusing on ‘Optimistic’ and ‘Pessimistic’ cases of 
three input variables: Installation Price (𝑐 , Module Efficiency (𝑒 ), and Compensation 
Rate (𝑝 . For each scenario and individual, we calculate values 𝑛∗ , representing the first 
replacement time of user 𝑖, 𝑖 ∈  1, … ,20,000 , assuming s/he installed the panel at the 
end of year 𝑦, for 2005 𝑦   2020. Using these individual values, we then calculate 

∗ the empirical distribution of the replacement time random variable, 𝑛  for panels 

1 Our insights are robust to how the residual value is accounted for. Similar results can be 
obtained even for an extreme scenario with no residual value in the [𝑇, 𝑇 𝑛] range for the 
replace early option and are available from the authors. 
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originally installed in year 𝑦. The details of all parameter and random distribution 
assumptions are presented in Appendix 1.  

Figure 2 presents the first insight from our analysis, and illustrates the minimum, average, 
∗ and the maximum values of the replacement time distributions 𝑛  for all years 𝑦 ∈

2005, … ,2020  in an average across all eight scenarios. (The average values in each 
individual scenario can be found in Figure A4 in the Appendix). The maximum values 
indicate that there are households that choose to keep their panels until the end of its 30-
year assumed life for all installation years. The average time to replacement keeps 
dropping from 2005 to 2020, following the continuous price decrease and efficiency 
increase of modules in the market. By 2020, it is economical to replace the panels after 
12 years on average. From the minimum values, we can infer that there are households 
that find it economical to replace their panels as early as after 2 years by 2020. 
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Figure 2: The minimum, average and maximum replacement times (𝑛∗ ; averaged across 
all 8 scenarios considered. 

What this analysis suggests is that the price and efficiency improvements in the solar 
energy industry can induce much more substantial panel disposal than previously 
imagined. Installations originally meant to last for 25-30 years may in fact be replaced 
within a decade. This early replacement behavior would be the key driver of a coming, 
hidden recycling tsunami. Put simply, we can expect a lot more solar panel waste within 
the next decade than we are prepared for. 

In the next section, we try to demonstrate the severity of the situation by quantifying the 
magnitude of this coming wave. Specifically, we leverage the early-replacement behavior 
simulated in this section to project the expiration date of the residential panels that were 
installed between 2000-2020 and compare our projections to existing estimates in the 
field. 

4. Hidden Recycling Tsunami 

“The structure and dynamics of business tsunami are not all that different from that 
of natural tsunami. Here too, pressures building up for long periods of time, and 
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sometimes very distant from where the tsunami will eventually hit, remain 
unobserved until some threshold value is reached. This triggers a sudden reaction 
that may travel a long way to reach its final destination. There, the impacts on 
economies or sectors are swift and devastating.” (Akkermans and Van Wassenhove 
2013) 

We start our aggregation by noting that the volume of residential solar capacity installed 
in the US by the end of 2020 was 19.14 GWs. We illustrate the cumulative installations 
of these solar panels over time in Figure 3 (reproduced with numbers taken from SEIA 
2021b). 
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Figure 3: Cumulative solar installations for the US residential market; 2000-2020. 

Next, using this data and our model in the previous section, we project the expiration date 
of the installed capacity, either by replacement (in the Replacement scenario) or by 
reaching the 30-year lifetime, whichever is earliest. In what follows, the functions
𝐼 𝑦 , 𝐼 𝑦 ,𝑊 𝑦 , 𝑊 𝑦  represent the actual installations, cumulative installations, actual 
waste, and the cumulative waste volume in year 𝑦, respectively. We compare the resulting 
cumulative waste volume 𝑊 𝑦  across 4 scenarios for 2000 𝑦   2050: 

No Failure: There are no early failures of panels, and no replacement, i.e., each 
installation is removed after 30 years. In other words, there is no waste generation 
until the year 2030, i.e., 𝑊 𝑦   0 for 2000 𝑦   2029 and the cumulative volume 
of waste generated in year 𝑦, 𝑊 𝑦 , equals the cumulative volume of installations in 
year 𝑦-30, 𝐼 𝑦  30 , for 2030 𝑦   2050. 

Constant Failure: Waste projections are based on the 0.05% annual failure rate 
assumption by NREL (2017) with a 30-year lifetime, and no replacement. In 
mathematical terms, since the first batch of installations happen at the end of year 
2000, we have 𝑊 2000  0. For 2001 𝑦   2029  the actual waste for each year 
is calculated as: 

 

𝑊 𝑦    𝐼 𝑦  𝑗 . 99.5% . 0.5%
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Finally, for 2030 𝑦   2050, we find the actual waste in each year as: 

𝑊 𝑦    𝐼 𝑦  𝑗 . 99.5% 0.5%  𝐼 𝑦  30 99.5%  

 

The cumulative waste 𝑊 𝑦  is then calculated by taking the cumulative sums of the 
projected actual waste 𝑊 𝑦 . 

Regular Loss (IRENA): Waste projections are based on the Regular Scenario Loss 
case undertaken by IRENA and IEA-PVPS (2016), and modeled using a Weibull 
function with a shape parameter of 𝛼 5.3759 and an average panel lifetime of 𝑇 30 
years without replacement: 

 

 𝑊 𝑦    𝐼 𝑗 . 1 𝑒
 

 . 𝑑𝑗 
 

Early Replacement: There are no early failures of panels. As stated earlier, households 
that installed panels prior to 2005 are assumed to keep it for the projected lifetime of 
30 years. For installations that happen between 2005-2020, users will replace their 
panels early if it is economical to do so. In mathematical terms:

 

∗𝑊 𝑦    𝐼 𝑦  𝑗 . 𝑃 𝑛  𝑗  
 

The replacement time random variable, 𝑛∗ , is derived from the distribution 
presented in Figure 2 for 2005 𝑦   2020, which is an average representation of 
our multiple replacement scenarios. Since there is no early replacement prior to 
2005, 𝑃 𝑛∗  30  1 for 2000 𝑦   2004. The cumulative waste 𝑊 𝑦  is then 
calculated by taking the cumulative sums of the projected actual waste 𝑊 𝑦 . 

Figure 4 illustrates these projections over time. As expected, The Constant Failure 
projection ends up being very close to the No Failure case. The Regular Loss scenario 
considers a maximum lifetime of 40 years (following IRENA and IEA-PVPS 2016) and 
puts more loss probability in the earlier years of the panels’ lifetime, which is why it cuts 
off earlier and ramps up faster. 

The early replacement scenario, however, shows a completely different figure. That is, 
solar waste will come sooner than anticipated. Based on an average and moderate estimate 
of 90 tonnes per MW weight-to-power ratio2, our analysis estimates that the cumulative 
waste arising from solar panels installed up to 2020 reaches 1.7 million metric tonnes 
when all is discarded. Furthermore, if early replacements occur as predicted by our 
statistical model, there can be 50 times more waste than IRENA anticipates in just four 
years, translating to over 300,000 metric tonnes by 2025. 

2 McDonald and Pearce (2010) report a weight of 12.32 kg per module. Sica et al. (2018) states 
103.4 kg per kWp installed of panels. In IRENA and IEA-PVPS (2016), a common constant 
factor of 100t/MW is reported along with an exponentially decreasing weight-to-power curve 
that accounts for panels becoming lighter over time. In this case, weight-to-power ratio 
decreases exponentially from around 110 t/MW in 2000 to 60t/MW by 2030. 
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Figure 4: Expected cumulative GWs of residential rooftop solar PV capacity (installations 
from years (𝑦  in 2000-2020) to be disposed (𝑊 𝑦 ) under various scenarios. 

We further note that this illustrative analysis can be interpreted as a lower bound 
projection, as we restrict our focus to residential installations, for ease of exposition and 
given the availability of accepted data. In reality, commercial and utility-scale 
installations, which have been rising at an even steeper rate than residential scale systems, 
can be subject to similar economic incentives for early replacement. Likewise, our 
analysis ignores competing technologies to solar panels, such as solar thermal power, or 
smaller solar panels that are being mounted on streetlights, or everyday gadgets. With all 
these devices added to the picture, the scale of waste can be much larger still. Equally 
important to note is that our numerical analysis has a short-term focus, and we only 
consider the waste generated by the first replacement of households, so each MW of 
installation is translated into the same amount of waste. As costs continue to fall, and 
efficiencies keep rising, there can be an economic incentive to repeat the early 
replacement in subsequent installations. Assuming the early replacement behavior 
happens with the same frequency in subsequent installations, cumulative waste 
projections can double or more by 2050. 

4.1. Immediate Need for Recycling Capacity 

At this point, it is not hard to extrapolate what is coming for the solar technology from 
the already existing global electronic waste problem. The tech industry continuously 
replaces products with newer models, generating tremendous amounts of e-waste. Yet the 
UN reports that only 17.4% of global e-waste in 2019 was collected and recycled, even 
though 71% of the world’s population, in 78 countries, is covered by some type of 
legislation or policy on recycling. The United States alone generated 6.92 million tons of 
e-waste and recycled only 15% of the material (Statistica 2020). An undetermined amount 
of this e-waste is shipped from the US and other developed countries to developing parts 
of the world, where lack of proper standards results in health and environmental concerns 
(US Environmental Protection Agency 2021). More than half of the country’s states have 
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no laws banning electronics from regular disposal in the trash, and even when e-waste 
rules exist, the management of old devices is generally left to consumers (Semuels 2019). 
In particular, there is no national legal framework for managing the end-of-life of PV 
modules in the US. Even in US states that regulate e-waste, solar panels are often left out. 
Only a few states have formulated or enacted regulations concerning solar panel waste 
(e.g., California3, Washington4, North Carolina5). 

In light of that gaping regulatory hole, action must be initiated immediately to prevent 
solar panels from becoming untreated or mishandled e-waste. Evidence suggests that less 
than 10% of solar panels are being recycled in the US. Meanwhile, experts have observed 
modules being disposed in landfills – not surprisingly, given that with current capacity 
and waste levels, it costs about $20-30 to recycle a single panel, as opposed to a $1-2 
charge of landfill costs. However, it would be impossible to bury growing amounts of 
panels in landfills, as well as unwise, because the panels contain toxic substances and 
valuable materials such as silver. Other used panels are kept in storage facilities until 
economically feasible end-of-life options are available (Taylor et al. 2021).  

The recycling industry’s current capacity will be hugely inadequate to treat such fast-
growing amounts of PV waste. To this end, first and foremost, policymakers and 
regulators should prioritize securing recycling infrastructure, while incentivizing the 
development of technologies that allow recycling of panels in a cost effective and 
environmentally friendly way. Otherwise, the lack of recycling capacity fit for solar panel 
processing will drive prices up. That, in turn, will weaken the cost competitiveness of 
solar technology, as we investigate in the next Section. 

5. What is the cost? 

While IRENA and IEA-PVPS (2016) report that recoverable materials from recycling 
solar panels may have significant economic value, the cost of recycling can substantially 
change the economics of value recovery, which to us at least partially explains the 
currently low incentives for solar panel recycling. Considering recent regulatory trends 
mandating producer responsibility for e-waste, it will therefore be no surprise if solar 
panel producers face a significant recycling cost burden in the next decade.  It is yet 
unclear, however, who will be facing these costs. 

In Europe, the WEEE Directive uses the Extended Producer Responsibility framework 
and requires producers (manufacturers, distributors, resellers, distant sellers, or 
importers) to pay for the collection and disposal of panels at the end of their life (European 
Parliament 2012). Thus, even foreign producers are held accountable for the panels they 
sell in the EU. Let us assume for now that the cost burden of recycling will lie with the 
original manufacturers, which could be facilitated by collecting recycling fees at the time 
of installation, as in California’s Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) scheme. We can then 
demonstrate how the path to cost competitiveness in renewable energy is tied to the 
circular economy outlook, by analyzing what end-of-life costs could imply for the 
levelized cost of energy calculations of solar generation. 

3 State of California, Department of Toxic Substances Control, Ref. R-2017-04 
4 Washington Rev. Code §70.355 
5 NC Regulation H329 passed in 2019 
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The basic LCOE is calculated by dividing the NPV of total lifetime costs of a generating 
asset by the NPV of the total energy production over its lifetime (NREL 2020). Currently, 
the LCOE calculations for renewable generation do not account for the end-of-life costs, 
which implies that the LCOE of solar panels can effectively be far larger than anticipated 
when their end-of-life is considered. Note that the direct cost of recycling is only part of 
this cost burden. Considering these panels are large, delicate and heavy equipment, they 
usually require specialized labor for disassembly and impose transportation challenges. 

We study the end-of-life cost implications by building on the LCOE projections by NREL 
(2020). We consider the most moderate scenario considered in NREL (2020) as a 
baseline, which focuses on moderate technology investment and innovation, and uses 
parameters for a system installed in Los Angeles, California, a location that sees mid to 
high levels of solar irradiance throughout the year. We then modify these LCOE 
projections in each year based on the shorter lifetime of panels induced by early 
replacement, and on a range of end-of-life costs (removal, transportation, storage and 
recycling) incurred at the time of panel removal. More specifically, (i) we modify the 
economic lifetime of installed panels based on our average lifetime calculations for each 
future year (see Section 3.2); (ii) we modify the capital expenditures by taking the present 
value (for the day of installation) of the hypothetical removal of the panels. 

In looking at end-of-life costs, IRENA and IEA-PVPS (2016) report that the majority 
(more than 92%) of modules in the market use crystalline silicon (c-Si) technology. 
Therefore, we focus our analysis on this type of modules. The recycling cost for these 
types of panels are assumed to range between $100/kW and $600/kW (McDonald and 
Pearce 2010; EPRI 2018; Jean et al. 2019; Curtis et al. 2021; Feldman et al. 2021; Phipps 
2021). The decommissioning costs including removal/deinstallation and transportation 
are not clearly documented, except for a few case studies. These are assumed to be at 
around $50/kW based on the available information (NREL 2012; NYSERDA 2020). 
Altogether, we consider the lower bound for these costs to be at $150/kW, and the upper 
bound at $650/kW, corresponding to roughly 5% and 20% of installation costs, 
respectively. 

The result of this extended LCOE analysis is presented in Figure 5, which suggests that 
the LCOE can easily be more than double in the presence of replacement behavior. Even 
under the most pessimistic replacement scenario, with the lowest recycling cost 
considerations, our projections point to LCOE being 1.5 times higher than industry 
estimates. Furthermore, the ratio gap between the baseline and the modified projections 
increases as we move into the future, as relative costs of EoL to installations grow due to 
panels getting cheaper. Considering the tight margins between the LCOE of various 
generation technologies, these factors can easily jeopardize the competitiveness of solar 
technologies, especially in comparison to fossil fuel powered generation and other 
renewable technologies. This can fairly be called an elephant in the room, whether or not 
anyone sees it. 
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Figure 5: LCOE Projections with panel replacement and end-of-life costs 

The above discussion simply means that policy needs to focus on building a large-scale, 
cost-competitive PV recycling infrastructure as quickly as possible. If there is a capacity 
shortage, service provider costs will skyrocket, and there will be storage costs to consider 
in addition. If there are not enough licensed, cost-effective recyclers, recycling may be 
handled at high monopoly prices, paid by producers. Our experience with monopolies in 
the early days of the WEEE Directive suggests that cost could be up to 6 times larger 
(Dempsey et al. 2010). 

5.1. Who Will Pay the Bill? 

Depending on how the end-of-life costs are distributed, current manufacturers on the 
market may have to pay the bill for past installations. Consider the mechanism of 
distributing all the EoL costs for PV modules to currently registered producers based on 
their actual market shares, a heuristic the WEEE Directive had used for historical 
electronics waste in the early days of the directive implementation in Europe for instance. 
This put the burden from producers that left the market on the current market stakeholders 
and led to huge turbulence and discussion around fairness in Europe (see Atasu and Van 
Wassenhove 2012 for a detailed discussion). Now imagine that a similar heuristic is in 
place for solar panels. How much will costs increase for the producers that are currently 
selling in this case? The key here is recognizing that the waste introduced into the market 
each year can largely exceed the sales volume in the very near future. 

To demonstrate what a market-share based cost allocation could imply for solar panels, 
we first project the cumulative rooftop panel installations until the year 2050, as shown 
in Figure 6. We assume the installations will grow from their 2020 values to their 
maximum potential, following an S-shaped logistics curve that is suitable for modeling 
the diffusion of an innovation such as solar technology. NREL (2017) evaluates about a 
700 GW of capacity potential for small-scale rooftop solar in the US, which is taken as 
our carrying capacity in this analysis. 
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Figure 6: Projection of future US residential solar installations until the year 2050. 

We then calculate the waste from these projected installations under the average early 
replacement scenario from Figure 2. To remain conservative, we assume that early 
replacement behavior after 2020 will be identical to what is observed in 2020. Again, this 
is a modest estimate based on widely accepted data, considering the decreasing trend of 
mean replacement time in Figure 2. Figure 7 plots the volume of installations against the 
capacity of waste introduced into the market within the next 15 years. 

Figure 7: The projected installations vs. waste generated each year under a conservative 
early replacement model. 

We observe from Figure 7 that by 2031 the volume of waste introduced into the market 
each year can surpass the volume of new installations. By 2035, about 2.5 tons of panels 
may need to be recycled for each ton sold. Assuming end-of-life costs around 5-20% of 
installation, this can translate up to 50% added costs of waste clean-up per unit sold. 
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Combined with the expected lifetime decrease, the LCOE of solar can reach up to 4 times 
higher than projected by 2035. 

All this means is that policy action is urgently required to guarantee that recycling 
responsibility is fairly allocated to the actual producers of the installed equipment. If 
regulation arrives too late, new producers may have to pay the recycling costs for 
producers who left the market. A market-share based allocation of responsibility also 
risks penalizing innovators. Imagine a producer coming up with a cheaper, more efficient 
technology that rapidly dominates the market. Under a market-share based cost 
allocation, this producer will have to bear the burden of recycling retired panels sold by 
other producers in the past, who may not even be in the market anymore. 

Finally, even under a fair cost-allocation scheme, an allocation of recycling costs based 
on different types (with respect to recyclability) of solar panels is required to incentivize 
the design for recyclability. Because current technologies treat waste panels in glass-
recycling facilities, lots of value in recoverable materials is lost (Phipps 2021). If the 
entire PV waste volume is mixed and treated indifferently, there will be no incentive to 
change the design of products to take into consideration the ease of disassembly and 
lightweight materials. Wise regulation can increase the market demand for solar panel 
and module designs that are easier to transport and recycle at the end of their lives. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

Clean energy future is not just about motivating adoption or creating additional generation 
capacity. It should also consider a circular outlook and create the necessary end-of-life 
infrastructure and policies. If we fail to recognize the importance of this outlook, we may 
soon face the dark side of the renewable energy. 

In this paper, we posit and hopefully convincingly argue that the combined effect of 
dropping prices and increased efficiency of the newer PV panel technologies may 
convince solar panel owners to replace their installations prematurely, i.e., long before 
their projected 30-year end of lives. These early replacement decisions can create a 
tsunami of solar panel waste. The existing recycling infrastructure does not appear 
sufficient to handle these waste flows. Neither does the industry appear prepared for the 
costs of dismantling, transportation, storage and proper recycling, which may skyrocket 
in the absence of an efficient infrastructure. 

What is possibly alarming is that these unexpected costs may even alter the LCOE based 
projected cost competitiveness of solar against conventional energy. Even worse, without 
proper recycling legislation, potentially harmful substances in discarded installations may 
constitute a substantial burden if landfilled. Keeping in mind that many of the prematurely 
replaced panels may be orphan waste, i.e., the original producer no longer exists and can 
therefore not be charged for proper recovery, the burden may be put on the current 
producers of newest technology making their products less competitive. 

We therefore believe that it is time for the industry and policy to seriously anticipate this 
tsunami of solar panel waste, possibly already within a decade. We further note that 
similar issues will likely exist (if not already there) for other prevalent energy 
technologies, such as wind turbines, and electric-vehicle batteries. Policy should learn 
from the past (especially that of the WEEE Directive) and not only provide appropriate 
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incentives for creating a recycling infrastructure, but also support the development of 
cheaper and more effective solar panel recycling technologies. Meanwhile, appropriate 
legislation to properly finance recycling of these technology products and fair allocation 
of their end-of-life costs should also be enacted. The time to act is now.  

In closing, we note that the calculations in this paper are calibrated from real-life and 
public data to give them a fair amount of credibility. However, for the sake of simple 
exposition, they rely on several simplifying assumptions and scenarios. It goes without 
saying that further research is necessary to paint a much more refined picture of what lies 
ahead. More elaborated models, scenarios and simulations are required for more precise 
predictions, although we expect the effects and orders of magnitude of the phenomena 
depicted in this paper to stand.  

We also believe that further work is necessary to account for behavioral issues around 
panel replacement. We assumed that all household owners are rational and will replace 
their PV panel as soon as the new market offer has a positive NPV. Clearly, not every 
household will keep a constant watch on this, and for many, the hassle of replacing a 
panel on their roof may be daunting. That means some solar installations will be replaced 
later than we anticipate in this paper, although we expect our claims about the tsunami 
impact of early replacement to stand ground. To this end, consumer research could help 
anticipate the scope of the problem particularly in residential installations. Clearly, larger 
rooftop applications (e.g., shopping centres) and industrial PV panel sites are yet another 
unknown in terms of their early replacement behavior and its impact on the return 
tsunami. Further research is necessary here as well, although one could assume a much 
more rigid economic decision here, i.e., replace as soon as it is profitable. 

While we assume that solar panels will be replaced prematurely because of improving 
efficiency and lower prices, we considered only one premature replacement in our 
analysis, i.e., the consumer keeps the newer panel until the end of its life cycle. While 
that assumption is helpful in simplifying our simulations, it is also reasonable to expect 
that prices cannot continue to drop at the recent rates and efficiency improvements will 
also level off at some point. Nevertheless, it would not be unimaginable that consumers 
would replace prematurely again if technology changed or advanced substantially. To this 
end, while we believe that our calculations with a single premature replacement are 
sufficiently informative for our purposes, a deeper investigation of replacements would 
be very useful. The consequence of our assumption of a single premature replacement is 
that the tsunami of panel replacements will come fast and will be much larger than 
expected. Once that shock has been dealt with, one will probably move into a steady-state 
where technological change will be slower and installations will last their lifetime. 

Finally, we believe that research on reducing the costs of dismantling, transportation, and 
recycling of the currently installed solar panel technologies and designing easier-to-
recover panels in the future is necessary. These costs must go down considerably, or they 
will make solar energy less attractive. Research needs on how to finance the costs of 
recovery is also clear to us. Existing PAYG type of financing schemes (see detailed 
discussion in IRENA and IEA-PVPS 2016) appear to largely underestimate these costs 
and will likely lead to unpleasant surprises. Who will cover recycling costs? How do we 
avoid that current producers pay for expensive recovery of old installations that were 
installed by companies that have since left the market? How do we make sure that there 
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are incentives to invest in a recycling infrastructure, which is pretty much non-existing 
today? 

We sincerely hope that this paper helps raise awareness on this pressing problem and 
encourages colleagues to engage in follow-up research tackling the many open questions. 

Acknowledgements: We thank colleagues at Institute National d’Energie Solaire (INES) 
France for their valuable inputs addressing solar technology related questions we had. 
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Appendix 1: Replacement Time Simulation Data 

We consider all scenarios presented in Table A1. Panel life is assumed to be 𝑇
30 years. Our main data source for generating the input variables is the final 2020 edition 
of Tracking the Sun database (Barbose and Darghouth 2020) which includes project-level 
data on more than 1.9 million systems installed in the US through 2019, representing 82% 
of all distributed PV systems through that timeframe. 

Table A1: Considered Scenarios (O: Optimistic, P: Pessimistic, H: High, L: Low) 

Scenario Installation Price Module Efficiency Compensation Rate 

1 O O H 

2 O O L 

3 O P H 

4 O P L 

5 P O H 

6 P O L 

7 P P H 

8 P P L 

Installation Price. We project the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios for average 
module installation prices in the residential PV market until the year 2050 (since our focus 
in this analysis is the installation period between 2005-2020, a panel installed in 2020 
with a useful life of 30 years will be uninstalled by 2050.) Our basis is the actual installed 
price of residential solar photovoltaic systems included in the Tracking the Sun database. 
The installation price is assumed to be steady at $8/W until 2009. After that point, it is 
assumed to decline at a monthly rate of 0.6% in the pessimistic, and 1% in the optimistic 
case, as demonstrated in Figure A1, until the year 2030. 
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Figure A1: Projection of module installation prices; dashed (solid) line represents the 
optimistic (pessimistic) projection 

Module Efficiency. We project the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios for average 
module efficiency in the residential PV market until the year 2050, based on the actual 
installed efficiencies of residential solar photovoltaic systems included in the Tracking 
the Sun database. The average module efficiency is projected to increase linearly until the 
year 2030 at 0.45% annually under an optimistic rate, and 0.24% annually under a 
pessimistic rate, as demonstrated in Figure A2, until the year 2030. This linear increase 
is a reasonable assumption because module efficiencies have not yet approached the 
Shockley-Queisser limit (Rühle 2016) which puts the maximum theoretical efficiency of 
a single p-n junction photovoltaic cell around 33.7%. Moreover, given that solar cells 
with multiple layers (i.e., tandem cells) can exceed this limit, there is no current reason 
to assume a reduction of the efficiency improvement rate. 

Figure A2: Projection of module efficiency; dashed (solid) line represents the optimistic 
(pessimistic) projection 
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Compensation Rate. We consider a ‘High’ scenario and a ‘Low’ scenario. In the High 
setting, households are assumed to be on net metering utility tariffs that compensate them 
at the retail rate of electricity. The ‘Low’ setting instead assumes that solar PV generation 
is compensated at wholesale electricity prices, which are typically only half the retail rate 
(US Energy Information Administration 2020). 

The retail rate for each household is assumed to come from a uniform distribution 
with a different range each year, to reflect increasing average retail electricity prices. 
Households are locked into the rates at their original installation year. We use the range 
of actual average retail rates observed in the US by state (excluding Hawaii), between 
2005 and 2020, to set the range of allowed rates in each year, downloaded from the 
Electricity Data Browser by the US Energy Information Administration (2020). Rates are 
assumed to continue at their 2020 levels after this year. Given that the trend is increasing 
prices, and hence increasing revenues for households, this assumption makes our 
estimates more modest. Table A2 shows the ranges of prices considered in each year. 

Table A2: The ranges for compensation rates under the High scenario 

Year Lowest Rate Highest Rate Year Lowest Rate Highest Rate 
2005 6.21 15.72 2013 8.7 18.79 
2006 6.21 16.89 2014 8.67 20.07 
2007 6.36 19.11 2015 9.09 20.94 
2008 6.99 19.54 2016 9.34 20.3 
2009 7.58 20.33 2017 9.66 21.27 
2010 7.99 19.25 2018 9.59 21.94 
2011 7.87 18.26 2019 9.71 22.92 
2012 8.37 17.88 2020 9.47 22.86 

A.1 Other Parameter Assumptions 

Financial Incentives. The federal residential solar energy credit is a tax credit for a 
percentage of the cost of a solar photovoltaic system. Households that installed systems 
after 2005 and before 2019 had been eligible for a 30% tax credit. We assume that this 
incentive is set to decrease to 26% for projects installed in 2020, and 22% in 2021. The 
tax credit is set to expire starting in 2022 (US Department of Energy 2020). This scenario 
will guarantee that our projections remain a lower bound should the incentive be 
extended, like the recent two-year delay on the phasedown discussed by the US Congress 
(SEIA 2021c). 

End-of-life Costs. We assume panels are disposed at no extra cost to the households. In 
other words, the salvage value from panels equals the burden of deinstallation. 

Generation Yield Potential. We consider the kWh/kWp metric, which represents how 
much energy (kWh) is produced for every kW of module capacity. We use the actual 
distribution of photovoltaic power output in the US, published by The World Bank 
(2019), which is presented in Table A3 for daily values. Annual values are found by 
multiplying by 365, and assuming a uniform distribution between the given bounds. 

Table A3: Solar potential values 
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% of 
Population 
6.50% 
7.10% 
6.30% 
7.20% 
9.10% 
19.50% 
19.50% 
10.30% 
6.90% 
7.60% 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
(kWh/kWp) (kWh/kWp) 
5.2 5.5 
5 5.2 
4.8 5 
4.6 4.8 
4.4 4.6 
4.2 4.4 
4 4.2 
3.8 4 
3.6 3.8 
2.4 3.6 

Size of Original Installation. The distribution estimates of these values are based on the 
actual sizes of installation in the Tracking the Sun database. Figure A3 shows the 
minimum, average and the maximum size of the actual installations in this database. We 
assume the roof area remains the same when panels are replaced, but we account for the 
increase in generation potential due to the developments in module efficiency as shown 
in Table A2. 

Figure A3: Summary statistics for the size of installations 

Discount Rate. For the NPV analysis, we assume the discount rate for each household is 
uniformly distributed between 4% and 8%, representing the different borrowing rates for 
individuals. 

Figure A3 shows the average time to replacement of households across all eight 
scenarios listed in Table A1, for each year of original installation between 2005-2020. 
Comparing values across scenarios, we infer that the Installation Price and the 
Compensation Rate are more significant drivers of replacement time, and Module 
Efficiency has the least significant impact. It is interesting to note that the phasing out of 
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the current incentive causes a slowdown in the early replacement behavior in simulation 
results, and even to a discontinuity in deinstallations in 2022 under some scenarios. 
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Figure A4: Average time to replacement across all eight scenarios considered. 



 

  

    

 
 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
To: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN 
Cc: Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: FW: Proposed Industrial Solar Installation for Southern Johnson County 
Date: Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:22:48 PM 
Attachments: Oposition letter to solar farm in Johnson County.docx 

image001.png 

Sean, Leslie and Karen-

I have already responded to him, but we should put this in the agenda packet for the next meeting 
of the PC. 

Thanks,  Jay 

Jay C. Leipzig, AICP, CEcD 
Director 
111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 
☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222  Cell (816) 564-7744 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

From: Mike Thompson <Mike.Thompson@senate.ks.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:59 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Proposed Industrial Solar Installation for Southern Johnson County 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Hello Mr. Leipzig, 

I have attached a letter to you regarding my position on the proposed industrial solar 
installation in southern Johnson County. 

While I understand that large financial companies may be able to benefit from investing in the 
installation through tax credit, VPPAs, increasing their ESG scores, etc, the risk-benefit ratio, 
in my opinion, leans heavily toward the negative.  With the exception of the leaseholders, 
there will be very little benefit from this installation.  And, even for the leaseholders, I suspect 
there are risks, legally and otherwise, that they have not considered. 



I urge you to protect Johnson County residents and strongly consider allowing some other 
county the opportunity to make a mistake of this magnitude. 

Thank you! 

Senator Mike Thompson 
Office 225-E 
Office: (785) 296-7362 
Mike.Thompson@senate.ks.gov 



  

  
  

  

    
      

 
  

     
  

   
    

   
    

  
  
     

     
   

       
   

   

 

   
    

       

Submitted to Planning Staff by Mike 
Thompson 9-16-2021 

September 16, 2021 

To: Jay C. Leipzig, Johnson County Planning Commission 
Re: Industrial solar farm installation 

Hello Mr. Leipzig, 

I am writing in opposition to the planned installation of a large industrial solar farm in southern Johnson 
County.  There are a number of very good reasons to reject this proposal. While the proposition may 
seem appealing on the surface, the long-term ramifications are quite negative for Kansans and Johnson 
County residents. 

Solar power, on an industrial scale, actually undermines the long-term reliability of the electric grid in 
Kansas.   Currently we have 56% excess generation capacity in the state without renewables. By adding 
more non-dispatchable and highly subsidized power sources, like solar to our power grid, we undermine 
the base load plants we rely on 24/7 to keep our lights on. Solar power is subsidized 250 times more 
than conventional generating sources. As a result, we are underutilizing our coal and nuclear plants and 
often forcing them to operate at a loss. 

We saw the result of such folly in Texas this past winter where overdependence on renewable energy 
cost people their lives and millions were out of power for days. We should not want to contribute to 
turning Kansas into a place where our grid is at risk every time it gets too hot or too cold. 

As a result of the addition of renewables to our power grid over the past 10 years, we now pay 
approximately $1 Billion dollars more in electrical costs than we did in 2011. The cost of the additional 
infrastructure required to back up solar farms and to take the power to the grid gets passed along to 
ratepayers in their bills through various cost recovery mechanisms. Adding more renewables will only 
cause our rates to climb. And, currently Kansas has the highest average electrical rates in the region 
which makes us less competitive for attracting new business, and retaining established businesses, as 
well. 

At best, solar operates at a capacity factor between 0% and 50%.  During the winter months, when the 
sun angle is low and we experience overcast skies for days, solar power becomes completely useless. 
Why should we pay more for an energy source that cannot provide power on demand?  The more we 



 
 

      
 

 
      

     
 

    
     

   
 

    
 

 
  

   
    

     
     

  
     

  
 

 
   

      
  

 
     

   
      

  
  

 

make those choices, the more we become like California…which must currently import over 32% of their 
electricity. 

You must also consider the negative effects on the land value of nearby property owners.  They will have 
no choice but to deal with the unfortunate consequences of happening to live in the wrong place when 
this installation goes in. Just the announcement of a proposed site like this immediately impacts their 
ability to sell their land at a value they might obtain otherwise without the presence of a solar facility. 
What protections will you, or the operators of the solar complex offer those residents who might want 
to live elsewhere if this facility is installed?  I would ask that you put yourself in their shoes.  They built a 
home in a rural area for the quality of life and suddenly are thrust into a situation where, through nor 
fault of their own, their lifestyle will be altered. There is no way they could have foreseen this event 
coming. 

Then there is the issue of decommissioning and recycling of the industrial solar farm.  Currently there 
are no good solutions for recycling these solar panels. They contain toxic PFAs (Polyfluoroalkyl) that are 
considered a threat to drinking water when they leach from the solar panels. Solar panels also contain 
other potentially toxic materials that cannot be placed into landfills. And do you know the exact cost of 
tearing down the site once it has outlived its life span?  Who will pay to restore the land? Does the 
company have bonding that will ensure county taxpayers won’t be stuck with the bill if the operators of 
this installation go bankrupt or fail?  The costs are likely much higher than you are being told by these 
solar companies. I am dealing with similar problems at the state level with wind farms, and right now 
there are no good protections available. 

Finally, what happens when a particularly severe storm with large hail comes through and decimates the 
solar farm?  It happens, and it might be out of service for some time. Plus, that’s when the problem of 
leaching of toxic materials into the groundwater would be the greatest. 

I could go on, but there is all sorts of research available on the negative impacts of these installations if 
you take a little time to look for it. The bottom line is, I think Johnson County is the wrong place for this. 
I tend to think f Kansas is as well. Even in the large deserted areas of the desert southwest where the air 
is drier, the sun angle is higher year-round, and the annual cloud-cover is far less than it is here, tehse 
similar problems exist. 



 
 

     
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

I strongly urge you to consider all of these points in your deliberation, and sincerely hope you decide not 
to approve the installation. 

I would be happy to discuss this further at your convenience. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Mike Thompson 

Senator, 10th District 
Shawnee, Kansas. 
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Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Barb Kerr <barbara.a.kerr@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 6:47 PM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Comment on Nextera proposal for Solar Farm 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Dear Planning Committee, 
I am a resident near County Line RD who is a lifelong environmentalist and solar enthusiast. I am, nevertheless, very 
opposed to the Nextera proposal, which was prepared in such secrecy over three years that our neighbors and I only learned 
of it three weeks ago. Here is my comment: 
The massive, industrial solar farm proposed by Nextera for southeast Douglas County is an example of a “green” 
industry that turns out to be green-washed Big Energy. Although Nextera began site planning three years ago, all 
discussions with community leaders and potential lessors have been secretive. 
The nonpartisan Wilson Center for Environmental Change and Security says, “For solar energy to be successful at 
the scale required by climate change mitigation, solar facilities must be harmonized with the ecosystem, agriculture, 
and human needs. If local communities are excluded, and knock-on effects are overlooked, the benefits of 
renewable energy could be outweighed by negative consequences.” The secretive and environmentally careless 
manner in which Nextera has approached this project is precisely the opposite of this responsible approach. 
Instead of harmonizing with the environment, this massive complex will most likely involve bulldozing the highly 
erodible Sibleyville soils that dominate the area and flattening rolling hills and deep ravines. Nextera’s demand for 
zero setback means that the tree-shaded roads throughout the area may now give way to miles of fencing. The large 
swaths of oak-hickory forest that harbor abundant wildlife – deer, turkeys, beaver, bobcats, coyotes, tortoises, frogs 
and hundreds of resident and migrant bird species—could be enclosed and degraded. Weeds are generally 
controlled chemically in these large solar complexes, leading to degraded pastures and dangerous drift. With regard 
to economic development, temporary jobs may indeed be created. When the workers leave, however, the local 
residents are likely to find that this once lovely area of our county is not conducive to vibrant agritourism 
businesses in this area. This corner of Johnson County features at least wineries, berry and u-pick fruit farms, 
nurseries, farm markets, equine facilities, bee farms, grass-fed beef and dairy farms – all of which are now at risk 
Those of us who are opposing this development are NOT anti-solar; many of us have solar roof installations and 
believe deeply in sustainable, green energy for our future. This proposed installation is not a green industry; it is an 
enormous enterprise without concern for environmental, cultural, or small business costs. 

Barbara A. Kerr, Ph.D. 
583 E 2300 RD 

1 



                               

 
       

       
             

       
       

               

                             
 

 

                   

Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:20 AM
To: Joyce Whittier
Cc: O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: Fwd: Information to present at September 28 meeting 
Attachments: Preliminary-Root-Cause-Analysis-Rotating-Outages-August-2020.pdf; Evergy begins rolling blackouts for 

Kansas as regional power supply strained by cold.docx; Get Ready for Nationwide Blackouts under 
Biden.docx; Rolling Blackouts Circular.docx; Kansas City area faces rolling power outages as regional 
power grid emergency declared.docx; Rolling blackouts in California show how reliance on solar and 
wind power can backfire.docx 

Thank you, Joyce. We will include these in the packet for the Planning Commission. 

Jay 
Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:10 AM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Cc: O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC 
Subject: Information to present at September 28 meeting 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Jay, 

Attached are several articles dealing with rolling blackouts and brownouts. 

1 



 Submitted to Planning Staff by Joyce Whittier 
9-19-2021 
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______________________________________________________________________ 

October 6, 2020 

The Honorable Governor Gavin Newsom 
State Capitol Building, 1st Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Governor Newsom: 

In response to your August 17, 2020 letter, the California Independent System Operator 
(CAISO), California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and California Energy 
Commission (CEC) have jointly prepared the attached Preliminary Root Cause Analysis 
(Preliminary Analysis) of the two rotating outages in the CAISO footprint on August 14 
and 15, 2020.  In our response, we also recognized our shared responsibility for the 
power outages many Californians unnecessarily endured. The findings of the 
Preliminary Analysis underscore this shared responsibility and give greater definition to 
the actions that should have been taken to avoid or minimize the impacts to those we 
serve. The findings and recommendations of this Preliminary Analysis will guide our 
agencies to ensuring the events of August 14 and 15 do not reoccur. 

We have identified several factors that, in combination, led to the need for the CAISO to 
direct utilities in the CAISO footprint to trigger rotating outages. There was no single root 
cause of the outages, but rather, a series of factors that all contributed to the 
emergency.  The report finds that: 

1) The climate change-induced extreme heat storm across the western United 
States resulted in the demand for electricity exceeding the existing electricity 
resource planning targets. The existing resource planning processes are not 
designed to fully address an extreme heat storm like the one experienced in mid-
August. 

2) In transitioning to a reliable, clean and affordable resource mix, resource 
planning targets have not kept pace to lead to sufficient resources that can be 
relied upon to meet demand in the early evening hours. This makes balancing 
demand and supply more challenging. These challenges were amplified by the 
extreme heat storm. 

3) Some practices in the day-ahead energy market exacerbated the supply 
challenges under highly stressed conditions. 



  
  

   
 
 

  

  
 

   
 

    
   

 
 

    
   

    
  

 
  

  
 

 
   

 
   

   
 

  
  

  
 

 
   

   

  
 

   
 

   
 

 
 

 
  

The Honorable Gavin Newsom 
October 6, 2020 
Page 2 of 3 

The combination of these factors was an extraordinary event. But it is our responsibility 
and intent to plan for such events, which are becoming increasingly common in a world 
rapidly being impacted by climate change. 

After the rotating outages on August 14 and 15, your office led an effort to take 
immediate actions that minimized risks of further outages during the extended 
heatwaves in August and September. This Preliminary Analysis also reviews the impact 
of those actions. 

The Preliminary Analysis provides recommendations for immediate, near and longer-
term improvements to our resource planning, procurement, and market practices. These 
actions are intended to ensure that California’s transition to a reliable, clean, and 
affordable energy system is sustained and accelerated. This is an imperative – for our 
citizens, communities, economy, and environment. 

Most critical is that we take immediate action to prevent similar circumstances from 
threatening reliability in the near term. The joint entities and the State should take the 
following immediate actions to ensure reliability for 2021 and beyond: 

1. Update the resource and reliability planning targets to better account for: 

a. Heat storms and other extreme events resulting from climate change like 
the ones encountered in both August and September; 

b. A transitioning electricity resource mix to meet the clean energy goals of 
the state during critical hours of grid need; 

2. Ensure that the generation and storage projects that are currently under 
construction in California are completed by their targeted online dates; 

3. Expedite the regulatory and procurement processes to develop additional 
resources that can be online by 2021. This will most likely focus on resources 
such as demand response and flexibility. This can complement the resources 
that are already under construction; 

4. Coordinate additional procurement by non-CPUC jurisdictional entities; and 

5. Enhance CAISO market practices to ensure they accurately reflect the actual 
balance of supply and demand during stressed operating conditions. 

We also provide additional recommendations in the Preliminary Analysis for the near-, 
mid-, and long-term time horizons. Implementation of these recommendations will 
involve processes within State agencies and the CAISO, partnership with the 



  
  

   
 
 

    
  

 
  

 
     

   
 

  
    

  
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

The Honorable Gavin Newsom 
October 6, 2020 
Page 3 of 3 

Legislature, and collaboration and input from stakeholders within California and across 
the Western United States. 

This Preliminary Analysis has served as an important step in learning from the events of 
August 14-15, as well as a clear reminder of the importance of effective communication 
and coordination. We will continue our review of the root causes of the August events 
as more data becomes available and provide a final analysis by the end of the year. 

We are unwavering in our commitment to meeting California’s clean energy and climate 
goals. Thank you for your personal engagement on these issues and for your 
unequivocal commitment and leadership on addressing climate change. 

Regards, 

Elliot Mainzer 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
California Independent System Operator 

Marybel Batjer 
President 
California Public Utilities Commission 

David Hochschild 
Chair 
California Energy Commission 
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Executive Summary 
On August 14 and 15, 2020, the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) was 
forced to institute rotating electricity outages in California in the midst of a West-wide 
heat storm. Following these emergency events on two consecutive days, Governor 
Newsom sent a letter to the CAISO, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), 
and the California Energy Commission (CEC), requesting, after immediate actions to 
minimize further outages, a report identifying the root causes of the events leading to 
the outages. 

This report serves as the preliminary root cause analysis.  The report reflects the findings 
that no single factor caused the outages, rather it was a series of factors related to 
planning processes, weather conditions and market constructs. Additional data 
analysis is required to complete a final in-depth root cause analysis, which is expected 
to be completed by the end of the year. 

ES.1 Roles of the Entities Delivering This Report 

California’s electricity market is complex and overseen by numerous entities with 
overlapping but distinct authority.  The three entities sponsoring this report and their 
roles in electricity reliability relevant to the August outages are described briefly below. 

CAISO 

The CAISO is the Balancing Authority that oversees the reliability of approximately 80% 
of California’s electricity demand and a small portion of Nevada. The remaining 20% is 
served by publicly-owned utilities such as the Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power (LADWP) and Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD), which operate 
separate transmission and distribution systems.  However, there are some California 
publicly-owned utilities in the CAISO’s Balancing Authority Area and some investor-
owned utilities that are not.  The CAISO manages the high-voltage transmission system 
and operates wholesale electricity markets for entities within its system and across a 
wider Western footprint via an Energy Imbalance Market (EIM).  The CAISO performs its 
functions under a tariff approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
and reliability standards set by the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) 
and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). 

CEC 

CEC has many electricity planning and policy functions including forecasting electricity 
and natural gas demand, investing in energy innovation, setting the state’s appliance 
and building energy efficiency standards, and planning for and directing state 
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response to energy emergencies. This report focuses on the CEC’s key responsibilities in 
the preparation and adoption of electricity demand forecasts for the CAISO BAA. As 
part of its Integrated Energy Policy Report process and in consultation with the joint 
entities, the CEC develops a set of forecasts to support the needs of CAISO transmission 
planning, CPUC Integrated Resources Planning, and CPUC and CAISO resource 
adequacy. For resource adequacy, the CPUC uses the monthly “1-in-2” peak demand 
forecast taken from the CEC’s hourly forecast. This forecast is constructed to have a 
50% probability that actual monthly peak will be either higher or lower than the 
forecast, given expected variation in temperatures. 

CPUC 

The CPUC also has many regulatory responsibilities for energy, telecommunications, 
water, transportation, and safety in California.  Relevant to the outages described in this 
report, the CPUC sets reliability requirements for the electric investor-owned utilities that 
participate in the CAISO markets and comprise the majority of the CAISO footprint. 
Electricity utilities regulated by the CPUC represent approximately 80% of the electricity 
demand in California and 91% of the electricity demand in the CAISO system.  The 
CPUC’s reliability (termed resource adequacy) requirements are set based on the peak 
demand shown in the CEC’s demand forecast, plus a planning reserve margin (PRM) of 
15%.  The PRM is comprised of a 6% requirement to meet grid operating contingency 
reserves, as required by the WECC reliability rules, and a 9% contingency to account for 
unplanned plant outages and higher-than-average peak electricity demand. 

ES.2 Summary of Conditions and Events of August 14 and 15, 2020 

From August 14 through 19, 2020, the Western United States as a whole experienced an 
extreme heat storm, with temperatures 10-20 degrees above normal.  During this 
period, California experienced four out of the five hottest August days since 1985; 
August 15 was the hottest and August 14 was the third hottest. This heat event was the 
equivalent of the hottest year of 35. The only other period on record with a similar heat 
wave was July 21–25, 2006, which included three days above the highest temperature 
in August 2020. 

Extreme heat affects both the demand for and the supply of electricity in several ways. 
In terms of electricity demand, during normal summer weather conditions in California, 
high daytime temperatures are offset by cool and dry evening conditions.  However, 
during extreme heat events when hot temperatures persist into the evening and 
overnight hours, air conditioners continue to run and drive up electricity demand 
beyond normal levels. 

In terms of electricity supply, conventional thermal generation (such as natural gas) 
operates less efficiently in extreme heat.  California also typically relies on imported 
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power during peak demand times, but because the rest of the Western United States 
was also experiencing extreme heat, California could rely on fewer imports than usual. 
Also due to the effects of heat and drought over time, the availability of hydroelectric 
power in California in 2020 was below normal. In addition, high clouds from a storm 
were covering parts of California during the same period, reducing available 
generation from all types of solar generation facilities. 

Further, throughout most of the day on both August 14 and 15, numerous fires were 
threatening the loss of major transmission lines. 

After observing some of these trends earlier in the week, and seeing higher 
temperatures forecasted on August 12, the CAISO issued a restricted maintenance 
request for August 14 through 17.  This was to caution generator and transmission 
operators to avoid actions that could jeopardize their resource availability.  On August 
13, the CAISO issued a Flex Alert for August 14, calling for voluntary energy conservation 
from 3:00 pm to 10:00 pm. 

Despite taking pre-emptive actions designed to maintain electric system reliability, the 
CAISO declared a Stage 3 Emergency at 6:38 pm on August 14 because reserves had 
fallen below the minimum requirements. The requirements are set by NERC and WECC 
and are approximately equal to 6% of load. In order to remain compliant with these 
mandatory reliability standards, the CAISO initiated rotating outages (also called load-
shedding) for about an hour.  This affected approximately 492,000 customers for a 
duration of 15 minutes to 150 minutes.  The net demand peak (demand minus available 
solar and wind resources) occurred at 6:51 pm. 

Similarly, on August 15, a Stage 3 Emergency requiring rotating outages was declared 
at 6:28 pm for 20 minutes, just after the net demand peak at 6:26 pm.  This ultimately 
affected 321,000 customers for 8 minutes to 90 minutes. 

ES.3 Preliminary Understanding of Various Factors That Contributed to Rotating 
Outages on August 14 and 15, 2020 

This Preliminary Analysis identifies several factors that, in combination, led to the need 
for the CAISO to direct utilities in the CAISO footprint to trigger rotating outages. There 
was no single root cause of the outages, but rather, a series of factors that all 
contributed to the emergency:   

• The climate change-induced extreme heat storm across the western United 
States resulted in the demand for electricity exceeding the existing electricity 
resource planning targets. The existing resource planning processes are not 
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designed to fully address an extreme heat storm like the one experienced in 
mid-August. 

• In transitioning to a reliable, clean, and affordable resource mix, resource 
planning targets have not kept pace to lead to sufficient resources that can 
be relied upon to meet demand in the early evening hours.  This makes 
balancing demand and supply more challenging. These challenges were 
amplified by the extreme heat storm. 

• Some practices in the day-ahead energy market exacerbated the supply 
challenges under highly stressed conditions. 

Existing Resource Planning Processes are Not Designed to Fully Address an Extreme 
Heat Storm 

As discussed above, California and the rest of the Western United States faced an 
extreme heat storm from August 14 through August 19. During this period, California 
experienced four out of the five hottest August days since 1985. August 14 was the third-
hottest August day; August 15 was the hottest. The only other period on record with a 
similar heat wave was July 21–25, 2006, which included three days above the highest 
temperature in August 2020. 

Figure ES.1 shows daily August temperatures for each year from 1985 to 2020. The 
middle 90% of temperatures contained in the shaded gray region and 2020’s six-day 
heat storm shaded in light orange. August 2020 (orange) is distinguished from the year 
with the next-hottest days, 2015 (blue), by both the magnitude and duration of the heat 
storm. The hottest day in 2020 was a full degree and a half higher than that of 2015 – 
averaged over all hours of the day and across different parts of California – and 2020’s 
six hottest days came in succession, compared with two distinct heat waves in 2015 
that each lasted just a day or two. In addition, the heat storm spanned the American 
West, which California typically relies on for electricity imports. 
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Figure ES.1: August Temperatures 1985 - 2020 

(Source: CEC Weather Data/CEC Analysis) 

Based on CEC analysis, the heat storm experienced in August was a 1-in-35 year 
weather event.1 Moreover, the rapidly evolving demand patterns induced by COVID-
19 were not anticipated in the planning and resource procurement timeframe, which is 
necessarily an iterative, multi-year process. The energy markets can help fill the gap 
between planning and real-time conditions, but the West-wide nature of this heat storm 
limited the energy markets’ ability to do so. 

In Transitioning to a Reliable, Clean, and Affordable Resource Mix, Resource Planning 
Targets Have Not Kept Pace to Lead to Sufficient Resources That Can Be Relied Upon to 
Meet Demand in the Early Evening Hours, Which Were Amplified by the Extreme Heat 

For August 2020, all LSEs met their resource adequacy (RA) obligations either with 
physical resources or demand response shown to the CAISO, allocations from resources 
backstopped under a Reliability Must Run (RMR) agreement, or through credits that are 
applied by the local regulatory authority (LRA) on behalf of a LSE.  Collectively, the 
obligations include a 15% PRM added to the peak of the August forecasted 1-in-2 
demand.  However, on August 14, the operational need was 1.3 to 2.5% higher than the 
PRM driven by higher load and therefore higher contingency reserve requirements and 
reduced resource and transmission availability.  On August 15 the operational need 

1 Currently the RA obligation is planned for a 1-in-2 weather and adds a 15% PRM, in part to act 
as buffer for deviations from the 1-in-2 weather event. 
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was 0.7 to 1.7% lower than the PRM. While a PRM comparison is informative, the 
rotating outages both occurred after the peak hour, as explained below. 

The construct for RA was developed around peak demand, which until recently has 
been the most challenging and highest cost moment to meet demand. The principle 
was that if enough capacity was available at peak demand there would be enough 
capacity at all other hours of the day as well since most resources could run 24/7 if 
needed. With the increase of solar penetration in recent years, however, this is no 
longer the case.  The single critical period of peak demand is giving way to multiple 
critical periods during the day. A second critical period is the net demand peak, which 
is the peak of load net of solar and wind generation resources and occurs later in the 
day than the peak.  While RA processes should meet load at all times throughout the 
day, the net demand peak is becoming the most challenging time period in which to 
meet demand. Over time, critical grid needs may manifest in other hours, seasons or 
conditions as the energy resource portfolio continues to evolve. 

August 14 illustrates the challenges of with the net demand peak. Figure ES.2 shows the 
demand peak and net demand peak for August 14 and 15. On August 14, the net 
demand peak of 42,237 MW at 6:51 pw was 4,565 MW lower than the peak demand at 
4:56 pm but wind and solar generation have decreased by 5,431 MW during the same 
time period.  The net demand peak shown is already reduced by the impact of 
emergency demand response triggered by this time, as discussed further later.  The 
difference between the demand curve (in blue) and the net demand curve (in 
orange) is largest in the middle of the day (approximately 10 am until 4 pm) when 
renewables are generating at the highest levels and serving significant CAISO load. 
Most important, the rotating outages coincide closely with the net demand peaks. 
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Figure ES.2: Demand and Net Demand for August 14 and 15 
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W
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On August 14 the Stage 3 Emergency was declared at 6:38 pm, right before the net 
demand peak at 6:51 pm.  Similarly, on August 15 the Stage 3 Emergency was called at 
6:28 pm, just after the net demand peak at 6:26 pm.  

Supply Side Resources Were Differently Impacted 

In addition to the fact that California and the West were facing an extreme heat storm 
that pushed forecasted demand up to and beyond the limits that California’s RA 
programs anticipate, many resources that were required to provide energy to the 
CAISO Balancing Authority Area (BAA) did not, or were not able to, deliver that energy 
during the hours of peak and net demand peak. 

Figure ES.3 shows how selected resources performed during the net demand peak on 
August 14 across three different time periods. It shows: (1) the levels of shown RA and 
RMR for August 2020 (blue markers); (2) the real-time awards for energy and ancillary 
services from shown RA capacity and for amounts above the shown RA (solid yellow 
and yellow cross-hatched bars) net of planned and forced outages (black bars); and 
(3) the actual energy delivered (green circles).  For real-time awards and actual 
energy, the amounts are divided between shown RA and RMR capacity and for the 
amounts above the shown RA. As a simplifying assumption, all wind and solar 
generation is assumed to count towards RA capacity. Each resource is discussed 
below. 
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Figure ES.3: August 14 Net Demand Peak (6:51 pm) – Real-Time Awards and Actual 
Energy Production vs. August 2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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The natural gas fleet collectively experienced 1,400 MW to 2,000 MW of forced outages 
(i.e., derating or lowering the resource’s available capacity) largely attributed to the 
extreme heat, and day-of outages. Additionally, almost 400 MW of planned outages 
had not been substituted. 

Total import bids received in the day-ahead market were between 2,600 MW and 
3,400 MW (40-50%) higher than the August shown RA requirements for imports.  Of this 
total, imports required to provide energy to California under RA contracts collectively 
bid in approximately 330 MW less than their August shown RA obligation, though some 
import resources under RA contract may have bid above their shown RA obligations. 
The difference is likely attributed to transmission constraints from the Pacific Northwest, 
since through the month of August, a major transmission line in the Pacific Northwest 
upstream from the CAISO system was forced on outage due to weather and thus 
derated the California Oregon Intertie (COI). The derate reduced the CAISO’s transfer 
capability by approximately 650 MW and congested the usual import transmission 
paths across both COI and Nevada-Oregon Border (NOB).2 In other words, more 

2 See Grizzly-Portland General Electric (PGE) Round Butte No 1 500 kV Line at: 
https://transmission.bpa.gov/Business/Operations/Outages/OutagesCY2020.htm 
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imports were available than could be physically delivered based on the transfer 
capability and the total import level was less than the amount the CAISO typically 
receives. 

Because of this congestion, lower-priced non-RA imports cleared the market in lieu of 
higher-priced RA imports.  Consequently, the amount of energy production from RA 
imports can be lower than the level of RA imports shown to the CAISO on RA supply 
plans. 

Note that the CAISO reached out to neighboring Balancing Authorities and was able to 
get a temporary emergency increase in transfer capability of approximately 200 MW 
on August 14 and 15. 

Total hydro generation bids were equivalent to their August net qualifying capacity 
(NQC) value, with hydro generation resources under RA contract bid equivalent to 90% 
of the August RA requirements.  However, real time energy production may be higher 
or lower than this amount.  Therefore, actual energy production from shown RA 
capacity may vary from the amount reported to the CAISO. 

For solar and wind generation, the August RA NQC values were set based on modeled 
assumptions and it is normal to see variations between this amount and the bid-in 
amount, which reflects forecasted conditions for the following day. 

The total solar fleet collectively bid in approximately 370 MW (13%) more on August 14 
but 160 MW (5%) less on August 15 than the August RA values at the net demand peak. 
Actual energy production during the net demand peak was 1,200 MW (40%) less and 
1,000 MW (35%) less on August 14 and 15, respectively.  The total wind fleet within the 
CAISO collectively bid in approximately 230 MW (20%) less on August 14 but 120 MW 
(10%) more on August 15 during the net demand peak. In contrast, actual energy 
production during the net demand peak was 640 MW (57%) less and 230 MW (20%) less 
on August 14 and 15, respectively. In addition, wind generation was impacted by storm 
patterns through the demand peak and net demand peak period on August 15. 
Between 5:12 pm and 6:12 pm, wind generation declined by 1,200 MW before 
increasing again closer to 7:00 pm. 

Demand Response Resource Preliminary Performance and Dispatch 

Demand response programs are designed to reduce demand at peak times. They take 
on many forms. Some programs bid into the CAISO’s wholesale markets and are then 
dispatched similar to a power plant. A full analysis of how demand response performed 
cannot be completed in time to inform this analysis but will be presented in a future 
analysis. This Preliminary Analysis focuses on the largest portion of the demand response 
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programs, which are the programs that are credited by the CPUC toward the investor 
owned utilities’ (IOUs’) RA obligations. 

CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ August 2020 credits were 1,632 MW representing 3.5% of their 
total obligations.3 The vast majority of this amount is the emergency demand response 
programs (Reliability Demand Response Resource or RDRR) that are triggered by the 
CAISO’s emergency protocols and the IOUs’ economic demand response programs 
(Proxy Demand Response or PDR). 

Figure ES.4 below compares the expected load drop from August 14 and 15 during the 
hours of the peak and net demand peak from the demand response programs.  These 
four timeframes are compared to the August 2020 CPUC IOU demand response credit 
of 1,482 MW.  The IOU demand response programs responded at approximately a 
maximum of 80% of the total credited amount (August 14 during the net demand 
peak). 

Figure ES.4: Credited IOU Demand Response: Preliminary Estimated RDRR Response and 
PDR Dispatch vs. CPUC August 2020 DR Credit 
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Aside from the IOUs, there is also economic demand response (PDR) from CPUC-
jurisdictional third parties. As noted above, settlement quality data was not available 

3 Non-CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ credits were 565 MW, representing 11.9% of their total obligations. 
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at the time of the drafting of this report. Therefore, Figure ES.5 below shows the level of 
CAISO dispatch based on bids accepted into both the day-ahead and real-time 
energy markets. Dispatches were less than 10% of the RA shown values during peak on 
both days but increased to 80% and 50% during the net demand peak on August 14 
and 15, respectively. 

Figure ES.5: CAISO Dispatch of Non-IOU PDR (Actual Load Drop Not Yet Available) 
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Figure ES.6 below compares the total August 2020 RA and Reliability Must Run (RMR) 
capacity versus actual energy production for both days during the peak and net 
demand peak times for total resources and the subset of these resources at their shown 
RA values.  The August 2020 RA capacity in the first column reflects the qualifying 
capacity shown to the CAISO on RA supply plans.  The second through fourth columns 
in the figure show the actual energy production from RA resources and energy 
produced above the shown RA amount. Any IOU emergency and economic demand 
response dispatched during these time periods is already reflected in the reduced load. 
The figure shows a decrease in generation known to be under RA contract between 
the peak and net demand peak periods, though as explained above some of capacity 
above shown RA is likely generated from resources under RA contract.  The load 
markers show that a portion of load was served by energy produced above the shown 
RA amount for each time period.  For simplicity, the figure does not include ancillary 
services awards. 
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Figure ES.6: August 2020 Shown RA and RMR Allocation vs. August 14 and 15 Actual 
Energy Production (Assumes All Wind and Solar Count as RA Capacity) 
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Some practices in the day-ahead energy market exacerbated the supply challenges 
under highly stressed conditions 

Certain energy market practices appear to have contributed to the inability to obtain 
additional energy that could have alleviated the strained conditions on the CAISO grid 
August 14 and 15.  The contributing causes identified at this stage include: under-
scheduling of demand in the day-ahead market by scheduling coordinators, 
convergence bidding masking the tight supply conditions, and the configuration of the 
residual unit commitment market process. 

Demand Should Be Appropriately Scheduled in the Day-Ahead Timeframe 

Scheduling coordinators representing LSEs collectively under-scheduled their demand 
for energy by 3,386 MW and 3,434 MW below the actual peak demand for August 14 
and 15, respectively, as shown in Figure ES.7.  During the net demand peak time, the 
under-scheduling was 1,792 MW and 3,219 MW for August 14 and 15, respectively.  The 
under-scheduling of load by scheduling coordinators had the detrimental effect of not 
setting up the energy market appropriately to reflect the actual need on the system 
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and subsequently signaling that more exports were ultimately supportable from internal 
resources. 

Figure ES.7: Comparison of Actual, CAISO Forecast, and Bid-in Demand 
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Convergence Bidding Masked Tight Supply Conditions 

During the mid-August events, it was difficult to pinpoint these contributing causes 
because processes that normally help set up the market were not performing as 
expected under the tight supply conditions.  One such process was convergence 
bidding. As the name suggests, convergence bidding should allow bidders to 
converge or moderate prices between the day-ahead and real-time markets.  Under 
normal conditions, when there is sufficient supply, convergence bidding plays an 
important role in aligning loads and resources for the next day.  However, during August 
14 and 15, under-scheduling of load and convergence bidding clearing net supply 
signaled that more exports were supportable.  Once this interplay was identified on 
August 16 after observing the results for trade day August 17, convergence bidding was 
temporarily suspended for the August 18 trade date through the August 21 trade date. 

Residual Unit Commitment Process Changes Were Needed 

The CAISO has a residual unit commitment (RUC) process that provides additional 
reliability checks based on the CAISO’s forecast of CAISO load after scheduling 
coordinators provide all of their schedules and bids for supply, demand, but excluding 
convergence bids. After a review of the August 14 event, it was discovered that a prior 
market enhancement was inadvertently causing the CAISO’s RUC process to mask the 
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load under-scheduling and convergence bid supply effects, reinforcing the signal that 
more exports were supportable.  While this market enhancement was a necessary 
functionality in other market processes, it was not required in the RUC reliability-based 
process.  The CAISO therefore stopped applying the enhancement to the RUC process 
starting from the day-ahead market for September 5, 2020, which allowed it to conduct 
its reliability check appropriately by internalizing whether load was under-scheduled as 
compared to the CAISO’s forecast of CAISO load and regardless of the influence of 
convergence bidding.  

The CAISO’s real-time market and operations helped to significantly reduce the effects 
of the interaction of load under-scheduling, convergence bidding, and the impact on 
the RUC process in the day-ahead market.  The CAISO market attracted imports 
including market transactions, voluntary transfers from the Energy Imbalance Market 
(EIM), and emergency transfers from other Balancing Authorities to reduce the impacts 
of these challenges. However, actual supply and demand conditions continued to 
diverge from market and emergency so even with the additional real-time imports, the 
CAISO could not maintain required contingency reserves as the net demand peak 
approached on August 14 and 15. 

ES.4 Actions Taken to Mitigate Projected Supply Shortfalls During August 

While August 14 and 15 are the primary focus of this Preliminary Analysis due to the 
rotating outages that occurred during those days, August 17 through 19 were projected 
to have much higher supply shortfalls. If not for the leadership through the Governor’s 
office to mobilize a state-wide effort to mitigate the situation, California was at risk of 
further rotating outages in August due to the unprecedented multi-day heat storm 
across the West.  Specific actions taken are detailed in Section 5 of the report. 

ES.5 Preliminary Recommendations 

The Preliminary Analysis provides recommendations for immediate, near and longer-
term improvements to resource planning, procurement, and market practices. These 
actions are intended to ensure that California’s transition to a reliable, clean, and 
affordable energy system is sustained and accelerated. 

Most critical are immediate actions to prevent similar circumstances from threatening 
reliability in the near term. The following immediate actions are recommended to 
ensure reliability for 2021 and beyond: 

1. Update the resource and reliability planning targets to better account for: 

a. Heat storms and other extreme events resulting from climate change like the 
ones encountered in both August and September; 
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b. A transitioning electricity resource mix to meet the clean energy goals of the 
state during critical hours of grid need; 

2. Ensure that the generation and storage projects that are currently under 
construction in California are completed by their targeted online dates; 

3. Expedite the regulatory and procurement processes to develop additional 
resources that can be online by 2021. This will most likely focus on resources such 
as demand response and flexibility. This can complement the resources that are 
already under construction; 

4. Coordinate additional procurement by non-CPUC jurisdictional entities; and 

5. Enhance CAISO market practices to ensure they accurately reflect the actual 
balance of supply and demand during stressed operating conditions. 

Implementation of these recommendations will involve processes within State agencies 
and the CAISO, partnership with the Legislature, and collaboration and input from 
stakeholders within California and across the Western United States. 

ES.6 Next Steps 

Additional analysis that will be performed for the final version of this report, includes, but 
is not limited to: 

• Evaluate how credited resources performed across CPUC and non-CPUC 
jurisdictional footprints. 

• Evaluate demand response performance based on settlement meter data. 

• Analyze how different LSE scheduling coordinators scheduled load in the 
day-ahead market compared with their forecasted peak demand, and 
understand and address the underlying drivers. 

• Improve communications to utility distribution companies to ensure 
appropriate response during future critical reliability events and grid needs. 

• Review performance of specific resources during the heat storm. 
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1 Introduction 
On August 17, 2020 Governor Gavin Newsom sent a letter to the California 
Independent System Operator (CAISO), the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC), and the California Energy Commission (CEC) after the CAISO footprint 
experienced two rotating outages on August 14 and 15 during a West-wide heat 
storm.4 In the letter Governor Newsom requested immediate actions to minimize 
rotating outages as the heat storm continued, and a comprehensive review of existing 
forecasting methodologies and resource adequacy requirements.  The Governor also 
requested that the CAISO complete an after-action report to identify root causes of the 
events. 

In response to Governor Newsom, the CAISO, the CPUC, and the CEC responded in a 
letter on August 19, 2020 with immediate actions for the next five days and a 
commitment to an after-action report.5 This Preliminary Root Cause Analysis (Preliminary 
Analysis) responds to that commitment and reflects the collective efforts of the CAISO, 
the CPUC, and the CEC. 

This analysis is preliminary and will be updated as more data becomes available.  For 
example, demand response resources are evaluated based on meter data, which is 
not available to the CAISO until almost two months after a demand response call, per 
existing practice.  Therefore, load curtailed from demand response programs is 
estimated based on the best information or approximations as of the publishing of this 
Preliminary Analysis.  Similarly, CAISO system data is large and complex, often tracking 
generation movement down to a four second interval.  The aggregation, validation, 
and analysis of this significant quantity of data is labor intensive. The information 
provided in this report reflects the best available assessment at this time. 

4 See Office of the Governor, Letter from Gavin Newsom to Marybel Batjer, Stephen Berberich, 
and David Hochschild, August 17, 2020, https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2020/08/8.17.20-Letter-to-CAISO-PUC-and-CEC.pdf. 
5 See CPUC, CAISO, and CEC, Letter from Marybel Batjer, Stephen Berberich, and David 
Hochschild to Governor Gavin Newsom, August 19, 2020, 
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUCWebsite/Content/News_Room/NewsUpdates/20 
20/Joint%20Response%20to%20Governor%20Newsom%20Letter%20August192020.pdf. 
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2 Background 
The CAISO is the Balancing Authority that oversees the reliability of approximately 80% 
of California’s electricity demand and a small portion of Nevada. The remaining 20% is 
served by publicly-owned utilities such as the Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power (LADWP) and Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD), which operate 
separate transmission and distribution systems.  However, there are some California 
publicly-owned utilities in the CAISO’s Balancing Authority Area (BAA) and some 
investor-owned utilities that are not.  The CAISO manages the high-voltage transmission 
system and operates wholesale electricity markets for entities within its system and 
across a wider Western footprint via an Energy Imbalance Market (EIM).  The CAISO 
performs its functions under a tariff approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) and reliability standards set by the Western Electricity Coordinating 
Council (WECC) and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). 

Utilities and other electric service providers operate within a hybrid retail market.  Within 
the hybrid retail market there are a variety of utilities, some of which fall under the direct 
authority of the CPUC, others that are subject to some CPUC jurisdiction but also have 
statutory authority to control some procurement and rate setting decisions, and other 
public or tribal entities that operate wholly independently of the CPUC or other state 
regulatory bodies for the purposes of procurement and rate setting. 

2.1 Resource Adequacy Process in the CAISO BAA 

Following the California Electricity Crisis in 2000-2001, the Legislature enacted Assembly 
Bill (AB) 380 (Núñez, 2005), which required the CPUC, in consultation with the CAISO, to 
establish resource adequacy (RA) requirements for CPUC jurisdictional load serving 
entities (LSEs). The primary function of the RA program is to ensure there are enough 
resources with contractual obligations to ensure the safe and reliable operation of the 
grid in real-time providing sufficient resources to the CAISO when and where needed. 
The RA program also incentivizes the siting and construction of new resources needed 
for future grid reliability. 

Broadly speaking, the CPUC sets and enforces the RA rules for its jurisdictional LSEs, 
including establishing the electricity demand forecast basis and planning reserve 
margin (PRM) that sets the monthly obligations.  CPUC jurisdictional LSEs must procure 
sufficient resources to meet these obligations based on the resource counting rules 
established by the CPUC.  The CEC develops the electricity demand forecasts used by 
the CPUC and provided to the CAISO.  Non-CPUC jurisdictional LSEs in the CAISO 
footprint can set their own RA rules regarding resource procurement requirements 
including the PRM and capacity counting rules or default to the CAISO’s requirements. 
RA capacity from both CPUC and non-CPUC jurisdictional LSEs are shown to the CAISO 
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every month and annually based on operational and market rules established by the 
CAISO.  The CAISO enforces these rules to ensure it can reliably operate the wholesale 
electricity market. 

The CPUC and the CAISO require LSEs to acquire three types of (RA) products: System, 
Local, and Flexible. Although Local and Flexible RA play important roles in assuring 
reliability, the August 14 through 19 events primarily implicated system resource needs, 
and therefore System RA requirements. This Preliminary Root Cause Analysis focuses on 
issues associated with System RA. 

Separate from the RA programs, California has established a long-term planning 
process, now known as the Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) process, through statutes 
and CPUC decisions.  Under IRP, the CPUC models what portfolio of electric resources 
are needed to meet California’s Greenhouse Gas (GHG) reduction goals while 
maintaining reliability at the lowest reasonable costs.  The IRP models for resource needs 
in the three- to ten-year time horizons. If the IRP identifies a need for new resources, the 
CPUC can direct LSEs to procure new resources to meet those needs. 

The RA and IRP programs work in coordination.  The RA program is designed to ensure 
that the resources needed to meet California’s electricity demand are under contract 
and obligated to provide electricity when needed.  The IRP program ensures that new 
resources are built and available to the shorter-term RA program when needed to meet 
demand and to ensure the total resource mix is optimum to meet the three goals of 
clean energy, reliability, and cost effectiveness. 

The RA rules are set to ensure that LSEs have resources under contract to meet average 
peak demand (a “1-in-2 year” peak demand) plus a 15% planning reserve margin 
(PRM) to allow for 6% Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)-required grid 
operating contingency reserves, and a 9% contingency to account for plant outages 
and higher than average peak demand.  The demand forecasts are adopted by the 
CEC as part of its Integrated Energy Policy Report (IEPR) process. To develop CPUC RA 
obligations, the adopted IEPR forecast may be adjusted for load-modifying demand 
response, as determined by the CPUC. 

Like RA, IRP modeling is also based on the CEC’s adopted 1-in-2 demand forecast plus 
a 15% PRM.  In addition, the CPUC conducts reliability modeling based on a 1-in-10 Loss 
of Load Expectation (LOLE) standard which is more conservative than the 1-in-2 
demand forecast. 
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2.2 CEC’s Role in Forecasting and Allocating Resource Adequacy Obligations 

The CEC develops and adopts long-term electricity and natural gas demand forecasts 
every two years as part of the IEPR process.  The CEC develops and adopts new 
forecasts in odd-numbered years, with updates in the intervening years.  The inputs, 
assumptions and methods used to develop these forecasts are presented and 
discussed publicly at various IEPR workshops throughout each year. 

Since 2013, the CEC, the CPUC, and the CAISO have engaged in collaborative 
discussions around the development of the IEPR demand forecast and its use in each 
organization’s respective planning processes. Through the Joint Agency Steering 
Committee (JASC), the three organizations have agreed to use a “single forecast set” 
comprised of baseline forecasts of annual and hourly energy demand, specific 
weather variants of annual peak demand, and scenarios for additional achievable 
energy efficiency (AAEE).6 For 2020, the CEC used the 1-in-2 Mid-Mid Managed Case 
Monthly Coincident Peak Demands (mid case sales and mid case AAEE), adopted in 
January 2019.  This was the most recently adopted forecast at when the RA process for 
2020 began in early 2019 and follows the single forecast set agreement. 

Using the adopted CAISO transmission access charge (TAC) area forecast as a basis, 
the CEC then determines the individual LSE coincident peak forecasts which are the 
basis for each LSE’s RA obligations. In California, each TAC area is the equivalent to the 
IOU footprint. Each LSE’s load forecast is adjusted by the CEC for system coincidence 
by month. The RA system requirement is based on this coincident peak load. 

This process is implemented differently for CPUC-jurisdictional LSEs (which include 
Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs), Community Choice Aggregators (CCAs), and Electric 
Service Providers (ESPs) and non-CPUC-jurisdictional LSEs, which are primarily publicly 
owned utilities (POUs), but also include entities such as the California Department of 
Water Resources, the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) and tribal utilities, 
each of whom is its own local regulatory authority (LRA).7 

For CPUC jurisdictional LSEs, the CEC develops the reference total forecast and LSE-
specific coincidence adjusted forecasts. To determine the reference forecast, CEC 

6 The 2018 single forecast set—which informed the determination of LSE requirements for 2020 
system RA—also included additional achievable scenarios around PV adoption induced by the 
2019 Title 24 building standards update. Following adoption of the standards in 2019, the impact 
from these systems has been embedded in the baseline demand forecasts. 
7 As of summer 2020, there are 70 LSEs in the CAISO, of which 33 are non-CPUC jurisdictional. In 
aggregate, the non-CPUC jurisdictional entities serve about 9% of CAISO load. See Appendix A, 
Table A2 for details. 
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staff disaggregates the Southern California Edison (SCE) and Pacific Gas and Electric 
(PG&E) transmission area peaks to CPUC and non-CPUC jurisdictional load based on 
the CEC forecast of the annual IOU service area peak demand (CEC Form 1.5b) and 
analysis of LSE hourly loads and year-ahead forecasts. The CPUC-jurisdictional total, 
adjusted for load-modifying demand response programs, serves as the reference 
forecast for the CPUC RA forecast process.  CEC staff then reviews and adjusts CPUC 
LSE submitted forecasts consistent with CPUC rules.  The final step in this process is to 
apply a pro-rata adjustment to ensure the sum of the CPUC jurisdictional forecasts is 
within 1% of the reference forecast. 

The CEC develops a preliminary year-ahead forecast for the aggregate of Non-CPUC 
jurisdictional entity load as part of developing the CPUC reference forecast. Non-CPUC 
jurisdictional entities then submit their own preliminary year-ahead forecasts of non-
coincident monthly peak demands and hourly load data in April of each year. CEC 
staff determine the coincidence adjustment factors, and the resulting coincident peak 
forecast plus each non-CPUC jurisdictional entity’s PRM (which most set equivalent to 
the CAISO’s default 15% PRM) determines the entity’s RA obligation. Non-CPUC 
jurisdictional entities, as their own LRA, may revise their non-coincident peak forecast 
before the final year-ahead or month-ahead RA showings to CAISO. The CEC-
determined coincidence factors are applied to the new noncoincident peak forecast. 
For the final year-ahead RA showings to the CAISO, the non-CPUC jurisdictional 
collective August 2020 coincident peak load was 4,170 MW, 3.7% lower than the CEC’s 
preliminary estimate of 4,330 MW.  For the August 2020 month-ahead showing, non-
CPUC jurisdictional forecasts increased to 4,169 MW. The CEC then transmits both non-
coincident and coincident forecasts to the CAISO to ensure that congestion revenue 
rights allocations, based on non-coincident forecasts, are consistent with RA forecasts. 
The CEC transmits preliminary forecasts for all LSEs for the month of the annual peak 
(currently September) to CAISO by July 1.  The load share ratios of the preliminary 
coincident forecasts are used to allocate local capacity requirements. 

In August, CPUC LSEs may update their year-ahead forecast only for load migration. 
The CEC applies the same adjustment and pro-rata methodology to determine their 
final year-ahead forecasts.  The CEC may also receive updated forecasts from POUs. 
The final coincident peak forecasts for all LSEs are transmitted to the CAISO in October 
to validate year-ahead RA compliance obligation showings.  Throughout the year, LSEs 
may also update month-ahead forecasts.  Both coincident and non-coincident 
forecasts are transmitted to the CAISO each month.  Non-coincident forecasts are the 
basis for allocations of congestion revenue rights. Table 2.1 summarizes this process. 
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Table 2.1: RA 2020 LSE Forecast Timeline 

January 2019 
Adopted 2018 IEPR Update TAC Area Monthly peak 
demand forecast 

February – May 
All LSEs submit preliminary forecasts of 2021 monthly 
peak demand and 2018 hourly loads. 
CEC develops jurisdictional split. 

July 2019 
Preliminary forecasts to LSEs; September load ratio 
shares to CAISO for local capacity allocation 

August 2019 
CPUC LSEs submit revised forecasts, updated only for 
load migration. 

September 2019 
CEC issues adjusted CPUC LSE forecasts, which must 
sum to within 1% of reference forecast. 
POUs may update non-coincident peak forecasts 

October 2019 Year-ahead showing to CAISO 
November 2019 -
November 2020 

LSEs may submit revised non-coincident peak 
forecasts to CEC before the month-ahead showing. 

2.3 CPUC’s Role in Allocating RA Obligations to Jurisdictional LSEs 

Under state and federal rules, the CPUC is empowered to set the RA requirements for its 
jurisdictional LSEs, which include the IOUs, CCAs, and ESPs.  Collectively, these 
jurisdictional entities represent 90% of the load within the CAISO service territory. 

Monthly and annual system RA requirements are derived from load forecasts that LSEs 
submit to the CPUC and CEC annually. Following the annual forecast submission, the 
CEC makes a series of adjustments to the LSE load forecasts to ensure that individual 
forecasts are reasonable, and aggregated to within one percent of the CEC forecast. 
These adjusted forecasts are the basis for year-ahead RA compliance obligations. 
Throughout the compliance year, LSEs must also submit monthly load forecasts to the 
CEC that account for load migration. These monthly forecasts are used to calculate 
monthly RA requirements. 

In October of each year, CPUC jurisdictional LSEs must submit filings to the CPUC’s 
Energy Division demonstrating that they have procured 90% of their system RA 
obligations for the five summer months (May – September) of the following year. 
Following this year-ahead showing, the RA program requires that LSEs demonstrate 
procurement of 100% of their system RA requirements on a month-ahead basis. 
To determine each resource’s capacity eligible to be counted towards meeting the 
CPUC’s RA requirement, the CPUC develops Qualifying Capacity (QC) values based on 
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what the resource can produce during periods of peak electricity demand. The CPUC-
adopted QC counting conventions vary by resource type: 

• The QC value of dispatchable resources, such as natural gas and 
hydroelectric (hydro) generators, are based on the generator’s maximum 
output when operating at full capacity—known as its Pmax. 

• Resources that must run based on external operating constraints, such as 
geothermal resources, receive QC values based on historical production. 

• Combined heat and power (CHP) and biomass resources that can bid into 
the day-ahead market, but are not fully dispatchable, receive QC values 
based on historical MW amount bid or self-scheduled into the day-ahead 
market. 

• Wind and solar QC values are based on a statistical model looking at the 
contribution of these resources to addressing loss of load events.  This 
methodology is known as the effective load carrying capability (ELCC). This 
modeling has reduced the amount of qualifying capacity these resources 
receive by approximately 80% (that is, a solar or wind resource that can 
produce 100 MW at its maximum output level is assumed to produce only 
about 20 MW for the purpose of meeting the CPUC’s RA program).8 

• Demand Response QC values are set based on historical performance. 

The resultant QC value does not take into account potential transmission system 
constraints that could limit the amount of generation that is deliverable to the grid to 
serve load.  Consequently, the CAISO conducts a deliverability test to determine the 
Net Qualifying Capacity (NQC) value, which may be less than the QC value 
determined by the CPUC.  RA resources must pass the deliverability test as the NQC 
value is what is ultimately used to determine RA capacity. 

2.3.1 Timeline for RA Process, Obligations, and Penalties 

System RA is based on a one-year cycle where procurement is set for one year 
forward.9 In the year ahead (Y-1), the CEC adjusts each LSE‘s 1-in-2 demand forecast 
according to the process described above.  The LSE’s RA obligation is their forecast plus 
the PRM established by the CPUC or applicable LRA.  Each CPUC jurisdictional LSE must 
then file an RA resource plan with the CPUC on October 31 of each year that shows the 

8 CPUC, D.19-06-026, Decision Adopting Local Capacity Obligations for 2020-2022, Adopting 
Flexible Capacity Obligations for 2020, and Refining the Resource Adequacy Program, June 27, 
2019, available at: 
https://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M309/K463/309463502.PDF 
9 Local RA has a three year forward requirement. 
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LSE has at least 90% of its RA obligations under contract for the five summer months of 
the following year.  If a jurisdictional LSE submits an RA plan with the CPUC that does not 
meet its full obligations, the LSE can be fined by the CPUC. 

The CEC staff uploads into the CAISO RA capacity validation system all of the 
approved load forecasts for each CPUC-jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional LSE for 
each month of the year-ahead obligation. Credits to an LSE’s obligation permitted by 
the LRA, may result in a lower amount of total RA shown by the LSE scheduling 
coordinator to the CAISO. Credits generally represent demand response programs and 
other programs that have the impact of reducing load at peak times. These credits are 
not included in the forecasts transmitted by the CEC. The composition of credited 
amounts are generally not visible to the CAISO and resources that are accounted for in 
the credits do not submit bids consistent with a must offer obligation and are not 
subject to availability penalties or incentives, or substitution requirements as described 
below.10 Lastly, the CAISO will allocate the capacity of reliability must-run (RMR) 
backstop resources to offset LSE obligations, also described below. 

Finally, RA submissions are provided to the CAISO as required for both CPUC and non-
CPUC jurisdictional LSEs via a designated scheduling coordinator.  To participate in the 
CAISO market, an entity (whether representing an LSE, generation supplier, or other) 
must be a certified scheduling coordinator or retain the services of a certified 
scheduling coordinator to act on their behalf.11 For the year-ahead RA obligation, 
scheduling coordinators for suppliers of RA capacity are required to submit a matching 
supply plan to the CAISO.  The CAISO then combines the supply plans to determine if 
there are sufficient resources under contract to meet the planning requirements. 

All LSEs must also submit month-ahead RA plans 45 days prior to the start of each month 
showing that they have 100% of their system RA requirement under contract. The CPUC 
once again verifies the month-ahead supply plans and can fine LSEs that do not 
comply with its RA requirements.  The CAISO also receives supply plans in the month-
ahead timeframe from the designated scheduling coordinators similar to the year-
ahead timeframe. 

10 Because of this ambiguity, the CAISO has taken action recently to stop the practice of 
crediting and to require all RA resources to be explicitly shown on the RA supply plans. See 
Business Practice Manual Proposed Revision Request 1280: 
https://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/ViewPRR.aspx?PRRID=1280&IsDlg=0 
11 Scheduling coordinators can directly bid or self-schedule resources as well as handle the 
settlements process. See 
http://www.caiso.com/participate/Pages/BecomeSchedulingCoordinator/Default.aspx 
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Under CAISO rules, if there are not sufficient resources on the supply plans, the CAISO 
can procure additional backstop capacity on its own to meet the planning 
requirements.  To address supply plan deficiencies, the CAISO can procure additional 
resources through its Capacity Procurement Mechanism (CPM).  The CAISO procures 
CPM capacity through a competitive solicitation process.  The CPM allows the CAISO to 
procure backstop capacity if load serving entities are deficient in meeting their RA 
requirements or when RA capacity cannot meet an unforeseen, immediate, or 
impending reliability need. 

In addition, the CAISO can procure backstop capacity through its Reliability Must Run 
(RMR) mechanism.  The RMR mechanism authorizes the CAISO to procure retiring or 
mothballing generating units needed to ensure compliance with applicable reliability 
criteria.  Once so designated, participation as an RMR unit is mandatory. 

2.4 CAISO’s Role in Ensuring RA Capacity is Operational 

Resources providing system RA capacity generally have a “must-offer” obligation, 
which means they must submit either an economic bid or self-schedule to the CAISO 
day-ahead market for every hour of the day.12 The CAISO tariff provides limited 
exceptions to this 24x7 obligation for resources that are registered with the CAISO as 
“Use-Limited Resources,” “Conditionally Available Resources,” and “Run-of-River 
Resources.” Additionally, wind and solar resources providing RA capacity must bid 
consistent with their forecast because their variable nature would not reflect full 
availability 24x7. 

Resources providing RA capacity whose registered start-up times allow them to be 
started within the real-time market time horizon, referred to in the CAISO tariff as “Short 
Start Units” and “Medium Start Units,” have a must-offer obligation to the real-time 
market irrespective of their day-ahead market award.  Resources with longer registered 
start times, referred to in the CAISO tariff as “Long Start Units” and “Extremely Long-Start 
Resources,” have no real-time market bidding obligation if they did not receive a day-
ahead market award for a given trading hour.  This is because if they are not already 
online, the lead time for a dispatch from the real-time market is too short for these 
resources to respond. 

The CAISO has two main mechanisms to ensure that resources providing RA capacity 
meet their must-offer obligation. First, the CAISO submits cost-based bids on behalf of 
resources providing generic RA capacity that do not meet their RA must-offer 
obligation. The generated bid helps ensure the CAISO market has access to energy 
from an RA resource even when that RA resource fails to bid as required.  Second, 

12 Additional CAISO market rules exist for flexible RA capacity. 
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through the RA Availability Incentive Mechanism (RAAIM), the CAISO assesses non-
availability charges and provides availability incentive payments to both generic and 
flexible RA resources based on whether their performance falls below or above, 
respectively, defined performance thresholds.  The CAISO tariff exempts certain 
resource types from bid generation and RAAIM.  The exemptions from bid generation, 
RAAIM, and the 24x7 generic RA must-offer obligation are not necessarily paired; a 
resource type can be exempt from one but still face the other two. Lastly, credited 
amounts do not have any RA market obligations because the underlying resources are 
not always visible to the CAISO and were not provided explicitly on the RA supply plans. 
Credited resources are accounted for as non-RA throughout this analysis. 

Pursuant to section 34.11 of its tariff, the CAISO may issue exceptional dispatches (i.e., 
manual dispatches by CAISO operators outside of the CAISO’s automated dispatch 
process) to resources to address reliability issues. The CAISO may issue a manual 
exceptional dispatch for resources in addition to or instead of resources with a day-
ahead schedule during a System Emergency or to prevent a situation that threatens 
System Reliability and cannot otherwise be addressed. 
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3 Mid-August Event Overview 
3.1 Weather and Demand Conditions During Mid-August 

During August 14 through 19, California experienced state-wide extreme heat with 
temperatures 10-20 degrees above normal.  As Figure 3.1 below shows, this impacted 
32 million California residents. 

Figure 3.1: National Weather Service Sacramento Graphic for August 14 

Source: https://twitter.com/NWSSacramento 

In total, 80 million people fell within an excess heat watch or warning as shown in Figure 
3.2 below from the National Weather Service (NWS). 
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Figure 3.2: National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center Graphic for August 15 

Source: https://twitter.com/NWSWPC/status/1294589703254167557 

The rest of the West also experienced record or near-record highs with forecasts 
ranging between five and 20 degrees above normal, with the warmest temperatures in 
the Southwest (Las Vegas and Phoenix) as well as the Coastal Pacific Northwest 
(Portland and Seattle). Figure 3.3 below documents the continuing heat storm on 
August 18 into August 19. 
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Figure 3.3: National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center Graphic for August 18 

Source: https://twitter.com/NWSWPC/status/1295824180638670848 

This rare West-wide heat storm affected both demand for and supply of generation. 
Typically, high day-time temperatures are offset by cool and dry evening conditions. 
However, the multi-day heat storm meant that there was limited overnight cooling, so 
air conditioners continued to run well into the evening and the next day.  The CAISO 
also conducted a backcast analysis isolating the impacts of shelter-in-place and work 
from home conditions due to COVID-19.13 The backcast analysis found that while load 
was lower in the spring months, during the month of July, as air conditioning use 
increased, the CAISO observed minimal to no load reductions compared to pre-
COVID-19 conditions. 

In terms of supply, the heat storm negatively impacted conventional generation such 
as thermal resources, which typically operate less efficiently during temperature 
extremes.  Even for solar generation, high clouds reduced large-scale grid-connected 
solar and behind-the-meter solar generation on some days, leading to increased 
variability.  Lastly, California hydro conditions for summer 2020 were below normal. The 
statewide snow water content for the California mountain regions peaked at 63% of 
average on April 7, 2020. 

13 See CAISO analysis: http://www.caiso.com/Documents/COVID-19-Impacts-ISOLoadForecast-
Presentation.pdf#search=covid 
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The CAISO footprint is traditionally a net importer of electricity on peak demand days, 
meaning that while trade of electricity occurs with the rest of the West, on net, the 
CAISO imports more than it exports. During the heat storm, given the similarly extreme 
conditions in some parts of the West, the usual flow of net imports into the CAISO was 
drastically reduced. Figure 3.4 below shows the historical trend of net imports into the 
CAISO footprint from 2017 through 2019 at the daily peak hour when demand is at or 
above 41,000 MW.14 On average the import trend is about 6,000 MW to 7,000 MW of 
net imports, but this can vary widely and generally decreases as the CAISO load 
increases. 

Figure 3.4: 2017 -2019 Summer Net Imports at Time of Daily Peaks Above 41,000 MW 

3.2 CAISO Reliability Requirements and Communications During mid-August Event 

This section provides an overview of relevant CAISO reliability requirements and related 
operations-based communications, as well as more general communications channels, 
used during the mid-August event. 

The CAISO operates the wholesale electricity markets and is the Balancing Authority 
(BA) for 80% of California and a small portion of Nevada (CAISO Controlled Grid).  The 
CAISO operates to standards set by the North American Electric Reliability 

14 41,000 MW is 90 percent of the forecast of the CAISO 2020 1-in-2 peak demand of 45,907 MW. 
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Corporation15 (NERC) and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council16 (WECC) 
regional variations as approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). 
Violations of WECC and NERC standards can result in FERC fines of up to $1 million per 
day.17 

Specifically, pursuant to standard BAL-002-318 (NERC requirement) and BAL-002-WECC-
2a19 (WECC regional variance), the CAISO as the BA is required to have contingency 
reserves.20 Contingency reserves are designated resources that can be deployed to 
address unplanned and unexpected events on the system such as a loss of significant 
generation, sudden unplanned outage of a transmission facility, sudden loss of an 
import and other grid reliability balancing needs.21 Contingency reserves are 
maintained to ensure the grid can respond quickly in case the CAISO loses a major 
element on the grid such as the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (Diablo Canyon) or the 
Pacific DC Intertie (PDCI) transmission line.  The NERC and WECC standards specifically 
require the grid operators to identify the most severe single contingency that could 
potentially destabilize the Balancing Authority Area (BAA) and cause cascading 
outages throughout the Western interconnected grid if that resource is lost.  For the 
CAISO this tends to be either Diablo Canyon or the PDCI. 

Generally, the CAISO is required to carry reserves equal to 6% of the load, consistent 
with WECC contingency requirements that operating reserves be equal to the greater 
of: (1) the most severe single contingency, or (2) the sum of three percent of hourly 
integrated load plus three percent of hourly integrated generation.22 Under normal 
conditions, the CAISO uses two types of generating resources to meet this requirement: 
spinning and non-spinning reserves.  Spinning reserves are generating resources that are 
running (i.e., “spinning”) and can quickly and automatically provide energy in case of 
a contingency.  Non-spinning reserves are resources, which may include demand 
response, that are available to respond within 10 minutes but are not running pre-
contingency.  Under extraordinary conditions, it is possible for the CAISO to designate 

15 https://www.nerc.com 
16 https://www.wecc.org 
17 See https://www.ferc.gov/enforcement-legal/enforcement/civil-penalties 
18 https://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Reliability%20Standards/BAL-002-3.pdf 
19 https://www.nerc.com/_layouts/15/PrintStandard.aspx?standardnumber=BAL-002-WECC-
2a&title=Contingency%20Reserve&jurisdiction=United%20States 
20 Also referred to as operating reserves or ancillary services.  This discussion does not include 
regulation up and down services. 
21 https://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Glossary%20of%20Terms/Glossary_of_Terms.pdf 
22 See https://www.nerc.com/_layouts/15/PrintStandard.aspx?standardnumber=BAL-002-WECC-
2a&title=Contingency%20Reserve&jurisdiction=United%20States 
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load that is not specifically designated as demand response resources and that can be 
curtailed within 10 minutes as non-spinning reserves, if the resources normally used are 
not available. Although the CAISO can utilize load curtailment to meet its reserve 
requirements, it can only do so for non-spinning reserves.  Continuing to operate while 
lacking sufficient spinning reserves runs the risk that if an actual contingency were to 
occur, such as the loss of Diablo Canyon or PDCI, the CAISO BAA would lack the 
automatic response capability needed to stabilize the grid, leading to uncontrolled 
load shed that could potentially destabilize the greater Western grid. 

The CAISO’s operational actions are largely communicated through Restricted 
Maintenance Operations (RMO), and Alerts, Warnings, and Emergencies (AWE) per 
Operating Procedure 4420.23 Each is explained briefly below: 

• Restricted Maintenance Operations request generators and transmission 
operators to postpone any planned outages for routine equipment 
maintenance and avoid actions which may jeopardize generator and/or 
transmission availability, thereby ensuring all grid assets are available for use. 

• Alert is issued by 3 p.m. the day before anticipated contingency reserve 
deficiencies. The CAISO may require additional resources to avoid an 
emergency the following day. 

• Warning indicates that grid operators anticipate using contingency reserves. 
Activates demand response programs (voluntary load reduction) to 
decrease overall demand. 

• Stage 1 Emergency is declared by the CAISO when contingency reserve 
shortfalls exist or are forecast to occur. Strong need for conservation. 

• Stage 2 Emergency is declared by the CAISO when all mitigating actions 
have been taken and the CAISO is no longer able to provide for its expected 
energy requirements. Requires CAISO intervention in the market, such as 
ordering power plants online. 

• Stage 3 Emergency is declared by the CAISO when unable to meet minimum 
contingency reserve requirements, and load interruption is imminent or in 
progress. Notice issued to utilities of potential electricity interruptions through 
firm load shedding. 

In addition to these operational communication tools, the CAISO relies on Flex Alerts to 
broadly communicate with consumers to appeal for voluntarily energy conservation 

23 https://www.caiso.com/Documents/4420.pdf 
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when demand for power could outstrip supply.  Starting in 2016, the administration of 
the Flex Alert program was entirely transferred from the IOUs to the CAISO without a 
paid media component.24 However, between 2016 and 2019, the CPUC allocated up 
to $5 million per year to support paid Flex Alert advertising, as funded and administered 
by the Southern California Gas Company, due to the Aliso Canyon natural gas leak.25 

The funded Flex Alert advertising focused on customers in the Los Angeles area and 
eventually shifted to a focus on winter electricity conservation to reduce gas usage.26 

In February 2020 a new CPUC proceeding was opened to discuss Flex Alert funding in 
the Los Angeles area.27 

During the mid-August event, the Flex Alert program was administered by the CAISO 
and is comprised of a website (www.flexalert.org), a Twitter account 
(https://twitter.com/flexalert, 8,000 followers), and placement of the Flex Alert logo and 
activation websites such as the home page of caiso.com. Additional communication 
of the Flex Alert status was sent by the CAISO on the CAISO’s Twitter account 
(https://twitter.com/California_ISO, 28,000 followers), market notices, and via the alert 
function of the CAISO’s app.  The CAISO’s webpage, Twitter account, and app were 
also used to communicate RMO and AWE notifications. All Flex Alerts, RMO, and AWE 
notifications called by the CAISO since 1998 are posted online.28 

The CAISO also communicated with the load serving entities in the CAISO footprint, 
representatives of the market participants (i.e., wholesale buyers and sellers of 
electricity), and with the BAs throughout the West on operational matters. 

In addition, the CAISO actively used public facing communications tools such as Twitter 
(both Flex Alert and CAISO accounts), caiso.com website updates, notifications pushed 
through the CAISO app, market notices, and targeted outreach to the energy sector 
leadership in the state of California.  More broadly, the CAISO provided media updates 
and interviews as early as August 13 and held a public Board of Governors meeting on 
August 17 with associated media calls.29 The CAISO also added a section on its News 
page dedicated to the 2020 heat storm events.30 

24 CPUC Decision 15-11-033, November 19, 2015. 
25 CPUC Decision 16-04-039, April 21, 2016. 
26 CPUC Decision 18-07-008, July 12, 2018. 
27 Scoping Memo was released for Application 19-11-018, Application of Southern California Gas 
Company for adoption of its 2020 Flex Alert Marketing Campaign, February 27, 2020. 
28 http://www.caiso.com/Documents/AWE-Grid-History-Report-1998-Present.pdf 
29 See http://www.caiso.com/Pages/documentsbygroup.aspx?GroupID=E847D21D-54A0-4B54-
9517-48B4EEA6DCED 
30 http://www.caiso.com/about/Pages/News/default.aspx#heatwave 
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3.3 Sequence of Events of CAISO Actions 

This section provides an overview of events and CAISO actions taken to operate 
through and communicate the conditions during the days preceding and following the 
August 14 and 15 events. 

3.3.1 Prior to August 14 

Wednesday, August 12 
Prior to August 14, the CAISO began to anticipate higher load and temperatures than 
average in California and across the West. On August 12, the CAISO issued its first RMO 
for August 14 through 17 in anticipation of high loads and temperatures.  The RMO 
cautioned market participants and transmission operators to avoid actions that may 
jeopardize generator and/or transmission availability. 

Thursday, August 13 
The CAISO issued a Flex Alert for August 14 calling for voluntary conservation from 3:00 
pm to 10:00 pm.  The CAISO communicated the Flex Alert on Twitter (both Flex Alert and 
CAISO accounts), caiso.com website updates, notifications pushed through the CAISO 
app, market notices, and news releases.  More broadly, the CAISO provided direct 
media updates to outlets such as: KCBS, KNX 1070 Los Angeles, KPIX/KBCW – TV San 
Francisco, KGO TV, KTVU Fox2, and KFSN-TV Fresno. 

By 3:00 pm, the CAISO issued a grid-wide Alert effective August 14 5:00 pm through 9:00 
pm, forecasting possible system reserve deficiency for those hours, requesting 
additional ancillary services and energy bids from market participants, and 
encouraging conservation efforts. In addition to broader coordination, the CAISO 
provided customized outreach to PG&E, SCE, and San Diego Gas and Electric (SDGE) 
and asked them to review the system outlook for August 14 through 17. 

3.3.2 August 14 

Friday’s events 
The CAISO began the day coordinating with the various affected entities to discuss the 
day’s outlook, availability and activation of emergency demand response, and the 
possible need for emergency measures up to and including shedding load, due to the 
high load forecast and resource deficiencies. 

At 11:51 am the CAISO re-issued a Warning notice effective August 14 5:00 pm through 
9:00 pm, still forecasting possible reserve deficiencies for those times and requesting 
additional ancillary services and energy bids.  The CAISO reached out to PG&E, SCE, 
and SDGE advising them that the CAISO anticipated the need to call on emergency 
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demand response (Reliability Demand Response Resources (RDRR)) later that day.  The 
CAISO operators contacted other BAs for potential emergency assistance. 

At 2:57 pm the Blythe Energy Center in Riverside County, a unit with full capacity of 494 
MW, recorded a forced outage due to plant trouble. At the time it went out of service, 
it was generating 475 MW.  The CAISO deployed its contingency reserves to replace the 
lost energy. As explained above, contingency reserves as required by the NERC and 
WECC are designed to protect against a sudden loss of generation, sudden unplanned 
outage of a transmission facility, or sudden loss of an import due to the loss of 
transmission. 

Throughout this time, the CAISO operators continuously canvased for additional 
unloaded capacity and for potential emergency assistance from other BAs.  CAISO 
operators requested neighboring BAs to increase the available transmission capacity to 
allow for increased import capability into the CAISO BAA. As a result, the capacity on 
CAISO’s share of the California Oregon Intertie (COI) was increased between 6:00 pm 
to 11:59 pm by 189 MW. 

At 3:20 pm the CAISO enabled the RDRR in the real-time market.  Unlike other resources 
in the resource adequacy program or in the market, RDRR can only be accessed by 
the CAISO after, at minimum, a Warning notice is issued.  The programs that comprise 
the RDRR can only be called a limited number of times and for specific maximum 
durations. Accordingly, the CAISO must position these resources to be used when the 
need is greatest.31 By enabling this pool of demand response, the RDRR was positioned 
to respond. 

At 3:25 pm, the CAISO declared a Stage 2 Emergency for the CAISO BAA from 3:20 pm 
to 11:59 pm.32 

Throughout this time, consistent with WECC standards, the CAISO was having difficulty 
maintaining the 6% WECC reserve requirement with generating resources and began to 
rely on meeting part of its requirement with firm load available to be shed within 10 
minutes, counting it as non-spinning contingency reserves.  The CAISO worked directly 

31 For example, some programs are limited to one call per day, 10 calls per month, and a 
maximum of a six hour duration per call.  Therefore, if the RDRR is called too early in the day, it 
may exhaust its response before the greatest need on the grid. 
32 The CAISO does not need to declare a Stage 1 before declaring either a Stage 2 or Stage 3 
Emergency.  Warning and Stage emergency declarations are based on operating conditions, 
which can change rapidly. 
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with PG&E, SCE, and SDGE to designate approximately 500 MW as non-spinning 
contingency reserves based on a pro rata share. 

By 5:00 pm, conditions had not improved and the CAISO manually dispatched 
approximately 800 MW of RDRR.  Per RDRR program requirements, the full response is 
required to be realized within 40 minutes following the dispatch, which is a request to 
respond.33 

By approximately 6:30 pm, all demand response had been dispatched.  The conditions 
still had not improved.  Though the system peak load occurred at 4:56 pm, throughout 
this time demand remained high while solar generation was rapidly declining.  The 
CAISO reached out to PG&E, SCE, and SDGE to secure an additional 500 MW of load to 
be counted toward non-spinning contingency reserves (for a total of 1,000 MW). 

At 6:38 pm, the CAISO declared a Stage 3 Emergency because it was deficient in 
meeting its reserve requirement.  The CAISO was not able to cure the deficiency with 
generation, because all generation was already online, and solar was rapidly declining 
while demand remained high.  Because the CAISO was no longer able to maintain 
sufficient spinning reserves to address the loss of significant generation or transmission, 
the load shed was necessary to allow the CAISO to recover and maintain its reserves. If 
the CAISO continued to operate with the deficiency in spinning reserves, the CAISO 
risked causing uncontrolled load shed and destabilizing the rest of the Western grid if 
during this time it lost significant generation or transmission.  Consequently, the CAISO 
ordered two phases of controlled load shed of 500 MW each, based on a pro-rata 
share across the CAISO footprint for distribution utility companies. 

By 7:40 pm, the CAISO began restoring previously shed load as system conditions had 
improved so that resources were adequate to meet the CAISO load and contingency 
reserve obligations. 

At 8:38 pm, the CAISO downgraded from a Stage 3 to Stage 2, and Stage 2 was 
cancelled at 9:00 pm.  The Warning expired at 11:59 pm. 

Other Circumstances and Actions Taken 
Throughout most of the day numerous fires threatened the loss of major transmission 
lines.  For example, the Lake Fire was threatening the PDCI and Path 26, the Poodle Fire 
was also burning close to PDCI, and the Grove Fire was also threatening transmission 
lines. 

33 At the time of the publication of this Preliminary Analysis, the CAISO has not received the 
actual response data based on settlement quality meter information. 
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Under CAISO Operating Procedure 4420, a declaration of a Stage 2 Emergency allows 
the CAISO to request emergency assistance from other BA. 

In preparation for the next day, the CAISO issued an Alert notice at 2:24 pm because of 
possible reserve deficiencies due to resource shortages between 5:00 pm and 9:00 pm 
on August 15. 

3.3.3 August 15 

Saturday’s Events 
The CAISO began the day coordinating with the various affected entities to discuss the 
day’s outlook as California and the Western region continued to experience extreme 
heat with high loads, availability and activation of their emergency demand response, 
and the possible need for emergency measures up to and including shedding load due 
to the high load forecast and resource deficiencies. 

At 12:26 pm the CAISO issued a Warning notice effective 12:00 pm through 11:59 pm 
confirming the Alert notice issued the day before because conditions had not 
improved, and the forecasted load was trending higher.  The CAISO noted possible 
reserve deficiencies due to resource shortages between 5:00 pm and 9:00 pm, 
requested additional ancillary services and energy bids, and requested voluntary 
conservation efforts.  

Between 2:00 pm and 3:00 pm, solar declined by over 1,900 MW caused by storm 
clouds while loads were still increasing and contingency reserves were down to minimal 
WECC requirements. See Figure 3.5 below. At approximately 3:00 pm the CAISO 
manually dispatched 891 MW of RDRR in the real-time market.  Note that this is different 
from the events of August 14, where RDRR was first accessed and then dispatched at a 
later time.  Here, the rapidly evolving situation led the CAISO to immediately dispatch 
the RDRR.  Per RDRR program requirements, the full load drop response is expected to 
be realized within 40 minutes after dispatch. 

Between 3:00 pm and 5:00 pm CAISO operators continuously canvased for additional 
unloaded capacity and for potential emergency assistance from other BAs.  CAISO 
operators requested neighboring BAs to increase the available transmission capacity to 
allow for increased import capability into the CAISO BAA. As a result, the California 
Oregon Intertie capacity was increased from 3:00 pm to 10:00 pm. 

Between 5:12 pm and 6:12 pm, wind generation declined by 1,200 MW (see Figure 3.5 
below).  Like on August 14, the CAISO requested PG&E, SCE, and SDGE to designate 
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approximately 500 MW of 10-minute responsive load as non-spinning contingency 
reserve. 

At 6:13 pm, the Panoche Energy Center in Fresno County unexpectedly ramped down 
its generation from about 394 MW to about 146 MW, resulting in a loss of about 248 MW. 
This was not an outage, but a ramp down from the CAISO dispatch, which the CAISO 
now understands to be due to an erroneous dispatch from the scheduling coordinator 
to the plant. 

At 6:16 pm, the CAISO declared a Stage 2 Emergency because like the day before, 
consistent with WECC standards, the CAISO was having difficulty maintaining the 6% 
WECC reserve requirement with generating resources and began to rely on meeting 
part of its requirement with firm load available to be shed within 10 minutes, counting it 
as non-spinning contingency reserves. 

Like on August 14, the CAISO requested additional load from PG&E, SCE, and SDGE to 
designate as non-spinning contingency reserve for a total of approximately 1,000 MW. 

At 6:28 pm, the CAISO declared a Stage 3 Emergency because it was deficient in 
meeting its reserves requirement.  The CAISO was not able to cure the deficiency with 
generation, because all generation was already online, and solar was rapidly declining 
while demand remained high.  Because the CAISO was no longer able to maintain 
sufficient spinning reserves to address the loss of significant generation or transmission, 
the load shed was necessary to allow the CAISO to recover and maintain its reserves. If 
the CAISO continued to operate with the deficiency in spinning reserves the CAISO 
risked causing uncontrolled load shed and destabilizing the rest of the Western grid if 
during this time it lost significant generation or transmission.  Consequently, the CAISO 
ordered approximately 500 MW of controlled load shed. 

At 6:48 pm, the Stage 3 Emergency was cancelled because wind production had 
increased over 500 MW and the CAISO ordered all previously shed load to be restored. 
The duration of the controlled load shed was 20 minutes.  The CAISO eventually 
downgraded to a Stage 2, and Stage 2 was cancelled at 8:00 pm.  The Warning 
expired at 11:59 pm. 

Other Circumstances and Actions Taken 
Between 1:00 pm until 8:00 pm, there was more solar generation on August 14 than 
August 15, and production was more consistent as shown in Figure 3.5 below.  On the 
other hand, wind generation was lower on August 14 but steadily increasing. 
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Figure 3.5: Wind and Solar Generation Profiles for August 14 and 15 
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Throughout most of the day, transmission lines were impacted because of 
thunderstorms across the PG&E service territory. 

Under Operating Procedure 4420, declaration of a Stage 2 Emergency allows the 
CAISO to request emergency assistance from other BAs.  

In preparation for the next day, the CAISO issued an Alert notice at 2:55 pm because of 
possible reserve deficiencies between 5:00 pm and 9:00 pm on August 16. 

3.3.4 August 16 through 19 

From August 16 through 19, excessive heat was forecasted consistently for California. 
Consequently, the CAISO issued RMO and Alert notices from August 16 through 19, as 
well as a Flex Alert for the same days from 3:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Warning notices were 
called and RDRR was dispatched from August 16 through 18.  During this period various 
portions of the Western region began to cool off, which meant that imports increased 
on those days. As a result, the most critical days were concentrated on Monday, 
August 17 and Tuesday, August 18 and the CAISO declared Stage 2 Emergencies for 
both days.  However, controlled load shed and thus rotating outages were avoided.    

On August 16, Governor Newsom declared a State of Emergency34 due to the 
significant heat storm in California and surrounding Western states. The proclamation 

34 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/8.16.20-Extreme-Heat-Event-
proclamation-text.pdf 
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gave the California Air Resources Board maximum discretion to permit the use of 
stationary and portable generators, as well as auxiliary ship engines, to reduce load 
and increase generation through August 20. On August 17, Governor Newsom issued 
Executive Order N-74-2035, which suspended restrictions on the amount of power 
facilities could generate, the amount of fuel they could use, and air quality 
requirements that prevented facilities from generating additional power during peak 
demand periods through August 20. 

As a result of the conservation messaging and awareness created by the State of 
Emergency, the state was successful in significantly reducing peak demand by as much 
as 4,000 MW (compared to day-ahead forecasts) on August 17 through 19, as shown in 
Figure 3.6 through Figure 3.8 below. 

Figure 3.6: Comparison of Day-Ahead Forecast and Actual Demand for August 17 

35 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/8.17.20-EO-N-74-20.pdf 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of Day-Ahead Forecast and Actual Demand for August 18 

Figure 3.8: Comparison of Day-Ahead Forecast and Actual Demand for August 19 

On August 17 the CAISO Board of Governors convened for a special session to provide 
an overview of system operations on August 14 and 15, followed by a question and 
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answer session from the public and CAISO responses to submitted comments.36 

Subsequently on August 21 and 27 the CAISO held two special sessions open to the 
public to address market-related questions.37 Responses to questions were later posted 
online.38 

See Section 5 for a discussion on capacity procurement mechanism procurement. 

3.4 Number of Customers Impacted by Rotating Outages 

As noted earlier, CAISO called two successive 500 MW blocks of controlled load shed 
on August 14 for a total of one hour and one 500 MW block of controlled load shed on 
August 15 for 20 minutes.  The controlled load shed requests were implemented as 
rolling outages for customers.  On August 14, the load shed requests went out to all LSEs 
in the BAA (both CPUC and  non-CPUC jurisdictional), and on August 15 the requests 
only went out to CPUC-jurisdictional LSEs, as the event was over before the request was 
submitted to other entities in the CAISO footprint. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 below depict 
the number of CPUC-jurisdictional customers impacted by the rotating outages, how 
much was shed, and for what duration in total and for each IOU.  Neither the agencies, 
nor the CAISO, have visibility into the number of customers, amount of load shed, or 
duration for non-CPUC jurisdictional entities.  Non-CPUC jurisdictional entities that were 
contacted prior to the issuance of this report that they did not shed load on either day. 

Note that the duration of rotating outages experienced by PG&E customers on both 
days significantly exceeds the load shed duration called by the CAISO.  Because PG&E 
received less than 10 minutes’ warning to begin shedding load, it implemented its 
operating instructions protocol (covered in NERC standard COM-002-4) rather than its 
rotating outage protocol, for which more than 10 minutes’ advance warning is 
required.  PG&E’s operating instructions protocol required the implementation of 
manual switching using field personnel, resulting in longer duration outages due to the 
need for manual restoration. 

36 http://www.caiso.com/Pages/documentsbygroup.aspx?GroupID=E847D21D-54A0-4B54-9517-
48B4EEA6DCED 
37 http://www.caiso.com/Documents/SpecialSessionMarketUpdateQuestion-
AnswerWebConference082120.html and 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/UpdatedParticipationInformationMarketUpdateCall082720.h 
tml 
38 http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Aug14-15-StakeholderQandA.pdf 
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Table 3.1: Customers Affected by August 14 Rotating Outages 

Customers MWs Time (in mins) Start Finish 
SCE 

PG&E 
SDGE 

132,000 
300,600 
59,000 

400 
588 
84 

63 
~150 

~15-60 

6:56 PM 
6:38 PM 

7:59 PM 
~9:08 PM 

Total 491,600 1,072 15 to 150 mins 

Table 3.2: Customers Affected by August 16 Rotating Outages 

Customers MWs Time (in mins) Start Finish 
SCE 

PG&E 
SDGE 

70,000 
234,000 
17,000 

200 
459 
39 

8 
~90 

~15-60 

6:43 PM 
6:25 PM 

6:51 PM 
~7:55 PM 

Total 321,000 698 8 to 90 mins 
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4 Preliminary Understanding of Various Factors That 
Contributed to Rotating Outages on August 14 and 
15 

This section provides the preliminary analysis of the root causes of the rotating outages 
that were called on August 14 and 15. A number of different factors appear to have 
contributed to the need for these emergency measures.  Consequently, there is no 
single root cause identified in this report. Instead, this report identified the following 
challenges that all contributed to the emergency:   

• The climate change-induced extreme heat storm across the western United 
States resulted in the demand for electricity exceeding the existing electricity 
resource planning targets. The existing resource planning processes are not 
designed to fully address an extreme heat storm like the one experienced in 
mid-August. 

• In transitioning to a reliable, clean, and affordable resource mix, resource 
planning targets have not kept pace to lead to sufficient resources that can 
be relied upon to meet demand in the early evening hours.  This makes 
balancing demand and supply more challenging. These challenges were 
amplified by the extreme heat storm. 

• Some practices in the day-ahead energy market exacerbated the supply 
challenges under highly stressed conditions. 

Additional analyses and details are provided in Appendix B. 

4.1 Existing Resource Planning Processes are Not Designed to Fully Address an 
Extreme Heat Storm 

Between August 14 and August 19, 2020, the entire Western US experienced a heat 
storm. During this period, California experienced four out of the five hottest August days 
since the CAISO and the CEC began tracking this data in 1985, as measured by the 
daily average temperature composite used to predict electricity consumption across 
the California ISO region. August 14 was the third-hottest August day; August 15 was the 
hottest. The only other period on record with a similar heat wave was July 21–25, 2006, 
which included three days above the highest temperature in August 2020. 

Figure 4.1 shows daily August temperatures for each year from 1985 to 2020. The middle 
90% of temperatures is contained in the shaded gray region and 2020’s six-day heat 
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storm is shaded in light orange. August 2020 (orange) is distinguished from the year with 
the next-hottest days, 2015 (blue), by both the magnitude and duration of the heat 
storm. The hottest day in 2020 was a full degree and a half higher than that of 2015 – 
averaged over all hours of the day and across different parts of California – and 2020’s 
six hottest days came in succession, compared with two distinct heat waves in 2015 
that each lasted just a day or two. In addition, as mentioned previously, the heat storm 
spanned the Wester U.S., which California typically relies on for electricity imports. 

Figure 4.1: August Temperatures 1985 - 2020 

(Source: CEC Weather Data/CEC Analysis) 

The current resource adequacy planning standards are based on a 1-in-2 peak 
weather demand plus a 15% PRM to account for changing conditions.  The August heat 
storm, which was a 1-in-35 year weather event in California and impacted the entire 
Western US for multiple days, combined with any energy demand impacts from COVID-
19 were not anticipated in the planning and resource procurement timeframe, which is 
necessarily an iterative, multi-year process.  The energy markets can help fill the gap 
between planning and real-time conditions, but the West-wide nature of this heat storm 
limited the energy markets’ ability to do so. While this Preliminary Analysis suggests that 
the rotating outages on August 14 and August 15 may have been avoided if some of 
the root causes identified in the remainder of this section had not occurred, it is unlikely 
that current RA planning levels would have avoided rotating outages for the demand 
forecasted for August 17 through August 19 without the extraordinary measures 
described in Section 5. 
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4.2 In Transitioning to a Reliable, Clean, and Affordable Resource Mix, Resource 
Planning Targets Have Not Kept Pace to Lead to Sufficient Resources That Can Be 
Relied Upon to Meet Demand in the Early Evening Hours 

As discussed in Section 2, all LSEs in the CAISO’s BAA based their reliability planning on a 
1-in-2 average weather forecast.  The CPUC’s RA program is based on a 1-in-2 average 
forecast plus a 15% planning reserve margin (PRM). The forecast used in the RA 
program is based the single forecast set developed by the CEC.  The CEC sets the 
forecast for the CAISO footprint and works with load serving entities to set the individual 
coincident forecasts for RA purposes.  Based on the established methodology and 
timelines, the August 2020 obligation was based on the August 2018 IEPR Update 
transmission area monthly peak demand forecast of 44,955 MW, adjusted down to 
44,741 MW and entered into the CAISO system by CEC staff as 44,740 MW. Table 4.1 
below shows the breakdown between CPUC jurisdictional LSEs and non-CPUC local 
regulatory authority (LRA) obligations and the resources and credits used to meet those 
obligations.  

Table 4.1: August 2020 RA Obligation, Shown RA, RMR, and Credits 

CPUC Non-CPUC Total 
40,570 4,169 44,740 CEC forecast for 1-in-2 August 2020 (adjusted) 
6,086 588 6,674 Total 15% planning reserve margin 
46,656 4,758 51,413 Total obligation 

91% 9% 100% 

44,763 4,164 48,926 August 2020 system resource adequacy shown 
261 29 290 Reliability Must Run (RMR) contracted resources 

1,632 565 2,197 Credits provided by local regulatory authorities 
46,656 4,758 51,413 Total resource adequacy, RMR, and credits 

The CPUC jurisdictional LSEs comprise approximately 91% of the total load.  Per the 
CPUC’s RA program requirements, a 15% PRM is added to the peak of the 1-in-2 
forecast for a total obligation of 46,656 MW.  The non-CPUC local regulatory authorities 
vary slightly in their PRM requirements but collectively yield a 14% PRM for a total 
obligation of 4,758 MW. Approximately 500 MW or about 1% of the total load uses a 
PRM less than 15%. In total, across both CPUC jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional 
entities, the PRM is 14.9% and the obligation for August 2020 was 51,413 MW. 

There are three distinct categories used to meet the total obligation.  The most 
straightforward is the resource adequacy resources “shown” to the CAISO.  This means 
the physical resource (either generation or demand response) is provided on a supply 
plan with the unique resource identification number (resource ID) to the CAISO system 
and noted as specifically meeting the August 2020 obligation.  The second category of 
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resources is Reliability Must Run (RMR) allocations from the CAISO. RMR resources are 
contracted by the CAISO pursuant to a reliability need and the capacity from these 
resources are allocated to the appropriate load serving entities to offset their 
obligations.  The last category is “credits” provided by the local regulatory authorities to 
the CAISO. A credit is essentially an adjustment the LRA has made to its resource 
adequacy obligation, which can be neutral or decrease the obligation.  For example, 
the largest credited amount is from the CPUC at 1,482 MW which reflects the various 
demand response programs from the IOUs, including the emergency triggered RDRR. 
However, the composition of credited amounts is generally not visible to the CAISO and 
all credited amounts do not submit bids consistent with a must offer obligation and are 
not subject to CAISO resource adequacy market rules such as RAAIM or substitution.39 

Since credited resources are not shown directly on the resource adequacy supply 
plans, they are not considered RA supply and are reflected as non-RA capacity 
throughout this analysis. 

4.2.1 Planning Reserve Margin Was Exceeded on August 14 

As described in the background in Section 2, the 15% PRM in the RA program was 
finalized in 2004 to account for 6% contingency reserves needed by the grid operator 
with the remaining 9% intended to account for plant forced outages and higher than 
average demand.  The PRM has not been revised since.40 

Figure 4.2 below compares August 14 and 15 actual peak, outages, and 6% 
contingency reserve requirement against the total PRM for August 2020. For August 14, 
contingency reserves were actually 6.3%, which reflects the fact that the actual load 
was higher than the forecast. In other words, based on the forecasted load of 
44,740 MW, 6% contingency reserves is 2,669 MW.  However, on August 15, the actual 
peak was 46,802 MW and 6% is 2,808 MW.  Compared to the original forecasted load, 
2,808 MW is 6.3%. 

On August 14 the actual load was 4.6% above forecast but does not include another 
0.7% of load that was potentially served by credited demand response. Adding back 
in the potential effects of demand response, load was 5.3% higher than forecasted. 
Total forced outages were 4.8%. Adding all of these elements, the operational need for 

39 Because of this ambiguity, the CAISO has taken action recently to stop the practice of 
crediting and to require all RA resources to be explicitly shown on the RA supply plans. See 
Business Practice Manual Proposed Revision Request 1280: 
https://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/ViewPRR.aspx?PRRID=1280&IsDlg=0 
40 One difference from 2004 is the original PRM allocated 7% to contingency reserves.  The CAISO 
does carry another 1% in regulation up requirements.  However, for the purposes of this analysis 
and to simplify the discussion, the 6% WECC requirement is used throughout. 
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August 14 was 1.3% higher than the 15% PRM. In addition to forced outages, during the 
actual operating day the CAISO also had 514 MW and 421 MW of planned outages 
that were not replaced on August 14 and 15, respectively.  The CPUC-approved PRM 
does not include planned outages under the assumption that planned outages will be 
replaced with substitute capacity or denied during summer months. Adding in the 
planned outages would increase the operational need to 2.5% higher than the PRM.  
On the other hand, the operational need for August 15 was below the 15% PRM by 1.7% 
including only forced outages and 0.7% with planned outages.   

Figure 4.2: August 2020 PRM and Actual Operational Need During Peak 

While a PRM comparison is informative, the rotating outages both occurred after the 
peak hour, as explained below. 

4.2.2 Critical Grid Needs Extend Beyond the Peak Hour 

The construct for RA was developed around peak demand, which until recently has 
been the most challenging and expensive moment to meet demand.  The principle 
was that if enough capacity was available during peak demand there would be 
enough capacity at all other hours of the day as well, since most resources were 
capable of running 24/7 if needed.  With the increase of use-limited resources such as 
solar generation in recent years, however, this is no longer the case. Today, the single 
critical period of peak demand is giving way to multiple critical periods during the day 
including the net demand peak, which is the peak of load net of solar and wind 
generation resources. The RA program has also tried to adjust for this change in 
resource mix by identifying reliability problems now seen later in the day by simulating 
each hour of the day, not just peak, and identifying the risk of lost firm load called Loss 
of Load Expectation (LOLE). The evaluation of wind and solar generation in particular 
are evaluated on its Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC), which reflects the ability 
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of generators to provide value at times when there is risk of lost firm load, now including 
later evening times. However, these ELCC values are still translated into static NQC 
values.  This means, for example, that solar is typically under-valued during the peak but 
over-valued later in the evening after sunset. 

Since 2016, the CAISO, CEC, and the CPUC have worked to examine the impacts of 
significant renewable penetration on the grid.  Solar generation in particular shifts “utility 
peaks to a later hour as a significant part of load at traditional peak hours (late 
afternoon) is served by solar generation, with generation dropping off quickly as the 
evening hours approach.”41 Furthermore, as the sun sets, demand previously served by 
behind-the-meter solar generation is coming back to the CAISO system while load 
remains high.  Consequently, on hot days, load later in the day may still be high, after 
the gross peak has passed, because of air conditioning demand and other load that 
was being served by behind-the-meter solar coming back on the system. As a result of 
declining behind-the-meter and front-of-meter (utility scale) generation in the late 
afternoon, after the peak demand hour of the day, demand is decreasing at a slower 
rate than net demand is increasing, which creates higher risk of shortages around 7 pm, 
when the net demand reaches its peak (net demand peak). 

Figure 4.3 shows on August 14, the net demand peak of 42,237 MW is 4,565 MW lower 
than the peak demand but wind and solar generation have decreased by 5,438 MW 
during the same time period.  On August 15, the system peak is again before 6 pm and 
the net demand peak is slightly earlier at 6:26 pm.  The net demand peak is 41,138 MW, 
3,819 MW lower than the peak demand, while wind and solar generation have 
decreased by 3,450 MW during the same time period. 

It is also important to note that the net demand peak shown is already reduced by the 
impact of emergency demand response that had been triggered by this time.  The 
difference between the demand curve (in blue) and the net demand curve (in 
orange) is largest in the middle of the day (approximately 10 am until 4 pm) when 
renewables are generating at the highest levels and serving a significant amount of 
CAISO load.  Most importantly, the rotating outages coincide closely with the net 
demand peaks. 

41 California Energy Commission Staff Report, California Energy Demand Updated Forecast, 
2017-2027, January 2017, p. 51. 
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Figure 4.3: Demand and Net Demand for August 14 and 15 
(M

W
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On August 14 the Stage 3 Emergency was declared at 6:38 pm, right before the net 
demand peak at 6:51 pm.  Similarly, on August 15 the Stage 3 Emergency was called at 
6:28 pm, just after the net demand peak at 6:26 pm. 

4.2.3 Supply, Market Awards, and Actual Energy Production by Resource Type 

This section discusses issues affecting planned RA versus actual energy supply resources 
that received awards in the day-ahead markets and ultimately provided energy on 
August 14 and 15.  The focus is on the largest resource types: natural gas, imports, 
hydro, solar and wind generation.  Resources totaling approximately 106% of the LSEs’ 
total August RA obligations bid into the day-ahead market and resources equaling 
101% of RA obligations received awards to provide energy or ancillary services in the 
day-ahead market, though not all of this capacity is under RA contract.  Of these totals, 
approximately 90% of shown RA capacity received an award. Figure 4.4 overlays three 
different time periods for the net demand peak on August 14.  It shows: (1) the levels of 
shown RA and RMR for August 2020; (2) the real-time awards for energy and ancillary 
services from shown RA capacity and for amounts above the shown RA; and (3) the 
actual energy delivered, and the portion of that energy bid into the market again 
divided between shown RA capacity and for the amounts above the shown RA. As 
explained in the individual resource discussions, a portion of the total energy delivered 
above the shown RA levels can be from resources under RA contract. Additional 
analysis is needed to identify these differences. As a simplifying assumption, all wind 
and solar generation is assumed to count towards RA capacity. 
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A detailed explanation on the interaction between RA capacity obligations, the day-
ahead markets, real-time awards, and actual energy production dispatches can be 
found in Appendix B. 

Figure 4.4: August 14 Net Demand Peak (6:51 pm) August 2020 Shown RA and RMR, 
Real-time Awards, and Actual Energy Production 
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4.2.3.1 Natural Gas Fleet 

Natural gas resources bid in approximately 300 MW less than the gas fleet’s collective 
contribution to RA requirements, though an additional 700 MW of bids came from 
resources that had no RA contract and/or RA resources that bid above their shown 
August RA requirements.  The 1,000 MW difference between shown RA requirements 
and bid from RA resources is largely attributed to forced outages and derates due, at 
least in part, to the extreme heat.  Plant derates (i.e., a decrease in the resource’s 
available capacity) due to extreme temperatures are not uncommon and in fact 
increase with the temperature.  Even though the CAISO had issued a RMO notification 
for August 14 through 17 which should have limited planned outages, there were 
approximately 400 MW of planned outages that were not substituted.  The largest 
planned outage had been approved for maintenance in June but had extended into 
peak summer months without providing replacement capacity. 

In addition to the forced outages known to the CAISO at the beginning of the day, on 
August 14, at 2:57 pm, the Blythe Energy Center, a unit with full capacity of 494 MW, 
recorded a forced outage due to plant trouble. At the time it went out of service, it 
was generating 475 MW. 
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On August 15 at 6:13 pm, the Panoche Energy Center unexpectedly ramped down its 
generation from about 394 MW to about 146 MW, resulting in a loss of about 248 MW. 
This was not an outage, but a ramp down from the CAISO dispatch, which the CAISO 
now understands to be due to an erroneous dispatch from the scheduling coordinator 
to the plant. 

4.2.3.2 Imports 

The imports category includes both non-resource-specific resources as well as resource-
specific imports like those from Hoover Dam and Palo Verde Nuclear Generating 
Station.  Total import bids received in the day-ahead market were between 2,600 MW 
and 3,400 MW (40-50%) higher than the August shown RA requirements from imports.  Of 
this total, imports required to provide energy to CAISO under RA contracts collectively 
bid in approximately 330 MW less than their shown August RA values.  Despite this robust 
level of import bids, transmission constraints ultimately limited the amount of physical 
transfer capability into the CAISO footprint.  Through the month of August, a major 
transmission line in the Pacific Northwest upstream from the CAISO system was forced 
on outage due to weather and thus derated the California Oregon Intertie (COI).  The 
derate reduced the CAISO’s transfer capability by approximately 650 MW and caused 
congestion on usual import transmission paths across both COI and Nevada-Oregon 
Border (NOB).42 In other words, more imports were available than could be physically 
delivered and the total import level was less than the amount the CAISO typically 
receives. 

Because of this congestion, lower-priced non-RA imports may have cleared the market 
in lieu of higher-priced RA imports.  Consequently, the amount of energy production 
from RA imports can be lower than the level of RA imports shown to the CAISO on RA 
supply plans. 

Note that the CAISO was able to reach out to neighboring BAs to get a temporary 
emergency increase in transfer capability of approximately 200 MW on August 14 and 
15. 

4.2.3.3 Hydro 

The hydro generation category includes a variety of hydro-based resource types such 
as run-of-river facilities, pumping loads, and pumped storage.  While the August RA 
values are set almost a year ahead of time, bidding reflects the resources’ capabilities 

42 See Grizzly-Portland General Electric (PGE) Round Butte No 1 500 kV Line at: 
https://transmission.bpa.gov/Business/Operations/Outages/OutagesCY2020.htm 
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for the next day. Across both days, total hydro generation bids were equivalent to the 
August NQC value.  The portion of these bids from resources under RA contract was 
approximately 90% of the August NQC value.  However, real-time energy production 
may be higher or lower than this amount.  Therefore, actual energy production from 
these shown RA resources may vary from the amount reported to the CAISO. 
Additional analysis is needed to accurately characterize the level of generation from 
shown RA resources above the shown capacity level. 

4.2.3.4 Solar and Wind 

The total solar fleet within the CAISO collectively bid in approximately 370 MW (13%) 
more on August 14 but 160 MW (5%) less on August 15 than the August RA values at the 
net demand peak. In contrast, actual energy production during the net demand peak 
was 1,200 MW (40%) less and 1,000 MW (35%) less on August 14 and 15, respectively. 
The total wind fleet within the CAISO collectively bid in approximately 230 MW (20%) less 
on August 14 but 120 MW (10%) more on August 15 during the net demand peak. In 
contrast, actual energy production during the net demand peak was 640 MW (57%) less 
and 230 MW (20%) less on August 14 and 15, respectively. 

For solar and wind, the August resource adequacy NQC values were set based on 
modeled assumptions and it is normal to see variations between this amount and the 
bid-in amount, which reflects forecasted conditions for the following day.  The largest 
difference between August shown values and the bids is during the net demand peak 
hour where the combined solar and wind NQC values decline by 1,300 MW on both 
days. In addition, wind and solar generation were impacted by storm patterns on 
August 15. Between 5:12 pm and 6:12 pm, wind generation declined by 1,200 MW 
before increasing again closer to 7:00 pm. 

4.2.3.5 Demand response 

There are three distinct categories used to meet the total obligation: resource 
adequacy resources “shown” to the CAISO, RMR allocations from the CAISO, and the 
“credits” reported to the CAISO.  The composition of credited amounts are generally 
not visible to the CAISO and do not submit bids consistent with a must offer obligation 
and are not subject to RAAIM penalties or incentives, or substitution requirements.43 

43 Because of this ambiguity, the CAISO has taken action recently to stop the practice of 
crediting and to require all RA resources to be explicitly shown on the RA supply plans. See 
Business Practice Manual Proposed Revision Request 1280: 
https://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/ViewPRR.aspx?PRRID=1280&IsDlg=0 
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CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ August 2020 credits were 1,632 MW representing 3.5% of their 
total obligations.  The vast majority of this amount is the emergency triggered RDRR, for 
which the CAISO receives daily emailed spreadsheets regarding their availability. In 
contrast, non-CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ credits were 565 MW, representing 11.9% of their 
total obligations.  The vast majority of the non-CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ credits consisted 
of resources other than demand response not visible to the CAISO and may reflect 
contracts or behind-the-meter resources. 

While the CAISO generally does not have visibility into credited amounts, the CPUC has 
clarified that the credits it includes in RA showings are IOU demand response programs. 
They include both emergency demand response RDRR and economically bid demand 
response (Proxy Demand Response or PDR). Per current practice, the CAISO does not 
receive settlement quality data until almost two months after each demand response 
event (i.e., each call).  Therefore, all information here is preliminary. RDRR data was 
provided directly by the IOUs reflecting their preliminary estimates of load drop.  PDR 
data is the CAISO expected load drop based on bids that were accepted into both 
the day-ahead and real-time energy markets. As a simplifying assumption, the PDR is 
shown as providing a full response to the CAISO expected load drop.  Since the data 
blends preliminary reported response and expected but unconfirmed response, for lack 
of a better term they are collectively referred to as expected load drop, but these data 
do not reflect any actual load drop as this is unknown as this time. Figure 4.5 below 
compares the collective RDRR and PDR expected load drop from August 14 and 15 
during the hours of the peak and net demand peak.  These four timeframes are 
compared to the August 2020 CPUC demand response credit of 1,482 MW.  The IOU 
demand response programs may have collectively provided a maximum response of 
approximately 80% of the total credited amount (August 14 during the net demand 
peak).  This may also reflect the amount of demand response actually available for 
dispatch. 
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Figure 4.5: Credited IOU Demand Response: Preliminary Estimated RDRR Response and 
PDR Dispatch vs. CPUC August 2020 DR Credit 
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Aside from the IOUs, there is also economic demand response (PDR) from CPUC-
jurisdictional third parties. As noted above, settlement quality data was not available 
at this time so Figure 4.6 below shows the level of CAISO dispatch based on bids that 
were accepted into both the day-ahead and real-time energy markets. During the 
peak hours, non-IOU PDR dispatch was less than 10% of the total shown RA capacity of 
243 MW for both days.  Over the net demand peak hours, the dispatch increased to 
approximately 80% and 50% on August 14 and 15, respectively. 

Figure 4.6: CAISO Dispatch of Non-IOU PDR (Actual Load Drop Not Yet Available) 
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4.2.3.6 Combined Resources 

Figure 4.7 below compares the total August 2020 RA and RMR capacity versus actual 
energy production for both days during the peak and net demand peak times.  The 
August 2020 RA capacity reflects the qualifying capacity shown to the CAISO on RA 
supply plans.  For example, solar resources are valued based on the effective load 
carrying capability (ELCC) methodology and may produce more or less energy 
throughout the day.  The second through fourth columns in the figure show the actual 
energy production from RA resources and energy produced above the shown RA 
capacity.  

As noted above, this may undercount the amount of generation from imports and 
hydro resources in particular that may be shown for RA but generating above the 
shown capacity level or providing ancillary services.  While this is also true for solar and 
wind, as a conservative simplifying assumption for the analysis in Figure 4.7, all solar and 
wind resource generation in the CAISO footprint is categorized as RA though that has 
not been validated. Any IOU emergency and economic demand response 
dispatched during these time periods is already reflected in the reduced load.  The 
figure shows a decrease in RA-based generation between the peak and net demand 
peak periods.  The load markers show that a portion of load was served by energy 
produced above the shown RA amount for each time period. Also for simplicity, the 
figure does not include ancillary services awards. 

Figure 4.7: August 2020 Shown RA and RMR Allocation vs. August 14 and 15 Actual 
Energy Production (Assumes All Wind and Solar Counts as RA Capacity) 
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4.3 Some Practices in the Day-Ahead Energy Market Exacerbated the Supply 
Challenges Under Highly Stressed Conditions 

Energy market practices encompass inputs into the energy market, how the energy 
market matched supply with demand, and ultimately whether the schedules from the 
market fully prepared the CAISO Operational staff to run the grid.  Energy market 
practices appear to have contributed to the inability to obtain additional energy that 
could have alleviated the strained conditions on the CAISO grid on August 14 and 15. 
The contributing causes identified at this stage include: under-scheduling of demand in 
the day-ahead market by scheduling coordinators, convergence bidding masking the 
tight supply conditions, and the configuration of the residual unit commitment market 
process.  

4.3.1 Demand Should Be Appropriately Scheduled in the Day-Ahead Timeframe 

Scheduling coordinators representing LSEs collectively under-scheduled their demand 
for energy by 3,386 MW and 3,434 MW below the actual peak demand for August 14 
and 15, respectively. During the net demand peak time, the under-scheduling was 
1,792 MW and 3,219 MW for August 14 and 15, respectively.  Figure 4.8 below also shows 
that the CAISO’s own forecast for peak was 825 MW below and 559 MW above actual 
for August 14 and 15, respectively.  The CAISO’s own forecast for the net demand peak 
time was 511 MW and 632 MW above actual.  The under-scheduling of load by 
scheduling coordinators had the detrimental effect of not setting up the energy market 
appropriately to reflect the actual need on the system and subsequently signaling that 
more exports were ultimately supportable from internal resources. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of Actual, CAISO Forecast, and Bid-in Demand 
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4.3.2 Convergence Bidding Masked Tight Supply Conditions 

During the mid-August event, it was difficult to pinpoint these contributing causes 
because processes that normally help set up the market masked the under-scheduling. 
One such process was convergence bidding. As the name suggests, convergence 
bidding is intended to allow bidders to converge or moderate prices between the day-
ahead and real-time markets.  Under normal conditions, when there is sufficient supply, 
convergence bidding plays an important role in aligning loads and resources for the 
next day.  However, during August 14 and 15, under-scheduling of load and 
convergence bidding clearing net supply signaled that more exports were supportable. 
Once this interplay was identified on August 16 after observing the results for trade day 
August 17, convergence bidding was temporarily suspended for August 18 trade date 
through the August 21 trade date. 

4.3.3 Residual Unit Commitment Process Changes Were Needed 

The CAISO has a residual unit commitment (RUC) process that provides additional 
reliability checks based on the CAISO’s forecast of CAISO load after scheduling 
coordinators provide all of their schedules and bids for supply and demand, excluding 
convergence bids. After a review of the August 14 event, it was discovered that a prior 
market enhancement was inadvertently causing the CAISO’s RUC process to mask the 
load under-scheduling and convergence bid supply effects, reinforcing the signal that 
more exports were supportable.  While this market enhancement was found to be a 
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necessary functionality in other market processes, it was not required in the RUC 
reliability-based process.  The CAISO therefore stopped applying the enhancement to 
the RUC process starting from the day-ahead market for September 5, 2020.  This 
enabled the CAISO to better evaluate the feasibility of the export schedules in the day-
ahead market, regardless of the influence of convergence bidding. 

The CAISO’s real-time market and operations helped to significantly reduce the 
interaction of load under-scheduling, convergence bidding and the impact on the 
RUC process in the day-ahead market.  The CAISO relied on the real-time market and 
operations to attract more imports including market transactions, voluntary transfers 
from the Energy Imbalance Market (EIM), and emergency transfers from other BAs.  
However actual supply and demand conditions continued to diverge from market and 
emergency plans such that even with the additional real-time imports, the CAISO could 
not maintain required operating reserves as the net load peak approached on August 
14 and 15. 
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5 Actions Taken During August 16 Through 19 to 
Mitigate Projected Supply Shortfalls 

While August 14 and August 15 are of primary focus due to the rotating outages that 
occurred during those days, August 16 through 19 were projected to have much higher 
supply shortfall. If not for the leadership through the Governor’s Office to mobilize a 
statewide effort to mitigate the situation, California might have experienced further 
rotating outages in August due to the unprecedented multi-day heat storm across the 
West. 

In preparation for continued challenging conditions on Monday, August 17, the CPUC 
and CEC worked closely with the Governor’s Office to take immediate actions 
designed to reduce load and/or increase generating capacity within the state.  The 
actions were taken with the goal of balancing factors such as how much the action 
would help address the deficit, the durability of the action over the week, the level of 
disruption to commercial and residential customers, impacts on air quality and water, 
and the potential for disproportionate effects on disadvantaged communities. 

On August 16, Governor Newsom declared a State of Emergency44, and on August 17 
he signed Executive Order N-74-2045, which allowed for temporarily easing of 
regulations on stationary generators, portable generators, and auxiliary engines by 
vessels berthed in California ports.  This proclamation enhanced the response of the 
Governor’s Office, CAISO, CEC, and CPUC as they worked collectively to create a 
statewide mobilization to: 

• Conserve electricity 

• Reduce demand on the grid by: 

o Moving onsite demand to backup / behind-the-meter generation 

o Deploying demand response programs 

o Initiating demand flexibility 

• Increase access to supply-side resources by: 

o Maximization of output from generation resources 

o Additional procurement of resources 

44 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/8.16.20-Extreme-Heat-Event-
proclamation-text.pdf 
45 https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/8.17.20-EO-N-74-20.pdf 
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o Resource support from other balancing areas 

The efforts led to estimated reductions in peak demand on Monday (August 17) and 
Tuesday (August 18) by nearly 4,000 MW and added nearly 950 MW of available 
temporary generation to balance the grid. Table 5.1 below shows the difference 
between day-ahead-peak and the actual peak, which was largely realized due to the 
statewide efforts. 

Table 5.1: Day-Ahead Peak Forecast vs. Actual Peak During Heat Event 

Day-Ahead 
Peak forecast 

(MW) 
Actual Peak 

(MW) 
Difference 

(MW) 
8/14/2020 46,257 46,797 540 
8/15/2020 45,514 44,947 (567) 
8/16/2020 44,395 43,815 (580) 
8/17/2020 49,825 45,152 (4,673) 
8/18/2020 50,485 47,118 (3,367) 
8/19/2020 47,382 46,023 (1,359) 

5.1 Detailed Description of Actions Taken 

Awareness Campaign and Appeal for Conservation 

• The CAISO continued to issue Flex Alerts and warnings. 

• The CAISO, CEC and CPUC supported the Governor’s Office and the 
California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services to publicly request 
electricity customers lower energy use during the most critical time of the 
day, 3:00 pm to 10:00 pm. 

• The CPUC issued a letter to the investor-owned utilities on August 16 
requesting that they aggressively pursue conservation messaging and 
advertising, and requested Community Choice Aggregators do the same. 

• The CPUC redirected the Energy Upgrade California marketing campaign 
messaging and media outreach to focus on conservation messaging. 

• The CEC, CPUC, and Governor’s Office used a wide variety of media to 
ensure widespread awareness, including freeway signage, social media, 
website and app updates. 
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Demand Reduction Actions 

Demand reduction efforts included transferring demand from the grid to on-site 
sources, deploying demand response programs, and initiating demand flexibility. 

Transfer of Demand from Grid to On-site Sources 

• The CAISO and CEC coordinated with data center customers of Silicon Valley 
Power to move approximately 100 MW of load to onsite backup generation 
facilities. 

• The CEC coordinated with the US Navy and Marine Corps to disconnect 22 
ships from shore power, move a submarine base to backup generators, and 
activate several microgrid facilities, resulting in approximately 23.5 MW of 
load reduction. 

• The CEC coordinated with six Electric Program Investment Charge-funded 
microgrids to reduce load by approximately 1.2 MW each day. 

Deployment of Demand Response Programs 

• On August 17 the CPUC issued a letter clarifying the use of back-up 
generators in connection with specific demand response programs is 
allowable, which resulted in at least 50 MW of additional demand reduction 
each day. 

• “The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) on Aug. 13 said 
that in addition to asking residential customers to save energy, LADWP was 
also implementing a Demand Response event with its commercial customers 
in response to a CAISO Flex Alert. The alert asked all power customers to save 
energy from 3:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. on Friday, August 14.”46 

Initiation of Demand Flexibility 

• DWR and the US Bureau of Reclamation shifted on-peak pumping load that 
resulted in 72 MW of load flexibility. 

46 American Public Power Association, “Calif. grid operator initiates rotating power outages with 
extreme heat, high power demand“, August 17, 2020.  
https://www.publicpower.org/periodical/article/calif-grid-operator-initiates-rotating-power-
outages-with-extreme-heat-high 
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• The CEC contacted Tesla, which offered to reduce load at its factory 
between 3 and 8 pm. 

• The Governor’s Office contacted large industrial users to seek opportunities 
for load shifting away from peak hours. In response, Poseidon Water Desal 
Plant reduced its load by 24 MW; Dole Foods reduced its load by 3.3 MW, 
with support from SDG&E; California Steel Industries reduced its load by 35 
MW on Monday through Wednesday (August 17 through 19) during the hours 
of 3 to 8 pm; and California Resources Corporation reduced its demand by 
about 100 MW during peak hours, shutting in 7% of oil production daily for 6-
hour peak periods. 

Increase Access to Supply-Side Resources 

Actions taken to increase access to supply-side resources included maximizing output 
from generation resources, additional procurement of resources, and resource support 
from neighboring BAs. 

Maximization of Output from Generation Resources 

• The CEC led the effort for jurisdictional power plants to contribute an 
additional 147 MW of generation (60 MW from SEGS Solar Plant; 42 MW from 
Ivanpah Solar Power Plant; and 45 MW from the CPV Sentinel Energy Project.) 

• The CEC contacted Watson Cogen and received a commitment for them to 
provide 20 to 30 MW of additional generation on August 17 and 18. 

• The Governor’s Office secured commitments from three refineries to increase 
their on-site generators. El Segundo Refinery cogeneration unit ramped up to 
export 10 MW to the grid. Richmond Refinery increased its onsite power 
production by 4 MW to reduce their imports.  Bakersfield Refinery generated 
22 MW for export to the grid for one day. 

• The CEC worked with the City and County of San Francisco to maximize 
power output at Hetch Hetchy, which allowed for an additional 150 MW of 
generation during the peak load. 

• DWR and the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) adjusted water operations to 
shift 80 MW of electricity generation to the peak period. 

• PG&E deployed temporary generation (procured for Public Safety Power 
Shutoff purposes) across its service territory, totaling approximately 60 MW. 
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• SCE worked with generators to ensure that additional capacity was made 
available to the system from facilities with gas on site or through inverter 
changes. 

Resource Support from Neighboring BAs 

• LADWP helped bring additional generation from Haynes Unit 1 and 
Scattergood natural gas-fired plants, totaling 300 to 600 MW. 

• SMUD issued a news release on August 16, calling for conservation.47 

• The Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) offered 40 MW of its Hoover 
Dam allocation. 

CAISO Market Actions 

Prior to August 14, the CAISO had already begun to exceptionally dispatch long start 
units to ensure they would be available to provide energy.  The CAISO exceptionally 
dispatched both RA and non-RA resources.  As explained in Section 2, non-RA capacity 
is eligible for capacity payment under the CAISO’s capacity procurement mechanism 
(CPM) authorization in return for a commitment to provide energy to the CAISO for a 
term of at least 30 days.  However, no resources accepted such an offer because of 
prior contracting commitments to other BAs.  However, many provided short-term 
energy as requested. Starting on August 16, the CAISO was successful in attracting 
non-RA capacity under the CPM authorization due to a system capacity shortage 
caused by the heat storm. In total, 477.45 MW of CPM capacity was procured.48 

47 American Public Power Association, “Calif. grid operator initiates rotating power outages with 
extreme heat, high power demand“, August 17, 2020, 
https://www.publicpower.org/periodical/article/calif-grid-operator-initiates-rotating-power-
outages-with-extreme-heat-high 
48See http://www.caiso.com/Documents/CapacityProcurementMechanismDesignation-
081620.html; 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/SignificantEventCapacityProcurementMechanismDesignatio 
n-081720-081820.html; 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/CapacityProcurementMechanismDesignation-081720.html; 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/SignificantEventCapacityProcurementMechanismDesignatio 
n-081920.html; and 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/RevisedSignificantEventCapacityProcurementMechanismDe 
signation-081720-081820.html 
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6 Preliminary Recommendations 
This section identifies a preliminary set of recommendations and immediate steps that 
either have been or are in the process of being implemented or are recommended to 
reduce the likelihood of additional rotating outages during the remainder of this year or 
next year.  The recommendations are organized into three timeframes: Near-term 
(2021), Mid-term (2022-25) and Longer-term (beyond 2025). Within each timeframe, the 
recommendations are grouped into categories to specifically address the contributing 
factors established in Section 4 and to systematize and expand on the mitigation 
activities undertaken to address the potential shortfall on August 16 through 19 as 
detailed in Section 5. 

1) Near-term – by Summer 2021 

a) Actions That Have Already Been Taken 

• Construction of new generation - CPUC jurisdictional LSEs have already begun 
procurement of new capacity that will be online by summer 2021 derivative 
of prior CPUC authorizations.  This includes NQC values of approximately 
2,100 MW of storage and hybrid storage resources and approximately 
300 MW solar and wind resources.  

• Furthermore, the CPUC is already working with its jurisdictional LSEs to track 
the projects with 2021 online dates to reduce the risk of delays.  When 
possible delays are identified, the CPUC, CEC, and CAISO will work with the 
developers, other relevant state agencies and local governments to ensure 
projects stay on track. 

• Adjustments to energy market processes - Following the mid-August events, 
the CAISO took immediate actions to adjust market processes, which 
improved the CAISO’s ability to limit market export schedules to what is 
physically feasible based on system conditions and intertie constraints.  These 
measures alleviated pressures during the Labor Day weekend heat wave. 

b) Resource Planning and Procurement 

• Increase RA requirements for LSEs to more accurately reflect increasing risk of 
extreme weather events - The current planning targets were developed in 
2004 and have not been updated since.  The 1-in-2 load forecast plus a 15% 
reserve margin should be updated to better account for heat storms like the 
ones encountered in both August and September. The CPUC already has an 
open proceeding to consider changes in how the planning targets are set for 
the purposes of RA rules and this discussion should start before summer 2021. 
Once these changes are developed, the CPUC, CEC, and CAISO should 
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ensure they are used consistently across all long- and short-term planning 
programs. 

• Bring additional resources online - The CPUC and CEC to expedite the 
regulatory and procurement processes to develop additional resources that 
can be online by 2021, including coordination with non-CPUC jurisdictional 
entities. This will most likely focus on “demand side” resources such as 
demand response and, as possible, the acceleration of online dates of 
resources under development but not scheduled to be online by summer 
2021. This can complement the resources that are already under 
construction. 

• Modernize Flex Alert - Flex Alert was designed as a voluntary conservation 
program during the 2000-2001 California Electricity Crisis.  It is largely a media 
campaign asking the public to conserve electricity on peak demand days. 
The program design and targeting have not changed since its inception.  The 
program should be redesigned to better target social media and to take 
advantage of home automation devices.  The CEC, CAISO and CPUC should 
coordinate to add funding from all LSEs to better target conservation 
messaging and utilize automated devices. 

• Non-jurisdictional entity planning targets - The CAISO and CEC should work 
with the non-CPUC jurisdictional entities to pursue consistency between CPUC 
and non-CPUC jurisdictional entity planning targets, including forecasting 
and PRM targets. 

• RA crediting counting requirements - The CAISO to continue efforts to 
stipulate its expectations on credits applied by CPUC and non-CPUC 
jurisdictional entities. 

c) Market Enhancements 

Based on this Preliminary Analysis, the CAISO has identified possible 
improvements to its market practices to ensure they accurately reflect the 
actual balance of supply and demand during stressed operating conditions. 
Furthermore, market practices should ensure sufficient resources are available to 
serve load across all hours, including the peak and net demand peak. 

• Address under-scheduled CAISO load in the day-ahead market – The CAISO, 
working with stakeholders, to develop and institute a procedure to 
adequately communicate to the market (including LSEs and their scheduling 
coordinators) the need to schedule load in the day-ahead market by: 

o Continuing its new practice of notifying the market of the degree of 
under-scheduled load based on prior day results of the day-ahead 
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market if load is under-scheduled, and request that LSE scheduling 
coordinators properly schedule their anticipated load in the day-
ahead market49; and 

o Increasing outreach to LSEs to discuss and resolve any issues with their 
ability to schedule the amount of load in the day-ahead market 
consistent with system conditions. 

• CAISO to pursue the following market rule enhancements through its 
stakeholder processes: 

o Continue to review and clarify through changes to its tariffs and 
business practice manuals the existing rules for scheduling priorities 
and protection of internal and external schedules.  Ensure that market 
processes appropriately curtail lower priority exports that are not 
supported by non-resource adequacy resources to minimize the 
export of capacity that could be related to RA resources during 
reliability events. 

o Through a stakeholder process, pursue redesign of CAISO RA market 
rules to ensure planned outages do not create unnecessary reliability 
risk and that performance penalties are sufficient to ensure 
compliance. 

o Through a stakeholder process, develop a process to evaluate 
monthly RA supply plans with backstop if necessary. 

o In coordination with the CPUC, continue to work with stakeholders to 
clarify and refine the counting rules as they apply to hydro resources, 
demand response resources, renewable, use limited resources, and 
imports. 

o Through a stakeholder process, continue to enhance the day-ahead 
market design to ensure reliable load and supply scheduling. 

d) Improving Situational Awareness and Planning for Contingencies 

• State-Wide and WECC-Wide Resource Sufficiency Assessments – The CEC, 
in coordination with CPUC, CAISO and other BAAs, will begin developing 
a statewide summer assessment to provide additional information to 
support RA proceedings beginning in 2021.  The CEC will also engage in 

49http://www.caiso.com/Documents/CaliforniaISOMarketParticipantsHeatWavePreparation-
LoadScheduling.html 
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relevant WECC RA processes to maintain situational awareness of the 
WECC-wide summer assessments and publish information as appropriate. 

• Develop Communication Protocols to Trigger Statewide Coordination - The 
CAISO, CEC, and CPUC will develop improved warning and trigger 
protocols to adequately forewarn the severity of an extreme event and 
initiate coordination with one another, with other State agencies and the 
Governor’s Office, with the IOUs, municipal or POUs, and the CCAs.  

• Contingency Plan – The CEC, in coordination with the Governor’s Office, 
CPUC, CAISO and other appropriate state agencies and stakeholders, will 
systematize a Contingency Plan.  This plan will draw from actions taken 
statewide under the leadership of the Governor's Office to mitigate the 
anticipated shortfall from August 17 through 19.  It will be ready to be 
deployed in case of unanticipated stressed conditions.  The Contingency 
Plan will lay out a process to sequence emergency measures in rank order 
to minimize environmental, equity, and safety impacts.  The measures will 
include: load flexibility and conservation from large users, moving 
demand to microgrids and back-up generation (including emergency 
use of diesel generation that the three large electric IOUs own or have 
under contract for use in major emergencies such as wildfire prevention 
and wildfire or earthquake response), and temporarily increase capacity 
of existing generation resources. 

2) Mid-Term (2022 through 2025) and Long-Term 

a) Resource Planning and Development 

• Consider New Resources - Consider whether new resources are needed 
to meet the mid- and longer-term timeframes reflective of the re-
evaluation of the forecast basis and PRM noted above.  Conduct a 
production cost analysis to ensure that additional resources will meet 
reliability needs during all hours of the year including the net demand 
period. 

• Accelerate Deployment of Demand Side Resources 

o Dynamic Rates – Rate design can help reduce demand at net 
demand peak by creating financial incentives to shift demand to 
other times of the day. The CPUC is already implementing rate 
design changes by directing the three large IOUs in California to 
default all residential customers to Time of Use Rates (TOU).50 

SDG&E has already defaulted most of its customers to TOU rates. 

50Most commercial and industrial customers are already on mandatory TOU rate plans. 
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PG&E and SCE will begin moving their customers to TOU plans in 
2021. 

o Beyond the move to TOU rates, other dynamic rate designs that 
more accurately reflect real-time market conditions (or GHG 
emissions) can be developed. These rate plans can be paired with 
low-cost hardware to enable automated demand flexibility.  The 
CEC has already opened a proceeding on Load Management 
Standards (LMS) to 1) require the large electric utilities and CCAs to 
post their time-based rates in a public database in a standardized 
format, and 2) automate the publishing of those rates in real-time in 
machine-readable form. The CEC is also beginning the process to 
implement the load flexibility requirements laid out in Senate Bill (SB) 
49 (Skinner, 2019) in conjunction with the State Water Board. The 
CPUC and CEC should open additional proceedings to expand 
dynamic rate plans and encourage the roll out of automated 
devices.  The CPUC and CEC will need to coordinate with the 
smaller non-CPUC jurisdictional entities and CCAs to encourage 
these entities to implement similar rate plans and automate access 
to them. 

• Building on the Senate Bill (SB) 100 (De León, 2018) scenarios, consider 
where diverse resources can be built and the transmission and land use 
considerations that must be taken into account. Establish a transmission 
technical working group (CAISO, BAs, CEC, CPUC) to evaluate the 
transmission options and constraints from the SB 100 scenarios. 

b) Market Enhancements 

• The CAISO to continue to engagement with stakeholders to develop market 
enhancements identified in the near-term. 

c) Improving Situational Awareness and Plan for Contingencies 

• Statewide and WECC-Wide RA Assessments as Part of IEPR Building on the 
statutory role of the CEC in reviewing POU IRPs, the CEC, in coordination with 
CPUC, CAISO and statewide LSEs, will develop necessary assessments as part 
of the Integrated Energy Policy Report (IEPR) to develop state-wide, and 
WECC-wide RA assessments. 

• As part of IEPR, continue efforts to expand assessments to support mid- to 
long-term planning goals by including the following: 

o The CEC, CPUC, and CAISO continue mid-term efforts from SB 100, IRP, 
and the CAISO’s transmission planning process to address electric 
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sector reliability and resiliency considering evolving policy goals of the 
state.  May coordinate with the California Air Resources Board. 

o Update (likely broaden) the range of climate scenarios to be 
considered in CEC forecasting (supply and demand). 

o Consider developing formal crosswalks between the CEC forecast and 
emerging SB 100 scenarios to bridge gaps between planning 
considerations across various planning horizons. 
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7 Next Steps 

Additional analysis that will be performed for the final version of this report, includes, but 
is not limited to: 

• Evaluate how credited resources performed across CPUC and non-CPUC 
jurisdictional footprints.   

• Evaluate demand response performance based on settlement meter data.  

• Analyze how different LSE scheduling coordinators scheduled load in the 
day-ahead market compared with their forecasted peak demand, and 
understand and address the underlying drivers. 

• Improve communications to utility distribution companies to ensure 
appropriate response during future critical reliability events and grid needs. 

• Review performance of specific resources during the heat storm. 
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Appendix A: CEC Load Forecasts for Summer 2020 
The following is a detailed discussion on the CEC’s load forecast adjustment for June 
through September 2020. Table A.1 shows the allocation of the CEC forecast by 
jurisdiction type, and how those forecasts compare with both final year-ahead and 
month-ahead forecasts.  Each element is discussed below. 

Table A.1: Summary of 2020 LSE RA Forecasts 

Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 
1. 2018 IEPR Update 2020 CAISO 
Coincident Peak 

41,220 44,650 44,955 45,277 

Adjustment for CPUC load-
modifying demand response (97) (116) (127) (133) 
Adjusted CAISO Forecast 41,123 44,533 44,828 45,144 

2. Disaggregation to Jurisdiction Type 
CPUC Jurisdictional 37,138 40,170 40,495 40,779 
Non-CPUC Jurisdictional 3,984 4,363 4,333 4,365 
Adjusted CAISO Forecast 41,123 44,533 44,828 45,144 

3. CPUC Reference Forecast 37,138 40,170 40,495 40,779 
Reference @ 99% 36,767 39,768 40,090 40,371 

4. Final 2020 Year-Ahead Forecasts 
CPUC Jurisdictional 36,766 40,036 40,415 40,371 
Non-CPUC Jurisdictional 3,623 3,980 4,022 3,948 
Total Forecast for Year-Ahead 
Showing 

40,389 44,016 44,437 44,319 

Percent of Adjusted CAISO 
Forecast 

98.2% 98.8% 99.1% 98.2% 

5. June-August 2020 Month-Ahead 
Forecasts 

CPUC Jurisdictional 36,914 40,132 40,571 40,758 
Non-CPUC Jurisdictional 3,782 4,086 4,169 4,041 
Total Forecast for August Month-
Ahead Showing 

40,696 44,218 44,741 44,798 

Percent of Adjusted CAISO 
Forecast 

99.0% 99.3% 99.8% 99.2% 

1. CEC adjusts the forecast for expected impacts of certain CPUC demand response 
programs, primarily critical peak pricing, which are not accounted for in the CEC 
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forecast but which CPUC determines may receive credit for reducing peak demand. 
CPUC provides the estimated load impacts. 
2. CEC disaggregates the TAC area monthly peaks for PG&E and SCE to jurisdiction 
type.  This is done using TAC area annual forecast peaks from CEC Form 1.5b, analysis of 
2019 hourly loads for all individual LSEs and for the IOU service area, and preliminary 
forecasts submitted by LSEs in May.  The JASC was briefed on the methodology and 
results for 2020 on June 4, 2019. For comparison, the load of the non-CPUC jurisdictional 
entities at the time of the 2019 system peak for POUs was 4,393 MW, and 2019 RA 
obligation for those POUs was 4,285 MW. 

3. In determining CPUC-jurisdictional LSE forecasts, CEC applies a pro-rata adjustment 
to ensure that the aggregate forecasts in each TAC are within 1% of the reference 
forecast.  For August 2020, pro-rata adjustments were only necessary in the PG&E area. 

4. For the final year ahead-ahead forecasts, non-CPUC jurisdictional entities may submit 
updated forecasts to the CEC.  Most revised forecasts are from LSEs whose load is 
related to water pumping and can vary significantly with hydrologic conditions. The 
decrease in non-CPUC jurisdictional load from the expected 4,333 MW in August to 
4,022 MW reflects lower LSE forecasts of pumping load.  CPUC-jurisdictional forecasts 
were 0.2% below the CPUC reference forecast.  This left the total year-ahead forecast 
for August at 99.1% of the adjusted CAISO forecast total. In May and September, the 
year-ahead forecast total fell to 98.2%. 

5. For the August month-ahead showing, LSE forecasts increased, with POU forecasts 
increasing to 4,169 MW.  This brought the forecast total to 99.8% of CEC’s adjusted 
CAISO forecast. In all summer months, aggregate month-ahead forecasts increased for 
both groups of LSEs compared to the year-ahead forecasts, and in total were within 1% 
of the CEC forecast. 

Table A.2 lists all load serving entities (LSEs) in the CAISO footprint for summer 2020 by 
jurisdiction and type. 

Table A.2: LSEs in the CAISO Footprint – Summer 2020 

Load Serving Entity Jurisdiction 
& Type 

1 Pacific Gas & Electric CPUC - IOU 
2 San Diego Gas & Electric CPUC - IOU 
3 Southern California Edison CPUC - IOU 
4 3 Phases Energy Services CPUC - ESP 
5 American PowerNet Management CPUC - ESP 
6 Calpine PowerAmerica-CA, L.L.C. (1362) CPUC - ESP 
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Load Serving Entity Jurisdiction 
& Type 

Commerce Energy, Inc. (1092) CPUC - ESP 
Commercial Energy of California CPUC - ESP 
Constellation New Energy, Inc. CPUC - ESP 
Direct Energy, L.L.C. CPUC - ESP 
EDF Industrial Power Services (CA), LLC CPUC - ESP 
Noble Americas Energy Solutions LLC CPUC - ESP 
Pilot Power Group, Inc. CPUC - ESP 
Shell Energy North America CPUC - ESP 
Tiger Natural Gas CPUC - ESP 
UC Office of the President CPUC - ESP 
Apple Valley Clean Energy CPUC - CCA 
City of Solana Beach CPUC - CCA 
Clean Power Alliance of Southern California CPUC - CCA 
Clean Power San Francisco CPUC - CCA 
Desert Community Energy CPUC - CCA 
East Bay Community Energy CPUC - CCA 
King City Community Power CPUC - CCA 
Lancaster Choice Energy CPUC - CCA 
Marin Energy Authority CPUC - CCA 
Monterey Bay Community Power Authority CPUC - CCA 
Peninsula Clean Energy Authority CPUC - CCA 
Pico Rivera Innovative Metropolitan Energy CPUC - CCA 
Pioneer Community Energy CPUC - CCA 
Rancho Mirage Energy Authority CPUC - CCA 
Redwood Coast Energy Authority CPUC - CCA 
San Jacinto Power CPUC - CCA 
San Jose Clean Energy CPUC - CCA 
Silicon Valley Clean Energy CPUC - CCA 
Sonoma Clean Power CPUC - CCA 
Valley Clean Energy Authority CPUC - CCA 
Western Community Energy CPUC - CCA 
Arizona Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. Non-CPUC 
Bay Area Rapid Transit Non-CPUC 
Bear Valley Electric Services Non-CPUC 
CDWR Non-CPUC 
City and County of San Francisco Non-CPUC 
City of Anaheim Non-CPUC 
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Load Serving Entity Jurisdiction 
& Type 

City of Azusa Non-CPUC 
City of Banning Non-CPUC 
City of Cerritos Non-CPUC 
City of Colton Non-CPUC 
City of Corona Department of Water & Power Non-CPUC 
City of Industry Non-CPUC 
City of Vernon Non-CPUC 
City of Victorville Non-CPUC 
Eastside Power Authority Non-CPUC 
Kirkwood Meadows Non-CPUC 
Lathrop Irrigation District Non-CPUC 
Metropolitan Water District Non-CPUC 
Moreno Valley Non-CPUC 
NCPA Non-CPUC 
Pasadena Water & Power Non-CPUC 
Pechanga Tribal Utility Non-CPUC 
Port of Stockton Non-CPUC 
Power and Water Resources Pooling Authority Non-CPUC 
Rancho Cucamonga Municipal Utility Non-CPUC 
Riverside Public Utility Non-CPUC 
Silicon Valley Power Non-CPUC 
Valley Electric Association Non-CPUC 
WAPA - WDOE Non-CPUC 
WAPA - WFLS Non-CPUC 
WAPA - WNAS Non-CPUC 
WAPA - WPUL Non-CPUC 
WAPA - WSLW Non-CPUC 
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Appendix B:Technical Discussion on Supply 
Conditions Based on Current Resource Planning 
Targets and Energy Market Practices 
Of the three challenges identified in this Preliminary Analysis, this appendix provides a 
more detailed, technical discussion on how the current resource planning targets have 
not kept pace to support the transition to a reliable, clean, and affordable resource mix 
and energy market practices in the day-ahead market that exacerbated the supply 
challenges under highly stressed conditions. 

Supply-side resources are evaluated from the planning horizon into the operational 
timeframe.  Specifically, the resource adequacy (RA) capacity shown to the CAISO for 
August 2020 is compared to all resources that bid and were awarded in the day-ahead 
and real-time markets, and actual performance for August 14 and 15 peak and net-
load peak periods. A separate analysis is provided for preliminary information available 
on demand response resources. This analysis was conducted for both peak and net 
demand peak for August 14 and 15.  Overall, actual generation from all resources was 
only 98% of the shown RA plus RMR allocation for August 2020 during the peak.  During 
the net demand peak this decreases to 94%.  When considering only shown RA 
resources (but assuming all wind and solar generation is RA capacity), this decreases to 
90% during peak and 84% during the net demand peak.  The resource-specific analysis 
did not attempt to quantify when RA resources may have provided above or below its 
shown amount so actual generation from the shown RA fleet may be higher or lower 
than provided in this Preliminary Analysis. 

Appendix B also includes a detailed discussion on the relevant energy market practices 
that impacted exports during August 14 and 15 and includes a preliminary export 
analysis.  Unlike the resource-specific analysis, the export analysis is a deeper dive and 
explicitly considers and differentiates between shown RA and non-RA resources.  The 
analysis finds that during the Stage 3 Emergencies there were more non-RA resources 
than exports.  Lastly, the appendix concludes with a brief analysis on Energy Imbalance 
Market transfers, showing that available real-time transfers were below the transfer cap 
during the Stage 3 Emergencies and that voluntary transfers helped the CAISO market 
on those challenging days. 

The CAISO collaborates with its Department of Market Monitoring (DMM) on monitoring 
and investigating such issues.  The DMM is the CAISO’s independent market monitoring 
body that reports on market design, behavior, and performance issues.  The DMM is 
independently responsible for conducting research and presents any findings 
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separately. The CEC and CPUC will continue reviewing market data from the August 
event and will share pertinent information with DMM if needed. 

B.2 Detailed Analysis on Supply Conditions Based on Current Resource Planning 
Targets 

As described in Section 2, all load serving entities (LSEs) in the CAISO’s BAA based their 
reliability planning on a 1-in-2 average weather forecast.  The CPUC’s RA program is 
based on a 1-in-2 average forecast plus a 15% planning reserve margin (PRM).  The 
forecast used in the RA program is based the single forecast set developed by the CEC. 
The CEC sets the forecast for the CAISO footprint and works with LSEs to set the 
individual coincident forecasts for RA purposes.   Based on the established 
methodology and timelines, the August 2020 obligation was based on the August 2018 
IEPR Update transmission area monthly peak demand forecast of 44,955 MW, adjusted 
down to 44,741 MW and entered into the CAISO system by CEC staff as 44,740 MW. 
Table B.1 below shows the breakdown between CPUC jurisdictional LSEs and non-CPUC 
local regulatory authority (LRA) obligations and the resources and credits used to meet 
those obligations.  

Table B.1: August 2020 RA Obligation, Shown RA, RMR, and Credits 

CPUC Non-CPUC Total 
40,570 4,169 44,740 CEC forecast for 1-in-2 August 2020 (adjusted) 
6,086 588 6,674 Total 15% planning reserve margin 
46,656 4,758 51,413 Total obligation 

91% 9% 100% 

44,763 4,164 48,926 August 2020 system resource adequacy shown 
261 29 290 Reliability Must Run (RMR) contracted resources 

1,632 565 2,197 Credits provided by local regulatory authorities 
46,656 4,758 51,413 Total resource adequacy, RMR, and credits 

The CPUC jurisdictional LSEs comprise approximately 91% of the total load.  Per the 
CPUC’s RA program requirements, a 15% PRM is added to the peak of the 1-in-2 
forecast for a total obligation of 46,656 MW.  The non-CPUC local regulatory authorities 
vary slightly in their PRM requirements but collectively yield a 14% PRM for a total 
obligation of 4,758 MW. Approximately 500 MW or about 1% of the total load uses a 
PRM less than 15%. In total across both CPUC jurisdictional and non-jurisdictional 
entities, the PRM is 14.9% and the obligation for August 2020 was 51,413 MW. 

There are three distinct categories used to meet the total obligation.  The most 
straightforward is the RA capacity “shown” to the CAISO.  This means the physical 
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resource (either generation or demand response) is provided on a supply plan with the 
unique resource identification number (resource ID) to the CAISO system and noted as 
specifically meeting the August 2020 obligation.  The second category of resources is 
Reliability Must Run (RMR) allocations from the CAISO.  RMR resources are contracted 
by the CAISO pursuant to a reliability need and the capacity from these resources are 
allocated to the appropriate load serving entities to offset their obligations.  The last 
category is “credits” to an LSE’s obligation permitted by the LRA.  A credit may cause a 
lower amount of total RA shown by the LSE scheduling coordinator to the CAISO.  The 
composition of credited amounts are generally not visible to the CAISO and resources 
that are accounted for in the credits do not submit bids consistent with a must offer 
obligation and are not subject to availability penalties or incentives, or substitution 
requirements.51 The largest credited amount is from the CPUC at 1,482 MW which 
reflects the various demand response programs from the investor owned utilities (IOUs), 
including the emergency triggered Reliability Demand Response Resource (RDRR). 
Since credited resources are not shown directly on the RA supply plans, they are not 
considered RA supply and are reflected as non-RA capacity throughout this analysis. 

B.2.1 Planning Reserve Margin 

As described in the background in Section 2, the 15% PRM in the RA program was 
finalized in 2004 to account for 6% contingency reserves needed by the grid operator 
with the remaining 9% intended to account for plant forced outages and higher than 
average demand.  The PRM has not been revised since.52 

Table B.1 below compares August 14 and 15 actual peak, outages, and 6% 
contingency reserve requirement against the total PRM for August 2020. For August 14, 
contingency reserves were actually 6.3%, which reflects the fact that the actual load 
was higher than the forecast. In other words, based on the forecasted load of 
44,740 MW, 6% contingency reserves is 2,669 MW.  However on August 14, the actual 
peak was 46,802 MW and 6% is 2,808 MW.  Compared to the original forecasted load, 
2,808 MW is 6.3%. 

On August 14 the actual load was 4.6% above forecast but does not include another 
0.7% of load that was potentially served by credited demand response. Adding back 

51 Because of this ambiguity, the CAISO has taken action recently to stop the practice of 
crediting and to require all RA resources to be explicitly shown on the RA supply plans. See 
Business Practice Manual Proposed Revision Request 1280: 
https://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/ViewPRR.aspx?PRRID=1280&IsDlg=0 
52 One difference from 2004 is the original PRM allocated 7% to contingency reserves.  The CAISO 
does carry another 1% in regulation up requirements.  However, for the purposes of this analysis 
and to simplify the discussion, the 6% WECC requirement is used throughout. 
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in the potential effects of demand response, load was 5.3% higher than forecasted. 
Total forced outages were 4.8%. Adding all of these elements, the operational need for 
August 14 was 1.3% higher than the 15% PRM. In addition to forced outages, during the 
actual operating day the CAISO also had 514 MW and 421 MW of planned outages 
that were not replaced on August 14 and 15, respectively.  The CPUC-approved PRM 
does not include planned outages under the assumption that planned outages will be 
replaced with substitute capacity or denied during summer months. Adding in the 
planned outages would increase the operational need to 2.5% higher than the PRM. 
On the other hand, the operational need for August 15 was below the 15% PRM at by 
1.7% including only forced outages and 0.7% with planned outages. 

Figure B.1: August 2020 PRM and Actual Operational Need During Peak 
Planned outages not 20.0% 
replaced 

18.0% 

9.0% 

6.0% 

1.1% 

0.7% 
4.6% 

4.8% 

6.3% 

16.3% 

0.9% 
2.4% 
0.5% 

4.4% 

6.0% 

14.3% 
13.3% 

17.5% Dispatched credited DR 
add back 16.0% 
Forced outages and 

14.0% forecast above average 
12.0% Actual load above 

forecast 
10.0% 

Actual forced outages 
8.0% 

Contingency reserves 6.0% 

4.0% 
Operational need (w/o 

2.0% planned outages) 

Operational need (w/ 0.0% 
planned outages) 15% PRM 8/14 actuals at peak 8/15 actuals at peak 

(4:56 pm) (5:37 pm) 

While a PRM comparison is informative, the rotating outages both occurred after the 
peak hour, as explained below. 

B.2.2 Critical Grid Needs Extend Beyond the Peak Hour 

The construct for RA was developed around peak demand, which until recently had 
been the most challenging and highest cost moment to meet demand.  The principle 
was that if enough capacity was available at peak demand there would be enough 
capacity at all other hours of the day since most resources were capable of running 
24/7 if needed.  With the increase of solar penetration in recent years, however, this is 
no longer the case.  The single critical period of peak demand is giving way to multiple 
critical periods during the day. A second critical period is the net demand peak, which 
is the peak of load net of solar and wind generation and occurs later in the day than 
the peak.  While RA processes should be designed to meet load at all times throughout 
the day, the net demand peak is becoming the most challenging time period in which 
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to meet demand at this time. As the grid transforms, other periods of grid needs may 
emerge in future.  

Since 2016, the CAISO has worked with the CEC and the CPUC to examine the impacts 
of significant renewable penetration on the grid and found that solar generation in 
particular shifts the peak load to later in the day around 7 pm.53 This is because solar 
generation “may shift utility peaks to a later hour as a significant part of load at 
traditional peak hours (late afternoon) is served by [solar generation], with generation 
dropping off quickly as the evening hours approach.”54 On hot days, load later in the 
day may still be high, after the gross peak has passed, because of air conditioning 
demand and other load that was being served by behind-the-meter solar comes back 
on the system. 

The CAISO evaluates this period by examining the net demand.  The net demand is the 
demand that remains after subtracting the demand that is served by wind and solar 
generation.  In Figure B.2 below, the difference between the demand curve (in blue) 
and the net demand curve (in orange) is largest in the middle of the day 
(approximately 10 am until 4 pm) when renewables, especially solar, are generating at 
the highest levels and serving a significant amount of CAISO load.  The system peak is 
before 6 pm.  However, as the sun sets, the difference between the demand and the 
net demand curves narrow, reflecting a reduction in wind and solar generation that the 
RA program does not recognize.  Furthermore, as the sun sets, demand previously 
served by behind-the-meter solar generation is coming back to the CAISO system while 
load remains high.  This means demand is decreasing at a slower rate than the net 
demand is increasing which creates higher risk of shortages around 7 pm, when the net 
demand reaches its peak (net demand peak).  In Figure B.2 below, the net demand 
peak on August 14 of 42,237 MW is 4,565 MW lower than the peak demand but wind 
and solar generation have decreased by 5,438 MW during the same time period. On 
August 15, the system peak is again close to 5 pm and the net demand peak is slightly 
earlier at 6:26 pm.  The net demand peak is 41,138 MW, 3,819 MW lower than the peak 
demand, while wind and solar generation have decreased by 3,450 MW during the 
same time period.  Note that the peak and net demand peak shown in Figure B.2 is 
already reduced by the impact of any demand response that dropped load. 

53 California Energy Commission Staff Report, California Energy Demand Updated Forecast, 
2017-2027, January 2017. See Chapter 4: Peak-Shift Scenario Analysis. 
54 California Energy Commission Staff Report, California Energy Demand Updated Forecast, 
2017-2027, January 2017, p. 51. 
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Figure B.2: Demand and Net Demand for August 14 and 15 
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On August 14 the Stage 3 Emergency was declared at 6:38 pm, right before the net 
demand peak at 6:51 pm.  Similarly, on August 15 the Stage 3 Emergency was called at 
6:28 pm, just after the net demand peak at 6:26 pm.  Given the importance of both the 
peak demand and net demand peak hours, this analysis will examine both as 
compared to the planning timeframe. 

B.2.3 RA Resources Were Challenged to Provide Energy Up to the Full RA Value Shown 
to the CAISO 

As described above, RA resources were challenged during mid-August to provide 
energy up to the full RA value shown to the CAISO for different reasons, both related 
and unrelated to the heat storm.  This section provides an overview of supply, with a 
focus on the RA capacity shown to the CAISO as well as other related capacity and 
credits to meet RA requirements and their performance.  The timeline traces the 
resources from the planning horizon into the operational (day-ahead and real-time 
markets) bidding, dispatch, and actual performance for August 14 and 15 peak and 
net demand peak periods.  Note that this Preliminary Analysis uses available telemetry 
and does not have the benefit of using settlement quality meter data, which is typically 
provided to the CAISO approximately two months after the operating day.  This directly 
impacts the CAISO’s ability to provide demand response performance analysis for 
which direct real-time telemetry is not available.  Conservative assumptions have been 
made in lieu of such data and noted accordingly. 
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Outage analysis is particularly complicated as the term “outage” can reflect a number 
of conditions why generators are not able to perform.  For example, some outages may 
be temporal such as a noise limitation permit that restricts plant operations between 
certain hours of the day while other outages may be due to mechanical failure. In 
these two examples, if the outage capacity is added across the day, the noise 
limitation permit may artificially inflate the actual outage at the time of interest. If the 
noise permit only applies from midnight to 6:00 am, this outage would not be relevant 
to an analysis of the 7:00 pm net demand peak.  Therefore, the RA plant outage 
information used in this analysis has been carefully analyzed for four snapshots relevant 
to the discussion.  For each day on August 14 and 15, the outages are reported for the 
time of peak, net demand peak, and when the Stage 2 and 3 Emergencies were 
declared. Figure B.3 below provides the four snapshots based on the net qualifying 
capacity (NQC) capacity. 

Figure B.3: RA Outage Snapshot for August 14 and 15 
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The overall outage level may have been reduced by the CAISO’s RMO issued for both 
days.  The majority of the outages were comprised of the natural gas-fired fleet, which is 
largely driven by outage cards submitted because of high ambient temperatures, 
which impact a thermal resource’s ability to produce generation.55 

55 Note that the Blythe Energy Center outage is reflected in the outage number and the outage 
was entered by the time a Stage 2 Emergency was declared.  On the other hand, the Panoche 
Energy Center ramp down is not included in the above outage numbers because this was not 
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Beyond outages, a variety of factors impacted RA resources’ ability to fully bid their 
capacity and ultimately provide energy. Figure B.4 through Figure B.7 below provide 
categories of unused RA capacity for each day and timeframe. As described above, 
plant forced outages and derates (i.e., a reduction in the resource’s capacity) largely 
affected the natural gas fleet. 

The next largest category is congestion due to transmission constraints.  This limits 
imports which is a category that includes both non-resource-specific resources as well 
as resource-specific imports like those from Hoover Dam and Palo Verde Nuclear 
Generating Station.  Congestion is largely attributed to transmission constraints on 
imports from the Pacific Northwest.  Through the month of August, a major transmission 
line in the Pacific Northwest upstream from the CAISO system was forced on outage 
due to weather and thus derated the California Oregon Intertie (COI).  The derate on 
COI congested the usual import transmission paths across both COI and Nevada-
Oregon Border (NOB).56 

Hydro generation was affected by a variety of reasons such as derates but also a lack 
of day-ahead bids on RA capacity that did not have any or only had a must-offer 
obligation on a portion of its capacity. 

Lastly, wind and solar unused RA capacity largely reflects the difference between the 
shown RA value and the actual production capability of these resources. 

an actual plant outage and instead was a resource deviation, which the CAISO understands to 
be due to an erroneous instruction from the scheduling coordinator to the plant. 
56 See Grizzly-Portland General Electric (PGE) Round Butte No 1 500 kV Line at: 
https://transmission.bpa.gov/Business/Operations/Outages/OutagesCY2020.htm 
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Figure B.4: August 14 Peak (4:56 pm) Unused RA Capacity by Resource Type 
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Figure B.5: August 14 Net Demand Peak (6:51 pm) Unused RA Capacity by Resource 
Type 
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Figure B.6: August 15 Peak (5:37 pm) Unused RA Capacity by Resource Type 
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Figure B.7: August 15 Net Demand Peak (6:26 pm) Unused RA Capacity by Resource 
Type 
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B.2.3.1 Supply-Side RA Shown Capacity, Bids, Awards, and Energy Production 

The CAISO clears most of its real-time need in the day-ahead market in hourly blocks, 
which includes both energy and ancillary services (A/S). Ancillary services are reliability 
services that the CAISO co-optimizes and clears with energy needs and includes both 
contingency reserves and regulation up and down capability.  The following analysis 
compares the supply-side fleet from the planning horizon (August 2020 shown RA and 
RMR allocations), through day-ahead (bids and awards), and into real-time (real-time 
awards and actual energy production). As a simplifying assumption, all wind and solar 
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is assumed to count towards RA though that has not been validated.  On the other 
hand, bids or generation from RA resources above the shown RA amount is categorized 
as “above RA,” except for wind and solar generation.  Similarly, if shown RA resources 
bid or generate below the amount shown to the CAISO, those bids or generation may 
be replaced by non-RA resources.  Note that any credited resources that bid or are 
awarded are considered above the RA shown amounts.  Demand response is 
addressed separately in the next subsection. 

Figure B.8 through Figure B.11 below overlay the total shown RA supply plus RMR 
allocations (blue markers) on the amount of both RA and above RA day-ahead bids for 
peak and net demand peak on August 14 and 15, respectively.57 Generally the shown 
RA resources bid 90% or more of their capacity for energy and ancillary services in the 
day-ahead market. In particular, natural gas and RA import bids were 95% or higher as 
compared to the shown RA.  The main outliers are solar and wind generation as these 
resources produce as capable, which varies from the shown RA amounts.  Especially 
during peak, solar day-ahead bids were up to three times as much as the shown 
capacity.  Of note, there was also 2,500 to 3,500 MW of import bids above the shown 
RA amount. 

57 For ease of discussion, residual unit commitment is included in RA and above RA energy 
awards. 
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Figure B.8: August 14 Peak (4:56 pm) – Day-Ahead Bids vs. August 2020 Shown RA and 
RMR 
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Figure B.9: August 14 Net Load Peak (6:51 pm) – Day-Ahead Bids vs. August 2020 Shown 
RA and RMR 
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Figure B.10: August 15 Peak (5:37 pm) – Day-Ahead Bids vs. August 2020 Shown RA and 
RMR 
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Figure B.11: August 15 Net Demand Peak (6:26 pm) – Day-Ahead Bids vs. August 2020 
Shown RA and RMR 
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Figure B.12 through Figure B.15 below overlay the total shown RA supply plus RMR 
allocations (blue markers) as compared to the amount of both RA and above RA day-
ahead awards for peak and net demand peak on August 14 and 15, respectively. As 
noted above, several factors impacted the resource fleet in different ways.  Natural gas 
generators experienced a higher level of planned and forced outages and as such, RA 
natural gas resources were awarded on average only 93% of the shown capacity.  The 
average for RA imports decreased to slightly below 90%. As discussed above, 
transmission congestion limited the physical import capability for RA imports.  Because 
of this congestion, lower-priced non-RA imports cleared the market in lieu of higher-
priced RA imports.  Consequently, the amount of energy production from RA imports 
can be lower than the level of RA imports shown to the CAISO on RA supply plans. All 
other resources stayed relatively the same as compared to the day-ahead bid. 
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Figure B.12: August 14 Peak (4:56 pm) – Day-Ahead Awards vs. August 2020 Shown RA 
and RMR 
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Figure B.13: August 14 Net Demand Peak (6:51 pm) – Day-Ahead Awards vs. August 
2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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Figure B.14: August 15 Peak (5:37 pm) – Day-Ahead Awards vs. August 2020 Shown RA 
and RMR 
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Figure B.15: August 15 Net Demand Peak (6:26 pm) – Day-Ahead Awards vs. August 
2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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Figure B.16 through Figure B.19 below overlay three different timeframes.  The first, as 
with the previous figures, includes the total shown RA supply plus RMR allocations (blue 
markers).  The second timeframe is the real-time energy and ancillary service awards 
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and the third timeframe is the actual energy production for peak and net demand 
peak on August 14 and 15, respectively.  Overall real-time awards were very similar to 
the day-ahead awards across all resources.  However, energy production did vary for 
specific resources and that may be due to events happening in the moment or 
provision of ancillary services.  

The RA natural gas fleet collectively generated approximately 85% of its shown RA 
value.  The difference between real-time awards and actual generation is likely 
attributed to forced outages and derates due to the extreme heat.  Even though the 
CAISO had issued an RMO notification for August 14 through 17, plants that were 
already on outage may not have been able to return to service safely within the 
timeframe and derates due to extreme temperatures are not uncommon.  Furthermore, 
the forced outage of the Blythe Energy Center and the erroneous dispatch at the 
Panoche Energy Center contributed to this difference. 

Actual energy generation from the hydro generation fleet may seem low, on average 
73% of the shown RA value across both days and time periods, but this does not include 
the provision of necessary ancillary services.  Real-time ancillary services awards for 
shown RA hydro range from 600 MW to a high of 1,500 MW during the August 14 peak 
demand.  While actual generation production and ancillary service awards are not 
additive, analyzing both provides a fuller picture of the hydro fleet performance. 
Solar production also varied from the real-time awards.  While generation during the 
peak remained above the shown RA values, it was half that during the net demand 
peak hours on both days.  Solar generators collectively produced 1,600 to 4,200 MW 
more than the August RA values at peak but 1,000 to 1,200 MW less at the net demand 
peak. 

Wind generators on the other hand did not have a consistent pattern with generation 
at only 30% (or 800 MW less) during the August 14 peak but almost 140% (or 400 MW 
more) during the August 15 peak.  During the net demand peak, production was 40% 
(600 MW less) and 80% (200 MW less) of the total shown RA values for August 14 and 15, 
respectively. 
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Figure B.16: August 14 Peak (4:56 pm) – Real-Time Awards and Actual Energy 
Production vs. August 2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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Figure B.17: August 14 Net Demand Peak (6:51 pm) – Real-Time Awards and Actual 
Energy Production vs. August 2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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Figure B.18: August 15 Peak (5:37 pm) – Real-Time Awards and Actual Energy 
Production vs. August 2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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Figure B.19: August 15 Net Demand Peak (6:26 pm) – Real-Time Awards and Actual 
Energy Production vs. August 2020 Shown RA and RMR 
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B.2.3.2 Preliminary Demand Response Analysis for Credits and Shown RA 

Demand response programs are designed to reduce demand at peak times. They take 
on many forms.  Some programs bid into the CAISO’s wholesale markets and are 
dispatched similar to a power plant.  This Preliminary Analysis focuses on the largest 
portion of the demand response programs, which are the programs that are credited 
by the CPUC toward the investor owned utilities’ (IOUs’) RA obligations. 

CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ August 2020 credits were 1,632 MW, representing 3.5% of their 
total obligations.58 While the CAISO generally does not have visibility into credited 
amounts, the CPUC has clarified that 1,482 MW of the credit reflects IOU demand 
response programs and the vast majority of this amount is the RDDR emergency 
demand response programs that are triggered by the CAISO’s emergency protocols. 
The 1,482 MW credit also includes the IOU’s economically bid PDR demand response 
programs. 

Per current practice, the CAISO does not receive settlement quality data until almost 
two months after each demand response event (i.e., each call).  Therefore, all 
information provided herein is preliminary.  RDRR data was provided directly by the IOUs 
reflecting their preliminary estimates of load drop.  PDR data is the CAISO expected 
load drop based on bids that were accepted into the both the day-ahead and real-
time energy markets, referred to as CAISO dispatch.  Figure B.20 below compares the 
collective RDRR preliminary estimated response and PDR dispatch from August 14 and 
15 during the hours of the peak and net demand peak.  These four timeframes are 
compared to the August 2020 CPUC demand response credit of 1,482 MW. As the 
figure shows these programs potentially provided a maximum response of 
approximately 80% of the total credited amount (August 14 during the net demand 
peak). 

58 Non-CPUC jurisdictional LSEs’ credits were 565 MW, representing 11.9% of their total obligations. 
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Figure B.20: Credited IOU Demand Response: Preliminary Estimated RDRR Response and 
PDR Dispatch vs. CPUC August 2020 DR Credit 
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Aside from the IOUs, there is also economic demand response (PDR) from CPUC-
jurisdictional third parties. As noted above, settlement quality data was not available 
at this time so Figure B.21 below shows the level of CAISO dispatch based on bids that 
were accepted into both the day-ahead and real-time energy markets. During the 
peak hours, non-IOU PDR dispatch was less than 10% of the total shown RA capacity of 
243 MW for both days.  Over the net demand peak hours, the dispatch increased to 
approximately 80% and 50% on August 14 and 15, respectively. 

Figure B.21: CAISO Dispatch of Non-IOU PDR (Actual Load Drop Not Yet Available) 
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B.2.3.3 Combined Resources 

Figure B.22 below compares the total August 2020 RA and RMR capacity versus actual 
energy production for both days during the peak and net demand peak times.  The 
August 2020 RA capacity reflects the value shown to the CAISO on RA supply plans. 
The second through fourth columns in the figure show the actual energy production 
from RA resources and energy produced above the shown RA amount. Any IOU 
emergency and economic demand response dispatched during these time periods is 
already reflected in the reduced load.  The figure shows a decrease in RA-based 
generation between the peak and net demand peak periods.  The load markers show 
that a portion of load was served by energy produced above the shown RA amount for 
each time period. Also for simplicity, the figure does not include ancillary services 
awards and some RA capacity, in particular hydro generation, were used to provide 
that service. 

Figure B.22: August 2020 Shown RA and RMR Capacity vs. August 14 and 15 Actual 
Energy Production (Assumes all Wind and Solar Counts as RA Supply) 
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Overall, actual generation from all resources was only 98% of the shown RA plus RMR 
allocation for August 2020 during the peak.  During the net demand peak this 
decreases to 94%. When considering only shown RA capacity (but assuming all wind 
and solar generation is RA capacity), this decreases to 90% during peak and 84% during 
the net demand peak.  The resource-specific analysis did not attempt to quantify when 
RA resources may have provided above or below its shown amount so actual 
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generation from the shown RA fleet may be higher or lower than provided in this 
Preliminary Analysis.   

B.3 Energy Market Practices Exacerbated the Supply Challenges Under Highly 
Stressed Conditions 

Energy market practices encompass inputs into the energy market, how the energy 
market matched supply with demand, and ultimately whether the schedules from the 
market fully prepared the CAISO Operational staff to run the grid.  Energy market rules 
as implemented at the time appear to have contributed to the inability to obtain 
additional energy that could have alleviated the strained conditions on the CAISO grid 
on August 14 and 15. The contributing causes identified at this stage include: under-
scheduling of demand in the day-ahead market by scheduling coordinators, 
convergence bidding masking the tight supply conditions, and the configuration of the 
residual unit commitment market process.  

B.3.1 Demand Should Be Appropriately Scheduled in the Day-Ahead Timeframe 

As explained in the background in Section 2, the CAISO operates both a market the 
day prior to operations (i.e., the day-ahead market) and a market for the day of 
operations (i.e., the real-time market).  The day-ahead market is further split into two 
parts: an integrated forward market (IFM) and a residual unit commitment (RUC) 
process. In the IFM, scheduling coordinators can bid in their load and exports at a price 
they are willing to pay to have their demand served. Alternatively, they can submit self-
schedule for their load and exports indicating they are a price-taker.  Collectively this is 
referred to as bid-in demand.  The CAISO BAA LSEs are not obligated to self-schedule or 
bid-in their load in the day-ahead market.  However, there are reliability consequences 
as the CAISO uses the day-ahead market to firm-up demand and supply schedules that 
are served in the real-time.  In other words, the bid-in demand is cleared against bid-in 
supply and the outcome of the IFM is used to set the schedules for the next operating 
day and will determine the level of imports needed to serve load.  Therefore, to secure 
available capacity and transmission, a load serving entity should schedule or bid in their 
load.  Because CAISO load and exports compete with each other for available supply, 
a scheduling coordinator is most likely to secure its day-ahead position through a price-
taker self-schedule. 

After the IFM, the RUC process starts and this is where the CAISO can commit 
incremental internal capacity if the CAISO forecast of CAISO demand exceeds the bid-
in demand.  On both August 14 and 15, the day-ahead bid-in demand fell significantly 
below both the CAISO forecast of CAISO demand for the next day as well as the actual 
demand realized in real-time. Figure B.23 below shows the August 14 and 15 actual 
demand (orange), CAISO forecast of CAISO demand (yellow), and bid-in demand 
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(grey), all of which include pumping load. The actual peak on August 14 occurred at 
4:56 pm and was 46,802 MW.59 The CAISO forecast of CAISO demand during this hour 
was 45,977 MW or 825 MW below actual.  However, the bid-in demand was only 43,416 
MW or 3,386 MW below actual.  The actual peak on August 15 occurred at 5:37 pm and 
was 44,957 MW.60 The CAISO forecast of CAISO demand was only 559 MW above this 
amount but the bid in demand was 3,434 MW below. During the net demand peak 
time, the under-scheduling was 1,792 MW and 3,219 MW. 

Figure B.23: Comparison of Actual, CAISO Forecasted, and Bid-in Demand 
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Under-scheduling the level of demand impacts the level of supply and demand, 
including imports and exports, cleared in the IFM and scheduled in the day-ahead 
timeframe.  The CAISO honors self-schedules so long as there is sufficient generation 
and transmission capacity to support those schedules.  Although this is done 
infrequently, if there is a shortage of supply, or transmission constraints are binding, the 
IFM will curtail self-schedules to clear the market. When such curtailments are 
necessary, the CAISO protects these load self-schedules with high priority.61 

Scheduling coordinators may also self-schedule exports in the IFM.  Export self-schedules 
will receive equal or lower priority than CAISO self-scheduled load depending whether 

59 This amount includes pumping load. 
60 This amount includes pumping load. 
61 Those using Existing Transmission Contract (ETC) and Transmission Ownership Rights (TOR) may 
also schedule balanced source (generation, imports) and sinks (load and exports) pursuant to 
their rights to receive higher self-schedule priority. 
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they are explicitly supported by capacity that has not been designated as RA capacity 
when scheduled into the day-ahead market. If the scheduling coordinator identifies in 
its export self-schedule that it is explicitly supported by capacity that is not designated 
as RA capacity, that export self-schedule will receive the same priority as internal self-
scheduled load. All other self-scheduled exports, i.e., any export self-schedules that do 
not identify capacity that has not been designated as RA capacity will have a lower 
priority than internal load. If there is a shortage of supply or transmission constraints are 
binding, these lower priority export self-schedules will only clear the IFM if sufficient 
supply is available after serving self-scheduled CAISO load and the higher priority 
exports. 

In this way, even though entities scheduling exports cannot tie the export to RA 
capacity, the CAISO ensures the IFM curtails exports that may be served from RA 
resources first to the benefit of internal CAISO load. 

CAISO load cannot benefit from the higher protection for their day-ahead schedules if 
scheduling coordinators do not actually submit self-schedules to the day-ahead market 
to cover their expected load.  Therefore, if CAISO load under-schedules in the day-
ahead market, that is, it does not submit sufficient self-schedules or bids in the day-
ahead market to cover the amount of load that actually materializes in the real-time 
market, export schedules will be cleared and will secure a firmer position in the day-
ahead market. 

Figure B.24 below shows the amount of total exports62 cleared for August 13 through 15 
relative to the amount of capacity that was in the market but was not associated with 
capacity that was not shown to be RA capacity. Unlike the prior analyses, this export 
analysis is based on a deeper dive that specifically tracks resources shown for RA, rather 
than a simplifying assumption applied to wind and solar resources.  For this export 
analysis, a resource with any amount of shown RA capacity is fully categorized as RA. 
The analysis finds that during the Stage 3 Emergencies there were more non-RA 
resources than exports. 

62 Net of energy wheeled through the CAISO system. 
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Figure B.24: Comparison of Non-RA Cleared Supply vs. Total Exports 

Figure B.25 below shows the breakdown of export types (reflected as the dotted line in 
the prior figure) from: economical bids, priority (PT), lower priority (LPT) and other self-
schedule types. 

Figure B.25: Total Exports by Category 
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B.3.2 Convergence Bidding Masked Tight Supply Conditions 

Scheduling coordinators can also submit convergence bids for supply and demand at 
internal locations on the CAISO grid.  Convergence bids are financial positions in the 
IFM that automatically liquidate at the real-time price.63 As the name suggests, 
convergence bidding should allow bidders to converge or moderate prices between 
the day-ahead and real-time markets.  Convergence bids cannot be price-takers and 
therefore they are only considered to the extent there are sufficient supply bids to clear 
the demand and are not protected from curtailment as are self-scheduled CAISO load 
and exports. However, if CAISO load does not submit sufficient bids or self-schedules in 
the day-ahead market, the convergence supply bids will influence how much load and 
exports are scheduled in the day-ahead market.  Convergence supply bids may 
support bid-in load and exports and may avoid triggering the need to curtail self-
schedules. In addition, convergence demand bids may clear supply schedules for load 
that actually materializes in the real-time.  Convergence demand bids do not 
guarantee that the specific load schedule will be served in the real-time, but they may 
facilitate the scheduling of physical generation to serve actual demand in the real-
time. 

Figure B.26 illustrates how under-scheduling of CAISO load when there is a shortage of 
supply can result in lower-priority self-scheduled exports clearing the market compared 
to what would have cleared had load scheduled closer to the actual load level. In 
contrast, Figure B.27 illustrates how under-scheduled load has no impact on the amount 
of cleared self-scheduled exports when there is sufficient supply. While the cleared 
price could be lower with less load schedule the amount of self-scheduled exports that 
clear is the same. 

63 Convergence bidding is not permitted at the interties.  Therefore, only physical export bids are 
permitted. 
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Figure B.26: Illustrative Example of Impact of Under-Scheduled Load Under Supply 
Scarcity 
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Figure B.27: Illustrative Example of Impact of Under-Scheduled Load Under Supply 
Sufficiency 
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Under normal conditions, when there is sufficient supply, convergence bidding plays an 
important role in converging or moderating prices between the day-ahead and real-
time market conditions.  Similar to under-scheduled load, during conditions in which 
physical supply is scarce, cleared virtual supply can mask physical supply shortages and 
allow more demand including low-priority exports to clear than what can be physically 
supported (refer to Figure B.28 illustration). 
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Figure B.28: Illustrative Example of Impact of Convergence Bidding 
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In the day-ahead IFM conducted for the August 14 and 15 trading days, the IFM 
solution was able to clear the CAISO load and self-scheduled exports self-schedules, 
regardless of their priorities.  The IFM for those days cleared without having curtailments, 
in part because load under-scheduled based on the day-ahead forecast of demand, 
and in part because financial supply side positions taken by convergence bids 
facilitated the clearing of all demand and exports. 

B.3.3 Residual Unit Commitment Process Changes 

The day-ahead RUC process runs after the IFM and is also part of the day-ahead 
market.  The RUC inputs differ from the output of the IFM in several key ways to ensure 
the CAISO can produce a reliable operating plan for the next operating day.  First, the 
CAISO load cleared in the IFM is replaced by the CAISO forecast of CAISO demand, 
which does not include exports. Second, the wind and solar schedules cleared in the 
IFM are replaced by CAISO forecast production for wind and solar resources.  Lastly, the 
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virtual supply and demand cleared in the IFM are removed.  Under normal conditions 
when there is sufficient supply to commit, RUC will commit additional resource capacity 
to ensure forecast load can be served in the real-time.  However, in rare circumstances 
that there is insufficient supply to commit, the RUC process has to address the supply 
insufficiency.  There are two passes in the RUC process: a scheduling run pass and a 
pricing run pass.  The RUC scheduling run pass is designed to address any unresolved 
constraint using an intricate but prescribed set of relative priorities for how to relax the 
constraint or curtail schedules previously determined in the IFM.  Prior to the 
implementation of Pricing Inconsistency Market Enhancements (PIME), the scheduling 
run results were the source of final RUC awards and schedules.  The pricing run was 
intended to produce prices that align both bid cap of $1,000 as well the scheduling run 
results.64 However, after the implementation of PIME both IFM and RUC were redirected 
to use pricing run results for the source of both schedules and prices. 

As discussed above, under normal supply and transmission conditions, the CAISO does 
not expect RUC to have to curtail day-ahead schedules cleared in the IFM.  The RUC 
also does not dispatch down supply resources scheduled in the IFM.  However, the 
CAISO enforces both power balance and intertie scheduling constraints in the RUC to 
ensure the schedules produced in the IFM are physically feasible.  The power balance 
constraint ensures that forecast load can be met and the intertie constraint ensures that 
the net of physical imports and physical exports schedules on each intertie are less than 
or equal to the scheduling limit at the intertie, in the applicable direction.  Through 
these RUC constraints the CAISO determines what portion of the day-ahead schedules 
are physically feasible, and which portion that market participants should tag when the 
E-Tag is submitted in the day-ahead. 

After experiencing the August 14 and 15 events, the CAISO reviewed the results of the 
day-ahead market for those trading days more closely and observed that rather than 
reducing exports that cleared the IFM that were not feasible, the RUC pricing run 
solution relaxed the system power balance constraint.  However, in the RUC scheduling 
run pass, IFM exports were relaxed based on their order of priority prior to relaxing the 
power balance constraint.  The CAISO had previously applied the PIME to the RUC as a 
matter of applying PIME to all its markets.  The PIME in the other markets is necessary 
because it is necessary to have consistency between energy schedules and prices.  The 
lack of energy schedules in RUC obviates the need for PIME in the RUC process. As a 
result, starting from the day-ahead market for September 5, 2020, the CAISO stopped 

64 In 2014, the CAISO implemented pricing functionality enhancements to address observed 
inconsistencies between scheduling run schedules and pricing run prices. The enhancement is 
referred to as Pricing Inconsistency Market Enhancement (PIME). Among other things, PIME 
changed from using schedules from the scheduling run to using schedules produced by the 
pricing run. 
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applying the PIME functionality to RUC process, which enabled it to use the scheduling 
run results for RUC schedules and awards instead of the pricing run results. 

After the day-ahead market and leading up to the real-time market, the CAISO 
protects the outcome of the schedules awarded in the day-ahead market as inputs 
into the real-time market so as to ensure  that cleared day-ahead schedules are 
honored and treated as ”firm” in the real-time.  This is accomplished by providing these 
schedules a higher priority than new schedules that were not scheduled and cleared 
day-ahead market and now being considered for in the real-time market.65 ll the 
cleared schedules that clear the day-ahead market are protected equally in the real-
time market process, regardless of how they were submitted to the real-time market. 
In the real-time market, the CAISO again allows participants to submit export bids and 
supply bids.  However, load cannot submit bids to the real-time market and the CAISO 
clears the market based on the CAISO forecast of CAISO demand, at the same time 
the market solution considers clears export schedules and bids.  Like the day-ahead 
market, participants can submit export self-schedules and the priorities for export 
schedules are the same as the day-ahead market.  That is, the newly submitted real-
time export self-schedules that are supported by non-RA capacity will have the same 
priority as CAISO load.  However, any new exports that did not clear day-ahead market 
and are not explicitly supported by non-RA capacity will have a lower priority as the 
CAISO relies on that generation to serve its load reliably. 

In addition to potentially curtailing exports through the CAISO markets, the CAISO 
operators may curtail export or import schedules for purposes of reliable operations. 
However, there are significant operational matters that need careful consideration 
before curtailing cleared and tagged exports in real-time. In order for such curtailments 
to be even be implemented effectively, information about the individual exports and 
relative priorities would have to be readily available to the operators.  Furthermore, 
those relying on such exports need to be made aware of the potential risk of such 
exports being curtailed in advance so that they can take measures to avoid being put 
into an emergency condition upon loss of such exports. Absent such operator 
information or neighboring BAAs being aware of curtailments in a timely manner, 
curtailing cleared and tagged exports during quickly emergent real-time conditions 
would not be consistent with coordinated and good utility practices. Furthermore, the 
curtailment of the export may not be effective in addressing the reliability issue.  In other 

65 Until September 5, 2020, the CAISO was protecting the full day-ahead schedule as cleared 
through the day-ahead IFM process.  The CAISO modified its process to now only protect what is 
determined to be physically feasible through the day-ahead RUC process.  See discussion of 
Business Practice Manual change (PRR 1282) in: 
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Presentation-MarketPerformance-PlanningForum-Sep9-
2020.pdf 
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cases, cutting the exports may further exacerbate conditions as curtailment of an 
export may result in the cutting of an import at the applicable intertie because the 
interchange was permissible only due to counterflow provided by the export.  Finally, 
when the CAISO is in the position of relying on emergency energy from its neighbors, 
the threat of an export curtailment to another BAAs when conditions are constrained 
throughout the system may prevent access to emergency energy either at that time or 
in the future. 

B.3.4 Energy Imbalance Market 

During August 14 and 15 the CAISO BAA failed the flexible ramping sufficiency test in 
some intervals during peak hours.  This test is a feature of the Western Energy Imbalance 
Market (EIM) and was designed to ensure that each participating member procured 
enough resources to meet its own ramping needs.  If a BAA participating in the EIM 
passes the resource sufficiency evaluation, it will have access to additional EIM transfers 
to meet its load for the next operating hour. If the EIM Entity fails the resource 
sufficiency evaluation for the next operating hour, then the BAA that failed the test will 
only be allowed transfers during that hour up to the amount transfers from the prior hour 
in the direction of the failure.  The CAISO is subject to the flexible ramping sufficiency 
test like all other BAAs in the EIM.  On August 14 and 15, the CAISO failed for less than 
two hours on each day and a cap was imposed on the transfer limit into the CAISO. 
Transfers are still allowed to occur up to the most recent transfer level but not beyond it. 
On those days the failure of the flexible ramping sufficiency test did not negatively 
impact the CAISO’s ability to obtain EIM resources because the transfers were largely 
below the cap. Figure B.29 below shows that during critical times when the Stage 3 
Emergencies were declared, the actual real-time transfers into the CAISO were below 
the cap imposed by the failures.  This means that even with no failures there was 
already limited energy available for additional transfers.  On August 15 there was a 20 
minute period when the transfer limit was binding (i.e., when the transfer of energy was 
at the cap), which overlapped with the declaration of a Stage 2 Emergency, but real-
time transfers quickly fell after that and was below the cap when the Stage 3 
Emergency was declared.  The figure also shows that the CAISO did utilize and benefit 
from voluntary EIM transfers when available. 
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Figure B.29: CAISO EIM Real-Time Transfers as Compared to Flexible Ramping 
Sufficiency Cap 

CAISO real-time transfers as compared to flexible ramping failure transfer limit 
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The CAISO’s real-time market and operations helped to significantly reduce the 
interactive effects of load under-scheduling, convergence bidding, and the impact on 
the RUC process in the day-ahead market.  The CAISO market and operations was able 
to attract imports including market transactions, voluntary transfers from the Energy 
Imbalance Market (EIM), and emergency transfers from other BAs to reduce the impact 
of these challenges.  However, actual supply and demand conditions continued to 
diverge from market and emergency plans such that even with the additional real-time 
imports, the CAISO could not maintain required contingency reserves as the net 
demand peak approached on August 14 and 15. 
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kansas-as-regional-power-supply-strained-by-cold/ 

Evergy begins rolling blackouts for Kansas as regional 
power supply strained by cold 

FEB 15, 2021 - 1:20PM 

CHAD LAWHORN 
Editor 

clawhorn@ljworld.com 

photo by: Associated Press 

Frost forms on a window in Lawrence, Kan., Saturday, Feb. 13, 2021. (AP Photo/Orlin Wagner) 

Residents across Lawrence — and the state — had their electricity temporarily shut off 
Monday afternoon, as frigid temperatures throughout the central U.S. caused utilities to use 
rolling blackouts to ease strain on the region’s power grid. 

Evergy — the predominant electric provider in Lawrence and the state’s largest utility — said it 
had shut off power to about 60,000 customers for 30 to 60 minutes on Monday afternoon in an 
effort to alleviate regional power supply shortages. Utilities throughout the region were asked 
to implement the rolling blackouts as power plants in the central U.S. were struggling to keep 



 

 
      

    

     
     

    
   

     
 

   
     

    
       

    
   

   
         

     

   
      

    

  
      

    
  

     
   

  
         

up with the high demand for electricity to heat homes and businesses during one of the coldest 
periods in recent memory. Monday afternoon Lawrence was registering wind chills of negative 
19 degrees Fahrenheit, according to the National Weather Service. 

By 2 p.m., Evergy said it had restored power to all impacted customers. But the Topeka-based 
utility could not rule out that it would have to implement the rolling blackouts again. 

“We may be asked to implement additional brief power interruptions in the coming (days),” 
Evergy said on its Twitter feed Monday afternoon. 

The idea of rolling blackouts was a new one for most Kansans. Rolling blackouts do occur in 
places like California and other more populated locations, often during the height of summer as 
utilities struggle with demands created by air conditioner usage. But it likely has been 30 years 
or more since Kansas has used rolling blackouts in any significant way. 

Evergy spokeswoman Gina Penzig said it wasn’t immediately clear when Evergy — which 
previously operated as Westar Energy — last had to use rolling blackouts on a large scale. 

“I have heard references to it happening in the 1980s,” Penzig said. “What I can tell you is it is 
not something that has been used in the past few decades.” 

It was unclear how many households or businesses in Lawrence had their power temporarily 
shut off on Monday. The Journal-World, though, did hear from residents on both the east and 
west sides of town who briefly were out power shortly after noon on Monday. 

Residents weren’t being given any advance notice that their neighborhood had been chosen for 
a rolling blackout. A press release from Evergy did not provide information on how Evergy was 
choosing which locations to experience temporary power outages. 

A leader with Douglas County Emergency Management said residents should take some of the 
same precautions they would take during other severe weather events. Those include having 
an emergency kit that includes a flashlight, water, snacks and other items. People who are 
worried about their homes getting too cold during the temporary outage should got to an 
interior room of the house, which should be warmer than rooms with windows or outside walls, 
Jillian Rodrigue, deputy director for Douglas County Emergency Management, said. 

“And keep those electronic devices charged,” Rodrigue said. “Don’t let your cell phone go dead 
during the day. Keep those devices charged in case you do need to make an emergency call.” 
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The blackouts created practical implications in Lawrence on Monday and would have more on 
Tuesday. The University of Kansas closed its Lawrence campus on Monday afternoon as a result 
of the rolling blackouts and announced it would remain closed Tuesday. Many school districts, 
including Lawrence public schools, cancelled classes for Tuesday due to the cold weather and 
possibilities of more power disruptions. 

Whether additional power outages will happen in future days will depend partly on events that 
stretch far beyond Kansas. Kansas is part of a system called the Southwest Power Pool. Its 
territory stretches over 17 states, including parts of Texas and other southern states that are 
seeing historically cold temperatures that have fueled record high electricity usage. 

All power produced by Evergy — which previously was known as Westar Energy — is part of the 
Southwest Power Pool grid. If electricity demands in the other states part of the Southwest 
Power Pool remain high, that could affect the need for rolling blackouts in places like Kansas. 

“For that larger footprint, we are seeing the potential for demand to outstrip the supply,” 
Penzig said. “If you look at the map of the United States today, there are a lot of very cold 
temperatures through that center part of the country.” 

It is those temperatures that are causing the threat of power disruptions, rather than the more 
usual culprit of wind or ice that have downed power lines. 

“Our Evergy power grid, our poles and wires, are working well,” Penzig said. 

Instead, the issue is whether the power plants in the 17-state region are able to produce 
enough power to keep up with the demand for electricity in the region. The non-profit 
Southwest Power Pool is responsible for monitoring that type of information and “coordinates 
regional response in emergency situations,” Evergy said in a press release. 

Evergy is asking all of its customers to take several steps, if possible, to reduce their electricity 
demand during the cold weather. Some of those steps include: 

• Turn thermostats to 65 to 68 degrees and avoid the use of electric space heaters. 

• Close blinds and shades to reduce the amount of heat lost through windows. 

• Use large appliances, like clothes washers and dryer and dishwashers between the times of 10 
p.m. and 5 a.m., which are non-peak times that the electric grid is under less strain. 
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“Everybody doing their part to save electricity the next few days will help us make sure the 
power supply continues to best serve the region’s needs,” Kevin Bryant, chief operating officer 
for Evergy, said in a press release. 

In addition to the electricity, people also are being asked to conserve natural gas, if they can 
safely do so. In addition to heating lots of homes and business, natural gas also is the primary 
fuel source for a lot of electric power plants. 

Black Hills Energy, the predominant natural gas provider in Lawrence, has not announced any 
plans for service disruptions in Lawrence. 

“To date, our system has performed as intended,” Black Hills Energy Kansas General Manager 
Jerry Watkins said. “We have worked to ensure homes stay warm, but we need your help.” 

Black Hills reiterated many of the same conservation tips recommended by Evergy. It also 
asked customers to consider reducing the temperature setting on hot water heaters to 120 
degrees, or the warm setting. It also recommended that customers use bathroom ventilation 
fans no more than necessary, as those fans can quickly vent warm air out of a home. 
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Submitted to Planning Staff by Joyce Whittier 
9-19-2021 

https://wattsupwiththat.com/2020/12/04/get-ready-for-nationwide-blackouts-under-biden/ 

North Korea, coming to the US. 

California’s climate and energy policies will bring thousands of 
blackouts to entire country 

Dr. Jay Lehr and Tom Harris 

The power disaster unfolding in California will soon occur across the country, if Joe Biden gets 
his way. The Golden State has been sweeping away the forms of energy that have provided 
reliable electricity for decades, under the same agenda the former Vice-President is 
planning for America as a whole. 



 

      
    

       
      

    
     

  
  

       
   

      
   

 

    
   

    
    

    

     
      

 

   
  

    
   

    
     

 

      
   

 
 

  
  

    
      

Power outages are now commonplace in California. Last summer, the state suffered its first 
rolling blackouts in nearly 20 years. Imagine if this happened in Chicago in the middle of winter. 

California’s trouble is explained by officials who now openly admit to an over-reliance on wind 
and solar power. The governor said there was not enough wind to keep the turbines going, 
while cloud cover and nightfall restricted solar power. The Los Angeles Times recognized the 
root of the problem: “… gas-burning power plants that can fire up when the sun isn’t shining or 
the wind isn’t blowing have been shutting down in recent years, and California has largely failed 
to replace them …” 

Consequently, the state has fallen thousands of megawatts behind its needs. Governor Gavin 
Newsom admitted, “we failed to predict and plan for these shortages” and took (nominal) 
responsibility for the rolling blackouts. Now he wants everyone to conserve power, while the 
state looks for new sources of energy, most likely fossil fuel-generated power from neighboring 
states. 

All this is happening while California continues its intention to transition to 60% renewable 
energy by 2030 and 100% “climate-friendly energy” by 2045, as required by state law. 

Indeed, in their October 6 open letter to Newsom, the heads of the California’s Energy 
Commission, Independent System Operator and Public Utilities Commission wrote: “We are 
unwavering in our commitment to meeting California’s clean energy and climate goals.” 

Team Biden plans to go even further, committing to making the entire nation 100% renewable 
within 15 years. The United States would fall tens of millions of megawatts behind on its 
electricity needs. 

Like the California government, the incoming Biden-Harris administration is acting entirely 
under the unfounded belief that climate change is a manmade calamity that can be stopped by 
eliminating fossil fuel use. They are clearly unaware of the Climate Change Reconsidered series 
of reports of the Nongovernmental International Panel on Climate Change (NIPCC). 

These documents summarize thousands of studies from peer-reviewed scientific journals that 
either refute or cast serious doubt on the climate scare. They conclude that we are not causing 
a climate crisis. 

Yet, in their October 6 report, Preliminary Root Cause Analysis – Mid-August 2020 Heat Storm, 
the same heads of California’s Energy Commission, Independent System Operator and Public 
Utilities Commission highlighted the “climate change-induced extreme heat storm across the 
western United States” as the first cause of the blackout. 

In their view, apparently, shutting down coal, gas and nuclear power plants in California and in 
states from which California imports electricity played only minor roles. 

California’s determination to shift to so-called “green” energy – which is actually anything but 
clean, green, renewable and sustainable – is being echoed by politicians across the nation. The 
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result, especially in states that don’t enjoy California’s mostly benign weather, is going to be 
that those in the poorest neighborhoods and those on fixed incomes may be forced to choose 
between heating and eating. 

It also means people trying to run their homes, offices, factories, hospitals and schools on 
intermittent, weather-dependent, much more expensive wind and solar power will have to get 
used to never knowing when or for how long their electricity will be on or off. Now in 
California; soon in the entire USA. 

Coherent energy systems are designed with the understanding that portions of the system will 
be offline from time to time. Power companies compensate for this with reserve power at the 
ready. However, California has closed its margin for error in response to anti-nuclear and anti-
fossil fuel sentiments and climate change concerns. Team Biden intends to do this for the 
entire United States. 

Power outages cannot always be avoided and are more common than one may think. For 
example, between 2008 and 2017, Illinois had 871 outages, the tenth most by state. Texas had 
nearly twice as many, giving it the dubious distinction of ranking number two in the list. 

But these pale in comparison to California which has the least reliable electrical power system 
in the nation. It leads in power outages every year. Between 2008 and 2017, it had 4,297 
power outages! 

The origin of the problem is partly California’s Senate Bill 1368, which in 2006 established the 
state’s emission standards to reduce greenhouse gases from power plants. Following that year, 
eleven coal-fired power plants were closed and three were converted to biomass. Only one 
coal-fired plant remains. 

The state also reduced its normal reliance on energy from out of state coal plants. 

Yielding to anti-nuclear activists, the state also closed all but one nuclear plant, Diablo Canyon. 
That plant generates about 18,000 Gigawatt-hours of reliable electricity every year, fully 8.6% 
of California’s total generation. 

But Diablo Canyon will soon be closed too. Not surprisingly, during its construction and 
operation, anti-nuclear protests were common; nearly two thousand people were arrested for 
civil disobedience during a two-week period in 1981. In response, in 2016, the California Public 
Utilities Commission approved a Pacific Gas & Electric Joint Proposal to phase out the state’s 
remaining nuclear power. That means the operating licenses for Diablo Canyon’s two units will 
not be renewed when they expire in 2024 and 2025. 

Ironically, the Commission did not approve Pacific Gas & Electric’s proposal for resources to 
replace the station’s output. It does not appear to matter that nuclear reactors produce no 
greenhouse gas emissions during operation. They are hated by the enviro-radicals who drive 
California’s energy policy and are steadily putting the state even further behind the 8-ball. 
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It gets worse. California now requires that all new homes be nearly entirely electric. It wants 
citizens to switch their natural gas stoves to electric, as part of their global warming initiatives. 
More than 30 cities have already enacted bans on gas appliances, including San Francisco. The 
state also hopes to eliminate all gasoline and diesel cars in favor of plug-in electric automobiles. 

This means demand for reliable, affordable electricity will rise by leaps and bounds, just 
as supplies are steadily reduced, and partially replaced by expensive, intermittent, weather-
dependent power. 

Just as Mr. Biden promises for the nation as a whole, California is sacrificing reliable electrical 
power as part of its impossible crusade to “stop climate change.” Of course, this will have no 
impact on our planet’s climate, because (a) climate change is mostly natural and not driven by 
carbon dioxide, and (b) all those wind turbines, solar panels and backup batteries will be 
manufactured overseas, mostly in China, using fossil fuels and simply moving the source of 
ever-increasing greenhouse gas emissions. 

However, it will certainly spur sales of candles, flashlights, propane heaters, and natural gas, 
gasoline and diesel generators. 

So, welcome to America’s future under a Biden-Harris-Kerry- AOC Administration. America, the 
blackouts are coming. 

Ohio-based Dr. Jay Lehr is Senior Policy Advisor to the Ottawa, Canada-based International 
Climate Science Coalition (ICSC). Tom Harris is Executive Director of ICSC. 
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Rolling Blackouts Circular 
The purpose of this circular is to provide information regarding the potential for an electrical blackout in 
the City of Los Angeles, as a result of the current electrical power crisis. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent months, the State of California has been experiencing an electrical power shortage. 
This is due, in part, to the high levels of demand in recent months and the lack of supply 
available from power companies. Although, the power shortages experienced in the past few 
months have resulted in rolling blackouts in several cities throughout Southern California, the 
likelihood of an electrical blackout in the City of Los Angeles stemming from the power shortage 
is extremely unlikely. 

POSSIBILITY OF ROLLING BLACKOUTS 

Rolling blackouts in the City of Los Angeles, as a result of the current power crisis, are not likely 
to occur. This is because the California Independent System Operator (CAL ISO) controls the 
areas that have been affected by rolling blackouts. The City of Los Angeles’ Department of 
Water and Power (DWP) is not part of CAL ISO. As a result, the City of Los Angeles, barring an 
emergency order by the Governor for the City to curtail its power load or an unplanned grid or 
power generation failure, will not experience any rolling blackouts. However, electrical power 
outages may occur in the City of Los Angeles as a result of an earthquake, fire, or other natural 



 

       
       

     

 

  
      

 

  
   

  

 
        

      

 

 
  

   
 

  
 

    
 

 

       

     
  

     
   

disaster. Additionally, there are many people who work in the City of Los Angeles, but reside 
outside the City, who may go home to an area that is experiencing a blackout. The following is 
a list or tips to follow in the event you are in an area that is experiencing a blackout. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

During a blackout, anything that is reliant upon electricity as its power source will be severely 
impacted. There are a few items that are affected more so than others. Some of these are: 

• Traffic Signals 
• Medical equipment (life-support systems) 
• Security systems 

Elderly community members and those requiring electrical medical equipment are more 
severely impacted by a rolling blackout than the younger population. 

WHAT TO DO IF THE POWER GOES OFF 

If you experience an electrical power outage at your residence, first check to see if your 
neighbor’s lights are out. This is to ensure that the problem does not rest with your residence. 
If the power outage is throughout your community, these tips can help you and your family. 

AT HOME 

• Have flashlights and fresh batteries readily available. 
• Try to avoid using candles as a light source. Use flashlights instead. 
• Leave one light turned on so you will be aware of when the power comes back on. 
• Leaving the doors closed on your refrigerator will keep the food inside cool and fresh. 
• Have a battery-operated radio on hand. This will allow you to remain updated on the status 

of the electrical blackout or other emergencies. 
• Keep a wind-up or battery-operated clock, manual can opener, and extra blankets available 

in your home. 
• Check on elderly neighbors or anyone who may have a medical condition that requires the 

use of medical equipment that is electrically powered. 

WHILE DRIVING 

• Because of an electrical blackout, normal operation of traffic signals may be impeded. IF 
you approach an intersection where the traffic signals are not functioning, REMEMBER 
THAT THE INTERSECTION IS TO BE CONSIDERED A FOUR-WAY STOP! Always yield to the 
right, and keep in mind that during a blackout, normal traffic patterns will be disrupted. 
Drive defensively and remain extremely alert, especially if you are a pedestrian. 

• It’s a good idea to have a flashlight in your vehicle. In the event you experience mechanical 
difficulties with your vehicle, you will need a light source to perform maintenance on your 
vehicle or to summon assistance. 
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• Consider driving on roads that are not as heavily traveled. Take alternate routes. This will 
reduce traffic congestion and delays caused by non-functioning traffic signals. 

ADDITIONAL 

For additional information regarding electrical blackouts and emergency preparedness, you 
may check the following Internet sites: 

• http://www.flexyourpower.ca.gov – California Energy Commission. This site contains useful 
information regarding blackout preparedness, conservation, and emergency preparedness. 

• http://www.ladwp.com – The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power. This site also 
contains information that provides preparedness tips relating to electrical and power 
outages. 

If you do not have Internet service, you may call the Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power at 1-800-CALL DWP(1-800-225-5397) or the California Energy Commission at 1-800-232-
4685. 

CONCLUSION 

Rolling blackouts in the City of Los Angeles as a result of the current energy crisis are unlikely to 
occur. However, in the event they do occur, for whatever reason, remember to remain calm. 
They are only temporary. 

The information provided in this circular was obtained from the Los Angeles Department of 
Water and Power and the California Energy Commission. You can visit their respective Web 
sites to obtain additional information concerning precautions that should be taken during an 
electrical shortage or blackout. 

For additional information regarding this subject or any crime prevention information you may 
contact the Los Angeles Police Department, Crime Prevention Unit, at 213-485-3134. 
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Submitted to Planning Staff by Joyce Whittier 9-19-2021 

https://www.kansascity.com/news/weather-news/article249278345.html 

Kansas City area faces rolling power outages as 
regional power grid emergency declared 
BY ROBERT A. CRONKLETON AND 

ANNE SPOERRE 
UPDATED FEBRUARY 16, 2021 12:35 PM 

Electrical utilities that provide power to the Kansas City area warned that additional rolling 
power outages were imminent Tuesday morning as the grid that serves 14 states was 
experiencing a power shortage. 

Evergy announced that it was resuming 30 to 60 minute rolling blackouts due to regional power 
supply needs as directed by Southwest Power Pool Inc., which manages the electrical grid 
across 14 central and western United States, including the Kansas City area. 



 

     
  

 

   
     

  

  
  

     
     

       

   
  

       
 

   
  

 

      
    

    

      
    

 

  
    

   

     
     

 

     
  

    
 

Southwest Power Pool declared an energy emergency about 6:15 a.m. saying that system-wide 
power generating capacity had dropped below the demand for power due to extremely low 
temperatures and inadequate supplies of natural gas. 

“We’ll be working with our member utilities to implement controlled interruptions of electric 
service throughout our region,” the company said. “This is done as a last resort to preserve the 
reliability of the electric system as a whole.” 

Southwest Power Pool urged customers to conserve energy and follow their local utilities 
instructions regarding the potential for outages to their homes and businesses. 

“We are doing them (rolling blackouts) as we speak,” said David E. Mehlhaff, chief 
communications officer for the Kansas City, Kansas, Board of Public Utilities. “The first one was 
out in the legends area. They’re back up now — should be back up — they last 40 minutes.” 

The BPU anticipates that the rolling blackouts will be occurring throughout the day until they 
hear otherwise from the Southwest Power Pool. 

“Yesterday we had a total of 1,2 00 customers that were impacted,” Mehlhaff said. “Right now, 
we’ve got 3100 people out.” 

Evergy urged customers to turn down their thermostats, close blinds and shades to reduce heat 
loss through windows, change or clean furnace filters and turn off unnecessary lights and 
appliances. 

The power grid emergency comes as already dangerous temperatures plunged even lower. 
Temperatures had dropped to -10 degrees shortly before 7 a.m. at Kansas City International 
Airport. Overnight wind chills were around -20 degrees. 

Because of the dangerously cold conditions and the potential for rolling blackouts, school 
districts in the Kansas City area have declared a snow day, canceling classes, or have moved to 
remote learning for Tuesday. 

On Monday, thousands of electrical customers throughout Kansas City and 
Independence experienced rolling service outages as utilities scrambled to meet the high 
demand for electricity due to the extreme cold weather conditions. 

Evergy said said on Twitter that roughly 60,000 customers were without power for some 30 
minutes Monday Independence Power & Light said about 2,000 customers at a time were 
without electrical service for about 30 minutes. 

The Kansas City, Kansas Board of Public Utilities said it too began rolling blackouts to blocks of 
customers, which lasted about 40 minutes. 

Mayor Quinton Lucas on Monday asked that the city’s downtown skyline go dark to conserve 
electricity. 
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Submitted to Planning Staff by Joyce Whittier 9-19-2021 

https://climatesciencenews.com/2020-08-22-rolling-california-blackouts-reliance-solar-wind-power-
backfire.html 

Rolling blackouts in California show 
how reliance on solar and wind power 
can backfire 
08/22/2020 / By Isabelle Z. 

California issued its first rolling blackouts in nearly 20 years last week as the state’s 
grid operator tried to keep the power system from complete collapse in the midst of 
a heat wave, and some are pointing out that the situation demonstrates the failures 
of green energy. 

The rolling blackouts affected upwards of 2 million Californians. Many of the outages 
took place in the afternoon, when power demand peaked as people starting turning 
up their air conditioning at the same time that solar power supplies started slowing 
down as the sun set. 



 

  
     

 

    
     

  
    

      
   

 
  

    
  

 

   
 

   
 

  
 

   
    

  
   

   

   
 

The state’s three biggest utilities – Southern California Edison, Pacific Gas & Electric, 
and San Diego Gas & Electric – cut off power to homes and businesses for roughly an 
hour at a time until the close of an emergency declaration, and this was followed by 
a second outage. 

On top of that, erratic output from the state’s wind farms failed to make up the gap. 
Around a third of the state’s electricity comes from renewable sources thanks to 
state law mandates, and these alternatives proved incapable of keeping up during 
peak power usage.  In the past, utilities and grid operators in the state bought extra 
electricity from other states when it fell short, but the vast size of the heat 
wave meant that other states were also reaching their limits and had none to spare. 

Governor Gavin Newsom ordered an investigation into the outages seen in the state 
over the weekend, vowing to uncover the cause.  However, Republican Assemblyman 
Jim Patterson of Fresno, who serves as the Committee on Utilities and Energy’s Vice 
Chair, said that the problem can be traced to California’s reduced dependence on 
natural gas. 

Speaking to FOX26 News, he said: “I have been warning over and over again that the 
policies coming out of the Democrat-controlled legislature and governors’ office are 
creating the conditions for blackouts and brownouts and here we are seeing the 
evidence.” 

ISO officials warned last year that the shift to less 
reliable energy sources could lead to shortages 
Officials from the California Independent System Operator (ISO), who is in charge of 
managing electric flow in the state, warned last year that electricity shortages could 
happen during a heat wave because of the shift toward renewable but less reliable 
sources of energy, such as wind and solar energy. 

Independent Energy Producers Association CEO Jan Smutny Jones told the Mercury 
News: 

“Some folks in the environmental community want to shut down all the gas plants. 
That would be a disaster.” 
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Independent System Operator Vice President of Market Quality and State Regulatory 
Affairs Mark Rothleder said that energy demand tends to surge during heat waves at 
around 5 in the evening as people return home from work and solar power starts to 
wane. 

Newson acknowledged the role of the transition to renewable energy in the problems 
the state is facing, saying there are gaps in the “reliability of power.” 

He said: “Our capacity for storage in particular … substantially needs to be improved, 
but I am confident in our capacity to deal with that.” 

A statement by the ISO said the state faced an electricity shortfall of about 1.4 
gigawatts on Monday.  Around 9 gigawatts of gas generation have been retired in the 
past five years as the state shifts to renewables, which would have been enough to 
power 6.8 million homes. 

The lights may be off, but this is a shining example of what happens when you let 
liberals run a state. Is it any surprise that residents are now fleeing California in 
droves? 
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Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Sam Chan <samanch168@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 6:55 PM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: I SUPPORT SOLAR ENERGY DEVEELOPMENT 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

1. Commercially viable for a solar utility scale farm at least 2000 acres without square mile restriction. 

2. 25‐30 years year permit. 

3. Let property owners decide how to use their own land. 

4. Buffering & setback should similar to other commercial projects and not unnecessary impediments. 

Sincerely, 

SHIH‐PEI (SAM) CHAN 
14140 W 130th TER. 
OLATHE, KS 66062 
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Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Bob Knoche <knochegardner@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:58 PM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: I support Solar energy development 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Solar Panels are made to last at least for 35 years. Solar Farms should be permitted for 25 to 30 years 
also. This is the most important issue in the permitting. 

Set backs should not be more than 40 feet and less than that on unimproved roads. Requiring berms for 
landscaping or screening is just a waste of good topsoil. 

Dr. Robert Knoche 

238 North Maple 

Gardner, Kansas 66030 
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Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Donna Knoche <momknoche@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:47 PM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: I support solar power in Johnson County Kansas 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

I am writing in support for the West Gardner Solar farm. The area is rural with only two houses on the 
175th roadway. After researching other solar projects, they all have 25 to 30 year permits with additional 
permits available. 
The solar project will use the land the same as it is now. The land has had many years of conservation 
work done, such as terraces and grass waterways.  
This project is in a rural area and with minimal traffic so the buffering should fencing instead of berms 
and screening. 
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Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 6:19 AM
To: Greg A. Cromer
Cc: Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: Re: Comments for 28th Meeting 

Thank you Greg. We will include your comments in the packet for the Planning Commissioners. 

Jay 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Greg A. Cromer <gacromer@aol.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:31:41 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Comments for 28th Meeting 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Dear Jay, 

I would like to submit the following comments, questions, and linked documents to be included for staff and Planning 
Commissioners to review, study, and respond as applicable. 

Since the planned massive solar project crosses government jurisdictions, a safety breaker “kill switch” should be installed 
separating electrical operations that are working contiguously between counties in the event of malfunction or fire.  By all 
practical measures, solar panels, batteries, and inverters should not straddle both counties. 

Additionally, considerations must be made to determine how inspections, (Fire, mechanical, etc.) are enforced when solar 
panels, inverters, batteries, and controls cross multiple jurisdictions.     

Is an Environmental Impact Study by an independent vendor being required to large scale industrial solar developers?  If so, 
how is this vendor chosen? 

What regulations are proposed for pre-construction ecological checks?  Such as… 
-Rehabilitation/re-vegetation of areas damaged by construction activities. 
-Implementation of soil conservation measures, including the stockpiling topsoil or gravel for remediation of disturbed areas. 
-Requirement to appoint an independent Environmental Control Officer (ECO) for the construction phase of development to 
ensure all mitigation rehabilitation measures are implemented. 

Public roadways will be used for ingress and egress of the development. Dust suppression during construction, and traffic 
management measures must be included in permitting.  A Transportation analysis should be provided to the county before the 
site plan is approved. 

Are there any considerations for a contractor prequalification permit to determine if constructors meet the experience, training, 
and skill level to safely complete a project of this magnitude?  This would require a special category with qualifications for 
“Large Solar Construction” which must be created by the county before a construction permit is issued. 
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According to recent testimony to the BOCC by area Fire Districts, the BOCC has provided so many Industrial Revenue Bonds 
to industries, that there is a huge shortfall in the Fire District budgets. All three Fire Districts have complained about the 
negative impacts of being shortchanged.  

Are provisions being planned to fund, and provide fire protection, specialized training, and equipping departments for 
industrial solar farms either through operator fees, or special taxing? 

A massive solar farm poses a large-scale fire danger, and could place the lives of all citizens in jeopardy by further eroding 
and diverting financial resources.  What systems and standards for reporting and tracking industrial-scale solar and battery 
fires are in place? 

Our fire districts should be providing key oversight in this review process.  What fire safety protocols and regulations are 
proposed for massive solar operators in our county? 

Are there county disposal criteria for toxic solar panels, inverters, and battery components? 

Toxic compounds found in solar panels and batteries pose consequential environmental harm, and they could be dumping 
into our local landfills for the next half century and beyond. 
https://www.americanexperiment.org/solar-panels-produce-tons-of-toxic-waste-literally/ 

An Analysis of Lithium-ion Battery Fires in Waste Management and Recycling 
https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-08/lithium-ion-battery-report-update-7.01_508.pdf 

Solar assets are continuing to experience higher than expected rates of degradation, that puts long term viability at risk. 
https://www.pv-tech.org/built-solar-assets-are-chronically-underperforming-and-modules-degrading-faster-than-expected-
research-finds/ 

Some landowners could see their homes surrounded on three sides by solar panels if the proposed development is 
approved. This is unreasonable, and unsafe to dwellers.  There must be a provision to limit solar installation exposures and 
proximities to protect neighboring property owners. 

Thank you for your considerations, and I look forward to seeing you and the Planning Commissioners at the next meeting on 
the 28th. 

Sincerely, 

Greg A. Cromer 
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From: Alan Anglyn 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC 
Subject: Proposed Zoning Regulations for Utility Scale Solar 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 10:47:04 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

In the current rush to develop solar energy, we must not lose sight of that which we are trying 
to protect. The current trend to larger and larger utility-scale solar projects will have 
significant impacts for many decades to come. Solar energy developers request zoning that 
works in their interests, which is to be as efficient and as profitable as possible, but gives little 
regard to impacts outside the project boundaries. We must embrace ways to adapt to change 
while protecting our way of life, our future growth, water and food supplies, and local 
families. Rather than seek approval for ever more massive projects with fewer restrictions, 
these solar energy companies should seek to innovate more and be a cooperating partner with 
the local communities in which they propose to do business, particularly given the trend to 
develop utility-scale solar in proximity to more populated areas. If this means lower profit in 
the short term to be better stewards of our resources and be accepted into the community, then 
that's part of doing business in the locations they select. 

To this end, I ask that you and your team adopt zoning regulations that promote a balance of 
protections for our county, our citizens, our natural resources and our energy needs. 

In the interest of compromise between positions supporting utility-scale solar and that of no 
utility-scale solar, I offer the following reasonable zoning regulations that allow for utility-
scale solar while protecting the local community, adjacent non-participating properties and 
allow for the population growth and development of the county over the next 20 - 40 years. 
These are categorized into five areas to be protected - 1) rural areas and Johnson County's 
future growth, 2) adjacent, non-participating properties, 3) water quality, 4) wildlife, 5) US 
interests. 

Protection of rural areas and the future growth of Johnson County 

· Within designated brownfield locations and within industrial zoned areas, the maximum 
project area will be 2,000 acres 

· In rural and agricultural areas, the maximum project area will be 200 acres 

Protections for adjacent, non-participating properties 

· No utility scale solar project will bound any single non-participating property nor any 
grouping of non-participating properties on three or four sides. 



         

         

         

         

  

         

         

         

 

         

         

          

         

         

· Setbacks from non-participating properties will be a minimum of 150 feet with a 
vegetative buffer of no less than 50 feet 

· Setbacks from existing residences on non-participating properties will be a minimum of 
1,000 feet 

· Utility scale solar applicants / operators will be responsible for damages to adjacent 
properties from inadequate controls of storm water 

· Utility scale solar applicants / operators will be subject to fines for contamination of water 
as a result of their development and operations 

Protection of water quality 

· No project shall be within 500 feet of a flood zone 

· The applicant will pay for an annual inspection and testing to check for water 
contamination from the use of herbicides 

· The applicant will pay for a study on the potential effects of proposed construction 
techniques on quality of surface groundwater and the quality of the underlying aquifer 

Protection of Wildlife 

· Wildlife corridors will be required every ¼ mile of project boundary 

· Permeable security fencing will be required (currently stated as encouraged) 

· Setbacks of 50 feet from road right of ways will be required with vegetative cover 

Protection of United States economic and international interests 

· Solar panels will be sourced from US manufacturers 

· No components will be sourced from China 

I welcome the opportunity to discuss these suggestions with you and your staff. 

Alan Anglyn 

17090 Evening Star Rd 



 

Edgerton, KS 

913-882-6424 



                             
 

 
 
 
 

                       
 

   
      
          

      
              

 
                               
                       
               
                     
               
                       
               
                                         

       
                                                 
                                           
                                       

           
   

Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: stanleeknoche <stanleeknoche@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:55 AM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Fwd: Yes 4 West Gardner Solar Farm 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S® 6, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
From: stanleeknoche <stanleeknoche@gmail.com> 
Date: 9/20/21 1:34 AM (GMT‐06:00) 
To: planner@jocogov.com, bocc@jocogov.org 
Subject: Yes 4 West Gardner Solar Farm 

I'm for the West Gardner Solar Farm that is being brought forth by Next Era Energy 
‐Next Era is the second largest renewable energy company only behind Tesla 
(Tesla is #1 cause of there battery technology) 
‐Next Era has become the largest clean power producer of energy 
‐Next Era operates 33 universal scale solar project 
They are a worldwide reputable company in the wind and solar energy. 
‐ I'm sure they will do a good job. 
With Evergy closing down the Lawernce Energy Center, a 487mw coal fire plant by 2025, the West Gardner Solar Farm would 
be a postive alternate. 
When it comes to renewable energy and the electric grid we need 2 be all hands on deck, we need to give NextEra the go 
ahead with a 25 or 30 year permit to make sure they suceed and build this plant for cleaner environment and stronger 
electric grid.I hope the planners can work with Next Era and allow a waiver on the setback of the barriers 
I'm hoping for a better tomorrow 
Stan Knoche 
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From: Jane Knoche 
To: BOCC-Clerk; PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Solar Utility Zoning Regulations 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 9:53:52 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Background: Why the need for Solar Energy Farm 
Zoning Regulations? 

Prior to 2018, the Southwest Power Pool openly solicited 
developers to request interest in developing solar energy 
in their multi state area. NextEra submitted a request for 
development in Johnson County through the SPP. After 
acceptance, they had their land agents contact 
landowners. 

Zoning Regulation Development: 
Solar development is development that is more than compatible with other types of land 
development. In no way does solar development result in ‘compromised’ land. Current 
industry practices install tilting panels which allow for the land to receive the same amount of 
rainfall, vegetation growth, and protection from erosion.  As landowners we wouldn’t be 
interested in supporting a project that is detrimental to our land. 

From a business standpoint Solar development improves the land and results in renewable, 
clean, quiet energy.  Yes, it is a Capital investment, and its construction will provide local jobs. 
The local maintenance and operations will provide local jobs. 

A 20-year term for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) is too short and should be 25 to 30 Years. 
[According to Reuters news item, the Average life expectancy of US utility-scale PV projects 
rose to 32.5 years in 2019, compared with 21.5 years in 2007 in a recent survey by the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Posted July 9, 2020.] Your Water Board requested an 

easement along Knoche Property facing 175th Street to install a water line.  The proposed 

water line to run along 175th Street isn’t being engineered, designed, or installed for a 20-year 
life.  So why would planners and the planning commission expect that a solar utility should be 



 
 

 

       
        
          

        
       
        

          
       
       

       
      

       
    

 

         
        

      
      

      
        

         
          

       

permitted for only 20 years? 

Proposed zoning regulations selectively treats solar development with more restrictions than 
other forms of commercial development. This creates unnecessary risk to financing for capital 
intensive projects where financing is critical. Investors are not likely to invest capital in 
projects where the CUP could be up for renewal and potentially disapproved during the 
operational period. 

Johnson County zoning needs to encourage utility scale 
solar development by not capping the acreage to less 
than 2000 or nor setting square mile limits. In the August 
meeting of the zoning commission, results from the latest 
census were shared that project an enormous population 
growth in Johnson County. All these new residents will 
need energy for their homes. If we are looking at 20
 year timeframes and thinking about housing, then don’t 
forget the energy needs. But energy installations aren’t 
a 20-year cycle. This 20 year population growth, 
subdivision building paradigm thinking needs to be 
applied for housing, not for commercial business, energy 
development and agribusiness land management. 

The setbacks and buffering for a Solar Farm should be 
on parity with other commercial projects and not create 
unnecessary impediments or costs.  You don’t require 
commercial projects to provide screening fences or 
berms around their perimeters. The degree of 
appropriate security fencing should be a decision for the 
developer rather than the zoners.  This is a rural low 
traffic location. There are a lot of hedge rows along the 
property and provide ample visual screening.  I support 



     
       

     
        

        
        

        
        
       

        
     

 

        
          
   

 

         
       

       
       
         
       

         
        
        
        
       

      
       

requiring 20-to-30-foot setbacks and screening where 
there are residences located near the solar farm 
boundaries to mitigate visual impacts. Requiring 
perimeter visual screening and berms is overkill. One, it 
is an unnecessary cost that singles out solar energy 
developers and would make the project look weird when 
you drive the roads. The hedge lanes are more 
desirable to view. Secondly there is no need for 
perimeter berms. You are only requiring the developer 
to disturb the perimeter land and remove valuable top 
soil to put in a berm. 

This is rural Johnson County. The proposed location for 
this project is appropriate for the county and is the right 
time for its use. 

Let property owners decide how to use their own land. 
They have already been good stewards of their 
environment.  My Uncle bought the acreage where he 
went to grade school. My Maternal Great Grandmother 
lived and farmed the land along 175th street and Evening 
Star Road.  I have mowed pasture, picked blackberries, 
fished the ponds, swam in the ponds, pulled hedge tree 
roots out for future water ways and terraces, worked 
cattle, and helped build fences on this Johnson County 
family acreage. This solar farm project will allow the 
future generations of my family to continue as 
responsible landowners to provide an essential resource 
(solar energy) for local production and consumption.  For 



         
       

 

 

 

   

  

farmers that want to continue farming, I fully support their 
choice and see no obstacles from this project. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jane Knoche 

23535 W. 74th Street 

Shawnee, KS 66227 



                             
 

         
 

                               
   

                                  
 
          

 
                     

 
                           

 
  

 
     
       
     

 
         

 

Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: FEI CHAN <feichan633@comcast.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:40 AM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: Subject: SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

To whom it may concern, 

City of Olathe needs more electric power on future development. I deeply support SOLAR ENERGY DEVELOPMENT. 
Please consider: 

1. Commercially viable for a solar utility scale farm at least 2000 acres without square mile restriction. 

2. 25‐30 years year permit. 

3. Let property owners decide how to use their own land. 

4. Buffering & setback should similar to other commercial projects and not unnecessary impediments. 

Sincerely, 

Sik‐Fei F Chan 
14140 W 130th TER. 
OLATHE, KS 66062 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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Davis, Leslie, PLN 

From: Steven Clark <clarkville80@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:29 AM
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: West Gardner Solar Project and Johnson County Zoning Regulations for Utility-Scale Solar Facilities 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government ‐ please use caution when opening attachments or 
links.*** 

Dear Johnson County Planning Commissioners and Staff, 

I previously wrote you a letter dated September 12, 2021 in which I provided commentary regarding your 
draft zoning regulations for utility-scale solar facilities. On September 14, I listened to your hearing where 
the solar consultant made a presentation to the commissioners about his proposed zoning regulations, 
and the commissioners asked questions of the consultant. I was one of the public speakers during your 
hearing, calling in remotely to your meeting. I am very experienced in all aspects of utility-scale solar 
projects across the U.S. with thirteen years of utility-scale solar experience, and I have deep experience 
in permitting solar facilities in many different U.S. locations, including several with very stringent 
restrictions and mitigating measures. You may view more information about my professional experience 
at: https://www.linkedin.com/in/steven-clark-p-e-9441b321/ 

I am a strong proponent of solar PV power plants because of their many benefits to both the local 
community and region, which I've summarized below.  

 No fossil fuels used, so zero air emissions 
 Very low lifecycle cost of electricity generation 
 Not subject to fuel cost escalation 
 Very low water usage 
 Long operating life time (30 to 35 years) 
 Very quiet operation 
 Very low visual profile 
 Low impact on the site land, which can be fully restored 

More information can be found at: Environment & Sustainability | SEIA 

Environment & Sustainability | SEIA 
Climate change, sustainability and recycling are all major areas of 
focus of the solar industry, which is taking... 
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In listening to the Planning Commission Staff's Consultant's presentation to the Commissioner's on Sept. 
14, I became concerned about his proposed zoning regulations for utility-scale solar facilities in Johnson 
County. Several of his proposed regulations and restrictions appear to be based on misunderstandings 
of utility-scale solar projects and their potential impacts. Here are my primary concerns. 

1. Conditional Use Permit Term. The consultant proposed a CUP term of 20 years and then a possible 
permit extension. This provision does not take into account the reality of how virtually all utility-scale solar 
projects are financed in the United States, which counts on each project operating for 30 years or more 
to provide an adequate return on investment on the high capital cost of the project. The West Gardner 
Solar Project is being developed by a private company, not a regulated electric utility like Evergy who do 
not build solar projects themselves. Lenders to large-scale solar projects will absolutely require a long 
CUP permit term before they will lend capital to private solar developers. An initial 20 year CUP term, 
with an option to extend it will not allow a utility-scale solar project to be financed and built since lenders 
(and investors too) will both require certainty for a longer term to provide a return on investment. I have 
never personally seen a CUP term shorter than 25 or 30 years. 

2. Setbacks and Screening. The consultant appears to require both very wide setbacks (50 ft minimum) 
and complete visual screening of the outside boundaries of large-scale solar facilities. The rationale for 
these requirements in a rural setting were not adequately explained by the consultant, who appears to 
have the opinion that solar farms are a visual nuisance or similar to an "industrial facility". I would 
challenge the Planning Commission staff and the consultant to survey what many other regulatory 
authorities have established for utility-scale solar plants located in similar low-traffic, rural settings. In my 
experience, setbacks in the range of 20 to 30 feet are typical and visual screening is only required in the 
vicinity of residences located near the plant boundaries to mitigate their specific visual impacts. I have 
never seen a permit requirement or a zoning regulation requiring complete visual screening of a solar 
farm's entire boundary in a rural setting. This requirement would be extremely expensive to comply with 
and would provide very little value to the public. 

3. Limit on Ground Coverage. The consultant proposed a limit on the calculated "coverage" of the solar 
array area, based on all solar panels being in a fixed position, horizontal to the ground. The consultant's 
rationale was that rainwater dripping from the edges of solar modules would strike the ground, which 
may not be covered by vegetation, and this could lead to significant stormwater flowing from the site with 
soil erosion and sediment transfer to nearby waterways. This concern is misguided for several reasons. 
First, the solar panels will be mounted on trackers to follow the sun through the course of the day, so the 
"drip line" from rainwater falling off the solar modules will be dispersed and never concentrated in one 
line below the panels. Secondly, proper zoning regulations and permit conditions will require the site to 
be fully revegetated wherever the soil has been disturbed by construction. Additionally, stormwater 
pollution prevention plans will be required for both construction and operation of all solar farms, which will 
require proactive measures (called best management plans), inspection, and reporting to effectively 
minimize damaging stormwater flows, soil erosion, and impacts on adjacent waterways. I have not seen 
any limit on ground coverage specified in any prior zoning regulations or permit requirements and I do 
not believe this is an appropriate zoning regulation requirement. 

4. Minimum Distance from Solar Facility to Existing City Limits. The consultant recommended that utility-
scale solar projects be located no closer than one mile from existing city limits without explaining a 
rationale for this restriction. What is the purpose for this restriction and what is its benefit? Is the 
consultant and planning commission aware that some utility-scale solar projects are located within city 
limits? How would incorporating a utility-scale solar facility, which is relatively unobtrusive, be 
incompatible with being within a city's boundary when Edgerton annexed the area where the very large 
and intermodal facility is located? 
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5. Project Area and Project Extent Acreage Limits. The consultant recommended acreage limits for both 
the "Project Area" and the "Project Extent", again without providing a clear and compelling rationale. I 
would challenge the planning commission and staff, along with the consultant, to provide examples 
where other county's or states have established similar limits. What would be the purpose of these limits? 
To artificially restrict the potential development of a particular business enterprise? Has Johnson County 
restricted the acres that can be developed for housing subdivisions, for shopping centers, for any other 
farming or industrial sector? Additionally, I do not believe that the concept of "Project Extent" has been 
used in any widespread way for regulating the solar farm business elsewhere in the U.S. Why have limits 
both on Project Area and Project Extent? 

6. Maximum Distance Between Non-Contiguous Properties within Project. The consultant recommended 
that non-contiguous properties located more than one-half mile away from the main project area be 
considered a separate project. No rationale was provided for this restriction. Please note that all other 
jurisdictions that I am aware of consider a single solar project to consist of the various land parcels that 
are electrically interconnected with one another and controlled as a single facility with a single electrical 
connection to the grid. Non-contiguous solar arrays are electrically connected to the main plant area by 
the simple routing of a collector line from the non-contiguous array to the main plant on overhead power 
poles similar to distribution lines that run along many country roads. 

I ask for the Planning Commission and Staff to fully consider modifying or striking the above proposed 
zoning regulations. I would be happy to further discuss these issues with the Commission and/or Staff 
and/or consultant. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Steven M. Clark, P.E. 
916-705-3232 
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From: Cheryl Flood 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Cc: BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: West Gardner Solar Project 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 10:18:19 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Johnson County Planning Commission and staff: 

I want to express my strong support for the West Gardner Solar Project. 
I am a lifetime resident of Johnson County, Kansas and an Evergy customer. 

As a grandmother, I want to ensure we are doing everything we can to be good 
stewards of our earth and environment. We need to make the most of sustainable 
and renewable energy for the future of my grandchildren and others. 

Evergy has three main focuses for a sustainable future. 
One of their goals is to create stronger, more reliable power. The West Gardner Solar 
Project aligns and strongly supports this goal by providing a diverse energy source. 
An added bonus is its nearby location. 

Thank you for your consideration of this important project. 

Cheryl Flood 
8029 Meadow Lane 
Leawood, Kansas 66206 



 

 

 
  
  

 

 
 

  
 

  
  

  
 

  
 

  
 

 

  
 

 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 

   

 
  

 

  
 

 

From: Steven Clark 
To: BOCC-Clerk; PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: West Gardner Solar Project and Myths about Utility-Scale Solar Facilities 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 10:14:58 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments or links.*** 

Dear Johnson County Planning Commission and Staff, 

I have listened in to the hearings about utility-scale solar facilities and zoning regulations that you've held the past two months.  In listening to the public 
and others speak about their concerns, I've heard a number of misleading statements and falsehoods about utility-scale solar facilities, which I'd like to 
address here. 

1. "Solar Projects will destroy the land".  This is far from the truth, since utility-scale solar projects will only lightly grade the existing land's contours where 
required.  Mass grading is avoided since it's unnecessary (and would be expensive for the owner).  Project sites are selected that aren't very hilly or 
wooded.  If there are minor hilly or wooded areas on a selected site, those are mostly avoided by the layout of the solar arrays and other plant equipment. 
Federal and state regulations already prohibit building solar (or other facilities) within "wetlands" which include streams, creeks, swamps, ponds, etc. 
Existing laws and regulations require all construction areas to strictly limit stormwater runoff from all disturbed areas to prevent soil erosion and sediment 
transfer into waterways.  Project permits require project owners to completely remove all project equipment and structures (including foundations and 
underground utilities) after the useful life of the project is over and to restore and revegetate the project site.  The project owner is required to post a 
financial instrument to the regulatory authority to complete cover the cost of this "decommissioning" prior to the project owner receiving any construction 
permit for the project. 

2.  "Utility-Scale Solar Projects are Industrial Facilities".  Most people think of "industrial facilities" as having large buildings, structures, or equipment with 
smokestacks, and which are noisy and have significant traffic.  Industrial facilities also often have wastewater discharges, use large amounts of water and 
chemicals, and are often smelly.  Utility-scale solar projects are very different.  Other than the relatively small plant substation, gen-tie line, and collector 
power lines, no structures are taller than about 12 feet.  There is no smokestack or emissions of any kind.  There is no wastewater discharge and there 
are no chemicals used that would produce odors.  Solar projects are extremely quiet with barely detectable noise outside the project fencing.  Once 
constructed, there is very little traffic associated with solar facilities.  Solar facilities also use very little water in their operations. 

3.  "Utility-Scale Solar Projects are an eyesore".  While it's true that "beauty is in the eye of the beholder", there is nothing particularly unattractive about a 
utility-scale solar facility.  The facility essentially consists of long rows of solar panels, mounted on solar trackers, in north-south rows, with grass covered 
ground.  The solar panels are mounted about five feet above ground level and have black surfaces.  Photos of representative "solar farms" can be viewed 
at https://www.google.com/search? 
q=solar+farm+pictures&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS924US924&oq=solar+farm+pictures&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i512j0i22i30l4.7665j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-
8 
Homes that are located near the boundaries of utility-scale solar facilities can be "visually screened" from the project by reasonable setbacks and 
vegetation provided by the solar facility owner on the facility land.  Zoning regulations and permit conditions should specify these requirements. 

4.  "The West Gardner Solar Project should be built somewhere else".  In reality, the proposed location for the West Gardner Solar Project is essentially 
ideal from both the project owner's perspective and the community perspective.  It's location has the following very positive attributes. 

Near an existing electrical substation and high voltage transmission line with capacity to accept power from the solar facility. (i.e. the West Gardner 
Substation owned by Evergy) 
Relatively near a large load center with needs for clean, renewable energy (i.e. Johnson County cities and the KC metro area) 
On open land that's relatively flat, with relatively few trees, and minimal streams and wetlands. 
Land where current property owners are willing to lease or sell their properties for the facility 
Land without federally or state listed threatened or endangered species, which could prevent construction of a solar facility 
Land which has few existing structures or facilities which would need to be removed or avoided 

Some project opponents have suggested the proposed NextEra solar plant be built far away and not in Johnson County.  However, this is not practical for 
multiple reasons.  First, a distantly located solar farm would incur significantly higher transmission system power losses to deliver power to Johnson 
County and the KC area.  It's a simple matter of physics and engineering that longer transmission distances result in higher losses.  Secondly, the current 
transmission system has capacity limits; it can only transmit so much power and no more.  Depending on the "distant location" selected, the costs of 
transmission system upgrades required to move the power generated from that location to the KC area could easily be tens of millions of dollars. 

Others have suggested that instead of southwest Johnson County, the proposed NextEra solar plant should be located on the site of the Sunflower Army 
Ammunition Plant.  However, this alternate location is also problematic for multiple reasons.  First, as a private company, NextEra depends on leasing or 
purchasing land from willing sellers.  I assume the Sunflower Plant is still owned by the federal government; would they be a willing seller and if so, can 
you imagine the complex issues that would arise in a transaction with them?  Secondly, much of the Sunflower Plant's area has been contaminated with 
hazardous materials and soils and remediation is underway.  A private solar facility developer would not locate their property on land that may have 
hazardous materials on it for multiple reasons, including financing concerns.  Additionally, the Sunflower Plant location is far away from an existing high 
voltage transmission line and substation, so it would not be practical or cost effective to locate the NextEra facility there. 

5.  "NextEra will send the power produced by the project to Florida".  This claim is in the category of a "conspiracy theory" without any credible substance. 
First, though NextEra is based in Florida, they build projects across the U.S. and the power generated by those facilities are always sold and delivered 
locally.  Secondly, from a physics and engineering perspective, it's not realistic, practical, or economical to transmit power over a thousand miles from a 
generating plant in Kansas to Florida.  Any power industry professional can tell you that.  The truth is that before the project is built, NextEra will enter a 
long term "power purchase agreement" with a local customer, such as Evergy, for that customer to buy all energy produced by the West Gardner and to 
deliver that power to its local Johnson County and KC area customers.  That is the way that all current and recent utility-scale solar projects work. 

6.  "Solar panels only last 20 to 25 years".  In fact, all reputable solar panel manufacturers warrant the power production for their solar panels for a 
minimum of 25 years and their expected useful operating life is a minimum of 30 years.  Multiple independent technical experts such as NREL, Black & 
Veatch and others have published studies with this conclusion.  It is appropriate for Johnson County to issue a conditional use permit for solar facilities 
that at least matches the warranted and expected lives of the solar modules to take full advantage of their useful power generation life. 

Thank you for reading and considering my input. 

Best regards, 

Steven M. Clark, P.E. 



 

        
 

 
 

       

  

        
 

 

       

From: Marvin Knoche 
To: BOCC-Clerk; PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Solar Utility Zoning Regulations 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 12:37:48 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Why the West Gardner Solar project will benefit Johnson County and the Kansas City area. 

1. As more development comes to Johnson County, there is an ever increasing need for 
electricity.  What company would choose to come to Johnson County with their industrial 
facility without continuous power available?  Johnson County continues being a leader in 
development and growth.  Solar Power is essential for continued growth. 
2. With Evergy planning on decommissioning its coal facilities in the near future, where will 
our energy source come from?  Do you want a nuclear plant in your back yard?  Solar Power 
is a great replacement. 
3. The industry life of solar panels is over 25 years.  It does not make sense to issue a CUP 
for only 20 years without an automatic renewal option.  The CUP instead should be for 25 to 
30 years and be renewable.  What energy company would walk away from a “green” project 
with equipment that is warrantied for 25 years or more. 
4. Nextera funds will be in place to assure an end-of-life plan for the solar farm which 
includes setting aside funds, i.e. a bond, to restore the land, leaving no equipment or 
residuals behind. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Marvin Knoche 
1605 W Maple St 
Nevada, MO 64772 
913-271-3873 



   

    
 

 

 

 

From: LB Clark 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: West Gardner Solar 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 12:45:46 PM 

 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening attachments 
or links.***

 Dear Johnson County planning commission & staff,

 I am proud of my home town Gardner & of the many changes I’ve seen over the years. I’m excited from when I 
saw the news report done on local TV looking to make Solar energy part of Johnson County’s development.  My 
view is with the reliance we have for electricity this would be invaluable & also a great source of clean energy.  The 
demand to meet current & future energy needs would benifit from this project. My recommendation is allow it to be 
built as large as the land allows at this time.  Take this opportunity for expansion now because future lands may not 
be available, suitable, plus way more expensive in the future. That seems to be the way things work nowadays. That 
alone should outweigh any restrictions you propose for the project to limit its full potential for the next 30+ years. 
I’m requesting this for mine & your children,  grand children & future generations. 
Sincerely yours, 
LB Clark 

Sent from my iPhone 



  

  

    

 

 

 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
To: Alan Anglyn 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: FW: Different Perspective on Material Nextera Submitted to Johnson County Planners 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:07:43 PM 
Attachments: Mr. Mashburn Letter to CRS.pdf 

image001.png 

Thanks Mr. Anglyn-  These comments will also be included in the Planning Commission packet. 

Jay 

Jay C. Leipzig, AICP, CEcD 
Director 
111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 
☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222  Cell (816) 564-7744 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

From: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:03 PM 
To: Leipzig, Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>; Miller, Karen, PLN <Karen.Miller@jocogov.org>; 
Pendley, Sean, PLN <Sean.Pendley@jocogov.org> 
Cc: Allenbrand, Shirley, BOC <Shirley.Allenbrand@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Different Perspective on Material Nextera Submitted to Johnson County Planners 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Nextera made a number of assertions in their September 10, 2021 submission to the Johnson 
County planning staff for which I’d like to offer different perspectives. 

#1 Property Valuation - Nextera states there is no evidence to indicate a solar project impacts 
neighboring property values. 

On September 3rd, 2020 at my request, a Nextera representative visited my home.  He confirmed 
the land adjacent to my home was a participating property and that the entire tract could be 
developed into solar arrays. I expressed concerns with impacts to my property valuation. When I 
asked a direct question about potential buyers evaluating my property to similar properties without 
an adjacent solar project, he agreed that a segment of potential buyers would not consider my 
property due to its proximity to utility-scale solar. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Furthermore, Nextera’s assertion that there’s no impact to property values flies in the face of 
common sense. Who among us doesn’t look at features like the community, neighborhood and 
adjacent land uses when making decisions on home and real estate purchases?  Buyers of rural land 
will prefer agricultural uses over industrial uses which translates to a loss in value for properties 
adjacent to utility-scale solar projects. 

This property devaluation is addressed in a letter to Citizens for Responsible Solar, sent by appraiser 
Christopher Mashburn, MAI, AI-GRS, ASA. Mr. Mashburn names two research papers – one by the 
University of Texas and one by University of Rhode Island – that indicate that parcels adjacent to or 
abutting utility-scale solar were negatively impacted by the presence of the project.  He goes on to 
say that this negative impact is reinforced by property owners and real estate brokers whose 
properties gave been impacted by solar projects.  (See attached letter). 

#2 Soil – Nextera asserts that land under solar panels will rest and recharge for the duration of 
the project and decommissioning. 
Nextera would have you believe they can return heavily manipulated sites to their original state and 
soil quality. Savion, another solar energy developer, addressed grading in their submission to the 
Douglas County planning staff stating, “Solar development requires grading activities that will move 
soil around the site…”  Solar energy companies want you to believe they can intensely develop a 
tract of land scraping the topsoil, digging trenches, compacting the soil with heavy equipment, pile 
driving beams, installing temporary roads, erecting structures, treating the soil with herbicides for 
decades, then return with heavy equipment during decommissioning ripping up the structures, re-
compacting the earth and the site will once again be as productive for agriculture as it was originally. 
They don’t mention that during the 12-18 month construction period and another 1 to 3 year period 
for revegetation, there will be loss of soil due to wind erosion when it’s dry, and there will be soil 
runoff when it’s wet. 

#3 Storm Water – Nextera asserts the construction and operation will have no impact on water 
flow off site. 

As Darren Coffey from the Berkley Group stated in the Sept 14th planning meeting, the impervious 
nature of the solar panels changes how water drains onto the site and impacts water flow.  He 
further asserted that if not done correctly, water drainage can have very detrimental impacts on 
surrounding properties. Nextera’s proposal of zero setbacks, no buffers and no screening 
requirements are counter to their assertion of no impact due to water runoff as they are not 
considering use of setbacks as part of their water control efforts.  Insufficient setbacks will route 
storm water into ditches and onto adjacent properties and make the county and adjacent 
landowners handle the increased water flow. Please see the news article at the following link for 
example of flooding of a solar facility that occurred within a short period of the ribbon-cutting 
ceremony opening the facility. 
Green solar farm is turning an Essex County watershed brown (wtvr.com) 

#4 Aesthetics – Nextera states that it is a myth that the project will be an eyesore for the 
community. 
We’re all aware of the expression that “beauty is in the eye of the beholder”. Rather than recognize 
differences of opinions about what’s an eyesore and what’s beautiful, Nextera has the arrogance to 



 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

say how we as a community should perceive a massive industrial use of the land in our community 
and celebrate it. They go on to compare solar projects to a single-story residence or a greenhouse. 
How many of us have seen a single-story residence or a greenhouse that covers 4,000 acres? 

#5 Jobs – In addressing concerns about the project benefiting few people, Nextera states the 
project will bring hundreds of good-paying construction jobs and have an associated effect on 
local business. 
Nextera does not mention those jobs will last only as long as the construction period which they 
state elsewhere as 6 – 12 months. After the construction period, there are no good-paying 
construction jobs and no associated ripple effects in the local economy.  Indeed, given the project 
area would be unavailable for future development for the next 20 – 40 years, many businesses will 
see less demand over the next 2 to 4 decades than they would if the area were to grow and develop 
without the project. 

#6 Heat Island Effect - Nextera asserts that Heat Island Effect doesn’t exist. 
Articles published in “Nature” and by the IEEE state otherwise. 
The Nature article found that transition to photovoltaic (PV) energy plants alters the way that 
incoming energy is reflected back into the atmosphere or absorbed, stored and reradiated because 
the PV arrays change the reflection of light, the vegetation and structure of the terrain. In their 
study, they found temperatures over a solar facility were 3 - 4 degrees Celsius (5 to 7 degrees 
Fahrenheit) warmer at night. 

The IEEE article states temperatures in the center of a PV field have an average annual temperature 
of 1.9 degrees Celsius  (~ 3.5 degrees Fahrenheit)  higher than the ambient temperature and note 
this effect dissipates over a distance of 300 meters, or roughly 1,000 feet. 

Please refer to https://www.nature.com/articles/srep35070.pdf  “The Photovoltaic Effect: Larger 
solar power plants increase local temperatures” and an IEEE article “Analysis of the Potential for a 
Heat Island Effect in Large Solar Farms” Microsoft Word - 39th IEEE PVSC_ Heat Island 
Effect_6_10_13_final2.docx (columbia.edu). 

#7 – Wildlife impacts – Nextera says the project will work in harmony with the environment. 
Nextera touts Environmental Stewardship and that wildlife are respected and protected during 
construction and operations. 
Nextera has taken positions against proposed zoning that would help protect wildlife. Nextera wants 
zero setbacks on roadways and with non-participating properties. Nextera wants no requirements 
for vegetative buffering that would offer cover for wildlife. 

Massive utility scale solar and wildlife protection are incompatible land uses.  Land used for utility 
scale solar is removed from use by large animals.  Food sources and habitat are replaced by solar 
arrays with protective fencing.  Natural travel through the area is replaced by forcing animals to 
travel outside security fences along roadways, through non-participating properties, and through 
wildlife corridors. 



 

 

 

With a project of 4,000 acres or more, many animals (deer, turkeys, coyotes, beavers, raccoons, 
bobcats, geese) will be displaced and forced into areas outside the utility-scale solar facility to 
compete with animals that already live in these areas.  In some cases, the quantity of these animals 
will exceed the carrying capacity of nearby land until such time that the populations of animals 
decline to levels below the carrying capacity of the land. Another expected result is a significant 
increase in animals being hit by cars as roadways become de facto wildlife corridors. 

Solar energy companies are guilty of greenwashing. Instead of putting this type of information in the 
hands of county planners, solar energy companies should seek opportunities to harmoniously 
coexist in the communities where they wish to locate. 

Regards, 
Alan Anglyn 
17090 Evening Star Rd 
Edgerton, Kansas 



 

  

 

 
 

 

Submitted to Planning Staff by Alan Anglyn 9-20-2021 

Christopher W. Mashburn, MAI, AI-GRS, ASA 
P.O. Box 1633 
Morehead City, NC 28557 
Tel: 252-247-0404 
Fax: 252-240-2869 
Email: chris@mashburnappraisal.com 

March 1, 2021 

Citizens for Responsible Solar 
Attn: Ms. Susan Ralston 
25023 Alqonquin Trail 
Culpeper, VA 22701 

Re: Maroon Solar, LLC 
Case No. U-2224-21-1 

Dear Ms. Ralston, 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide you and the “Citizens for Responsible Solar” 
comments on utility-scale photovoltaic sites as they relate to surrounding property values. 
This issue is being addressed in multiple regions of the United States. I have had 
numerous conversations with landowners, real estate agents, and appraisers in locations 
in North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Ohio regarding the possible impact these 
sites may have on adjacent and abutting properties. As a result of my research, the only 
impact analyses that were published by certified real estate appraisers were those which 
were commissioned by developers of solar facilities. 

There are three reasons I believe real estate appraisers have not been employed by any 
other organization or group other than solar developers: 

1. With the submittal of a request for approval for a solar development, an analysis 
showing that the proposed project will not impact adjacent or abutting parcels is 
required. 

2. The time frame needed to complete this type of assignment is long given the 
research needed, and often once the project has been submitted to governing 
bodies the time from submission to hearings is short. Usually, this time frame will 
not allow for an impact study to be completed by adjacent property owners. 

3. The cost of completing such an assignment is beyond the abilities of single 
individuals or community groups to bear. To complete a project such as this will 
take one or more appraisers several weeks to complete due to extensive traveling 
and extended time necessary to gather data. 

I have located several impact studies developed by real estate appraisers which were funded by 
solar development firms which concluded there are no impacts to properties adjacent to utility-
scale solar installations. I did not find any impact studies funded by solar development 



 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
  

      
 

 

 
 

______________________________ 

companies which indicated negative property value impacts on adjacent properties because if 
the study did conclude the utility-scale solar installation impacted property values negatively 
they would not publish it or the study would be halted. 

There are two research papers published by The University of Texas at Austin (May 2018) and 
the University of Rhode Island (September 2020) which indicate that there is very limited data 
on these types of projects. However, both research papers indicated that parcels that were 
adjacent to or abutting utility-scale solar projects were negatively impacted by the presence of 
the project. These studies also concluded the further away a property was from a solar 
development the less of an impact was made on property values as a result of the solar facility. 

However, the question of property value impacts is not whether or not parcels a mile away are 
impacted by the project, but if parcels adjacent to or abutting the solar project are impacted. 
Both of the research papers published by these universities concluded that, yes, parcels 
adjacent to and abutting utility-scale sole projects are negatively impacted. This is reinforced by 
property owners and real estate brokers in various regions which conveyed that their properties 
were negatively impacted by solar projects. This can be summed up in the following scenario: 

Consider the comparison of two homes that are the same in every respect except for 
their locations in respect to solar developments: 

If a buyer was given the choice to purchase a property adjacent to a utility-scale solar 
facility or a property that did not have a utility-scale solar facility adjacent to it, which one 
would the buyer choose. Everything else is equal except for the presence of the utility-
scale solar facility the buyer would most likely choose the property that did not have the 
solar facility adjacent to it. However, if the parcel with the solar facility adjacent was 
offered at a lower price then the buyer may take the lower priced parcel. 

This raises the question of: “why are independent research papers published by respected 
universities indicating that parcels adjacent to or abutting utility-scale solar facilities are 
negatively impacted, but research funded by the solar developers are stating that there is no 
impact on adjacent properties due to the presences of the facility?” 

It is my opinion that to answer this question a municipality, a group of municipalities or a citizens 
group should fund an impact study with the aim to either corroborate information put forward by 
solar development companies or provide evidence that these utility-scale solar facilities do 
negatively impact adjacent or abutting property owners.  

Again, thank you for this opportunity to respond to your request. Please do not hesitate to 
contact me with any questions or concerns you may have. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Christopher W. Mashburn, MAI, AI-GRS, ASA 



From: bill roush 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: West Gardner solar 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:31:12 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

I support the West Gardner Solar project. 

1. Please don't arbitrarily set acreage caps. Do you do that for agriculture uses? The industry 
will decide what plant size is feasible. If they can't build it in JOCO, they will build it in 
another county or Missouri. Arbitrary and excessive regulations restrict landowner property 
rights while also limiting potential economic investment and economic activity. 

2. Solar development is economic development that creates jobs and is environmentally 
friendly. I know, it created my job in Johnson County. I think you'd be surprised at the number 
of solar jobs in JOCO. Please don't drive us away. 

3. These plants will get built. Why lower JOCO property values by taking this new income 
option off the table? I don't think that is how JOCO got to be the economic engine that it is 
today. Johnson county needs to be a leader in the US, not sending these opportunities to 
neighboring counties and states. 



      

     
      

    
   

 

 
  

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 

From: Miller, Karen, PLN 
To: Lee Ann Antes 
Cc: Davis, Leslie, PLN 
Subject: RE: NextEra Solar Project 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:53:41 PM 

Leslie, 

Please include in the Planning Commission Packet. 

Karen 

From: Lee Ann Antes <leeannantes@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 1:24 PM 
To: Miller, Karen, PLN <Karen.Miller@jocogov.org> 
Subject: NextEra Solar Project 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Johnson County Planning Commissioners and Staff, 

Most of us probably remember the marketing campaigns for recycling 
in the 60’s and 70’s.  Aluminum beverage cans were one of the first in that 
recycling campaign. Soon after the 3 R’s with the arrows forming a triangle 
were created to raise environmental awareness.  The 3 R’s are Reduce, 
Reuse, and Recycle.  Reduce the amount of waste created.  Reuse the item 
many times or in a different way.  Recycle as much as possible before 
disposing of it.  Curbside recycling became popular.  We became very 
environmentally aware with ways to protect our planet.  I am writing today to 
discuss the lack of a comprehensive recycling program for solar panels that 
are decommissioned.

 The world’s population has this impression that solar energy is very 
“green” as an energy source. This is false.  The solar industry cannot claim to 
be a clean energy source if it leaves a trail of waste, some of which are 
hazardous. For solar energy to truly produce clean energy, we must recycle 
solar panels effectively.

 The solar industry, both in utility-scale and residential, is currently 
booming. It is estimated 140,000 solar panels are being installed per day in 
the U.S.  Solar’s performance is largely due to the Solar Investment Tax 
Credit, which defrays 26% of solar related costs for residential and 
commercial customers.  After 2023 most of the credits will go away, hence 
the push for solar installations.  Panels are being produced to be more 
efficient at a cheaper price.  These innovations are being driven by the 



 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

  
 

industry dominant Chinese panel producers.  These low-cost panels have 
driven many U.S. panels producers out of business.  If the cost of trading up 
is low and efficiency high, consumers will switch, regardless of whether their 
existing panels have aged-out.  Where do these panels end up?

 Solar panels are made to last 25-30 years.  They are not 
manufactured for disassembly.  Currently the aluminum frame, some silver, 
and copper are salvaged for less than $2.00.  It costs $12-25 after 
transportation costs to recycle a panel. The reclaimed materials do not cover 
the cost of recycling.  It costs $1-2 to dump it in a solid waste landfill and 
walk away.  Most states classify panels as common waste.  But some states 
consider the panels as E-waste which makes them even more difficult to 
dispose of. The United States has no solar recycling mandates.  It is 
estimated that 10% of solar panels are recycled. It is projected that there will 
be about 8 million metric tons of decommissioned panels accumulated by 
2030 and possibly 78 million metric tons, which could include West Gardner 
Solar panels, by 2050.

 Current waste estimates are 90 metric tons per megawatt/ MW 
(weight to power ratio).  West Gardner Solar is projected to be a 320 MW 
installation. 320 X 90 = 28,800 metric tons of panel E-waste produced at 
every upgrade.  With a 20-year initial contract plus three 5-year options 
beyond that, this project could be in production 30-40 years.  There could 
possibly be 2-3 upgrades during that time creating approx. 86,400 metric 
tons of panel E-waste. Where will it go?

 Solar’s production boom has left recycling lagging woefully behind. 
Europe has outpaced the U.S. in addressing this issue.  The European Union 
holds PV panel module installers and solar producers responsible for waste 
disposal. Many experts believe that recycling should be mandatory.  They feel 
leaving it voluntary will not take care of the problem.  Building required solar 
panel recycling capacity has to be done now as the wave of decommissioned 
panels of the early 2000’s hit end-of-life.  Meanwhile they are disposed of in 
landfills.  Landfills that already are filling up with waste from our “throw-
away” society.  Something we are dealing with here in Johnson County.

 The way a technology affects the environment while it’s in use does 
not tell the entire story.  Solar energy is not “green”!  Do the benefits of this 
projected solar facility outweigh the negatives? Are we ready to deal with the 
known and unknown consequences of this project? This massive solar 
facility will forever change the character of Johnson County.  It will show that 
the priorities of this county were to appear to be forward thinking and 
environmentally conscious when in fact were not prepared nor caring about 
how it affects the residents of this county and state. 

I ask you…do the benefits outweigh the potential damage done to lives, the 
land, and the environment? 

Please say NO to this massive solar project in southwest Johnson County. It 



is not right for this area at this time. I suggest a moratorium on these 
projects until there are governmental policies, infrastructure, and foresight in 
the module design that makes solar panel recycling viable. Do what is correct 
for Johnson County. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Ann Antes 



   

      
   

   

  
  

    

 

 
    

  
   

    
     

  

  
     

   
    

 
  

 

  
   

   
        

  

  
     

 

  
        

       

 

Submitted to Planning Staff by Ray Antes 9-20-2021 

To the Johnson County Planning Commission 9/19/2021 

I live in the affected area of the proposed utility scale solar complex.  My driveway is directly across 175th St. 
from 160+ acres that could be covered by PV panels.  I have to ask a few simple questions regarding… 
“Is this good for Johnson County?” 

1. Does Johnson County stand to benefit from the power to be generated? NO 
It’s been stated by NextEra counsel that it will go onto the grid and not necessarily 
benefit County residents. 

2. Is Johnson County or the State of Kansas in need of this power? NO 
A recent report has advised us that the State of Kansas has nearly twice the power 

necessary to satisfy the users of this State. 

3. Does Johnson County have an abundance of landfill space to accommodate 
“end-of-life” disposal of PV panels? NO 
At a recent planning commission meeting a report was presented that indicated this 
was not the case.  In the life span of up to 40 years for this experiment, assuming panels 
are obsolete in 12 years due to technology advancement, they will be scrapped three 
times over.  Tens of thousands of tons PV panels are likely to end up in land fills due to 
the poor economics of recycling in the U.S. 

4. Does the solar farm serve Johnson County, the State of Kansas and the Nation to take 
3000 prime acres out of food production? NO 
Food production in western Kansas is under pressure due to reduced number of farm 
operations and limits on irrigation due to the ever-declining level of the Ogalala Aquifer. 
Western states have imposed severe water restrictions on cropland irrigated by the 
Colorado River.  A recent televised report showed a 40% reduction which directly 
reduced food producing farmland. 

5. Does this serve the interests of rural, unincorporated Johnson County residents, growth 
of adjacent cities, towns, and prospective rural residents? NO 
The proposed one-mile separation from cities and towns will restrict growth from 
Edgerton. One mile could be easily overtaken before the expiration of the proposed term. 
Property valuations would certainly suffer, as well as the quality of life. 

6. Are Johnson County residents open to increased sediment and chemical loading of 
drinking water? NO 
Our water quality depends on the control of both. Common agricultural chemicals will 
not control woody vegetation therefore harsher herbicides will likely find their way into 
our water supplies. 

Unincorporated Johnson County residents do not have the guardian mechanisms that are sometimes found in the 
metro area such as an HOA and city commissions. We depend on public servants such as you to manage detrimental 
activities in this area, as with this solar proposal.  Thanks for your consideration. 

Rgds, 

Ray Antes 

(913)481-7123 



From: Clay Blair 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Letter for Planning Commission Members 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 3:11:52 PM 
Attachments: 2840_001.pdf 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Please see attached letter for distribution. 
Thank you. 
Clay Blair 
Clay Blair Services Corp / Prime Development 

13626 West 87th Street Pkwy 
Lenexa, KS 66215-4509 
913-831-3388 
www.primekc.com 





From: Kerschinske, James E. 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: West Gardner Solar Project 
Date: Monday, September 20, 2021 3:13:59 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Johnson County Planners, 
I am writing this email in support of NextEra’s plan for a large solar array, West Gardner Solar 
Project. 
Solar development is economic development for our area, it creates jobs and a project like this is 
friendly to our environment. A 300MW project will keep several construction companies busy for up 
to a year. There will be jobs for clearing land, mounting solar panels and racking and doing the 
interconnect wiring to the grid. 
I would like to see Kansas take a leadership position to large scale solar. Currently, Kansas ranks #47 
in the state rankings for solar installations. With our abundance of land and sunshine, we could 
move up the ranks to the top 25. Wind energy has put Kansas in the top five rankings, why not add 
solar? 
Thanks, 
James Kerschinske 
Sales Manager 
Foley Power Solutions 
5701 E 87th St., Kansas City MO 64132 
816-200-5439 
This email is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, dissemination, copying, printing or 
other use of this email by persons or entities other than the addressee is prohibited. If you have 
received this email in error, please contact the sender immediately and delete the material 
from any computer. 



From: curt enos 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: West Gardner Solar Project. 
Date: Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:47:53 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 
Gentlemen and Ladies, 

I am a resident of Douglas County but work at an industrial park within a few miles of the 
proposed solar farm. I am hoping to convince factory management to work with Next Era to 
obtain clean solar energy, and we might be able to assist their project with in-house battery 
storage. This type of project is vital to our fight against global warming. Many companies, 
including the one I work for, have pledged to reduce their carbon footprint. Having a large 
supply of renewable energy is a major plus for such companies when considering relocation. I 
hope you will consider this in your planning decisions. We all need to do our part in the fight 
against climate change, and Johnson County would be well served to be a leader in that fight. 
This is critical for the future of our way of life and acting can reduce the increasing threats of 
drought, excessive heat and severe weather that could make Johnson County a much less 
desirable place to live. 

One suggestion I might offer it that if feasible, consider promoting roof top solar on proposed 
and existing buildings. There are many acres of roof top alone in our warehouse complex that 
would make very unobtrusive sites for solar panels. 

Thanks 

Curt Enos 
785-760-7563. 

Would appreciate being on a mailing list for future planning meetings on this topic. 



From: Steven Clark 
To: O"Hara, Charlotte, BOC; BOCC-Clerk; PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Re: solar farms 
Date: Friday, September 24, 2021 4:14:47 PM 
Attachments: image001.png 

Charlotte, 

According to yesterday's article in the KC Star, Evergy just announced that they will 
keep a Lawrence unit in operation, switching from coal to natural gas. They're also 
keeping one of the two units in service at LaCygne. So, property tax payments to the 
two counties will continue, at least in part, and the two remaining fossil units can 
continue to provide some power and reliability to the grid. The West Gardner Solar 
Project would represent a small fraction of Evergy's power and energy sources, and 
would definitely not detract from grid reliability. 

In any event, Evergy makes their generation mix choices, and the KCC regulates 
them. Solar project developers simply respond to market opportunities within the legal 
and regulatory framework. If Johnson County choses not to allow utility-scale solar, 
the projects will be built in other counties who will receive the financial benefits. And 
all Evergy customers will pay a bit more because more distant solar projects have 
increased transmission costs and higher transmission electrical losses. 
Respectfully, 

Steven M. Clark 

On Thursday, September 23, 2021, 03:02:27 PM PDT, O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC 
<charlotte.ohara@jocogov.org> wrote: 

Steven, 

Thank you for your answers. I know that the Linn County Plant has had significant upgrades over the 
years. The cost benefit will not be realized and our reliable energy sources will be lost. 

Charlotte 

Charlotte O’Hara 

County Commissioner, 3rd District 

Board of County Commissioners 

From: Steven Clark <clarkville80@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2021 2:23 PM 
To: O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC <Charlotte.OHara@jocogov.org>; BOCC-Clerk <BOCC-
Clerk@jocogov.org>; PLN-Planner on Duty <Planner@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Re: solar farms 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening 
attachments or links.*** 



Charlotte, 

Thank you again for your questions about the proposed NextEra's West Gardner 
Solar Project and utility-scale solar in general. Please find attached my responses to 
each of your questions, which I trust fully answer your concerns, while not "going 
overboard". 

I've copied the entire board of county commissioners and I've also copied the 
planning commission since you've said that's OK with you. 

Let me know if you have any further questions. 

Respectfully, 

Steven M. Clark, P.E. 

916-705-3232 

3422 Kensington Court 

El Dorado Hills, CA 95762 

On Tuesday, September 21, 2021, 11:11:14 AM PDT, O'Hara, Charlotte, BOC 
<charlotte.ohara@jocogov.org> wrote: 

Steven, 

Thank you for your email. I do have a questions for you. NextEra’s project, spanning the JoCo and 
Douglas county line could sprawl 8-10 sq miles. I have not seen and estimate as to the mega watts this 
facility would generate. If you know, could you calculate the land mass necessary for a natural gas plant 
to generate the same mega watts? Also this facility will not pay property taxes for 10 years……as in zero. 
What about the fire hazard of lithium storage batteries? How do we handle the massive amount of cost 
and waste in decommissioning such a facility. We have no idea with the recycling market will be in 40 
years. 

Also the power plant in Lawrence pays $8.4 million a year in property taxes and the Linn County power 
plant contributes 65% of the that county’s revenues. The closing of those plants are going to have real 
world implications beyond devasted county budgets and loss of good jobs, but how we be guaranteed 
consistent and reliable energy on our power grid? 

These are serious issues and the stampede towards Zero Net 50 could prove disastrous. 

Charlotte 

Charlotte O’Hara 

County Commissioner, 3rd District 

Board of County Commissioners 

111 S. Cherry Street, Suite 3300 Olathe, Kansas 66061 

Direct 913-715-0433| Office 913-715-0430| TDD 800-766-3777 



jocogov.org I @jocogov I F/jocogov 



 

 

 

From: Leipzig, Jay, PLN 
To: Davis, Leslie, PLN; Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN 
Subject: Fwd: Solar fire 
Date: Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:11:05 PM 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> 
Sent: Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:52:36 AM 
To: Lee Ann Antes <leeannantes@yahoo.com> 
Cc: alananglyn@gmail.com <alananglyn@gmail.com>; Alfie Thompson <valfiet@gmail.com>; Angela 
Murray <murrayslanding@gmail.com>; Barbara Kerr <barbara.a.kerr@gmail.com>; Barbara Lewis 
<Btellie@msn.com>; Bill Boillot <billboillot1@gmail.com>; Cathy & Martin Belcher 
<CAPBelcher@hotmail.com>; Chad & Krista Wilson <krista@wilsonlivestock.com>; 
bammer40@hotmail.com <bammer40@hotmail.com>; Chris Haag <chris@coolkc.com>; Dale 
Chaffee <fairtaxgeezer@gmail.com>; Dale Morgan <Dale@customconcretekc.com>; Dan Fuller 
<dforiginaldotte@centurylink.net>; Danny Burling <Danny@burlingconstruction.com>; David Alvarez 
<d60alvarez@ku.edu>; Gary Wright <gww4499@zotto.com>; gregacromer@aol.com 
<gregacromer@aol.com>; Jeff McTaggart <jeffmctaggart@ferrellgas.com>; 1973nemo@gmail.com 
<1973nemo@gmail.com>; jwhittier@gmail.com <jwhittier@gmail.com>; Ken Taylor 
<taylor4444@embarqmail.com>; Lynda Cole <lcole5431@gmail.com>; Mark Douglas 
<markdouglas61960@yahoo.com>; Mary Calder <OkieCajun55@gmail.com>; Matt Swisher 
<mswisherz@yahoo.com>; Max Gray & Robin Lathrum Gray <Lathrumrl@ymail.com>; Mike & Julie 
Young <jewels4everyoung@hotmail.com>; monicanemechek@gmail.com 
<monicanemechek@gmail.com>; Nikki Banister <nlb75ks@gmail.com>; Pat Jones 
<patjones4242@gmail.com>; universalhrr@aol.com <universalhrr@aol.com>; Ray Antes 
<rantes@sbcglobal.net>; Renea & Larry Sturm <ralff123@hotmail.com>; Rick Godsil, Jr 
<Rickgodsil@gmail.com>; Sunflowerpianogal@gmail.com <Sunflowerpianogal@gmail.com>; Leipzig, 
Jay, PLN <Jay.Leipzig@jocogov.org>; Sarah Haag <sarah@coolkc.com>; Susan & Steve Enright 
<enrightgardens@yahoo.com>; Tammy Morgan <Tsmallfrey@yahoo.com>; Travis Hardy 
<travis5913@hotmail.com>; Vicki Pflumm <eaglewoman31@aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Solar fire 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

I believe Greg Cromer is going to speak about the solar batteries.  I will forward this to him so 
he can include your concerns in his remarks. 

On Sunday, September 26, 2021, Lee Ann Antes <leeannantes@yahoo.com> wrote: 
Joyce, 

These electric/battery car manufacturers are telling owners to NOT park their cars in their 
garages overnight. Could burn their house down. Has to do with overcharging. When the 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

battery is overcharged it creates heat and eventually fails, explodes, and starts a fire. We’ve 
seen the articles about the hoverboards catching fire and cell phones as well. It’s the lithium-
ion batteries. 

These battery installations are huge. See attached pic. From the map provided by NextEra I 
think we heard the battery installation will be where the yellow triangle is. Someone said 
that was on Sparks property. Has anyone found out if he’s signed on or this is what NextEra 
is hoping for? With southerly prevailing winds our farm is directly in line to receive that 
toxic smoke. They evacuated people in Morris IL for 3 days because of the toxic smoke. 
How do we evacuate a herd of cattle? What about all the wildlife whose evacuation path is 
now blocked by chain link fence? Farmland is not a the best place for any of this. 

Lee Ann 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

On Sunday, September 26, 2021, 10:58 AM, Joyce Whittier <jwhittier1@gmail.com> wrote: 

Sent from Mail for Windows 

From: Joyce Whittier 
Sent: Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:33 AM 
To: jwhittier1@gmail.com 
Subject: Solar fire 

https://abc7chicago.com/morris-fire-update-evacuation/10849672/ 

I have several other articles about solar batteries catching fire.  The entire fleet 
of Proterra busses in California had to be retired after a series of fires in their 
PV batteries.  Other cities as well.  Chevrolet recently recalled all their Bolts 
because their batteries caught on fire. 



-- 

From: Logan Heley 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Utility Scale Solar Facilities 
Date: Monday, September 27, 2021 1:28:33 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

To whom it may concern, 

Renewable energy is now less expensive than fossil fuel energy -- and there is no going back. 
That's in addition to renewable energy being cleaner for our air, water, and soil. 

Replacing fossil fuels with unlimited, renewable and clean alternatives like wind and solar is 
an essential step toward mitigating the impacts of climate change. 

Utility-owned solar photovoltaic (PV) farms contain large arrays of hundreds or thousands of 
panels and have substantial energy-generating capacity. Kansas has great potential to become 
a leader in solar power due to high numbers of sunny days, but currently too little of Kansas’ 
electricity comes from solar energy. 

While the cost of solar has continued to fall, especially for larger-scale developments, 
financial incentives are still necessary to encourage sufficient investment in solar projects. Tax 
incentives, subsidies, loans, grants and other fiscal incentives can encourage utility-scale solar 
development. Growth can also be spurred by establishing statewide carbon reduction goals, as 
these standards translate into investment opportunities for solar developers. In addition, 
policymakers should guarantee and encourage the connection and access of PV plants to the 
grid to ensure the viability of large solar projects. 

Johnson County should take advantage of the many co-benefits that locally-produced 
utility-scale solar energy generation could provide to our community. 

Wishing you safety and health, 

Logan 

Logan Heley 
loganheley@gmail.com | 913-660-4727 
Pronouns: he, him, his 



From: Melissa Cheatham 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Utility Scale Solar Facilities 
Date: Monday, September 27, 2021 1:47:41 PM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Dear Johnson County Planning Commission, 

I am writing to urge you to pursue smart solar regulations here in Johnson County. Our state 
and county have the opportunity to help lead the nation in addressing the climate crisis while 
creating local economic benefits. Utility scale solar and battery storage are important parts of 
our clean energy future. 

Our area is already experiencing the extreme weather that will be characteristic of a climate 
changed future. My children just this year have lived through a cold snap that shut down our 
power and caused us to vacate our house temporarily, a delayed start to summer camp due to 
extreme rain and flooding in central Kansas, and extreme heat during outdoor sports. We must 
enact policies that allow for the construction of the clean energy we need to reduce climate 
pollution while making our grid more reliable. 

Reasonable solar policies should not impose unreasonable caps on the size or term of projects. 
Construction specifications should prioritize health and safety and should include 
consideration of the health impacts of failing to address climate change. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Cheatham 
4109 W 96th St. 
Overland Park, KS 66207 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 	

 	
	

 	
  	

  	

 	
 	

  	
  	

  
 

  
	

 	

 	
 

 
   

  
 

  	
  	

 	
	

  	
   	

 	
	

   
 	

 	
	

  	
  	

	

	 	

	 	 	
	

	
	

	

	 	 	

	 	

	 	 	 	

	

	 	 	
	

	 	 	 	
	

	 	 	 	

	
	 	

	 	

	

	
	 	 	

	

	 	

			

	

	

	

	
	

Received by Planning Staff
on 9-28-21 from Dorothy Barnett 

9/28/21 

Dear	 Johnson County	 Planning Commission,	 

I’m	writing	tonight	to	share	my	insight 	on	your	 utility	scale	solar	regulations.	
As executive	director	of	the	Climate	+	Energy	Project (CEP),	a	 Kansas 	based 
non-profit,	 CEP	 is the	leading	climate	+	energy	organization	in	Kansas,	
providing	education,	outreach	and 	advocacy	 around 	clean	energy	 and 
equitable	decarbonization	 since	 2007.	 

When	the	wind	industry	was	emerging 15	 years	 ago,	our	team	educated	
ourselves,	using	peer	reviewed	science-based	information	and	in	
consultation	with	colleagues	throughout 	the	Midwest to	become Kansas 
experts	on	the	technology,	siting,	manufacturing,	policy	and	regulations	of	
wind. We 	are 	taking	the 	same	approach	with	utility	scale	solar. 

For	 the	 past five	 years	 we	 have	 been leading the	 advocacy	 on distributed	
generation	like	rooftop	solar 	at	the	state	legislature	and	the	Kansas	 
Corporation	Commission. 

I’ve	reviewed	the	latest	draft	of	your	solar	regulations	and	I	am	concerned	
they 	do 	not	reflect	 the	economic leadership	I	know	 Johnson County	 strives
for.	I’m	specifically	concerned	with	the	proposed	 1000-acre cap.	This	cap	
would	be	the	most	 restrictive	 in Kansas	 and	 it is	 not aligned	 with	 the	 current
state	 of	 the	 industry.	 

According	to	the	Southwest	Power	Pool,	our	regional	grid	manager,	solar	
interconnection	requests	are	getting	larger.	SPP	data 	indicates	that 	after	this	 
year,	there	would	 likely	be	no	solar	projects	in	their	cue	small	enough	to	
build 	in	 Johnson County	 under	 a 1000-acre cap.	 

Additionally,	we	are	a	participant	in	Evergy’s	Integrated	Resource	Plan,	their	
publicly	available	data	indicates 	they	plan	to	add 	3200 MW	of 	solar 	between	 
2023-2032.	 This	investment	means	 construction jobs,	supply	chain	
opportunities	for local	businesses,	landowner 	lease	payments and 	additional	 
funding	 for	 the county,	cities	and	schools. 

As	you	are	deliberating,	I	encourage	you	to	consider	Sedgwick	County’s	 solar	 
regulations. Their	regulations	do	not 	have	an	acreage	cap,	they	have	
reasonable	setbacks,	they	do	not	have	a	noise	limit.		The	City	of	Wichita	is	
discussing	a	climate	action	plan. I	know	your	County	Commission	recently	
signed	 off	 on supporting a	regional	climate	action	plan	 put	forward by
Climate	Action	KC.	 Sedgwick	County	understands	that	 a	solar 	project	located 
on	agricultural 	ground	preserves,	and	enhances,	the	soil 	for	future	 
agricultural	uses and 	can	serve 	as protection	against	other potential	
competing	uses.	This	preservation,	and	enhancement,	of	the	agricultural	
ground	allows	for	resilient	food	systems	long	into	the	future. 

As	you	discuss	your	solar	regulations	tonight,	I	hope	you	will	find	a	path	
forward	that	helps	meet	 the 	health and 	safety 	needs 	of 	your 	county,	while
also	taking	the	lead	on	this	growing	industry	that	will	bring	economic	
prosperity	to	the	region.	 

Thank 	you, 

Dorothy	 Barnett
Executive	Director 

P.O. Box 1858 
Hutchinson, KS 67504 
785-424-0444 

Board of Directors 

Cassi Kuhn 
Board Chair 
Energy Behavior Specialist 
Univ. of Kansas 
Center for Sustainability 

Uma Outka 
Board Vice Chair 
Professor of Law 
Univ. of Kansas 

Steve Corbett 
Board Member 
Sr. Chronic Disease 
Epidemiologist 
KDHE 

Mary Fund 
Board Member 
Retired 
Kansas Rural Center 

Anthony Lang 
Board Member 
Supply Chain Management 
Honeywell International, Inc. 

Laura Lombard 
Board Member 
President & CEO 
KS Global Trade Services, Inc. 

Greg Murphy 
Board Member 
Head of Impact 
TortoiseEcofin, LLC 

Brandi Nelson 
Board Member 
Gov’t. Information Specialist 
National Records Center 

Bill Roush 



	

 

 
 



 

  

From: Steven Clark 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Re: Tonight"s Meeting Regarding Zoning Regulations for Utility Scale Solar Projects In Johnson County 
Date: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:13:04 PM 
Attachments: image002.png 

Hi Leslie, 

One of the planning commissioners asked the question of either Billy Wilkins or 
myself near the end of the hearing "Do the solar panels rotate when it's raining?" The 
answer is yes, throughout the course of the day, the solar panels rotate to face the 
sun to maximize the power they generate. The rotation continues even when it's 
cloudy or raining. Because the panels rotate during the course of the day, rainwater 
either hits the ground under the panels directly or falls of the lower edge of the 
panels, when they are in variable positions. Therefore, I expect that all the area under 
solar panels mounted on trackers receives precipitation, and grass is able to grow 
under the panels. The photos that the NextEra representative showed of a solar 
project in Wisconsin clearly showed that grasses grow under solar panels." 

Thank you, 

Steven M. Clark, P.E. 
916-705-3232 

On Tuesday, September 28, 2021, 02:37:04 PM PDT, PLN-Planner on Duty <planner@jocogov.org> 
wrote: 

Will do. Will this be the phone number you intend to call in with? 

Leslie Davis 
Administrative Assistant 

Planning, Housing, and Community Development 

111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 

(913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222 



    jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Steven Clark <clarkville80@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:18 PM 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty <Planner@jocogov.org> 
Subject: Tonight's Meeting Regarding Zoning Regulations for Utility Scale Solar Projects In Johnson 
County 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution when opening 
attachments or links.*** 

Dear Planning Commission, 

I would like the opportunity to speak during the Public Comments period during this 
evening's meeting. Would you please add me to the list who will speak via 
phone/zoom during the meeting? 

Thank you, 

Steve Clark 

916-705-3232 



  
 

 
 

 
    

    
 

  
  

  
     

 

       
 

 
 

 
  

 
    
 

   
    

    
    

  
 

 
 
 

 

Comments to Planning Commission 
September 28, 2021 

My name is Joyce Whittier, and I live at 7414 Flint St., Shawnee, Kansas. 

I am here tonight to discuss an issue that has not yet been addressed by The Berkley 
Group, NextEra or the Planning Commission - rolling blackouts and brownouts. 

My niece lives in California where three of the five largest solar farms in the US 
are located.  She said this about solar energy: “California’s green energy grid is 
working better than expected.  My electricity has only gone out three times 
today. We have 365 days of sunshine and constant power outages.” 

As we saw in Texas last winter, Mother Nature often delivers a blow from which it 
is difficult to recover. Ice and snow caused that power failure, but they can also 
be caused by tornadoes or earthquakes. 

In conclusion: 

• Solar power is unreliable, as indicated by the articles I provided you, and by 
Sen. Mike Thompson in his letter dated September 16. 

• In the winter when the sky is cloudy for days on end, solar power is useless. 
• It is one thing to have Mother Nature cause our electricity to go out, but it 

is quite another to have an energy company shut off our electricity because 
IT cannot produce enough energy to meet the demand. 

• We already have power plants in operation that keep us warm in the winter 
and cool in the summer. We do not need a massive solar farm that will 
drive up the cost of electricity and leave us vulnerable to blackouts and 
brownouts. 



 
                         

      

  

    
 

 

From: Davis, Leslie, PLN 
To: Miller, Karen, PLN; Pendley, Sean, PLN; Leipzig, Jay, PLN; Chris Iliff (christopheriliff@gmail.com); Dave Johns; 

George Lund (georgelund16@gmail.com); James Neese; Kelley Rast; Levin, Michael, SHR; Lindsay Grise; Mark 
Huggins (mhuggins@payne-brockway.com); Randall Downing; Randy Hutchins; Roger Mason 
(rmason@fishmancommercial.com) 

Subject: From Dorothy Barnett speaker at 9.28 PC meeting 
Date: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 7:43:58 PM 
Attachments: image003.png 

I’d like to invite the staff and Planning Commissioners to hear from engineers at Black & Veatch and 
Burns & McDonald as they present a 90 minute webinar on 9/30. You can register here -
https://climateandenergy.org/event/utility-scale-solar-storage-webinar/ 

Leslie Davis 
Administrative Assistant 
Planning, Housing, and Community Development 
111 South Cherry, Suite 2000. Olathe, KS 66061 
☏ (913) 715-2200 | 7 (913) 715-2222 

jocogov.org | @jocogov | F/jocogov 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 



From: David Mitchell 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: Follow-up to Sep. 28 Planning Commission Statement 
Date: Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:44:23 AM 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

To: Planning Department 

As follow-up to my statement to the Planning Commission the evening of Sep. 28, I am providing the 
following 

resource to the Planning Commission staff, in the event this resource is not known. There may be some 
local law 

templates, or actual local laws enacted, surrounding setting regulations for solar facilities, etc. that may 
be of use 

to the Planning Commission. 

It is: The Sabin Center for Climate Change Law-Columbia University 

The website is: Sabin Center for Climate Change Law 

Sabin Center for Climate Change Law 

In the Resources section, there is available: Model Laws for Deep Decarbonization in the U.S. 
The website for that resource 

is: https://lpdd.org 

Respectfully Submitted, 



Dave Mitchell 
CAKC Policy Committee Volunteer 
Kansas City, Mo. 
816-753-4671 



   

From: Karlene Thomson 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Subject: I support solar farms for Johnson county 
Date: Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:08:29 PM 

Some people who received this message don't often get email from karleneathomson@gmail.com. 
Learn why this is important 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

To: Johnson County Planning Commission September 29, 2021 
Johnson County Board of Commissioners 
Dear Commissioners and Planning Staff, 
My name is Karlene Thomson. I am fifth generation Brecheisen and the great grand 
daughter of William Brecheisen. My great grandfather, William, on April 15, 1866, 
applied and received a patent for his farm in Douglas County. He raised 14 children 
of which 13 reached adulthoods. My grandfather inherited this farm from his father. 
He married Mabel Smith in 1922, whose parents bought a farm on Evening Star 
when she was 8 years old. My Grandparents bought her family farm. Over time, 
they have acquired more land. This is what I have grown up knowing and have 
helped worked the land. It has a special place in my heart. 
My parents have added to the family farm acreage. As a fifth generation family 
member, my dream is that my children and grandchildren will continue this long 
heritage of land ownership and stewardship. I would like to see this land to remain 
in my family for several more generations. The proposed solar farm makes this 
possible. My family has always emphasized being a good steward of the land. The 
solar fam will preserve the integrity of the current farmland and provide a valuable 
resource to the Douglas and Johnson County areas. 
As an agricultural business, the solar farm should have appropriate standards 
applied when setting up zoning regulations. Excess setbacks are not needed in this 
rural environment and berms would be more destructive to the land than utilizing 
existing screening such as hedgerows. These hedgerows are currently in place and 
effective. 
Some people are opposed to this project because they want to look from their 
property to ours, to make them feel that they have more land. They purchased small 
tracts of land that are zoned agricultural. They are enjoying gazing at our land. In 
reality, it is not their property to determine the use of. As property owners, we 
should determine the use of our land. The solar farm is an agricultural business 
which harvests sunlight to produce a viable crop quietly and efficiently. This does 
not stop, inhibit, or deter other landowners from their agricultural businesses. 
Soar farm installations are low profile and are compatible with agricultural use. 
Please make the zoning regulations supportable of solar farms, including 25-to-30-
year renewable conditional use permits, minimal setback, screening only as 
appropriate near residences. Solar Farms would allow the family ownership lineage 



 

to continue from my Great Grandfather William who fought in the Civil War and 
came back to purchase this land and forward on to my children, and grandchildren. 
At the end of the day there are things everyone wants. To turn their lights on at 
night and to keep their houses warm in the winter and cool in the summer. 
Developing a new alternative power source will position Johnson County as a 
Kansas leader in solar production of a noncarbon energy source. 
Respectively, 
Karlene Thomson 
6020 Noreston Street 
Shawnee, Ks 66218 

Sent from my iPad 



From: Jim Decker 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty 
Subject: West Gardner Solar Project 
Date: Friday, October 1, 2021 5:04:42 PM 

You don't often get email from jdec913@gmail.com. Learn why this is important 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Hi, 

My name is Jim Decker. I'm a resident of Leawood KS and am a Professional Project Manager 
I used to lead efforts at Black & Veatch for the software used to design, build, and manage 
coal-fired power plants. Things have changed since the 1990's, and renewables are now 
cheaper than burning things for energy, are better for the environment, and I, like many others 
in Johnson County, drive electric cars which are cheaper to operate and more reliable than gas 
cars. 

I'm sorry to see that there are arbitrary constraints to the size and scope of the project being 
thrown at you now. It is time to be visionary and forward-looking, not petty and conniving. 
There is no place for the invention of new rules specifically designed to stop this project. Why 
is it OK for farmers to do anything on their property they want - like add barns, silos, or 
whatever they want, paint them any color they want and their neighbors have no say, but it is 
being proposed now that neighbors should be able to say "I find those panels on your property 
offensive"? 

It is time for progress. We have good solar and wind conditions in Kansas. Please don't play 
into the whims of these consultants who are trying to make a case to constrain landowners 
who want to participate. I hear a lot about "freedom" - property owners should have the 
freedom to use their property as they wish. 

How can I stay informed of meetings and discussions so I may participate? 

Thank you! 

Jim Decker 
2328 W 123rd Ter 
Leawood, KS 66209 
913 461 6371 
jdec913@gmail.com 



From: Steven Clark 
To: PLN-Planner on Duty; BOCC-Clerk 
Cc: planning@lawrenceks.org 
Subject: Solar Zoning Regulations for Johnson County, Kansas 
Date: Monday, October 4, 2021 2:21:28 AM 
Attachments: 1633317031847blob.jpg 

SMI-September-2021-SolarCheatSheet.pdf 
Solar Multiuse Farming Practices FactSheet 2019 v3.pdf 
Solar Property Value FactSheet 2019-PRINT_1.pdf 
Solar Ag Land Usage FactSheet 2019-PRINT.pdf 
Sustainability Report.pdf 

***This message came from outside of Johnson County Government - please use caution 
when opening attachments or links.*** 

Dear County Commissioners and Planning Commission, 

I am writing to express again my support for fair and reasonable zoning regulations 
for Utility Scale Solar Facilities (USSF) within Johnson County. I previously wrote you 
to describe the many benefits of USSF; the benefits include quiet operation, low 
visual profile, zero emissions, minimal water usage, low cost of electricity, local jobs 
and property taxes, and preservation of the underlying land. There is no other form of 
power generation today that offers this suite of benefits. I've attached a Solar Fact 
Sheet from the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) that highlights solar 
benefits. 

I also previously wrote you about some very restrictive zoning regulations included in 
your draft zoning amendment. Among them are the short 20-year CUP term, arbitrary 
acreage restrictions, exceptionally wide buffers for the facility boundary, and 
excessive visual screening requirements. There are no compelling reasons for these 
proposed restrictions, and they are very unusual in the industry. The overall effect of 
these draft regulations may be that few, if any, USSF are built in Johnson County. 
That would unfairly and uniquely harm solar projects and deprive the region of its 
benefits. 

I also wrote you previously to "bust" a number of solar myths which are often raised 
as objections to solar projects. These myths include "solar plants will ruin my view", 
"solar plants will destroy the land", "solar plants will cause my home value to drop", 
"solar plants will reduce electrical service reliability", and "solar projects will result in 
soil erosion and increased stormwater flows", "solar panels are toxic and will pollute 
groundwater". All of these objections are false, and many credible sources proven 
that. I've attached a few publications from SEIA that address solar myths. 

With this email, I'd like to make some new points. 

1. There are now 55,000 MW of USSF plants operating in the U.S., while Kansas has 
only 88 MW of this total (0.16%). Sources Major Solar Projects List | SEIA and State-
By-State Map | SEIA. States with significant solar installations include both "red 
states" and "blue states". California leads the nation with 32,400 MW, while Texas 
has 11,100 MW, and Florida has 7,700 MW. Even chilly Minnesota has 1,600 MW of 



solar. The 55,000 MW of USSF projects represents thousands of individual projects, 
located in virtually every type of landscape and region in the country. If solar projects 
were bad neighbors or caused environmental problems, don't you think there would 
be significant news and technical reports of this? 

2. Though Kansas has very few solar facilities now, Kansas has relatively good solar 
resources and abundant, suitable land available to build solar facilities. Source: 
https://www.nrel.gov/gis/assets/images/solar-annual-ghi-2018-usa-scale-01.jpg 

Inline image 

3. So why hasn't more solar been installed in Kansas? It's safe to say Kansas state 
regulations haven't promoted solar in the past. This source from 2016 lists Kansas as 
among the 5 states least friendly to solar. Source: 
https://www.solarpowerworldonline.com/2016/05/solar-friendly-states/ Kansas' electric 
utilities haven't been solar supporters in the past either. In 2020, Evergy, which 
serves Johnson County and much of eastern Kansas, reported no solar energy 
generation. Source: https://investors.evergy.com/SustainabilityReport 



4. However, the Kansas regulatory and utility situation is changing to better support 
solar. Current Kansas statutes allow for a partial property tax exemption for solar 
facilities, which helps attract solar project developers. See: Statute | Kansas State 
Legislature In addition, Evergy has significantly changed its plans for future energy 
sources to emphasize both wind and solar power. I've attached a copy of Evergy's 
2020 Sustainability Report, which can be found at 
https://investors.evergy.com/SustainabilityReport. According to this Evergy report, 
they plan to source 13% of their overall generation capacity from solar by 2030 and 
buy 700 MW of utility scale solar by 2024. Therefore, Evergy is likely keen to buy 
power from a solar project in Johnson County. 

In my opinion, NextEra's Proposed West Gardner Solar Project is the right 
technology, in the right location, at the right time. Solar PV generation pricing has 
dropped a stunning 82% over the past decade and has less environmental impacts 
than other generation technologies. Source: 
https://www.nrel.gov/news/program/2021/documenting-a-decade-of-cost-declines-for-
pv-systems.html Southwest Johnson County has the undeveloped land available for 
the project, near Evergy's West Gardner Substation, which reportedly has capacity to 
accept the project's power. This part of Johnson County is lightly populated and 
relatively flat. It's also not highly attractive for suburban, commercial, or industrial 
development due to its distance from major highways and arterial roads. A USSF 
located in southwest Johnson County would be near the large electric loads of 
Johnson County and would signal the county's support for clean, renewable power. 
The project is at the right time because it can help meet Evergy's needs for solar 
power within the next few years. 

Thank you for your kind attention. Respectfully submitted, 

Steven M. Clark, P.E. 
916-705-3232 
3422 Kensington Court 
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/steven-clark-p-e-9441b321/ 
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GW108.7
$25.3 billion

SOLAR DATA cheat sheetReceived by Planning Staff from Steven Clark

People are currently employed Value of the U.S. solar 
by the solar industry¹ market in 2020108.7 GW 

Amount of solar currently 
installed in the U.S. $25.3 billion 

Today, over 4% of U.S. To help address climate change, the solar 
electricity comes from solar industry set a goal to reach... 
energy, more than 80 times electricity

its share a decade ago generation by30% 2030 
Number of solar businesses in Solar PV price decline 

the U.S.³ over the past 5 years3,060,407 
Number of solar energy10,000+ 36%systems installed in the U.S. 

Top corporate solar users Carbon emissions reduced: State ranking by cumulative 
through 2019 solar capacity 
1. Apple - 398.3 MW 122 million 1. California - 32,394 MW 
2. Amazon - 369.0 MW metric tons annually, equivalent to: 2. Texas - 11,063 MW 
3. Walmart - 331.0 MW 3. Florida - 7,681 MW 
4. Target - 284.8 MW 27 million 4. North Carolina - 7,228 MW 
5. Google - 245.3 MW vehicles off the road 5. Arizona - 6,112 MW 
6. Kaiser Permanente - 181.8 MW 6. Nevada - 4,209 MW14 billion7. Switch - 179.0 MW 7. New Jersey - 3,739 MWgallons of gas not used8. Prologis - 133.7 MW 8. Massachusetts - 3,381 MW 
9. Facebook - 119.5 MW 2 billion 9. Georgia - 3,249 MW 
10.Solvay - 81.4 MW trees planted 10.New York - 2,990 MW 

Shuttering 31
coal-fired plants42% 13.4% 

average annual growth of the Through the first half of 2021, 
solar market over the past 10 years solar comprised of U.S. homes will have a 

solar PV system by 2030 

324 GW 56% 
of all new generating capacity In 2020, a new solar project

of new solar capacity will be was installed every
installed over the next 10 years... 

There is enough solar energy3 times greater installed in the U.S. to power 75 seconds 
than the amount installed 18.9 millionthrough 2020 households4 

©2021 Solar Energy Industries Association. Cheat Sheet Updated 9/14/2021 from Q2 2021 data. All data from SEIA/Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables U.S. 
Solar Market Insight report except as otherwise noted - SEIA.org/smi 1. solarjobscensus.org 2. SEIA.org/solarmeansbiz 3. SEIA.org/nsd 4. SEIA.org/whats-megawatt 



    

            

     
       

          
       

           
      

                 
 

     
  

    

        
     

    
    

      
      

      
  

          
       

   
    

    
         

  
      

        
        

   
      

   
         

 
  

 
       

    
           

  
   
 

    

        

Solar & Agricultural Land Use

Solar and Agricultural Land Use Can Occur Harmoniously 
As solar continues to expand into new markets, both rural and urban, land use discussions are likely to occur. In 
these discussions, it's important for participants to understand that solar in not a threat to agricultural activity, but 
rather a harmonious development that can assist the farming community. 

• Solar can provide land with an opportunity to recover, when paired with the planting of native grasses and 
pollinators and be used for agricultural purposes in the future. 

• Farmers can utilize solar as a steady revenue stream to help smooth out the impact of grain and produce 
market volatility. 

• Installations of utility-scale solar continue to expand; however, they are still not a significant cause of the loss 
of agricultural land. 

Solar Land Needs in the U.S. 

As ground-mounted solar is expanding into more states, 
developers and farmers are looking to agricultural land for 
installations. Though renewable energy critics have claimed that 
ground-mounted solar farms are taking up large swaths of 
viable agricultural land, expanding urban areas and residential 
development accounted for nearly all lost farmland.1 In the last 
decade, while North Carolina rose to become the #2 state in the 
U.S. in solar installations, the state lost one million acres of 
cropland to development and housing, yet only 1% of that total 
was due to solar development.2 Moreover, many solar 
developments strengthen agricultural communities and 
augment local agricultural production. 

Total U.S. Land Area 

Land Area Needed to Power the U.S. with Solar PV 

Even as installations of utility-scale solar continue to 
expand, they still do not pose a significant risk to the 
loss of agricultural land. To generate enough electricity 
to power the entire country, solar facilities would need 
to occupy roughly the same area devoted to surface 
coal mining,3 with a much cleaner outcome. 

In Pennsylvania, the Department of Environmental 
Protection found that only 124 square miles (79,200 
acres) of land will be needed to increase grid solar 
sufficiently to generate 10 percent of electricity.4 This is 
less than three-tenths of 1 percent of Pennsylvania's 
total land area of 46,055 square miles. In addition, land 
that is already in use, such as landfills and abandoned 
mine land, could also host grid-scale solar installations. 

1 https://www.agweek.com/business/agriculture/4443480-31-million-acres-lost-development-cuts-us-farmland 
2 North Carolina Sustainable Energy Assn, “North Carolina Solar & Agriculture” (April 2017). https://energync.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/04/NCSEA_NC_Solar_and_Agriculture_4_19.pdf. 
3 https://solar.gwu.edu/how-much-land-would-it-take-power-us-solar 
4 https://www.dep.pa.gov/Business/Energy/OfficeofPollutionPrevention/SolarFuture/Pages/Pennsylvania's-Solar-Future-Plan.aspx 

www.seia.org July 2019 



     

             

     

     
              
         

           
                   

 

    

            
     

     
       
                

           
           

    
             
          
             

       
    

         
     

 

      
           

               
       

          
      

   

 

  
  
   
            

 
   
  
  

Solar & Agricultural Land Use
Solar Allows Land to Recover 

Soil can be improved by planting native grasses/pollinators and effectively letting the soil rest. In the future, when a 
solar project is decommissioned, farming can once again resume on that land. This is a stark contrast to other 
development, which often leaves land unusable for agriculture.5,6 After the panels are installed, native vegetation— 
often friendly to bees and other pollinators—is planted. The deep roots of the planted native vegetation retain more 
water than turf grass and gravel during heavy storms and periods of drought. They also help retain topsoil and 
improve soil health over time, even in "brownfield" areas with polluted soils.7 

Solar Projects Provide Economic Benefits to the Farming Community 

Solar paired with native grasses and pollinators can provide overused soil an opportunity to recover and a healthy 
revenue stream to farmers. 

• Keeps farmers on their land 
o Solar lease payments tend to be higher than leasing for traditional agriculture operations. 
o Farming is an extremely low-margin, competitive industry. If a farmer can add solar to a portion of their 

property and get a long-term steady income, it can help them to keep their farm. 
o Steady income from solar projects means that farmers are less vulnerable to fluctuations in market 

prices or crop yields. 
• Downstream benefits from O&M and tax revenue have lasting positive community impact 
• Solar can offset power required for pumping and provide electricity to remote irrigation systems 
• Provides substantial tax revenue to local communities.8 Detailed data collection in NC shows local tax revenues 

up 2000% after the state’s big solar build up through 2017.9 

• Provides local construction jobs 

NREL, Photos by Dennis Schroeder 

Co-location of Agricultural Activities and Solar 

Solar and agriculture are not mutually exclusive. In fact, the U.S. Government incentivizes co-locating solar with 
agricultural production. USDA’s REAP program provides grants to those interested in investing in solar energy. 
However, to qualify, applicants must receive at least 50% of their income from agricultural operations.10 Additionally, 
pollinators and sheep farmers are two examples of co-located agricultural activities that exist in harmony with solar 
projects.11 According to a study, co-location and solar grazing bring net positive benefits for both farmers, in the form 
of additional income, and solar facilities, through increased energy production and reduced maintenance expenses. 
Please see SEIA’s Multiuse Farming Factsheet for more information. 

5 https://www.nrel.gov/news/features/2019/beneath-solar-panels-the-seeds-of-opportunity-sprout.html 
6 https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/farmers-guide-going-solar 
7 https://www.nrel.gov/news/features/2019/beneath-solar-panels-the-seeds-of-opportunity-sprout.html 
8 North Carolina Sustainable Energy Assn, “North Carolina Solar & Agriculture” (April 2017). https://energync.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/04/NCSEA_NC_Solar_and_Agriculture_4_19.pdf. 
9 https://energync.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Small_Increased-NC-County-Tax-Revenue-from-Solar-Developmentv3.pdf 
10 https://www.rd.usda.gov/files/RD_FactSheet_RBS_REAP_RE_EE.pdf 
11 https://energync.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/NCSEA_NC_Solar_and_Agriculture_4_19.pdf 
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Solar & Multiuse Farming 

34

According to a study conducted by
Cornell University in 20183 and a study 
from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory in 2016,4 co-location and
solar grazing bring net positive 
benefits for farmers, in the form of
hundreds of dollars per acre each year
in additional income, and solar sites, 
through increased energy production 
and reduced maintenance expenses.

Co-locating Utility-scale Solar with Livestock & Pollinators 
Solar development and agricultural use can exist not only 
side-by-side, but increasingly are found together. 

• A farmer can add solar to their property and get 
steady income from a land or rooftop array. 

• Solar energy facilities can also collaborate with 
local farms and bee-keeping organizations to 
incorporate pollinator friendly plants and bee 
hives onto their sites. 

• Responsible solar development could improve soil 
health, retain water, nurture native species, 
produce food, and provide even lower-cost energy 
to local communities. 

• Sheep farmers have opportunities to contract for 
vegetation management of solar sites and thus 
increase farm viability 

Photo Credit: American Solar Grazing Association 

Benefits to Farmers 
Farming is an extremely low-margin, competitive 
industry. If a farmer can add solar to their property 
and get steady income from a land or rooftop array, 
it can enable them to keep their farm.1 Steady 
income from solar projects means that farmers are 
less vulnerable to fluctuations in market prices on 
their products. Especially for larger solar projects, 
local government and communities benefit from 
collected taxes and localized spending. 

“Solar grazing” is a method of vegetation control for 
solar sites that utilizes livestock, primarily sheep.2 

While solar grazing is currently in pilot phases on 
various sites, it is increasing in popularity. Solar 
companies can contract with local farmers, resulting 
in a relationship that is financially beneficial for 
both farmers and solar developers. Properly 
installed systems are benign to nearby animals. 

1 https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2016/04/solar-power-more-lucrative-than-crops-at-some-us-farms.html 
2 Various livestock, and sheep in particular, may be sensitive to the preexisting mineral contents of the soil, and proper soil testing 
should always be done prior to grazing. 
3 Kochendoerfer, N. Hain, L., Thonney, M.L. (2018) The Atkinson Center for a Sustainable Future at Cornell University 
https://www.solargrazing.org 
4 https://www.nrel.gov/news/features/2019/beneath-solar-panels-the-seeds-of-opportunity-sprout.html 
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Solar & Multiuse Farming 
Solar energy facilities can also collaborate with local farms and bee-keeping organizations to incorporate pollinator 
friendly plants and bee hives onto their sites. There are many benefits to combining solar facilities with pollinator 
habitats:5 

• Using one large solar field or perimeter 
screening area is akin to planting 
thousands of backyard pollinator gardens, 
which ultimately increases the productivity 
of farmland for miles around the facility. 

• Planting native pollinator habitats reduces 
waste water runoff, and pollinator-friendly 
vegetation management practices, 
including minimal use of pesticides, results 
in more stable bee populations, benefiting Photo Credit: Pine Gate Renewables, North Carolina 
farmers in the surrounding area. 

Solar Projects Can Improve Biodiversity 
Solar farms can support a greater diversity of plants as well as greater 
numbers of butterflies and bees, particularly under management which 
focuses on optimizing biodiversity when compared to equivalent 
agricultural land. This increase in plant and invertebrate availability may 
lead to more opportunities for foraging birds in terms of invertebrate prey 
and seed availability.6 When joint solar and vegetation designs are 
developed together, the benefits achieved can be maximized.7 

Solar Installations Could Be Win-Win-Win for Food, 
Water, and Renewable Energy 
Responsible solar development could improve soil health, retain water, 
nurture native species, produce food, and provide even lower-cost energy to local communities.  The Department of 
Energy’s (DOE) Innovative Site Preparation and Impact Reductions on the Environment (InSPIRE) project brings 
together researchers from DOE's National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Argonne National Laboratory, 
universities, local governments, environmental and clean energy groups, and industry partners to better understand 
how to maximize local benefits.8 

At several InSPIRE sites, local beekeepers and university and national laboratory researchers are tracking their bees' 
visits to the pollinator-friendly vegetation under the solar panels. The goal is to determine how vegetation at solar 
sites can benefit insect populations and to understand the extent to which pollinator-friendly solar installations can 
boost crop yields at surrounding farms. 

Photo: SouthHill Community Energy 

5 https://www.greenbiz.com/article/solar-farms-could-make-fertile-habitats-bees-and-butterflies 
6 Montag, H., Parker, G., Clarkson, T. (April 2016). The Effects of Solar Farms on Local Biodiversity: A Comparative Study. 
7 Macknick, J., NREL (June 2016) Overview of opportunities for co-location of agriculture and solar PV 
8 https://www.nrel.gov/news/features/2019/beneath-solar-panels-the-seeds-of-opportunity-sprout.html and 
https://openei.org/wiki/InSPIRE 
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Solar and Property Value 

Correcting the Myth that Solar Harms Property Value 
It is a common misconception that ground mounted solar farms decrease nearby property values. 

• Examining property value in states across the United States demonstrates that large-scale solar arrays often have no 
measurable impact on the value of adjacent properties, and in some cases may even have positive effects. 

• Proximity to solar farms does not deter the sales of agricultural or residential land. 
• Large solar projects have similar characteristics to a greenhouse or single-story residence. Usually no more than 10 feet 

high, solar farms are often enclosed by fencing and/or landscaping to minimize visual impacts. 

Vegetative screening will grow to obscure panels from the road and nearby homes, when desired. 
Photo Credit: Borrego Solar 

The Numbers 
• A study conducted across Illinois determined that the value of 

properties within one mile increased by an average of 2 percent 
after the installation of a solar farm.1 

• An examination of 5 counties in Indiana indicated that upon 
completion of a solar farm, properties within 2 miles were an 
average of 2 percent more valuable compared to their value 
prior to installation.2 

• An appraisal study spanning from North Carolina to Tennessee 
shows that properties adjoining solar farms match the value of 
similar properties that do not adjoin solar farms within 1 
percent.3 

Various studies have shown that solar can potentially have 
a positive impact on adjoining property value. The above 
table references one of many in a report written by 
CohnReznick.4 

1 Kirkland, Richard C. Grandy Solar Impact Study. Kirkland Appraisals, 25 Feb. 2016, kirdlandapprasials.com. 
2 Lines, Andrew. “Property Impact Study: Solar Farms in Illinois.” Mcleancounty.gov, Nexia International, 7 Aug. 2018. 
3 McGarr, Patricia. Property Value Impact Study. Cohn Reznick LLP Valuation Advisory Services, 2 May 2018. 
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Solar and Property Value 
Harmony with Nearby Residential and Agricultural Property 

1. Appearance: Large solar projects have 
similar characteristics to a greenhouse or 
single-story residence. Usually no more 
than 10 feet high, solar farms are often 
enclosed by fencing and/or landscaping to 
minimize visual impacts. 

2. Noise: Solar projects are effectively silent. 
Tracking motors and inverters may 
produce an ambient hum that is not 
typically audible from outside the 
enclosure. 

3. Odor: Solar projects do not produce any 
byproduct or odor. 

4. Traffic: Solar projects do not attract high 
volumes of additional traffic as they do 
not require frequent maintenance after 
installation. 

5. Hazardous Material: PV modules are 
constructed with the solar cells laminated into polymers and the minute amounts of heavy metals used in some panels 
cannot mix with water or vaporize into the air. Even in the case of module breakage, there is little to no risk of 
chemicals releasing into the environment.5 

A ground-mounted solar system sited in a rural area. 

Credit: Blattner 

5 “Clean Energy Results, Questions and Answers, Ground Mounted Solar Photovoltaic Systems.” Energy Center, June 2015. 
http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/doer/renewables/solar/solar-pv-guide.pdf 
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Introduction 

Evergy, Inc. (NYSE: EVRG), provides clean, safe, and reliable energy to approximately 1.6 million customers in 
Kansas and Missouri. Today, half the power supplied to homes and businesses by Evergy comes from emission-
free sources, creating more reliable energy with less impact to the environment. Evergy is committed to delivering 
safe, reliable, affordable, and sustainable energy to customers while employing a diverse workforce, being a great 
place to work for employees, and supporting the communities we serve. 

Sustainability is important to us and has consistently been at the forefront of what we do. Since 2005, we 
reduced carbon emissions by 51 percent, and sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide by 98 percent and 89 percent, 
respectively. We have received numerous awards for innovative and sustainable business practices, and we 
regularly work with our stakeholders in an effort to sustainably operate our business. Additionally, we have made 
significant gains in adding renewable energy assets to our generation portfolio and plan to add even more. 

Benefits to All Stakeholders 

Throughout this report, callouts specifically outline Evergy’s emphasis on stakeholder value as we continue to 
advance our Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) initiatives.  The products and services we offer serve 
as a foundation of modern life and enables innovation and drives sustainable growth for all stakeholders – 
affordable, cleaner energy for customers; a rewarding and professional work environment for employees; value for 
investors; and growth for the communities we serve. 

BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

Evergy’s strategic plan accelerates work to create a forward-thinking, customer-centric, and sustainable 
energy company. With an emphasis on grid modernization, generation transition, improved customer 
experience, and cost competitiveness, the plan creates benefits for customers, communities, 
shareholders, and the environment. Targeted capital investments will improve grid reliability, reduce 
restoration times, and increase overall grid resiliency, while enabling long-term and sustainable cost 
savings. These benefits will enhance economic development and provide regionally competitive rates 
that benefit customers and communities, while the continued generation transition advances Evergy’s 
sustainability goals and the sustainability goals of many of our customers. 

Lower Carbon Future 

Creating value for stakeholders is a central consideration for us as we continue to move forward to a cleaner energy 
future. This focus on stakeholder value is reflected in our Sustainability Transformation Plan (STP), which enhances 

the company’s work as a forward-thinking, sustainable energy company. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The plan seeks to modernize the grid, reduce 
costs and continue the company’s efforts to What is an IRP? 
reduce its carbon footprint, while maintaining An IRP is an electric utility's plan to meet 
reliability and affordability for customers. To expected electricity demand during a long-term
help inform the goals and objectives of the STP, 

planning horizon, typically 15 to 20 years. Evergy Evergy updated its triannual Integrated Resource 
is responsible for creating the plan and sharing it Plan (IRP) resulting in the announcement of 

our plan to reduce carbon emissions by 70% with the Kansas Corporation Commission (KCC) 
through 2030 (relative to 2005 levels). Building and the Missouri Public Service Commission 
on this trajectory, our goal is to achieve net (MPSC). While there is no resource plan approval 
zero carbon emissions by 2045, assuming key requirement, involving regulators and other 
technology, policy, and regulatory enablers are stakeholders in plan development is beneficial 
in place. 

in many ways.  This transparency helps identify 
areas for consideration in addition to regulators' When considering a lower carbon strategy, 

Evergy’s analysis and stakeholder engagement views of potential cost recovery. 
includes multiple components: 

• Value and affordability. Balancing priorities and managing costs to provide the energy customers need at 
a competitive price. 

• Safety. Keeping the safety of our employees, customers, and communities at the core of our plans. 

• Reliability. Ensuring our customers have the power they need when they need it. 

• Flexibility. Adapting our plans as conditions evolve to best serve our stakeholders. 

• Environmental stewardship. Managing our resources for the benefit of current and future generations. 

Achieving a lower carbon future includes pursuing legislative and regulatory mechanisms to support the transition 
of the company’s generation fleet.  For example, in 2021, Evergy supported securitization legislation in Kansas 
and Missouri. Securitization facilitates the cost-effective retirement of coal-fired generation by allowing for the 
issuance of low-cost, highly-rated, bonds to reduce the financial impact of, and customer costs associated with, 
retirements of these facilities. 

Environmental, Social, and Governance Reporting 

Evergy provides quantitative and qualitative data regarding various ESG areas of focus, including those relating 
to emissions, waste, and water on its investor relations website. There has been a proliferation in recent years of 
alternative formats for reporting ESG matters, and Evergy has been a leader in interacting with its constituents 
to determine which of these frameworks are most important to its stakeholders. This report outlines the broad-
reaching benefits of Evergy’s ESG focus. 
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 For ease of use, the table below provides a comprehensive list of Evergy’s public filings that are related to 
ESG reporting, as well as other resources mentioned in this report. 

INTRODUCTION 

Investor Website investors.evergy.com 

Evergy ESG Metrics 

Evergy TCFD Report 

Evergy SASB Report 

investors.evergy.com/ESGMetrics 

investors.evergy.com/TCFD 

investors.evergy.com/SASB 

IRP Overview investors.evergy.com/IRP2021 
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Environmental 

Emissions Reductions 

Since 2005, we have reduced carbon emissions by 51%, 
and sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide by 98% and 89%, 
respectively. Beyond these achieved reductions, Evergy 
has a goal to reduce carbon emissions by 70% through 
2030 (relative to 2005 levels). Building on this trajectory, 
our goal is to achieve net zero carbon emissions by 
2045, assuming key technology, policy, and regulatory 
enablers are in place. 

51% 
reduction in 

CO2 emissions 

98% 
reduction in 

SO2 emissions 

89% 
reduction in 

NOX emissions 

BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

As Evergy reduces our carbon intensity and 
emissions footprint, all customers benefit from a 
reduction in their carbon footprint, helping many 
to meet their own established carbon targets. 
Additionally, cleaner air and water benefit the 
health of our communities. 

Actual reductions as of year-end 2020 versus 2005. 

Evergy's plan includes: 

• More than 1,200 MWs of fossil 
retirements and 3,200 MWs of 
renewable generation additions 
including both solar and wind over 
the next 10 years. 

• Continued responsible transition 
of existing fossil generation from 
baseload to reliable, flexible back-up 
capacity, lowering operating costs 
and carbon emissions. 

• Retirement of nearly all remaining 
coal generation by 2040 with nearly 
4,500 MWs of renewable and zero-
carbon emitting firm, dispatchable 

*Assuming key technology, policy, and regulatory enablers are in place. resources. 
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The following is a summary of Evergy’s generation transition plan as set forth in its most recent IRP. 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Implementation 
Period 

Post 
Implementation 

Period 

Early 

2021 2022 2023
 350 MW 

2024
 350 MW* 

487 MW 
Lawrence Energy Center 4&5 

2024 

 

 

        

        

        
 

                

        

 

2025 2026 2027 2028 

2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

97 MW  500 MW  500 MW  500 MW 
Lake Road 4/6 

500 MW  500 MW  500 MW  500 MW 
669 MW 

Jeffrey Energy Center 3 La C
749 MW 

ygne 1 

2035 2036
 233 MW 

2037
 233 MW 

2038 2039
 233 MW 

2,613 MW 
La Cygne 2, Jeffrey Energy 

2040
 2796 MW 

Center 1&2, Iatan 1 

Legend 

Renewable Capacity Additions (MW) Capacity Retirements (MW) 

Wind Solar Firm Dispatchable Retired Plant 
Resource 

*Construction of 350 MW of solar will begin prior to filing of next triennial IRP, with in-service date likely later in 2024. 

Vehicle Emissions Reductions 

Evergy has implemented vehicle engine idling restrictions to reduce air pollutants associated with our vehicle 
fleet. Employees are educated on these requirements as a part of Evergy’s annual compliance training. 

Evergy has also developed a network of charging stations to support electric vehicle drivers. Evergy’s Clean 
Charge Network (CCN) includes more than 2,000 charging ports at retail, workplace, and other public locations. 
This network supports more than 7,000 electric vehicle drivers in our service area – a 500% increase since 
inception of Evergy’s CCN in 2015. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 

Adapting to Climate Change 

Evergy seeks to manage the impact of climate-related risks on our business and our ability to safely provide 
electricity to customers. Severe weather and related events, including tornadoes, snow, fire, rain, flooding and ice 
storms, can be destructive and cause outages and property damage that impairs our ability to provide dependable 
electricity to our customers and also results in adverse financial outcomes. 

In December 2015, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) established an industry-led Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) to help investors understand the financial system’s exposures to climate-related 
risks. The Task Force developed a framework that includes recommendations about how companies can 
disclose the extent to which climate is addressed in governance, strategy, and risk management. In 2020, Evergy 
integrated a climate change risk assessment into its existing Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) process 
and published its first TCFD report, which explains in detail how we manage relevant climate-related risks and 
opportunities. 

Stakeholder Engagement 

Effective engagement with our stakeholders is important as we move the company forward.  For example, as 
part of the STP process we engaged the KCC and MPSC Commissioners and staff, and others interested on 
three topics: grid modernization, operational efficiencies and customer experience. As part of the IRP process, 
we held a series of meetings with stakeholders to explore how Evergy will meet the long-term energy, service, and 
reliability needs of its customers.  

We also routinely survey customers on a variety of topics. For example, in an October 2020 survey, 72% of our 
customers considered climate change to be very or somewhat serious and more than half support Evergy investing 
in additional renewable generation that would reduce carbon emissions and make the electric grid more reliable. 
The feedback, comments, and suggestions offered helped inform our carbon reduction targets and renewable 
investment plans. This transparent public engagement provides a valuable input in our decision making process. 

Beyond customer and community focused engagement, Evergy was also one of the initial members in Edison 
Electric Institute (EEI) and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) groups focused on reporting uniform and 
consistent ESG data and information for the benefit of stakeholders interested in the industry’s sustainability 
progress. In addition, we have an active Investor Relations department that engages with investors on a daily 
basis and routinely meets with investors to share our story and gain market perspective. 
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Generation Transition 

*Assuming key technology, policy, and regulatory enablers are in place. 

Evergy now produces nearly a third of our customers’ power annually from renewable sources. When combined 
with the production from our Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating Station, more than half the power to homes and 
businesses we serve comes from emission-free sources. 

2020 

46% 

29% 

4% 

21% 

Net Generation by Fuel Type 

Coal 

Natural Gas and Petroleum 

Nuclear 

Renewables 
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GENERATION TRANSITION 

Wind 

Evergy has been expanding wind energy production in the Midwest for 
years. With almost 4,400 megawatts of wind generation that we own or 
have under contract projected by year end 2021, our wind portfolio helps 
fuel Kansas’ state ranking as the second largest producer of renewable 

generation as a percentage of total generation in the United States. 

70M 
Surpassed 70 million megawatt hours of 
wind energy generation in 2020. 

4,283 MW
4,283 Megawatts of wind capacity YE 2020. 

BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

Adding renewable resources 
to Evergy's already 
impressive portfolio 
helps to lower our carbon 
intensity. In addition, our 
specialized programs 
provide customers access 
to renewable generation 
sources that were previously 
inaccessible due to physical 
access or considered cost 
prohibitive. These programs 
empower consumers to 
customize solutions to meet 
their individual needs. 

Solar 

In 2016, Evergy completed construction of a solar array at our Greenwood 
Energy Center in Greenwood, MO, with a capacity of 3 megawatts. In 2017, 
we launched a second utility-scale solar project in Hutchinson, KS, which 
has a capacity of 1.2 megawatts. Additionally, Evergy owns or funds 25 
other solar projects with 6.5 megawatts of total combined capacity. 

Evergy partnered with Baldwin City, KS, to build a solar farm in 2019. The 
facility produces enough energy to power more than 180 homes in Baldwin 
City. The solar farm was built on a pollinator friendly native grass blend – 
which offers a safe habitat for bees and butterflies and requires minimal 
ground maintenance. 

In April 2021, we broke ground on the 40-acre West Plains solar array — the array will be just under 11 megawatts 
and will be constructed with over 26,000 panels. The site is projected to be completed by Spring of 2022. 

Evergy plans to add 700 megawatts of utility scale solar by 2024. 
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EVERGY’S RENEWABLE 
ENERGY RESOURCES 

GENERATION TRANSITION 

 
 

 

 
  

   
 

2001 2006 2008 2009 2010 2012 

Gray County (PPA) 110 MW Spearville-1(O) 101 MW Meridian Way (PPA) 96 MW Flat Ridge I (O) 50 MW Spearville-2 (O) 48 MW St. Joe LFG (O) 2 MW 
Central Plains (O) 99 MW Rolling Meadows LFG Post Rock (PPA) 201 MW 
Flat Ridge II (PPA) 50 MW (PPA) 6 MW Iron Wood (PPA) 168 MW 

Cimarron-II (PPA) 131 MW 
Ensign (PPA) 99 MW 

Spearville-3 (PPA) 101 MW 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

CNPPID Hydro (PPA) 60 MW Slate Creek (PPA) 150 MW Kay Wind (PPA) 200 MW 
Cedar Bluff (PPA) 199 MW Waverly (PPA) 200 MW 
Ninnescah (PPA) 208 MW Osborn (PPA) 201 MW 

Kingman 1 (PPA) 103 MW 
Kingman 2 (PPA) 103 MW 

Western Plains (O) 293 MW 
Rock Creek (PPA) 300 MW 
Greenwood Solar (O) 3 MW 

Pratt (PPA) 243 MW 

Since 2001, we have 
increased our renewable 
resources by over 

3900% 

(O) Owned 
(PPA) Power Purchase Agreement 

Wind 
Solar 
Hydro 
Landfill Gas to Energy 

2019 2020 2021 

Hutchinson Solar (PPA) 1 MW Soldier Creek (PPA) 300 MW Flat Ridge III (PPA) 128 MW 
Baldwin City Solar (O/PPA) 1 MW Cimarron Bend III (PPA) 150 MW 

Prairie Queen (PPA) 200 MW Ponderosa (PPA) 178 MW 
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GENERATION TRANSITION 

Hydro Energy 

Since 2014, Evergy has purchased renewable energy from Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District’s 
three hydroelectric plants totaling 60 megawatts of capacity. 

Biogas Energy 

The 3 million tons of decomposing waste in St. Joseph, MO's landfill continually produces methane, which our 
Evergy landfill gas plant converts into enough electricity to power up to 1,000 homes annually. Landfill gas is an 
important source of waste-based, renewable energy that can generate distributed base load power. Evergy also 
purchases power from Rolling Meadows in Topeka, KS, a 6-megawatt landfill gas-to-energy plant that has been 
producing electricity for our customers since 2010. 

Renewable Programs 

Renewables Direct 
Evergy’s green tariff program, Renewables Direct, offers large commercial and industrial customers a turn-key 
solution to procure wind energy. 

59 
customers 

529 MW 
of energy 

Renewables Direct: 

Nearly 60 customers participate in the program. New entrants include the University of Kansas Edwards 
Campus in Overland Park, KS, which recently signed a 20-year agreement with Evergy. Additionally, the Kansas 
City International Airport and City of Kansas City, MO, police stations, fire stations, and other facilities have 
transitioned to renewable energy and receive 100 percent of their electricity from the Cimarron Bend Wind Farm 
through the Renewables Direct program. 

"Participation in Evergy’s Renewable Direct program is a significant and necessary step to cut emissions from 
internal operations and reduce our carbon footprint,” said Andy Savastino, City of Kansas City, Missouri Chief 
Environmental Officer. “Through early adoption of this program, we hope to pave the way for other organizations 
to do the same." 

Through the program, Boehringer Ingelheim transitioned to renewable energy at its largest U.S. manufacturing site 
in St. Joseph, MO and estimates the change will reduce carbon emissions at the site by 76 percent. 
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GENERATION TRANSITION 

Solar and Wind Subscription 
Evergy’s subscription-based solar and wind programs provide customers with renewable energy solutions without 
having to manage the complexity of installing and maintaining their own solar array or wind turbines through 
this local, community-based initiative. This program allows customers to offset a portion of their average energy 
usage (up to 50% in MO and 100% in KS) from our local renewable energy resources. 

Solar Subscription: 
Began in 2016 

521 
customers 

1.02 MW 
of energy 

Committed Q1 2022 

1,158 
customers 

4.69 MW 
of energy 

Wind Subscription: 
Began in 2015 

32,817 
customers 

26,467 MW  
of energy 
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Environmental Conservation 

Evergy’s employees and retirees across Missouri and Kansas routinely come together to positively affect the 
environment in our communities through volunteerism and environmental programs. 

Since 1989, our volunteer, employee-driven Green Team has 
completed thousands of projects restoring hundreds of acres of 
wetlands, thousands of acres of prairie and planting more than 30,000 
trees. Partnering with agencies, non-profits, and schools, we protect, 
preserve, and educate. 

BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

Evergy’s long history of 
environmental conservation 
has benefited our communities 
by supporting conservation 
projects and organizations 
in our service territory and 
beyond. Additionally, the 
protection measures for both 
flora and fauna that have 
been implemented protect 
our environment, benefiting 
generations to come. 

In 2020, faced with a global pandemic, Evergy implemented unique 
volunteerism plans to provide meaningful volunteer opportunities while 
abiding by recommended COVID-19 preventive measures. Evergy Green Team 
volunteers partnered with Bridging the Gap, a Kansas City area Non-Profit, to 

hand out hundreds of trees at a “no contact” tree donation event as well as 
deliver trees to recipients in our communities. 

With the help of Evergy’s sponsorship and the Green Team’s 

volunteer work, MO Hives KC was able to advance their 
mission to educate and involve urban residents in the 
creation, preservation and expansion of pollinator habitats 
in the Kansas City metro area, utilizing vacant land to 
support community health and wellness. 

In 2020, Evergy helped MO Hives KC establish a community garden and urban apiary (bee farm) in the metro KC 
area.  Community gardens are vital for food production, particularly in urban areas where "food deserts" (areas that 
are under-served by traditional and economical grocers) are common.  By creating a healthy urban apiary modal 
that can be duplicated elsewhere, this partnership has helped MO Hives inspire communities, provide experiential 
learning opportunities, amplify community garden yields, increase bee populations, and beautify previously blighted 
property. 
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 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 

Wildlife Conservation 

Evergy has been participating as a member of the Rights-of-Way as Habitat Working Group since 2018. This 
group represents more than 200 organizations from across private industry, government agencies, non-profit 
organizations, and academia in the United States and Canada with a purpose to collaborate and identify best 
management practices for habitat conservation on working landscapes, specifically our power line rights-of-ways. 

Evergy was also an early supporter of the monarch butterfly Candidate 

Conservation Agreement with Assurances (CCAA). This CCAA is a formal 
agreement between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and non-federal 
property owners, like Evergy, to voluntarily commit to enhance, restore or 
maintain habitat to benefit the monarch butterfly with the goal that listing this 

species as endangered or threatened will become unnecessary.  By enrolling 
in this CCAA, Evergy has committed to conserving over 20,000 acres of 
monarch butterfly habitat on our rights-of-ways and company-owned lands 

throughout Kansas and Missouri. 

Evergy has a long history of avian protection efforts throughout Kansas and Missouri. As part of this commitment, 
Evergy has recently formed an “Avian Protection Advisory Group” comprised of representatives from various 

workgroups across the company. This group works to maintain and implement Evergy’s Avian Protection Plan 

and will also serve as a standing advisory group to ensure effective communication across the company on avian 
protection projects moving forward. 

Vegetation Management 

Evergy was recognized as a 2020 Tree Line USA recipient by the Arbor Day 

Foundation. Tree Line USA is a national program recognizing public and private 

utilities for practices that protect and enhance America’s urban forests. A 

collaboration of the Foundation and the National Association of State Foresters, 
Tree Line USA promotes the dual goals of delivering safe and reliable electricity 

while maintaining healthy community trees. By successfully meeting Tree Line USA 

standards — training employees in quality tree-care practices, educating the public about planting trees for energy 

conservation and helping homeowners plant appropriate trees near utility lines — Evergy not only helps provide 

beautiful trees for the future, but also yields long-term savings for customers. 

Water Conservation 

Evergy recognizes the use of natural resources in our operations.  Water utilized from groundwater wells and natural 
surface water resources are vital to our ability to produce electricity for our customers. To responsibly use our water 
resources, Evergy routinely implements process improvements to decrease water usage and increase our ability to 
recycle and reuse water.  Over the last several years, Evergy has undertaken projects at our major production sites 
that reduced water usage by 1.5 million gallons of water per day and increased water re-use and recycling by over 
2 million gallons of water per day.  A focus in our operations has been to treat and reuse water associated with 
air emissions control technologies and coal combustion residuals (CCR) handling.  At Iatan Generating Station, 
Jeffrey Energy Center, and Lawrence Energy Center, Evergy has implemented recycling to eliminate or greatly reduce 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 

water discharge associated with air emissions scrubbers.  At Jeffrey Energy Center recent upgrades to our ash 
handling systems will eliminate the use of water in ash transfer operations. These operational changes not only 
reduce our need to utilize water resources but also decrease our wastewater discharge to the environment.  Based 
on improvements like these, increases in renewable generation, and fossil plant retirements, Evergy has seen a 
significant reduction in consumptive water use over the previous three year period. 

66% 
Reduction 

*Data includes estimates for some locations that lack continuous monitoring. 
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Economic Development 
& Customer Programs 

As a leading and trusted energy 
partner, Evergy seeks to attract new BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

customers and find solutions to help Attracting and retaining customers is key to increasing stakeholder 
existing customers expand their value. Additionally, by serving as a catalyst for local growth, Evergy 
businesses. helps to create jobs and contributes to the local economies we serve. 

EVERGY IN 2020 

Economic Development by the Numbers 

$1.25 Billion in new 
capital investment from 17 projects 

3,875 
new jobs 

$40.2 Million 
economic impact to Evergy 

$20.6 Million in 
new annual revenue to Evergy 

45+ Megawatts
in new demand growth 

Recognition for Economic Development 

Evergy continues to engage with stakeholders to improve and evolve the economic development landscape. 

Kansas Department of Commerce AEDO Recertification – originally Site Selection Magazine names 
launches the Kansas Certified Sites accredited in 2016, Evergy is one Evergy a Top U.S. Utility in 
Program based on the program of two utilities to achieve AEDO Economic Development. 
created by the Evergy Economic status in the nation. 
Development Team. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 

Energy Solutions 

Evergy’s Energy Solutions Program works to create and provide opportunities for our customers, big or small. 
Evergy works to lead discussions within legislative and regulatory frameworks with the goal of turning good policies 
into tools for our customers. The programs listed below help attract and retain businesses in Kansas and Missouri 
by helping our customers meet their own sustainability-related goals. 

Program Details 

Trees Initiative 

Benchmarking (BEAT) 

Urban Heat Island 

Water Nexus Report 

Income Eligible Programs 

Energy Efficiency Programs 

Partnering with Bridging the Gap and National Arbor 
Foundation to distribute young trees and information 
about how to plant them to provide energy savings 
for years to come around homes. Additionally, Evergy’s 
Green Team partners with these organizations to 
provide and plant young trees and native vegetation 
in communities throughout its service territory. 

Evergy is supporting the Kansas City, Missouri benchmarking ordinance 
by providing building owners with multiple tenants the ability to aggregate 
information and gain an Energy Star score as the first step to identifying 
energy savings opportunities for large buildings. 

Study of opportunities to help mitigate the impact of rising temperatures in 
urban areas due to thermal radiation of buildings, sidewalks, and blacktop. 

Study completed to review activity associated with energy efficiency that 
can also conserve water. Project includes systemic solutions like large 
water treatment plant pumps and equipment, to individual residential 
solutions like low flow showerheads. 

• Weatherization – Program modeled after DOE Low-income 
Weatherization Assistance Program to deliver weatherization measures 
free of charge to qualified homes and customers. 

• Multi-Family – Free in-unit upgrades like lighting, faucet aerators, smart 
power strips direct installed by Evergy to help improve efficiency for 
tenants as well as holistic rebates to building owners for investing in 
upgrades to common area lighting, building HVAC, and insulation. 

• Low income Leadership Assistance Collaborative – started in Sept 2020 
as a group of Kansas City area companies to exchange ideas on how to 
best serve the low income customers in our footprint with the variety of 
programs focused on energy and health and safety. 

• Pay As You Save – Coming in 2021 as a way to assist customers who 
might not otherwise invest in energy efficiency programs to pay down the 
investment with the savings from the energy savings measures (HVAC, 
insulation, lighting, etc). 

Portfolio of programs (primarily in Missouri) to provide customers 
(residential and business) with opportunities to invest in energy efficiency 
to drive long term energy savings with a quicker payback.  Also incentivizing 
customers to help manage Evergy’s peak system demand with business 
incentives and residential thermostat incentives. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & CUSTOMER PROGRAMS 

Program Details 

Electrification 

Time of Use (pilots) 

Regional Building Energy 
Exchange 

• Transit partnerships – Evergy provides financial and technical support to 
local transit authorities as they take initial steps towards electrifying their 
bus fleets. 

• Evergy fleet commitment - Evergy has committed to 100% of new light 
duty vehicle purchases and 30% of medium duty vehicle purchases 
having plug in technology by 2030. A total of 60% of our light duty fleet 
will be electrified by 2030. 

• Midwest utility memorandum - Evergy along with several other regional 
utilities, has signed a memorandum of cooperation to promote the 
construction of the Midwest multi-state coordinated foundational 
electric vehicle charging network. The goal is to foster public confidence 
and provide convenient, fast-charging resources for EVs traveling long 
distances throughout the Midwest. 

• EV Charging Stations -
The Clean Charge Network is powered 
by renewable energy and is backed by 
renewable energy credits. 

Pilots across Evergy’s service territory directed at providing price signals to 
help customers shift demand from peak hours in order to reduce their bill 
and manage the Evergy system peak load. 

Climate Action Kansas City’s Regional Building Energy Exchange (BE-Ex) will 
serve as a one-stop-shop to fast-track implementation of known innovative 
solutions and emerging trends for the built environment. Climate Action 
Kansas City (CAKC) is a compact of elected officials and community 
leaders that works throughout the Kansas City region to draw down 
greenhouse gases and improve climate resilience. The BE-Ex brings world 
class resources, direct assistance, and tangible value to the current and 
future owners and occupants of Kansas City buildings.  This program aims 
to provide direct support and financing services to building owners, policy 
makers, property managers, architects, engineers, and others in the Kansas 
City metropolitan region to promote a high performance built environment 
and help the Kansas City region meet ambitious climate goals, create jobs, 
accelerate innovation and grow its economy. Evergy has provided a grant 
to support this program and is actively engaged with CAKC in the strategic 
planning stage of this initiative. 
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Innovation 

Innovation is critical in the transition of our 
generation fleet and is required to respond BENEFIT  TO  STAKEHOLDERS  
to the evolving needs of our customers, 

Innovation is key to providing safe, reliable, affordable, employees, and investors. Great care is 
and sustainable service to our customers, ensuring taken to innovate responsibly, focusing on 
long-term gains for our investors, and acquiring, sustainability, affordability, and reliability. 
retaining, and developing the talent to meet our 
evolving business needs. 

Innovating Reliability 

As Evergy transforms its generation fleet, it has to learn new ways to perform maintenance in a cost effective way on 

new renewable assets. Evergy has invested in, and partners with SkySpecs, a company that was founded to provide 
autonomous drone inspections of wind turbines and provide software solutions to process the large amounts of 
data associated with these inspections. This innovative solution has limited turbine downtime related to inspections 
and aided in the reprioritization and tracking of follow-on repairs. 

“SkySpecs is thrilled to work closely with Evergy to help digitize 
operational and maintenance activities and optimize utility scale wind 
through the use of our Horizon software and automated drone data 
collection solutions. With Evergy as both investors in SkySpecs and early 
adopters of our digitization solutions, SkySpecs is able to rapidly develop 
and test new innovations for the wind industry that will help us all scale 
wind to reach global renewable energy targets.” 

Danny Ellis, CEO SkySpecs 

Innovating Sustainability 

We know that to meet our carbon reduction targets the nation needs to explore new technologies and processes 
to not only generate carbon-free electricity but also to capture and sequester carbon when possible. Evergy’s 
Environmental Services Group, in partnership with the Kansas Geological Survey (KGS) and Linde, Inc. has been 
awarded a project by the Department of Energy (DOE) to support their Office of Fossil Energy’s goal to advance 
energy storage solutions toward commercial deployment. The overall objective of this project is to conduct a 
feasibility study for a power-to-hydrogen system “inside the fence” of a fossil fuel electricity generating unit in the 
State of Kansas. Two Evergy generating sites, Hutchinson and Gordon Evans Energy Centers, are being evaluated 
as part of this project.  Both site locations are being considered due to potential underground salt cavern 
hydrogen storage capacity.  The feasibility phase of this project may set the stage for subsequent site-specific 
projects integrating relatively mature combinations of energy storage technologies with specific fossil fueled 
assets. This project is a continuation of the strong working relationship between Evergy’s Environmental Services 
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INNOVATION 

Group, KGS and Linde, Inc.  This is the second DOE funded project the team has been awarded.  The team worked 
together on several phases of the DOE funded Carbon Storage Assurance Facility Enterprise (CarbonSAFE) project 
which focused on developing geological storage sites for storage of 50 million metric tons or greater of carbon 
dioxide captured from industrial source emissions located in the State of Kansas. For the CarbonSAFE project, the 
team conducted a pre-feasibility analysis at Evergy’s Jeffrey Energy Center. Both projects expand our knowledge 
regarding potential pathways to reduce our CO2 emissions and overall carbon footprint. 

Innovating Flexibility 

As Evergy continues to transition to a less carbon intensive generation portfolio, the company has also invested 
resources to make its existing baseload generation facilities more flexible and more efficient in the face of a 

changing market environment. Examples include: 

• Changing maintenance practices and by using predictive maintenance techniques that utilize technology, data 
analytics, and monitoring techniques to identify equipment failures before they happen. 

• Changing operations practices through adapting baseload coal units to be more flexible and responsive to the 

needs of the market, focusing specifically on sustained low load operation well below historical norms, load ramp 

rates, improved unit startup durations, and more seasonal operations. 

These efforts will allow our current coal fleet to be there for the reliability our customers have come to depend on, 
but also run less often helping to decrease our carbon emissions. 
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Evergy Culture 

Empowering Better Futures 
BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

Evergy strives to be an employer of choice by Developing a workforce that is diverse, equitable, and 
providing competitive total rewards to employees. inclusive is critical as Evergy strives to be an employer of 
We are also focused on an inclusive, equitable and choice in our industry. The best employees bring the best 
diverse culture that empowers better futures for results, which ultimately adds value to our customers, 
our employees and communities. communities and investors alike. Providing competitive 

benefits, focusing on employee well-being, performing 

routine employee engagement surveys and acting on the 
Employee Benefits results all help recruit and retain the best employees. 

Evergy is committed to attracting and retaining a talented and diverse workforce to propel the company to 
become the best energy company. Evergy offers a comprehensive and competitive Total Rewards program 
that encompasses compensation, benefits and wellbeing. Evergy’s employee base represents a broad range 
of backgrounds and experiences. As such, we offer a wide range of benefits to provide a healthy foundation for 
career and life. One result of these efforts is being recognized by local and national organizations for our focus on 
employee wellbeing, including being named a 2021 Healthiest Employee Honoree by Kansas City Business Journal. 

Total Rewards Package 

Performance Based Pay Incentives and Recognition Benefits* 

• Attract and retain the talent 
we need to drive outstanding 
performance. 

• Total rewards that 
recognize employees total 
contributions. 

• Competitive base pay 
package that considers each 
employees performance, 
skills and experience. 

• Recognition and feedback 
provided on achievement 
against goals and 
demonstration of the 
company s core values. 

• Incentive programs for eligible 
employees to align performance 
with the achievement of corporate 
goals and objectives. 

• Sharing scorecard and providing 
quarterly updates to employees. 

• Encourage employees to collaborate 
and innovate across departmental 
lines to achieve outstanding 
performance. 

• Metrics are measured to drive 
performance: safety, financial 
performance, operational 
performance, and enhanced 
customer experience. 

• Employees share in the success 
as goals are achieved. 

We look out for every employees health, 
wellness, and financial footing with a 
comprehensive benefits package including: 

• Choice of medical, dental and vision plans 

• Paid parental leave 

• Life and accident insurance 

• Long-term disability insurance 

• Medical and dependent care 
reimbursement accounts 

• Health Savings account 

• Paid vacation, company holidays and 
personal days 

• 401(k) plan with matching contributions 
from the company 

• Education assistance 

• Wellbeing program 

• Retirement plans 

*Pay and benefit programs may vary based on the position. Some employees are under collective bargaining agreements that outline the benefits they may receive. 
If the information conflicts with the terms of the written plan documents governing the plan, the plan document will control. Compensation and benefit plans are 
subject to change and Evergy has the right to end, suspend or amend any of its plans at any time in whole or in part. 
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EVERGY CULTURE 

We promote professional and cultural development opportunities through various 
initiatives to help foster an inclusive and engaged workforce. 

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 

Evergy is focused on being a diverse, equitable, and inclusive 
company that empowers better futures for our employees and our 
communities. 

Diversity adds depth to our company and makes us stronger. At 
Evergy, it’s our obligation to make sure we are aware of the way our 
actions, consciously or unconsciously, impact our stakeholders and 
our company culture. We strive to take proactive steps to continually 
improve fostering diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I). In 2021, we 
added a discretionary diversity, equity and inclusion modifier to our 
executive annual incentive plan to further promote and reinforce 
our commitment to DE&I. We will measure our overall growth 
and engagement in four main pillars: talent pipeline, employee 
engagement, employee development, and supplier diversity. 

Talent Pipeline: We will take actions to expand the talent pool of diverse and underrepresented 
employees 

Targeted Diversity Recruiting Strategy: Evergy created a Diversity Recruiter position in 2021 and implemented 
targeted recruiting strategies that allow us to attract top talent from diverse candidate pools. We expanded 
existing strategies to focus on historically black colleges and universities students, women, and military veterans. 
We also employ K-12 outreach, four-year and trade scholarships to broaden our candidate pool. Finally, we 
established a pre-apprentice line worker program as a pathway for diverse line workers. 

Internships: In the face of a global pandemic, our recruiting and Human Resource teams were able to maintain a 
high level of engagement with new talent. We hired more than 80 interns in 2020, and nearly matched that with 75 
in 2021. We have also steadily increased the diversity of our selected interns over the past three years, resulting in 
40% female and 32% people of color for our 2021 interns. 

Employee Engagement: We will foster a culture of inclusion by enhancing our training offerings, 
focusing on engagement, supporting our business resource groups, and partnering with our local 
communities. 

Training Offerings: In 2021, we will be deploying a full suite of tools to educate the workforce on DE&I including: 
a DE&I talking guide, supplier diversity 101, unconscious bias training, and allyship training, which is training that 
prepares employees to better support, collaborate with and advocate for people from minority and marginalized 
groups inside and outside of the workplace. 

Formation of DE&I Council: A permanent DE&I Council was formed as an evolution of the DE&I working group 
formed in 2020. The council will serve as a governing body for Evergy’s DE&I department and report to the DE&I 
Executive Steering Committee comprised of the executive team including David Campbell, Evergy’s President and 
Chief Executive Officer. 
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EVERGY CULTURE 

BRGs: Evergy's 7 Business Resource Groups serve as connection points for employees with common backgrounds 
or interests, create opportunities for leadership development, and are leveraged to attract and retain talent. 

Partnering with Local Communities: This continues to be a driver for engagement at Evergy. We take pride in 
partnering with local community organizations that serve our underrepresented customers.  Please refer to the 
Community Impact section on page 27 for more details. 

Employee Development: We will enhance development processes and tools for diverse and 
underrepresented employees. 

Growth of DE&I office: To help carry out DE&I initiatives, along with the Director of DE&I, Evergy hired two 
additional DE&I positions: a DE&I training representative and a diversity recruiter. The DE&I department continues 
to report directly to Evergy’s CEO. 

Professional Development: Many emerging company leaders will attend McKinsey's black leadership 
development program in 2021. Also in 2021, a program will be launched to match underrepresented future leaders 
with next level leaders for guidance, mentorship, and relationship building. 

Training: The company created a Diversity Trainer position in 2021, with the responsibility of building a suite of 
tools to educate the organization. 
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EVERGY CULTURE 

Supplier Diversity: Evergy’s supplier diversity program will continue to maintain and build 
supplier relationships with minority owned, women owned, veteran owned, local, LGBTQ+, small, 
and HUB Zone businesses. 

For more than 35 years, our Supplier Diversity Initiative (SDI) has opened doors for minority, women, veteran, 
LGBTQ+, small, and HUB Zone businesses to help them be successful and increase our local economic impact. In 

2020, Evergy spent more than $156 million with diverse suppliers, topping our all-time high for a third year in a row. 

Evergy has created meaningful internal strategic alliances across the company to foster innovative and impactful 
supply chain best practices around supplier diversity.  We also ask our suppliers to model our commitment by 
providing us their diverse supplier plan for all contracts we enter into that are over $700,000. 

Evergy offers a unique diverse supplier mentoring program, Light Source. The program pairs emerging local 
diverse business with an Evergy executive to help guide their ability to work with companies like Evergy. We also 
partner with many community organizations helping nurture growth and strengthening their networks and 
capabilities. Such organizations include the Kansas City Procurement Roundtable, Wichita’s Diverse Business 
Committee, diverse chambers of commerce, minority supplier councils, women’s business development councils, 
the state and local chambers of commerce, the small business administration, and others. 

Evergy has earned the EEI Innovation Award for the Light Source program. This award 
recognizes the implementation and execution of innovation in supplier diversity practices, as 
well as proven successes and benefits for diverse suppliers and for the company.  In total, 34 
diverse suppliers have graduated from the program, and nine currently are enrolled.  Internally, 
Evergy has benefited by increasing the pipeline of talented diverse supplier options. The Light 
Source Mentoring Program also was successfully replicated by two local agencies and one 

other electric company. Additionally, Evergy led local efforts to bring a corporate collaboration between Kansas 
City and Dartmouth College’s Tuck School of Business to host its Business Executive Education Program for 
select diverse businesses. During the two-year nomination period, Evergy’s spending with diverse suppliers totaled 
approximately $253 million. 

In 2020, Evergy showcased 20 diverse suppliers through targeted “Supplier Spotlights” to our business partners. 
This resulted in the signing of 13 Master Service Agreements (MSA) with diverse suppliers who can be included 
on bids in 2021. 

Many of our diverse suppliers were innovative and adapted swiftly during the pandemic to provide Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) and other resources pivotal to our supply chain. This not only helped Evergy 
employees to stay safe, but also allowed our diverse businesses to continue to thrive. 

As a small, woman minority owned environmental business, one of the incredible 
things about working with a large corporation like Evergy, is their commitment to our 
planet, finding products that are produced and manufactured sustainably, like our 
N95/N99 GRCIT Masks with an Activated Bamboo Carbon layer.  Green Resources 
Consulting, where you can breathe the benefits. 

Iveth Jalinsky, Founder/CEO 
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EVERGY CULTURE 

Supplier Diversity Advisory Council 
Evergy developed a Supplier Diversity Advisory Council consisting of a cross-section of employees, focused 
on a diverse member base, with a purpose to promote the growth and sustainability of Evergy’s Supplier 
Diversity Program. This council provides guidance to Evergy’s management team on the importance of supplier 
diversity best practices and on ways to increase the amount of money spent with diverse businesses locally 
and nationwide. This council is also focused on identifying and nurturing qualified diverse businesses in the 
communities we serve. 

For more information about employee benefits, Evergy's DE&I program as well as information on Evergy's Supplier 
Code of Conduct please visit the websites below: 

• evergy.com/careers/diversity 

• evergy.com/careers/benefits 

• evergy.com/partner-with-us/suppliers/supplier-diversity 

• evergy.com/-/media/documents/partnering-with-us/supplier-code-of-conduct.pdf 

• evergy.com/DEI 
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Community Impact 

Evergy is committed to empowering a better future for our customers and communities. Making a positive impact 
in the communities we call home is a foundational component of our business. 

EVERGY IN 2020 

Community Impact by the Numbers 

20,000 $1 Million employee 41% of Employees 
employee volunteer hours donations to the community participate in giving campaigns 

$6.5 Million $1.8 Million COVID 
Community Donations to Customer and Community Relief 

400 agencies provided to 110 agencies 

In 2020, we officially launched our community impact strategy to focus our resources, including donations, 
community leadership, volunteerism, and in-kind support. Our community investment program is based on a 
strategy that helps our customers and region move forward. We look for innovative solutions that address root 
causes so our efforts and actions truly make an impact in our hometowns. 

Evergy Focuses Community Investments in These Areas: 

Environmental Leadership: We are committed to creating a sustainable energy future and minimizing our 
environmental impact. 

Community Vitality: Evergy is only as healthy as the communities in which we live and work. We invest in 
opportunities that retain and attract business as well as stimulate workforce readiness, provide access to 
opportunities for all ages and backgrounds, and help with basic needs that help communities and people contribute 
to society. 
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COMMUNITY IMPACT 

COVID Community & Customer 
Relief Program BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

Healthy communities help support 
The coronavirus pandemic and resulting economic crisis created an the long-term growth and stability of 
urgent and unprecedented need in our communities. Evergy pledged our region benefiting our customers, 
up to $2,200,000 through immediate emergency support, hometown employees, and company overall. 
economic recovery grants, customer utility payment funds support Evergy donates millions each year 
and increased employee donation match support. This support was and Evergy’s employees give time 
in addition to Evergy’s annual $6,500,000 of community support to and money to support our local 
hundreds of agencies throughout our service territory. communities. 

The strategy aligned with our commitment to communities, customers, 
and employees. 

Phase 1: Emergency Support / 63 grants totaling $405,000 – The initial emergency support phase was designed to 
quickly provide grants to agencies that remained open during the pandemic and provided essential services in the 
areas of food insecurity, social welfare, emergency services, child and family services, and utility assistance. 

Phase 2: Hometown Economic Recovery Program / 44 grants totaling $800,100 – In June 2020 Evergy announced 

a program for communities and agencies focused on longer-term recovery efforts. This program mirrored the varied 
needs of our communities and focused on small business, community and economic development, workforce 
development, retraining, and placement. 

Customer Support Program: $690,000 granted to assistance funds, employee matches, and customer credits. 
At the onset of the pandemic, Evergy quickly established a moratorium on disconnects and offered flexible pay 
arrangements for residential and small business customers. We also made significant investments in Dollar Aide, 
Project Deserve, and other funds to assist our customers with energy payments during this time of crisis as well 
as payment credits through the customer contact centers. Special employee giving campaigns encouraged our 
employees to support these programs and increased donation match by the company complemented the 
overall effort. 

Connecting Our Customers to Resources 

While COVID forced us to temporarily close Evergy Connect, our customer walk-in facility, by July 2020 we were able 
to safely reopen and provide customized support to our customers. A unique barrier was built to allow customers to 
safely enter our building and work with our specialists in person, or through our ‘virtual desk’ which allowed for Zoom 

and other face-to-face platforms. 

Evergy was one of the first utilities in the nation to begin waiving late fees and not disconnecting service for non-
payment as customers and communities were facing hardship as a result of COVID-19.  Evergy quickly began working 
with regulators and policy leaders to expand the eligibility of utility assistance and improve application processes and 
deadlines. As a result, we were able to introduce additional payment plans to allow payment flexibility and to provide 

residential customers with extended payment plan options.  This, along with a comprehensive outreach campaign, 
resulted in more than $22 million in assistance being provided to eligible customer accounts. 

As more federal COVID relief assistance programs emerged, we developed a one-stop shop on Evergy.com for 
customers to assess the right programs for them and quickly navigate to the program specific application pages. 
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Safety, Security &
Reliability 

Winter Storm Emergency 

In early 2021, a historic winter storm enveloped much of the country. Extended cold temperatures created fuel 
and electricity shortages for our region. As members of the Southwest Power Pool (SPP), a regional electricity 

coordinator, Evergy worked with regional partners to prevent grid damage and minimize outages. 

A Historic Storm Enveloped the SPP Region 

73% of mainland U.S. 
covered in snow¹ 

3,000 daily and 
79 all-time 

local low temperature 
records broken² 

Extreme weather 
caused power plant 

“Comparable to the outages, fuel supply 
problems and record-high 

of Feb. 1899 & 1905”³ 
historic cold snaps 

gas and electricity use. 

1 - National Operating Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center    2 & 3 - National Weather Service Weather Prediction Center 

As the cold temperatures moved in, Evergy began cold weather operations processes for generation and distribution 
facilities. This meant securing additional staffing and ensuring fuel availability. When we received notification from 

SPP of regional conditions, Evergy began public calls for conservation and ultimately interrupted approximately 

325,000 customers across our service territory, at separate times over a two-day period. 

These actions prevented the power grid from potentially experiencing uncontrolled outages for greater periods, 
affecting more customers. Evergy, like others, is studying this event to inform our planning in reliability and stability. 
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SAFETY, SECURITY & RELIABILITY 

Safety 
BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

Safety is a core value at Evergy, and we value safety at all times and in all Providing a reliable, safe, 
situations. 2020 was a remarkable year for Evergy regarding our safety and secure power grid to 
performance, improving upon the previous year's performance in multiple our customers ensures 
metrics. Those metrics can be found in our most recent EEI Data Template that Evergy’s business is 
here: investors.evergy.com/sustainability stable and able to endure 

hardships, both expected 
In addition to those improvements, we continue to provide educational and unexpected, while 
programs for customers and contractors about electricity safety, tree still providing returns to 
trimming and planting. Employees visit area schools to teach students investors. 
electrical safety as well. 

Lastly, the pandemic created unique circumstances that required timely and prudent action.  We partnered with 
the Truman Medical Center to host employee COVID vaccination centers at many of our own facilities to safely roll 
out an employee vaccination plan. 

Security 

Electricity is the backbone of our communities, so the security and reliability of the power grid is of utmost 
importance. Evergy has a vast security network to protect against physical and cyber threats. Through robust 
security, business continuity and crisis management planning, Evergy seeks to maintain a secure, reliable power 
supply and distribution network for our customers. Additionally, Evergy works with state and federal agencies 
to ensure that our program is in sync with government direction.  For example, Evergy participates in a biannual 
nationwide security exercise known as GridEx.  Entities take lessons learned from this exercise and implement 
them in their programs. 

Nuclear Security 

Evergy’s Wolf Creek Generating Station (Wolf Creek) provides our customers with emission-free electricity. Our 
highly-trained operators and employees protect the reactor core using redundant and diverse safety systems, 
along with comprehensive testing and preventive maintenance to ensure high performance. The nuclear energy 
industry is relentless in its pursuit of safety through high quality plant construction, continuous preventive 
maintenance, and ongoing reactor operator training. America’s nuclear plants are designed and licensed under 
a defense-in-depth safety approach that includes multiple safety systems and backup power supplies. Evergy 
has benefited from a comprehensive benchmarking effort that establishes world-class standards for plant 
operations. This effort includes examining plants in other countries to ensure that the best practices in the world 
are emulated. 

In 2020, Wolf Creek moved from a traditional practice of running at 100 percent power around the clock to flexible 
power operations, which aligns power output with market demands. This model exemplifies Evergy's focus on 
innovation and supports Evergy’s Sustainability Transformation Plan by creating cost efficiencies during low 
grid-demand periods. 

In May 2021, Wolf Creek safely completed our 24th scheduled refueling and maintenance outage. The plant 
operated continuously for 416 days between refueling outages.  Prior to that, Wolf Creek achieved consecutive 
491 and 495-day continuous runs between outages. 
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SAFETY, SECURITY & RELIABILITY 

Reliability 

Grid modernization plays a critical role in Evergy’s Sustainability Transformation Plan. As technologies evolve, 
our grid capabilities must evolve as well. The STP includes capital investments to replace aged infrastructure 
and to enable grid automation, data handling and analytics capabilities, and communications infrastructure that 
improves grid reliability, reduces restoration times, and increases overall grid resiliency. The five-year capital 
expenditure plan includes approximately $9.2 billion in total infrastructure investment across our transmission 
and distribution network, generating facilities, customer systems, and other platforms. 

Beyond those large capital investments, Evergy has always been focused on improving predictive maintenance 
programs to reduce outages and operational costs. Currently, we are utilizing drones to more safely and efficiently 
inspect equipment to reduce the likelihood of outages due to equipment failure and build long-term grid resiliency 
for the benefit of our customers. 

Evergy was selected in late 2020 by the Kansas Department of 
Transportation to continue Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 
research for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to help with UAS 
integration into the national airspace system. The research initiative, 
known as the BEYOND program, tackles the remaining UAS integration 
challenges and reviews safety concerns using drones beyond the visual 
line of site. The BEYOND program is slated for a 3 to 4-year research 
period and once completed, Evergy plans to secure a waiver allowing 
for non-line of sight operations. 

The BEYOND program is currently taking into account the merging of 
various technologies into one system and ensuring safe repeatable 
operations. To effectively operate a drone beyond the visual line of site 
of the pilot, it takes many different technology systems in order to make 
this a reality. Garmin, Black and Veatch, Kansas State University, 
The University of Kansas, and Wichita State University are just a few of 
the other groups involved in the program led by the Kansas Department 
of Transportation. 
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Governance 

Board Oversight 

Each member of Evergy’s Board of Directors (Board) is elected by shareholders 

annually, and approximately 85% of the members of the Board are independent. 
The Board annually appoints a Lead Independent Director, and the Board holds 

standing executive sessions comprised of only independent directors to ensure 
that adequate independent oversight exists on the Board. 

8% 38% 85% 
Director 

Snapshot 

The Board has formed six separate committees to help oversee Evergy’s 
operations. 

BENEFIT TO STAKEHOLDERS 

A strong governance structure 
ensures that Evergy has 
policies and controls in place 
to ensure that we conduct 
our business in an ethical 
and effective manner. This 
governance structure helps 
to ensure that external 
stakeholders continue to 
benefit as Evergy makes 

important, business-enabling 
decisions. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE* 

Compensation & 
Leadership Development 

Ensures compensation aligns with 
shareholder and stakeholder interests 

Succession planning 

Workforce composition strategy 
and culture 

Finance 

Capital allocation and financial 
performance 

Shareholder engagement 

Risks related to budgeting, 
financing, tax and other matters 

Nominating, 
Governance, and 

Corporate Responsibility 

Board of Director composition 

Corporate governance structure 

Corporate responsibility, political 
contributions and other 

stakeholder matters 

Nuclear and Power Supply 

Power supply resources, risks and 
strategy 

Environmental matters, including 
compliance, reporting and 

stakeholder interests 

Power Delivery and Safety 

Oversees power delivery, customer 
service and information technology 

Reviews operational risks, including 
physical security and cybersecurity 

Supervises safety of Evergy s 
operations stakeholder 

matters 

Audit 

Oversees financial reporting, internal 
controls and independent auditor 

Reviews Evergy s risk assessment 
and risk management framework 

Code of Ethics and 
compliance activities 

BOARD 

Directs and oversees management 

CEO succession planning 

Oversees major risks, including 
strategic and climate risks, and 

mitigation of those risks 

*Additional information 
can be found in Evergy’s 
corporate governance 
guidelines and each 
committee charter, 
which are available on 
our website 
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GOVERNANCE 

Management’s Role in ESG Matters 
Evergy has also established a management structure to oversee and drive ESG matters.  For many years, Evergy 
has had a working group comprised of representatives of Evergy’s corporate governance, investor relations, 
environmental stewardship, operations, public affairs and community relations, and diversity, equity, and inclusion 
teams to monitor and lay the foundation for ESG business objectives and reporting.  In addition, Evergy has an 
ESG Steering Committee comprised of our President and Chief Executive Officer, and numerous Executive Vice 
Presidents, Senior Vice Presidents, and Vice Presidents to identify company priorities and provide a platform and 
resources to implement ESG initiatives and engage with the Board committees responsible for ESG matters. 

ESG GOVERNANCE 

Key ESG focus areas 
• Risk oversight and mitigation 

• Corporate governance, corporate responsibility, political and lobbying spending 
• Company culture and diversity, equity and inclusion 

• Environmental matters, environmental policy, and environmental reporting 

Board of Directors 
and Committees 
Oversight 

Executive ESG 
Steering Committee 
Comprised of Officers and 
Senior Executives 

• Direct company ESG initiatives 
• Report on ESG initiatives to the Board 

• Incorporate ESG priority issues into company strategic initiatives 

ESG Working Group 
Comprised of multiple department 
heads across Evergy 

• Oversee specific ESG business objectives 

• Provide relevant information and data to support ESG reporting 

• Communicate and carry out ESG initiatives within specific 

business units 

Conservation and Sustainability 
ESG program management 

• Coordinate Steering Committee and Working Group 
• Gather data and report externally 

• Participate in industry stakeholder projects, which 
includes mapping to industry frameworks 

(SASB, TCFD, EEI, EPRI, etc.) 

The Board is also responsible for the annual review and approval of our Code of Ethics.  Given that ethical 
behavior is critical to our success, we work hard to ensure that our employees are familiar with company 
expectations by conducting annual ethics and compliance training, sending quarterly ethics focused 
communications to all employees, providing ethical decision making scenarios for leaders to use to foster 
conversation, and providing various means of raising concerns including a third-party anonymous concerns line. 

All of the committee charters, governance documents, public policy, and Code of Ethics can be found at 
investors.evergy.com/corporate-governance/documents-charters. 
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Forward-Looking Statements 
Statements made in this report that are not based on historical facts are forward-looking, may involve risks and uncertainties, and are 
intended to be as of the date when made. Forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements relating to the strategic 
plan for Evergy, Inc. and its subsidiaries (the “Evergy Companies”), including, without limitation, those related to earnings per share, 
dividend, operating and maintenance expense and capital investment goals; the outcome of legislative efforts and regulatory and legal 
proceedings; future energy demand; future power prices; plans with respect to existing and potential future generation resources; the 
availability and cost of generation resources and energy storage; target emissions reductions; and other matters relating to expected 
financial performance or affecting future operations. Forward-looking statements are often accompanied by forward-looking words 

such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “expects,” “estimates,” “forecasts,” “should,” “could,” “may,” “seeks,” “intends,” “proposed,” “projects,” 
“planned,” “target,” “outlook,” “remain confident,” “goal,” “will” or other words of similar meaning. Forward-looking statements involve risks, 
uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking information. 

In connection with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, the Evergy Companies are providing 

a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ from the forward-looking information. These 
risks, uncertainties and other factors include, but are not limited to: economic and weather conditions and any impact on sales, prices 
and costs; changes in business strategy or operations; the impact of federal, state and local political, legislative, judicial and regulatory 
actions or developments, including deregulation, re-regulation, securitization and restructuring of the electric utility industry; decisions 
of regulators regarding, among other things, customer rates and the prudency of operational decisions such as capital expenditures 
and asset retirements; changes in applicable laws, regulations, rules, principles or practices, or the interpretations thereof, governing 
tax, accounting and environmental matters, including air and water quality and waste management and disposal; the impact of climate 
change, including increased frequency and severity of significant weather events and the extent to which counterparties are willing to 

do business with, finance the operations of or purchase energy from the Evergy Companies due to the fact that the Evergy Companies 

operate coal-fired generation; prices and availability of electricity in wholesale markets; market perception of the energy industry 

and the Evergy Companies; the impact of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic on, among other things, sales, results of operations, 
financial condition, liquidity and cash flows, and also on operational issues, such as the availability and ability of the Evergy Companies’ 
employees and suppliers to perform the functions that are necessary to operate the Evergy Companies; changes in the energy trading 
markets in which the Evergy Companies participate, including retroactive repricing of transactions by regional transmission organizations 
(RTO) and independent system operators; financial market conditions and performance, including changes in interest rates and credit 
spreads and in availability and cost of capital and the effects on derivatives and hedges, nuclear decommissioning trust and pension 
plan assets and costs; impairments of long-lived assets or goodwill; credit ratings; inflation rates; the transition to a replacement for 
the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) benchmark interest rate; effectiveness of risk management policies and procedures and 

the ability of counterparties to satisfy their contractual commitments; impact of physical and cybersecurity breaches, criminal activity, 
terrorist attacks and other disruptions to the Evergy Companies’ facilities or information technology infrastructure or the facilities and 

infrastructure of third-party service providers on which the Evergy Companies rely; ability to carry out marketing and sales plans; cost, 
availability, quality and timely provision of equipment, supplies, labor and fuel; ability to achieve generation goals and the occurrence 
and duration of planned and unplanned generation outages; delays and cost increases of generation, transmission, distribution or other 
projects; the Evergy Companies’ ability to manage their transmission and distribution development plans and transmission joint ventures; 
the inherent risks associated with the ownership and operation of a nuclear facility, including environmental, health, safety, regulatory 
and financial risks; workforce risks, including those related to the Evergy Companies’ ability to attract and retain qualified personnel, 
maintain satisfactory relationships with their labor unions and manage costs of, or changes in, retirement, health care and other benefits; 
disruption, costs and uncertainties caused by or related to the actions of individuals or entities, such as activist shareholders or special 
interest groups, that seek to influence the Evergy Companies’ strategic plan, financial results or operations; the possibility that strategic 

initiatives, including mergers, acquisitions and divestitures, and long-term financial plans, may not create the value that they are expected 

to achieve in a timely manner or at all; difficulties in maintaining relationships with customers, employees, regulators or suppliers; and 

other risks and uncertainties. 

This list of factors is not all-inclusive because it is not possible to predict all factors. Additional risks and uncertainties are discussed 
from time to time in current, quarterly and annual reports filed by the Evergy Companies with the Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC). Reports filed by the Evergy Companies with the SEC should also be read for more information regarding risk factors. Each forward-
looking statement speaks only as of the date of the particular statement. The Evergy Companies undertake no obligation to publicly update 
or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. 
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